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1

Findings and Perspectives

n o r m a n  n a i m a r k

The fall of the Soviet Union in 1991 ended a seventy-four-year experi-
ment in the building of a socialist society in what was territory of the former
Russian Empire. It would be hard to look at that three quarter-century history
without a sense of relief that it is over with. The lives needlessly expended, the
resources squandered, and the suffering inflicted on society know few parallels
in the annals of human history. The damage done to the members of what was
called the East European bloc was immense. The countries of the region have
broken with the past and joined the European Union, but the history of com-
munism there has produced bitter and long-lasting legacies. The former Cen-
tral Asian, Caucasian, and Baltic republics of the Soviet Union are also doing
the best they can to break away from their Moscow-dominated past and start
afresh. But especially in the case of those regions that shared the Soviet experi-
ence from the beginning, serious political reform and economic transforma-
tion come very slowly. In both the Russian Federation and Ukraine, the heavy
burden of the Soviet past continues to weigh on politics, culture, and society,
despite attempts to democratize and institute a market economy. Post-Soviet
Russia sometimes appears as controlling and authoritarian as the Soviet state.
The ‘‘new Russians’’ often seem garish, crude, and as self-satisfied with their
extreme material prosperity as their Soviet predecessors were with their spe-
cial privileges as members of the nomenklatura. There is no turning one’s back
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on history and starting completely anew. The Bolsheviks learned that lesson
after 1917; in some ways, history itself shattered their dreams and crushed
their aspirations.∞

The opening of the Soviet archives after 1991 has greatly improved the
ability of both Russian and Western historians to understand the development
of the Soviet experiment and its successes and failures. This book provides a
first look at the ‘‘lost’’ transcripts of the Politburo for the period 1923 to 1938,
which have now been added to the growing collection of archives from the
highest decision-making bodies of the Soviet Union.≤

Access to the Soviet state and party archives has not followed a linear path
of increased openness and ease of use. The publication of verbatim transcripts
of Politburo meetings, after years housed in closed archives, is no exception.≥

Each scholar will have his or her own story to tell about successes and disap-
pointments with the use of new materials on the Soviet period.∂ But there can
be no question that the number of important documentary publications has
grown by leaps and bounds. More and more interesting and useful historical
material is being made available to researchers by the Russian archives, and,
more widely, in published form. For historians of the Soviet Communist Party,
the collections of RGASPI (Rossisskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsial’noi-
politcheskoi istorii/Russian State Archive of Social and Political History),
which covers the pre-1953 period, and RGANI (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi
arkhiv noveishei istorii/Russian State Archive of Contemporary History), for
the post-1953 period, have been absolutely critical in generating new and
exciting developments in the historiography. In fits and spurts, new materials
from the Presidential Archive are being transferred to RGASPI and RGANI
and declassified. The process seems painfully slow and uneven to scholars who
are anxious to get to the most crucial archival sources for their research. But
given the political and institutional restraints in Russia on declassification, one
can be grateful for significant incremental improvements.

The availability of new materials provides important stimuli to new re-
search and writing on Soviet Russia. The fall of the Soviet Union also ensured
that the discussion about the Soviet past will not just take place among West-
ern historians. The addition of Russian historians to the scholarly mix marks a
significant moment in the historiography, given the highly restricted ability of
historians in the former Soviet Union to exchange ideas and materials with
their colleagues in the West. Still, we can be reasonably certain that the politi-
cal foundations of the historiography of the Soviet Union will not disappear
anytime soon. As the eminent Soviet historian Ronald Grigor Suny empha-
sizes in his introduction to the recently published volume III of The Cambridge
History of Russia, politics have always played an unusually prominent role in
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the writing of the history of the Soviet Union.∑ Lev Borisovich Trotsky himself
served as an important interpreter of the Soviet past, but, of course, from his
position as the loser in the power struggle with Stalin and as an opponent
of the bureaucratization of Soviet politics that he saw occurring during the
‘‘Thermidor’’ of the 1930s.∏ Sympathizers of Trotsky, the redoubtable Isaac
Deutscher and Boris Souverin, further shaped the way scholars and students
approached the Soviet past.π E. H. Carr’s marvelous fourteen-volume History
of Soviet Russia was no doubt influenced by a generally positive evaluation of
the Soviet experiment, if not a specifically Trotsky-like understanding of
where it went awry.∫

The professionalization of Russian historiography after World War II took
place under the ubiquitous influence of the Cold War. Politics infused scholar-
ship on Russia, as the West struggled to understand its new postwar opponent.
In part because there were relatively few accessible documents and even fewer
reliable archival sources, most academic historians stayed away from the So-
viet period, leaving it to political scientists like Adam Ulam, Robert Daniels,
and Robert Tucker, and historians outside the profession like Robert Con-
quest. That so much of what these scholars wrote has held up under the
scrutiny of newer generations of historians with far greater access to primary
documents is a tribute to their detective skills and perspicacity.Ω The intense
ideological war waged between the Soviet Union and the United States in the
1950s gave considerable credence to the totalitarian model and fostered new
studies of Soviet politics and society based on the Nazi analogy.∞≠

Politics again inserted themselves into the historiography of the Soviet Union
in the late 1960s and 1970s, when the war in Vietnam and the emergence of a
large and more diverse cohort of young scholars in the universities created a
perceived need to reassess ‘‘Cold War’’ interpretations of the Soviet Union and
world communism and look at the historiography of the USSR from a fresh
viewpoint. This trend corresponded, as well, with new, if limited possibilities of
communicating with Soviet scholars and conducting research in the Soviet
Union. Sheila Fitzpatrick and Moshe Lewin were among the most influential
proponents of the social history paradigm, which tried to get away from the
totalitarian model and the focus on politics in general, and instead emphasize
the nature of social change and the past experiences of normal men and women,
workers, peasants, and intelligentsia, in the Soviet Union.∞∞ But the social
history ‘‘turn’’ gave way to yet more diverse challenges to the traditional histo-
riography precipitated by the emergence of Gorbachev and the imminent col-
lapse of the Soviet Union. The study of nationalities and of Russia as empire
grew by leaps and bounds.∞≤ At the same time, the actual collapse of the Soviet
Union under the weight of its own history invigorated a wave of scholarship
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from what might be called the neototalitarian school. Generally belonging to
the Right of the political spectrum, the neototalitarians emphasized that the
original sin of communism (whether committed by the French Revolution,
Marx and Engels, or Lenin) had caught up with its Kremlin heirs and brought
them down.∞≥

Sweeping historical judgments about the Soviet experience and its socialist
experiment represented a serious and major tangent of postcommunist schol-
arship. At the same time, given new and stimulating access to Russian archival
sources, micro-level studies of Soviet institutions and of social groups became
much more widespread.∞∂ Historians of the Soviet Union also became much
more interested in the subjective individual experiences of Soviet citizens, as
they attempted to create some kind of equilibrium in their own lives, faced
with the ideological, social, and political demands surrounding them.∞∑ The
publication of important documents became a way for Russian archival ad-
ministrations and Western scholars and institutions, hungry for new materials
for research, to cooperate and serve the needs of this new wave of scholarship
on the one hand, and the financial needs of the archives on the other. The Yale
University Press Annals of Communism series has been an important institu-
tional focus of this important work.∞∏ But many presses, scholars, and institu-
tions around the world, in Russia and in the West, have also contributed.∞π

It is within this historiographical context that the present volume should be
seen. Generally, the emphasis over the past dozen years has been on document
publication, more than on the analysis and contextualization of these mate-
rials. This book reverses that balance, and asks eleven leading scholars of the
Soviet past, significantly from both Russia and the West, to analyze newly
available documents from the perspective of their interests and specialties. The
documents are previously inaccessible Politburo transcripts (‘‘stenograms’’),
minutes taken verbatim from twenty-eight Politburo meetings during the
1920s and 1930s. The transcripts were recently declassified after being trans-
ferred from the Presidential Archives to RGASPI. The distinguished economic
historian of Russia, Paul Gregory of the University of Houston, working un-
der the auspices of the Hoover Institution, put together the concept for this
book of essays on the transcripts, which we have jointly edited. The transcripts
themselves are being published simultaneously in their entirety in Russian in
three volumes by the Rosspen publishing house, the Russian Archival Service,
and the Hoover Institution.

The Politburo transcripts enlighten the history of the interwar Soviet period
in several important ways. First, they demonstrate the depth of policy discus-
sions and the multiplicity of factors that were taken into account by the Soviet
leadership when deciding administrative, economic, and foreign policy mat-
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ters. Second, they make apparent the quintessentially political content of vir-
tually all decision making at the highest level of the Soviet party and state. If
the discussions about economic matters, especially the recurring grain crises,
appear to be more substantive than those regarding administrative and foreign
affairs issues, every policy discussion is shot through with political determi-
nants and outcomes. Sometimes, the political struggle of the 1920s and early
1930s is the very subject of the transcripts; sometimes, it underlies them. But
in every case, the battle for political supremacy between Stalin, Grigory Zino-
viev, and Lev Kamenev, on one side and Leon Trotsky on the other, between
Stalin, Nikolai Bukharin, Aleksei Rykov, and Mikhail Tomsky on one side and
Zinoviev and Kamenev and Trotsky (the ‘‘United Opposition’’) on the other;
and between Stalin, Molotov, Voroshilov, and Mikoyan on one side, and
Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomsky (the so-called ‘‘Right Opposition’’) on the
other, in these different combinations as time goes on and alliances shift,
infuses the Politburo discussions. No one was yet aware—perhaps not even
Stalin himself—that this would become a life-and-death struggle between the
vozhd’ and his alleged enemies. This fact makes the arguments, accusations,
and counteraccusations all the more poignant.

The transcripts also are riveting examples of the internal personal interac-
tions between the leaders of the Politburo in the 1920s and 1930s. The way
they argue among themselves, address each other, and correct their oppo-
nents’ alleged errors provides raw material for psychological portraits, indi-
vidual and collective, of the main Politburo rivals. Their verbal jousting and
sometimes good-natured kidding reveal a great deal about the atmospherics of
leadership at the very pinnacle of Soviet power. The special language they
use—episodically brutal, crude, cynical, immodest—speaks reams about the
background and environment in which Bolshevik politicians were formed and
operated. In some ways, we are witnesses to the rough-and-ready internal
struggling within a close and affectionate Mafia family; in others, we can
wonder at the highly personalized character of the criticisms of political rivals.
In the transcripts, we can glean something of the ideological fabric and com-
mon background that kept the Bolsheviks together. We also learn a lot about
the fundamentally different approaches to the serious problems of state and
society that tore them apart.

Paul Gregory’s chapter in this volume focuses on the provenance of the
transcripts and examines the way they fit into the other Communist Party
documents available to us from the interwar period. Clearly, the Politburo was
the pinnacle of power in the Soviet system, and the transcripts were treated by
those who had access to them as gospel from on high. The Politburo used the
transcripts very purposefully as a way to circulate information from the inner
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circle of party leaders to the Central Committee and state and party leaders in
the regions. They were also intended to discipline regional leaders and make
them more responsive to the Kremlin’s policies, eliminating much of the auton-
omy that had been enjoyed by these leaders. The Politburo oligarchs sometimes
debated at length whether a particular meeting should have a transcript re-
corded or not. Important sessions that were planned to deal with political and
economic issues were deemed appropriate for verbatim transcripts that in turn
would be passed on to party and state hierarchs. In some cases, however, the
transcripts were withheld from distribution because Politburo leaders deter-
mined that the discussions were too sensitive or indiscrete for dissemination.

Hiroaki Kuromiya’s contribution examines Stalin’s vaunted drive for ascen-
dancy in the party in light of the new Politburo documents. His central observa-
tion, which is generally shared by all of the authors in this book, is that Stalin
was a master tactician when faced with opposition and resistance among his
comrades. He knew just when to back off and show restraint and he understood
when he was free to attack and browbeat his opponents. Stalin took great
pains, Kuromiya tells us, to portray himself as interested only in principled
issues, not in his own political power and influence. In Stalin’s rhetoric, the
party was the only thing that mattered; the class struggle was the soul of his
Manichean view of the universe. He managed in this way to portray himself as
the party’s humble servant. Kuromiya also emphasizes, as do a number of
authors in the book, Stalin’s hypersensitivity to perceptions of Soviet Commu-
nist Party politics outside the country. There could be no demonstrations to the
outside world of party weakness or divisions in the ranks; otherwise the capital-
ist powers, in Stalin’s view, would be tempted to intervene. Even if there were
factional struggles, every effort had to made to conceal them, while bringing
them to an end.

Robert Service, an estimable biographer of Stalin, focuses like Kuromiya on
Soviet politics in the late 1920s.∞∫ In particular, Service analyzes the transcript
from the joint meeting of the Politburo and the Central Control Commission
Presidium of September 8, 1927. This famous meeting was the denouement of
the political struggle between Stalin and Bukharin on the one hand, and the
‘‘United Opposition’’ (Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev) on the other. Service
underlines the fact that the arguments on both sides were remarkably open
and frank. Trotsky and his allies could say pretty much everything that was on
their minds. Although Stalin and V. M. Molotov were direct and sharp in their
criticisms of Trotsky’s historical role in the party, by their very restraint in
allowing him to speak, they gave Trotsky rope to hang himself through his
own extreme, intemperate, and self-important rhetoric. Service’s fascinating
portraits of Trotsky’s self-destructive behavior and of Bukharin’s weakness in
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face of the critical importance of this Politburo meeting provide the reader
with a deeper understanding of why Stalin and his clique emerged supreme in
this confrontation.

Alexander Vatlin’s essay on the transcript of the June 3, 1926 Politburo
meeting demonstrates that the British General Strike (May 1926), the exclu-
sive subject of the session, served as a lightning rod for the Bolsheviks’ dif-
ferences over foreign policy in the 1920s. Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev
were advocates of a more radical policy to support insurgent British workers
against the supposed reformism of the trade unions. In Vatlin’s account, their
common views of the issue helped to cement the foundations of the ‘‘United
Opposition’’ between the Leningraders Zinoviev and Kamenev, on the one
hand, and Trotsky and his supporters on the other. Rykov and Tomsky (Stalin
was absent from the meeting) favored a more measured approach to the Brit-
ish trade unions. Arguments over ‘‘foreign policy,’’ in this case and others,
were a substitute for serious internal political struggle. Vatlin’s reading of the
transcript on ‘‘The Lessons of the British General Strike’’ fits well with the
interpretations of the other authors in the volume. Fundamentally, the tran-
script’s history supports the argument that the dissenting views of the ‘‘United
Opposition’’ did not reflect the majority of the party, which tended to side with
Stalin’s more restrained and cautious approach to foreign and domestic policy
issues. Once again, Trotsky’s extreme views do not appear to have made much
headway in the confrontation with Stalin’s supporters. Zinoviev’s energetic
support of the radical position on the strike precipitated his dismissal from the
Politburo in July 1926, and reinforced Stalin’s determination to seek his re-
moval as head of the Comintern.

Few historians have made more significant contributions to sorting out the
meaning of new Russian archival sources for Soviet history than Oleg Khlev-
niuk.∞Ω In this volume, Khlevniuk focuses on the transcript of the joint session
of the Politburo and the Presidium of the Central Control Commission of
November 4, 1930, on the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair. There can be no ques-
tion, Khlevniuk states, that the dismal failures of forced collectivization,
which had been launched the previous year, raised serious questions in the
middle levels of the party and state apparatus about Stalin’s effectiveness.
Sergei Syrtsov and Vissarion Lominadze, both members of the Central Com-
mittee, and their sympathizers in the party reflected this dissatisfaction and
growing discomfort with Stalin’s dictatorial power in the party. At the same
time, as Khlevniuk emphasizes, Syrtsov and Lominadze were not part of the
‘‘Right Opposition’s’’ critique of forced industrialization and collectivization.
Instead, they represented a more reasonable iteration of the ‘‘Leftist’’ direc-
tion. But this did them no good with Stalin, who, with the relatively decent
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harvest of 1930, initiated the ‘‘Second Great Break,’’ pushing forward with
radical collectivization and dekulakization. The message of the Syrtsov-
Lominadze affair was that not even moderate dissent would be tolerated. The
two were removed from their prominent positions and demoted. Syrtsov was
shot in 1937; facing imminent arrest, Lominadze committed suicide in 1935.

Stalin’s renewed collectivization drive produced more misery and a growing
sense of endemic crisis in the countryside. The upheaval in the villages rankled
Old Bolsheviks and led to criticism of the party leadership, even to talk of
removing Stalin. Charters Wynn analyses the transcript of the joint session of
the Politburo and Presidium of the Central Control Commission of November
27, 1932. This session was dedicated to exposing the ‘‘Smirnov-Eismont-
Tolmachev affair,’’ an alleged conspiracy of party members unhappy with
Stalin and the failures of collectivization. The charge stemmed from a late-
night social gathering, where two inebriated Old Bolsheviks, Nikolai Eismont
and Vladimir Tolmachev, talked about Stalin’s responsibility for the tragic
state of affairs in the countryside. Wynn points out that the sharpness of the
attack on this ‘‘antiparty counterrevolutionary group’’ revealed Stalin’s spiral-
ing fears of opposition groups within the party that might seek to remove him
in a ‘‘terrorist’’ plot. In some ways, the Smirnov-Eismont-Tolmachev group
was treated as the reincarnation of the ‘‘Right Opposition’’ of the late 1920s.
Alexander Smirnov, a former Minister of Agriculture and well-known op-
ponent of collectivization, was directly linked to Eismont and Tolmachev
through his presence at the drunken social gathering. In Stalin’s eyes, Smir-
nov’s friendship with the ‘‘Rightist’’ Mikhail Tomsky and their common ab-
sence from the Politburo session that condemned the anti-Stalinist ‘‘Riutin
platform’’ (September 28 to October 2, 1932) aggravated Smirnov’s sins and
especially those of the much more influential Tomsky. In fact, in Wynn’s read-
ing, Tomsky was the main figure in the dock at this Politburo session; for Stalin
to succeed, the party’s chief workers’ tribune had to be brought down, and the
transcript of the session was used specifically for that purpose.

The growing unhappiness of Stalin and his pro-NEP allies with the work of
the Central Statistical Administration (TsSU) in the mid-1920s is the subject of
R. W. Davies’s contribution dealing with the transcript of the Politburo session
of December 10, 1925. Davies, a pioneer in the study of the Soviet 1920s and
1930s, links the political struggle between Stalin and the Left, especially Zino-
viev and Kamenev, and the problem of grain production. P. I. Popov, the
venerable chief statistician of the Central Statistical Administration, made the
fateful decision to publish material about potential grain sales in 1925 and
1926 according to distinct groups of peasant households by size of holdings.
Kamenev immediately jumped on the results as demonstrating, in his view, the
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increasing social differentiation among the peasantry and the reliance of the
bulk of grain production on a small percentage of prosperous peasants, some
of whom could be categorized as ‘‘kulaks.’’ The proponents of NEP, com-
mitted to notions of the importance of the ‘‘middle and small peasants,’’ did
not want to hear this. As a result, at the December 10 Politburo meeting,
Popov became a target for removal, with Stalin suggesting that statistics
needed to be more ‘‘scientific’’ and ‘‘objective,’’ meaning subservient to the
political whims of the Politburo. There was no way that Stalin could tolerate
an independent statistical apparatus. Yet the future vozhd’—as in the other
transcripts—appears calm, cagey, and focused, even when Popov openly crit-
icizes his view of statistical sciences. Though Popov was removed in the end,
Davies notes that this was not the kind of ‘‘witch hunt’’ that would become so
common by the end of the decade. Popov’s successor at TsSU continued to
maintain a modicum of independence for the statistical administration. More-
over, the critical issue that a disproportionately large percentage of grain was
provided by well-to-do peasants did not go away until full-scale collectiviza-
tion wiped out the group as a whole.

The grain supply was of central importance to the Bolsheviks because of their
need to feed the cities. Even more crucial in the mid-1920s was the role of grain
in Soviet exports, which in turn financed the growth of industry. In connection
with the dependence of grain exports and investment in industry on state price
mechanisms, meager Soviet gold reserves, and the weak Soviet trade balances,
David M. Woodruff examines three sets of Politburo transcripts from October
26 and November 2, 1925, and February 22, 1926, that focus on macroeco-
nomic policies. In these meetings, the People’s Commissar of Finance, Grigory
Sokol’nikov, sought to use a combination of import restrictions and tight
monetary policy to insure a favorable trade balance and increase the supply of
gold. Sokol’nikov was opposed by the industrial bureaucrats, led by Vesenkha
(Supreme Soviet of the National Economy) chief Feliks Dzerzhinsky, who were
desperate for greater imports of machinery and increased credits from the state
to fuel factory expansion. For the time being, the Politburo, encouraged by
Stalin, chose the more conservative strategy of preserving the gold supply and
cutting back imports. Stalin insisted on the maintenance of a positive trade
balance both to maintain the value of the Soviet currency and to avoid excess
dependence on foreign markets. Woodruff observes, however, that macroeco-
nomic policymaking devolved too easily into discussions of penalizing the
microeconomic behavior of specific groups and classes, a phenomenon that
persisted in the development of Stalinist economics in the 1930s. Stalin and his
supporters sometimes denounced the speculative behavior of procurement
agents as the problem; sometimes, they focused on the excess price demands of
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the cooperatives. Not surprisingly, Sokol’nikov’s support of Kamenev and
Zinoviev earned him Stalin’s enmity. He was removed from his post, even if his
more conservative monetary policies were, for the time being, those favored by
Stalin.

Price setting, especially in the context of the urban-rural market, was crucial
to Politburo economic policies. The maintenance of the smychka—the alliance
between the peasants and proletariat—was considered the central feature of
the New Economic Policy of the 1920s. Mark Harrison looks at the discussion
of the setting of prices in the transcript of the January 2, 1927, Politburo
meeting. Here, the party hierarchs confronted the ongoing problem of the
‘‘scissors crisis’’: relatively high industrial prices that inhibited the production
of agricultural goods and the grain supply. The Politburo already had em-
barked on a program of reducing retail prices to deal with the urban-rural
market equilibrium. The food procurement crisis of 1928, which set off Stalin’s
‘‘Great Break,’’ had still not hit the economy with force. Harrison points out
that by 1927 the policy of price controls on industrial goods no longer worked
as effectively as it had earlier because of a serious goods famine in industry. The
cost of industrial goods production, including workers’ salaries, was going up
faster than production itself. Contrary to expectations, the policy was actually
driving peasants and the regime farther apart because it was destroying the
urban-rural market equilibrium, and with it, the vaunted smychka. Like Wood-
ruff, Harrison underlines the fact that Stalin sought microeconomic solutions
to macroeconomic problems by attacking the ability of the cooperatives and
trading agencies to resist price controls. More important, Harrison concludes,
the calculating, forceful, and even brutal way Stalin sought to impose the
solution of lower prices was a foreboding of the draconian measures of break-
neck industrialization and collectivization to follow. Both Harrison and Wood-
ruff point to the fact that the leadership’s unwillingness to accept market
forces—the insistence on maintaining an overvalued exchange rate in foreign
trade and on setting procurement and industrial prices domestically—meant
that Stalin had to resort to ‘‘administrative,’’ meaning repressive, measures to
accomplish his economic goals.

No scholar can read the transcripts of the Politburo meetings without the
sense that the words of both accusers and defenders in the political struggle and
in the debates about economic policy carried meanings beyond their normal
usages. Ideological presuppositions and political practice shaped the impact of
certain terms and phrases. But also, according to Leona Toker’s contribution, a
linguistic battle went on at these Politburo sessions over the very content of
words. She analyzes the transcripts of the October 8 and 21, 1926, and Septem-
ber 9, 1927, meetings, which centered on the party’s attempts to discipline the
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‘‘United Opposition.’’ She is interested in the use of several particular con-
structions and words: ‘‘that, which’’; ‘‘elementary’’; ‘‘normal’’ (in the context of
party relationships); ‘‘party’’ (‘‘the party’’ and ‘‘our party’’); ‘‘falsification’’; and
‘‘slander.’’ Toker also points to the ways in which Stalin, in particular, was able
to transform linguistically certain otherwise commonplace and innocuous no-
tions into dangerous affairs (for example, ‘‘love of discussion’’ into criminal
anti-party gossiping). She also points out the nefarious implications of the
seemingly childish trading of insults that went on among party leaders, Trotsky
and Stalin in particular. The verbal abuse heaped on the opposition, she sug-
gests, was only a kind of dress rehearsal for the physical abuse that would
follow. The cooptation of language against the Old Bolsheviks prefigured their
sentencing to death for their participation in fantastic plots.

Rustem Nureev analyzes the transcript of the October 11 and 12, 1938,
Politburo session, which discussed the publication of the Short Course: The
History of the All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks). The timing of the
Politburo session was significant; the Great Purges would conclude only a
month later. Almost all of the Old Bolsheviks had been arrested or eliminated.
Now the Short Course was published to erase their role in the history of the
party and the building of the Soviet state, leaving only Stalin as the true and
natural successor to Lenin. The earlier transcript of September 9, 1927, dis-
cussed by Toker, Kuromiya, and Service, contained a bitter exchange between
Stalin and Trotsky about ‘‘Lenin’s Testament,’’ which had called Stalin ‘‘too
rude’’ to lead the party. At an earlier Central Committee meeting of May 24,
1924, Zinoviev and Kamenev had already exculpated Stalin from this accusa-
tion, though Trotsky was not hesitant to bring it up again in 1927. In any case,
the testament was never published in Stalin’s lifetime, even if the notion of
Stalin’s ‘‘rudeness’’ remained alive in party circles until all those who knew or
talked about it were dead. Nureev emphasizes that the Short Course, which
became the mandatory historical and ideological primer for party members,
wiped the slate clean and created a new Stalinist party history. The book was
meant primarily for the use of party propagandists, usually from the new
Soviet intelligentsia, who would then spread the gospel to the workers and
peasants. In the place of bloody purges, which had taken an enormous toll on
the party and the country as a whole, Stalin and his hierarchs aimed to employ
the propaganda of Marxism-Leninism in the Short Course to build and main-
tain a loyal and dedicated party.

The contributors to this volume demonstrate the unusual historical value of
the ‘‘lost’’ Politburo transcripts, especially when used in concert with other
available sources, including memoirs and published documents. The tran-
scripts capture Bolshevik deliberations at the actual point of decision making,
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though, of course, the outcomes were often known well beforehand. The
earlier transcripts from the 1920s make it apparent that the Politburo was a
genuinely deliberative body. But it was also in transition, from a Bolshevik
leadership forum that could produce compromise solutions and tolerated crit-
icism to one that excoriated dissenters and exacted strict obedience from its
members.

The internecine political struggles within the Bolshevik elite are highlighted
by the arguments over policy, history, and economics. The transcripts demon-
strate that by the end of the 1920s, Stalin was able to achieve his objectives of
fully politicizing economic questions and turning statistics into an ‘‘objective,’’
meaning completely controlled scientific enterprise. Stalin and his stage man-
ager, Molotov, determined the agenda and the flow of discussion within the
Politburo, while allowing their opponents to speak their piece. Stalin was not
yet a dictator.≤≠ He was a teacher (Mark Harrison), an ideologue (Robert Ser-
vice), and a brilliant tactician (Hiroaki Kuromiya). But he also systematically
consolidated his power in the party and state and convinced broad segments of
the rank and file that he was the true defender of socialism and leader in the class
struggle. The Politburo sessions that attacked Syrtsov and Lominadze and Smir-
nov, Eismont, and Tolmachev gave warning signals about the limits of criticism
and argument. In this sense, they presaged the trials and persecutions of the
‘‘Great Terror’’ of 1937–38. The transcripts also reinforce the contention that
Stalin seized power in the ‘‘Second Revolution’’ discursively, as well as politi-
cally.≤∞ He corrupted the use of ideological terms and constructions for his own
purposes. Through innuendo, accusation, and inference, he removed the Old
Bolsheviks from political power and established himself as the voice of the party
and the interpreter of its history.
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2

The Politburo’s Role as Revealed by
the Lost Transcripts

p a u l  g r e g o r y

The ‘‘holy grail’’ of scholars studying the Soviet system has been to view
its highest level of political and economic decision making. Although thou-
sands of pages of party congresses, party platforms, official speeches, decrees,
and Central Committee plenums have been published, they mostly capture
ritualistic presentations of decisions made earlier at the highest level—by the
Politburo, or by Stalin alone.

The essays in this collection provide a first glance at thirty-one ‘‘lost’’ ver-
batim transcripts (called ‘‘stenograms’’ in Russian) of Politburo meetings from
1923 to 1938. These verbatim transcripts cover primarily the 1920s and early
1930s. The 1938 stenogram on Stalin’s Short Course of October 1938 was six
years after the next-to-last stenogram of November 1932 on ‘‘The Group of
Smirnov, Eismont, and Others.’’ These stenograms have been published in
their entirety in Russian.∞

These stenograms provide verbatim records of discussion, debate, and for-
mulation of decrees and resolutions that took place on the floor of the Polit-
buro. Their coverage ranges from routine economic matters to the highest
party politics, such as the expulsions of Leon Trotsky and his allies in the
‘‘United Opposition’’ and the suppression of the last opposition to Stalin’s
one-man rule.

From the first days of Bolshevik power, the Politburo of the Central Commit-
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tee was the highest political authority, with Lenin clearly the first among equals.
Stalin would attain this position in the late 1920s; in the meantime, he had to
maneuver within the confines of a collective leadership. The Politburo’s preemi-
nence is taken as a matter of fact throughout the stenograms. As declared by the
chair (Lev Kamenev) of the October 26 and November 2, 1925 session ‘‘About
Questions of Grain Collections and the Import-Export-Currency Plan’’:≤

Kamenev: It is necessary to give a firm directive to curb inflation no matter
what. It is the Politburo that must say this.

In the February 25, 1926 meeting ‘‘About Necessary Economic Measures in
the Near Future,’’ the chair (Aleksei Rykov) cut off another member’s (Mikhail
Kalinin’s) defense of agriculture by reminding him that agriculture had not met
the Politburo’s target on grain collections:≥

Rykov: And what about the requirement to fulfill a Politburo decree?

In the January 3, 1927 meeting ‘‘About Lowering Retail Prices,’’ Stalin
berated trade commissar Anastas Mikoyan for not fulfilling a decree (which
originated with the Politburo but was issued by the executive branch) to lower
industrial prices:∂

Stalin: I have in my hands the decree and I must say that this decree is a high-
level directive to the trade commissariat and to other agencies to lower the
prices of industrial goods. I underline this because in actual fact Mikoyan has
carried out a policy that has reversed this decree.

The practice of allowing Stalin as party General Secretary to organize Polit-
buro meetings went back at least to 1922, as is evidenced by Lenin’s handwrit-
ten letter to him: ‘‘Comrade Stalin. I believe it necessary to show this letter [a
denunciation of a recent congress of physicians] to Dzerzhinsky [Feliks Dzer-
zhinsky, the head of the secret police, or OGPU] with extreme secrecy (no
copies) and to all members of the Politburo and to prepare a directive to order
Dzerzhinsky to prepare measures and report to the Politburo (two week dead-
line?).∑ Throughout the entire period covered, the setting of the agenda was
firmly in the hands of Stalin’s secretariat. In the 1920s, the ‘‘Secret Depart-
ment’’ of the Central Committee set the meeting date, invited guests, and saw
to the preparation of materials.∏

In other societies, the lack of candid records of decision making at the
highest level can be substituted for by other sources, such as diaries, auto-
biographies, and memoirs of political leaders and state officials. In the Soviet
case, there are relatively few memoirs; the most prominent, such as those of
Nikita Khrushchev and Anastas Mikoyan,π contain little inside information
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about the activities of the Politburo. The correspondence of party leaders,
released after the opening of the official archives, provides invaluable informa-
tion, especially the candid letters between Stalin and his trusted deputies,
Molotov and Kaganovich.∫

These stenographic records were transferred to the Russian State Archives
of Social and Political History (RGASPI) from the Archive of the President of
the Russian Federation (APRF) in the early years of the new century. We will
not know conclusively whether we have the complete stenographic records
until the Presidential Archives, the main repository for Politburo documents,
is open for systematic research. Fragments of stenograms of the climactic joint
meetings of the Politburo and Central Control Committee Presidium of Janu-
ary 30 and February 9, 1929 on the ‘‘Right-wing Deviation,’’ have been found,
but it is suspected that these stenograms were destroyed. Fragments of steno-
grams can also be found in the Trotsky archive,Ω particularly on the issue of the
inner-party struggle.∞≠

The period covered by these lost stenograms is propitious. After Stalin’s
death, the Politburo (renamed the Presidium) kept short summaries of debates
from 1954 to 1964.∞∞ The inclusion of these thirty-one new stenograms pro-
vides a record, albeit fragmentary, that completes much of the 1923 to 1964
period.

Information gleaned from these stenograms can be supplemented by the
agendas (povestki dnia) of Politburo meetings, which have been published
and provide voluminous but often routine information on decision-making
processes.∞≤ They reveal the myriad of questions discussed, by which agencies
or persons the questions were raised, and the main participants in discussion
of each issue.

As an example, the Politburo discussed twenty separate questions in its
March 18, 1926 session, including, among others, reports from the foreign
affairs ministry on Japan; agricultural subsidies; Lenin’s mausoleum; and vari-
ous personnel appointments.∞≥ Each question was presented by from one to
four participants, including Politburo members such as Leon Trotsky, Lev
Kamenev, Aleksei Rykov, Valerian Kuibyshev, and Mikhail Kalinin, and by
fifteen participants from outside the Politburo. This Politburo meeting also
handled five items voted on either by telephone or by written vote (opros) on
March 15 and earlier in the day. Of these twenty questions, only item 11 was
stenographed and was published as ‘‘Stenogram of the Meeting of the Polit-
buro of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party (Bolshe-
viks) of March 1926 ‘About the Question of the Chairmanship of the Lenin-
grad Soviet,’ March 18, 1926, stenographic record.’’∞∂

The published Politburo agendas can be telling for their silences as well. The
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bitter struggle between the Politburo majority and the ‘‘United Opposition’’ of
Leon Trotsky, Grigory Zinoviev, and Lev Kamenev in the October 8 and 11,
1926 sessions (covering over two hundred pages of transcripts) is described in
the October 8 and 11 agendas only as ‘‘Detailed Discussion of the Decision of
the Politburo from October 7, point 1.’’∞∑ There is no mention of the combined
Politburo–Central Control Commission meetings of January 30 and February
9, 1929 on the ‘‘Right Deviationists’’ other than item 11 of the January 31,
1929 Politburo agenda: ‘‘to call a combined meeting of the Politburo and
Presidium of the Central Control Commission.’’∞∏ The most significant Polit-
buro decisions, such as the initiation of dekulakization on January 30, 1930∞π

and the initiation of the Great Terror on July 3, 1937∞∫ were hidden behind
bland designations ‘‘About Measures Associated with Kulaks’’ and ‘‘Question
of the NKVD’’ and buried in top-secret ‘‘Special Files.’’

We also have isolated lists of Politburo meetings of the 1930s, which show who
was present (full and candidate Politburo members, members and candidate
members of the Central Committee, and members of the presidium of the Central
Control Commission), the number of questions considered, and decisions from
earlier meetings taken by written vote.∞Ω As an example, the combined session of
the Politburo and the Central Control Commission of November 27, 1932 was
attended by thirty Politburo and Central Control Commission members and by
seven invited members of the Central Committee (most summoned to be cen-
sured because of their criticism of Stalin’s one-man rule). In this case, there was
only one topic, ‘‘About the Case of Eismont and Tolmachev,’’ and the Politburo’s
decision was to ‘‘exclude Eismont and Tolmachev from the party and turn their
case over to the OGPU.’’≤≠ This meeting was stenographed in full as ‘‘Combined
Meeting of the Politburo and the Presidium of the Central Control Commission
‘‘On the Question of the Group of A. P. Smirnov, Eismont, and Others’’ of
November 27, 1932 and covers more than 160 pages of transcripts.

We can sometimes link Politburo meetings with later Central Committee
actions. Questions that had been previously discussed at Politburo meetings
were formally approved as Central Committee plenum resolutions, as was the
case with discussions about additional export resources (October 26 and
November 2, 1925), reductions in consumer prices (January 3, 1927), and
supplies for workers and trade development (July 22–23, 1931). Plenum par-
ticipants either read Politburo stenograms or attended expanded Politburo
meetings (as in the case of the July 22–23 plenum), and adapted their positions
accordingly.≤∞

This collection of Politburo stenographic records originates in the June 14,
1923 Politburo decision to make stenographic records of the main reports and
concluding remarks on the principal agenda items of each meeting.≤≤ The
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debates (preniia) were to be stenographed only if the Politburo itself so de-
cided. The first Politburo stenogram (from August 2, 1923: ‘‘Question about
the Export of Grain’’) appeared in the archives of the Politburo one and a half
months later. The published Politburo agendas are not accurate guides to
whether stenograms were taken of questions in the meeting. The December
24, 1924 and January 3, 1925 questions were stenographed but this fact is not
shown on the agenda, while item 8 of the February 25, 1926 agenda (‘‘About
Necessary Economic Measures for the Near Future’’) is correctly listed as
‘‘stenographed’’ in the agenda.≤≥

The June 1923 decision to prepare stenographic records of the main agenda
reports of Politburo meetings was not observed from day one. Only two steno-
grams were made of fifty-five Politburo meetings for the rest of 1923. In 1924,
four of seventy-five meetings, in 1925 three of fifty-three meetings, and in
1926 only eight of seventy-one meetings had points that were stenographed.≤∂

The thirty-one verbatim records of single questions at Politburo meetings
represent a tiny fraction of Politburo discussion. For the period 1923 to 1926,
stenograms were made in only 6.6 percent of Politburo meetings. These steno-
grams cover about two-tenths of 1 percent of the questions discussed before
the Politburo during this period. Yet, the fact that they require three lengthy
volumes to be printed in their entirety suggests that their importance far ex-
ceeds these modest percentages.

The relatively few stenographic records can be understood from a technical
point of view. It was simply not possible to record the thousands of separate
questions discussed at Politburo meetings. From 1930 to 1935, the Politburo
discussed 20,911 separate questions.≤∑ If each question required thirty pages
of transcripts, the number of pages would have been over 600,000. The prepa-
ration of a single stenographic record was incredibly time-consuming. Re-
marks by each participant recorded ‘‘from voices’’ had to be distributed to
that speaker for review, editing, and sometimes significant additions or even
changes of positions. This practice allowed debate to continue after Politburo
meetings as participants ‘‘corrected’’ and added to the texts of their remarks,
sometimes attaching lengthy statements. The preparers of the stenographic
report of the October 3, 1926 meeting ‘‘About the Inner-Party Situation’’
complained in a letter that Trotsky had almost doubled the length of his
remarks, a fact that Stalin and his faction duly reported.≤∏ The edited versions
then had to be pieced together into the final reports. The stenographic records
were then typeset and distributed as brochures, called ‘‘red books’’ because of
the red-pink color of the binding.

The limited number of stenographic records is also explained by the Bolshe-
vik penchant for secrecy. What went on within the Politburo was a matter of
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controlled secrecy. The Politburo’s (Stalin’s) decisions to launch terror cam-
paigns in 1930 and 1937 were first relayed to designated regional officials as
top-secret Politburo directives.≤π A broader audience of executors then had to
be informed through operational decrees, which converted the substance of
Politburo decisions into concrete plans of action. Published decrees, the most
important of which were either issued by the Politburo alone or jointly with
the state administration, provide little insight, because over five thousand
decrees of the 1930s were classified as top secret, far exceeding the number of
published decrees.≤∫ Those officials receiving directives from the Politburo
were ‘‘categorically forbidden to reveal that these are instructions of the Cen-
tral Committee.’’≤Ω The ‘‘special file’’ decisions on European foreign policy
have been published and enrich our knowledge of Politburo decisions in the
area of foreign policy.≥≠ Redacted versions of the special files have been re-
leased but have yet to be studied.≥∞

The Politburo itself decided on the circle to be informed of its decisions and
how much they were to be told. Stenograms usually included decrees of the
Central Committee ‘‘About Acquainting Persons with the Distributed Secret
Stenograms of the Meeting of the Politburo.’’ The distribution of the October
8 and 11, 1926 stenogram ‘‘About the Inner-Party Situation’’ was limited to
secretaries of regional party committees and heads of control commissions,
Communist youth organizations, Communist university cells, and chairs of
the USSR Central Executive Committee and of the Central Committee of
Trade Unions.≥≤ Recipients had to return their copies within a set period of
time or face severe penalties to prevent ‘‘outlaw’’ circulation outside the nar-
row group, but recipients of even top-secret Politburo documents were known
to be careless, such as a Central Asian Central Committee member who was
punished for leaving such documents in his room at the Hotel National.≥≥

The Politburo had in its ranks extremists, such as candidate member and
OGPU head Feliks Dzerzhinsky, who wished for a thick veil of secrecy around
the body. At the June 14, 1926 meeting, the issue of stenographic records
provoked the following squabble between Dzerzhinsky and Trotsky:≥∂

Dzerzhinsky: I believe that to keep a record of what we talk about is a crime.
Trotsky: Of the fact that we talk? If so, we must direct the OGPU to force us
to stop talking; this will simplify everything.

Stalin and other Politburo members emphasized the importance of discre-
tion when Politburo meetings were stenographed. In the February 25, 1926
meeting ‘‘About Necessary Economic Measures in the Near Future,’’ Stalin
rebuked two Politburo members (Mikhail Kalinin and Mikhail Tomsky) for
speaking out against a Politburo consensus:≥∑
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Stalin: Now I want to answer Comrade Kalinin (and also Tomsky on peas-
ant matters). Kalinin’s speech, which he delivered here, should not have been
made before the Politburo. It is not possible to do this. What is written will be
read in the localities, and I want to say that this is dangerous and incorrect.

Mikhail Kalinin in the October 11, 1925 meeting about the internal party
situation warned Politburo members to think twice about statements that
were being stenographed:≥∏

Kalinin: If we conducted discussions only in the Politburo, without steno-
grams, without announcements, we could allow ourselves more leeway. But
this discussion is tied into an extraparty milieu and in a significant degree has
weakened Soviet power.

There were also efforts to remove crude remarks from the stenographic
records that were eventually published. In the February 25, 1926 meeting
‘‘About Necessary Economic Measures in the Near Future,’’ the presiding
chairman rang the bell, noting that Mikhail Kalinin had already spoken seven
minutes and asking whether he should be given more time: ≥π

Kalinin: Keep in mind that I am the only defender of agriculture here.
Trotsky: Then don’t give him more time.
Voroshilov: It is not necessary to place that remark in the stenogram.
Kalinin: No, it is absolutely necessary (Bell rings again)

Given that speakers could edit their spoken remarks, they could remove
undiplomatic, or in the case of Stalin, unstatesmanlike utterances. Notably,
Stalin edited out about half of his remarks in the meeting called to attack
‘‘deviationists’’ on November 27, 1932, many of them wisecracks or caustic
remarks, such as: ‘‘He (Smirnov) is not capable, like others, of deftly hiding
things. It just bursts out of him.’’≥∫

The ultimate method of nondisclosure was to not publish and distribute the
stenographic records. The stenographic reports of the June 14, 1926 session
on the report of the Moscow City Party Committee summarizing its political
and economic work, the August 2, 1926 session on results of establishing state
and collective farms, and the December 31, 1928, meeting on the work of
Donugol [the complex of mining enterprises] were not published.≥Ω Steno-
graphic reports of the November 25, 1930 session on collectivization in the
northern Caucasus, of the June 22 and 23, 1931 sessions on improvement in
supplies for workers and development of Soviet trade, and of the October 11
and 12, 1938 sessions on party propaganda in connection with publication of
the Short Course were also not published.∂≠ Individual documents from at-
tachments to stenograms were sent to a narrower circle than those to whom
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the ‘‘red books’’ were normally be sent. Mikhail Tomsky’s report summarizing
his work in Paris during the General Strike in Great Britain was sent only to
Central Committee members and to members of the Presidium of the Central
Control Commission.∂∞

Some stenograms were withheld for political reasons, like those revealing
objectionable facts about and frames of mind of, or impolitic behavior on the
part of Politburo leaders. Other stenograms were withheld because the tasks
put forward at that Politburo meeting had not been fulfilled, such as the failure
to complete the steps of collectivization and dispossession of the kulaks.

What makes these stenographic records more significant than their small
number is the fact that the questions stenographed were selected for a reason.
Someone in the Politburo majority or minority had to request that a steno-
graphic record be made. In effect, when Politburo sessions were stenographed,
speakers knew they were addressing a wider audience of party officials than
just those present.

In the early 1920s, stenographic records were made on economic issues to
inform members of the Central Committee and regional party and state offi-
cials about the Politburo’s economic policies. The message of the August 2,
1923 ‘‘Question about the Export of Grain’’ was that the internal costs of
producing and transporting grain had to be reduced and that cooperatives
were preferred to private trade.∂≤ The message of the August 16, 1923 session
‘‘About a Single Agricultural Tax’’ was to free small farms from the tax and to
warn that taxes from other producers must be collected without fail. The
December 24, 1924 meeting ‘‘About Former Estates’’ announced the danger
posed by returning landowners and the need to purge them from local Soviets.

As divisions within the Politburo became more apparent, economic discus-
sions spilled over into politics. The December 10, 1925 meeting ‘‘About the
Work of the Central Statistical Administration on Grain Balances’’ was called
to fire the director of the statistical service for issuing statistics that contra-
dicted the agrarian policy of the majority of Politburo members.∂≥ The August
2, 1926 meeting ‘‘About the Results of State Farm and Collective Farm De-
velopment’’ announced the Politburo’s preference for cooperatives, collec-
tives, and state farms (over private farms) but concluded not to move against
private farmers by force.∂∂ The January 3, 1927 session ‘‘About Lowering
Retail Prices’’ was called to publicly rebuke Trade Minister Anastas Mikoyan
for not reducing industrial prices as the Politburo had decreed.∂∑

The economic discussions, especially of the mid-1920s, were freewheeling.
Each Politburo member as well as invited experts could express their opinion.
Sessions of economic issues were called to resolve competing claims for re-
sources among various state agencies. The February 25, 1926 session ‘‘About
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Necessary Economic Measures in the Near Future’’ records bitter departmen-
tal battles over cuts in imports and cuts in investment budgets and makes the
case (as supported by Stalin) for an investment-in-industry-first program.∂∏

The contentious October 26 and November 2, 1925 meeting ‘‘About Ques-
tions of Grain Collections and the Import-Export-Currency Plan’’ dealt with
reductions in imports, budget cuts, and reductions in investment finance to
reduce inflationary pressures.∂π The verbal battles fought in such meetings
were waged by competing departmental interests. In the October 26–Novem-
ber 2, 1925 session, Finance Ministry representative G. Y. Sokol’nikov led the
battle for cuts (and for less inflation) against industry czar Feliks Dzerzhinsky’s
impassioned pleas to spare industry from cuts:∂∫

Sokol’nikov: I am fighting for the reduction of grain collections and for the
lowering of prices (adds: well, convict me for a crime against the state). . . . I
am protecting state interests from departmental egoism.
Dzerzhinsky: Comrade Sokol’nikov, in that case, it would not be necessary
to engage in stupidities. It would not be necessary to export a hundred million
worth of gold, or to engage in magic tricks.

The representative of military departmentalism, Kliment Voroshilov, then
entered the fray to defend the military from budget cuts:

Voroshilov: The situation with the Red Army is extreme and exceptionally
difficult. The Politburo needs to know this . . . and if this becomes known to
our enemies—then we cannot rule out all kinds of adventurism.

Dzerzhinsky was not above using threats to avoid cuts in his beloved indus-
try, such as at the February 25, 1926 meeting ‘‘About Necessary Economic
Measures in the Near Future:’’∂Ω

Dzerzhinsky: Now I want to point out what these figures about supplemen-
tal needs for imported raw materials mean in terms of cutbacks in production.
We would have to stop cotton textiles factories more than 14 days, factories
another 40 days, and let 58,000 workers go.

The end result of economic discussions was normally a Politburo decree,
worked out on the basis of compromise. In some cases, especially after in-
conclusive debate, a Politburo commission would be appointed to draft the
decree. The October 26 and November 2, 1925 meetings ‘‘About Questions of
Grain Collections and the Import-Export-Currency Plan’’ ended with the ap-
pointment of a commission and Stalin’s proposal ‘‘to give the commission a
fixed date and if they agree unanimously consider it a decision of the Polit-
buro.’’∑≠ In order to achieve a consensus, Politburo members holding minority
positions were included in these commissions, as in that formed at the end of
the November 2, 1925 meeting:∑∞
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Stalin: In view of the fact that Comrade Dzerzhinsky is not in complete agree-
ment with Comrade Sokol’nikov, I propose to include him in the commission.
Rykov: I propose as members of the commission Comrades Kamenev, Stalin,
Rykov, Sokol’nikov, Bukharin, Dzerzhinsky, and Rudzutak.
Kamenev: Because we are dealing with grain collections, then it is necessary
to include also Comrade Sheiman [an official of the grain collections agency].

In the contentious February 25, 1926 meeting on ‘‘Necessary Economic
Measures in the Near Future,’’ the Politburo meeting ended with a drafting
session on the wording of the decree to be issued:∑≤

Rykov: I propose, in general, to confirm the proposals of the commission in
the area of economic policy; in connection with numerical proposals to con-
sider as a minimum a 100 million budget reserve.
Trotsky: This is unclear. We have a figure of 133 in the commission pro-
tocols, which is independent of another 15 million, which yields 148 million.
Stalin: In general, it comes out to 133 million, of which 100 hundred million
is a reserve and we’ll spend the rest.
Trotsky: In that case, it is necessary to say it as such.

The Politburo then went on to delegate detailed cuts to the Council of
Peoples’ Commissars. Further editing followed from Mikhail Tomsky, the
head of Soviet trade unions:

Tomsky: I object to giving the increase in labor productivity as a firm direc-
tive to the labor unions and enterprise managers, noting the exact percentage
increase. I object not because such an increase is not possible but because
there is a commission that is working on this matter. I insist that we await the
final work of the commission.

Although economic issues remained a constant factor in the life of the Polit-
buro, its most consuming issues were political. The period from Lenin’s death
to Stalin’s consolidation of power would be eventful, deciding not only the
succession but also the fundamentals of political, social, and economic policy.
Although Lenin left behind a political testament highly critical of Stalin, it
pointed out the faults of other Bolshevik leaders, and there was no anointed
heir. Only Leon Trotsky enjoyed a wide following. Hence, the first concern of
other Politburo members was Trotsky. Grigory Zinoviev, the head of the Com-
intern, Lev Kamenev, chairman of the Moscow Soviet, and party General
Secretary Stalin formed a ruling troika to block Trotsky. Stalin was included
because of his control of the party apparatus, but the other two thought that
Lenin’s testament removed him from contention. The glue that held the dispa-
rate members of the Politburo together was ‘‘party discipline’’—the principle
that Politburo members were free to express their opinions but once a Polit-
buro decision was taken, all members had to publicly support that decision.
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At the date of the first stenogram (August 2, 1923), the Politburo had seven
full members and six candidate members.∑≥ By the end of 1930, of the thirteen
full and candidate members of 1923, only four remained in the Politburo
(Stalin, Molotov, Kalinin, and Jan Rudzutak). The others had been expelled
and had been replaced by Stalin loyalists (full members: Kliment Voroshilov,
Lazar Kaganovich, S. M. Kirov, S. V. Kosior, Valerian Kuibyshev, and Sergo
Ordzhonikidze; and candidate members: Anastas Mikoyan, G. I. Petrovsky,
and V. Ya. Chubar’).∑∂ It was these Politburo members who formed Stalin’s
Politburo majority which oversaw collectivization, dekulakization, and forced
industrialization in the early 1930s. Of the twenty-two Politburo members
serving between 1923 and 1930, four died of natural causes, two committed
suicide, and ten were executed.

The atmosphere of the Politburo sessions of the mid-1920s under the
Kamenev-Zinoviev-Stalin troika is described by Stalin’s secretary Boris Ba-
zhanov (who fled to the West and miraculously escaped assassination):

Two tables faced each other in the long, narrow room, with red table cloths
on them. At one end was the Politburo chairman’s chair, originally occupied
by Lenin, but now occupied by Kamenev, who presided over the sessions. The
other members sat side by side facing each other, with space between the two
tables. Stalin was on Kamenev’s left, and Zinoviev on his right. Between
Zinoviev and Kamenev, a small table was set right against the larger table and
that is where I sat. On the little table was a phone linking me with my staff
who waited in the next room. Persons due to appear also waited in that room.
When one of my staff called me, a small light went on. I would tell her who to
send in for the next point on the agenda. As each point was settled I would
note its disposition on the file and pass it to Stalin, sitting facing me. Usually
he glanced at it and gave it back to me, signifying ‘‘no objection.’’ If the case
was very important and complicated, he would pass it back to me via Ka-
menev who examined it and wrote ‘‘OK’’ in the margin. The other members
sat lower down the table than Stalin and Zinoviev. Nikolai Bukharin was
usually next to Zinoviev, then Molotov (still a candidate member), then
Mikhail Tomsky. Next sat Trotsky, with Mikhail Kalinin, sometimes behind
him, sometimes behind Tomsky. At the end of the room, a closed door led to
the next room, full of people waiting to appear before the session. Almost all
the peoples’ commissars were there, in full force. . . . Kamenev was an excel-
lent chair, guiding the discussion well, cutting short superfluous conversation,
and quickly arriving at decisions. The fact that the troika members sat next to
each other at the end of the table was very helpful in their conspiracy. They
could exchange notes whose contents were shielded from the rest and whisper
comments or agreements to each other.∑∑

The main speakers usually submitted their reports prior to the meeting, and
only oral summaries were presented at the meeting. Oral presentations were
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freely interrupted by questions from the audience (Stalin was one of the most
frequent questioners); discussion (preniia) followed. Discussion was ended by
proposal of the chair, such as Kamenev’s ‘‘I move that we end discussion’’
which ended the debate on the December 24, 1924 meeting ‘‘About former
Estates.’’∑∏ At the December 10, 1925 meeting on the Central Statistical Ad-
ministration’s grain balances, twelve participants, including Stalin, Trotsky,
and other Politburo members, plus the head of the statistical administration
and Gosplan officials, took part in the debate.∑π

The Politburo meetings of the period of the Kamenev-Zinoviev-Stalin troika
were chaired by Kamenev. After Kamenev and Zinoviev joined forces with
Trotsky, Aleksei Rykov, who also served as prime minister, typically chaired. As
the ‘‘Right Opposition’’ of Rykov, Bukharin, and Tomsky parted company
from the Stalin majority, Politburo meetings were chaired either by the then
prime minister, Molotov, or by his deputy, Ya. Rudzutak. The chairman’s job
was to move the meeting along in an orderly fashion and to hold speakers and
debate participants to agreed-upon time limits. If a speaker exceeded his allot-
ted time, the chairman would ring a bell and determine whether more time
should be allowed.

In the Politburo meetings of the mid-1920s, debate took place in a generally
congenial atmosphere. There were attempts at humor and ‘‘laughter’’ (smekh)
was noted in the stenogram. Kalinin elicited laughter in the December 24,
1924 Politburo meeting ‘‘About Former Estates,’’ with a telling quip that
showed the Bolsheviks’ low regard for the peasantry:∑∫

Kalinin: Yes, peasants will complain even about a saint if it is possible to take
something from him (laughter) I am convinced that if Saint Paul had seven desya-
tinas, what do you think, would the peasants let him keep them? (Laughter)

Even after bitter debate, there was an effort to end on a positive note. The
December 10, 1925 meeting ‘‘On the Question about the work of the Central
Statistical Administration on Grain Balances’’ ended with the firing of its
director, P. I. Popov. In his concluding remarks, the chairman (Aleksei Rykov)
reiterated the statistical agency’s mistakes but noted:∑Ω

Rykov: I am sure that these comrades worked with the best of intentions. I
am sure that these comrades consider themselves true Leninists.

In the mid 1920s, Stalin lacked the power to suppress dissent and had to
tolerate the transcribing of Politburo sessions in which his political opponents
made their cases. In 1926 and 1927, Stalin’s nemesis was the ‘‘United Opposi-
tion’’ of Trotsky, Kamenev, and Zinoviev. In 1928 and 1929, it was the ‘‘Right
Opposition’’ of Rykov, Bukharin, and Tomsky, who had been his allies in the
struggle against the ‘‘United Opposition.’’
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Someone had to request that a Politburo meeting be stenographed. Prior to
Stalin’s ascent to one-man rule, such requests were often met with suspicion.
At the October 11, 1926, meeting, Lev Kamenev defended his request for a
stenogram as follows:∏≠

Kamenev: Somebody mentioned here that I spoke for the stenogram, to be
able to ‘‘wave a paper.’’ I did not request a record, and if you let me speak
without a stenogram, I am willing to speak. I dare say that I am not on record
now. There indeed have been moments in the Central Committee when a
stenogram was used as a weapon.

It was Kamenev’s political ally, Zinoviev, who requested transcribing ‘‘On the
Lessons of the British General Strike’’ (June 3, 1926) and ‘‘About the ‘Draft Plat-
form’ of Trotsky, Zinoviev, Muralov, and Others’’ (September 8, 1927). Repre-
sentatives of the majority, in their turn, accused the opposition of using steno-
grams for factional goals. At the meeting of March 12, 1926, Stalin stated that
Zinoviev had refused to submit a written notification about leaving his position
as the head of the Leningrad Soviet because ‘‘he wanted to make a case for today’s
stenogram.’’ Answering Kamenev, who reproached the majority for using ver-
batim records to discredit the opposition, Stalin noted at the same meeting:∏∞

Stalin: Stenograms have been taken during Politburo meetings for two years.
Stenograms have been taken at somebody’s request. Today you demanded
stenograms not for cooperation, but for struggle. That is how the question of
cooperative work is put at the Politburo. The Politburo is not to be blamed if
you look for and create material for struggle.

When the Stalin majority moved to unseat the ‘‘United Opposition’’ leader,
Zinoviev, from his chairmanship of the Leningrad Soviet, Zinoviev’s ally E. G.
Evdokimov (notably not a Politburo member) demanded that the March 18,
1926 session ‘‘On the Question of the Chairmanship of the Leningrad Soviet’’
be stenographed:∏≤

Evdokimov: I said, when I requested that Comrade Rykov stenograph this
question, that I consider it of extreme importance, not only as a general party
question but as a general political issue, not only internal but also external. I
am not able to say all that I would like to say because I reserve the right to
prepare a written declaration addressed to all members of the Central Com-
mittee and to the Central Control Commission. Is there anything else that I
can add to what I have said?
Voice: Think it over.
Evdokimov. There is nothing to think over. I get upset, comrades, when I
speak. I am a temperamental person and I do not always have the necessary
clarity of thought and self-control when it is required.
Stalin. That is dangerous for the health.
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Later in the meeting, chairman Rykov summarized the motivation for a
stenographic record:

Rykov: We are stenographing the debate on the chairmanship of the Lenin-
grad Soviet according to the proposal of Comrade Evdokimov. Evidently,
Comrade Evdokimov is operating on the proposition that our debates should
be known to a wider circle of party members than the Politburo itself.

The Politburo also granted the requests to stenograph the clash of the Octo-
ber 8 and 11, 1926 session between the Stalin majority and the ‘‘United Opposi-
tion.’’ This transcript, which covers almost two hundred pages of text and
resolutions, includes a decree of the Central Committee for distribution to
regional party secretaries, secretaries of the Central Committee of the Commu-
nist Youth, and a number of bureau heads. The main point of contention was
the ‘‘United Opposition’s’’ demand to present its platform to the forthcoming
Party Congress, which Stalin opposed at the October 8, 1926 session:∏≥

Stalin: Proposing peace and simultaneously sending Zinoviev to Leningrad
for battle, the opposition, apparently, hoped that it could come to the Central
Committee for negotiations with Leningrad in its pocket in hopes that Zino-
viev would ‘‘win over’’ Leningrad organizations. But their calculation did not
work out and this explains the moderate tone of their proposals. But what
would have happened if Zinoviev had returned from Leningrad with a series of
opposition proposals from the Putilov factory, or the Trekhugol’nik works?

There could even be lighter moments that evoked laughter, sometimes gen-
uine but often derisive. After Kalinin questioned whether Trotsky held the
majority for fools in his refusal to back away from his factional work, there
was the following exchange:

Kalinin: Comrade Trotsky knows how to make a molehill from a mountain.
Stalin: And from a molehill a mountain. (Noise in the hall. Laughter).

Likewise when Kamenev tried to formulate a compromise solution:

Kamenev: You told us that you want an admission of factionalism and an
agreement to cease and desist, and we formulated our response as best we
could (laughter). I do not understand why you are laughing. We said that we
honestly will subordinate ourselves.

Or again:

Tomsky: I don’t like to relate private conversations and correspondence but I
yesterday asked Kamenev why Grigory [Zinoviev] was not present? Was he
ill? And the answer was ‘‘His father is ill.’’ (laughter)
Uglanov: (Moscow party secretary): How can he be ill? He works at a dairy
farm.
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Tomsky: I was amazed at the newly discovered good son, Comrade Zinoviev,
who appears to be a gentle and loving son, who is capable of putting aside
issues of great political importance to fulfill his duties as a faithful son. But it
turns out that either Kamenev misinformed me or Grigory [Zinoviev] misin-
formed him.

Within a year of this meeting, all pretense of collegiality and compromise
had disappeared. The no-holds-barred tone of discourse is reflected in the
following exchanges from the Combined Politburo–Central Control Com-
mission meeting of September 8, 1927 on the ‘‘United Opposition’’:∏∂

Stalin: Comrade Trotsky demands equality between the Central Committee,
which carries out the decisions of the party, and the opposition, which under-
mines these decisions. A strange business! In the name of what organization
do you have the audacity to speak so insolently with the party?
Zinoviev: Each member of the party has the right to speak before the Party
Congress, and not only organizations.
Stalin: I think that it is not permitted to speak so insolently as a turncoat to
the party.
Zinoviev: Don’t try to split us; don’t threaten, please.
Stalin: You are splitting yourselves off. This is your misfortune. [After a
diversion, Stalin returns to his general attack.] Judge now the value of your
idle chatter about the governance of the party. . . . Only those who have joined
the camp of our enemies could go so far. But we wish to pull you out of this
dead end.
Trotsky: You should pull your own self out of the swamp first. (Noise,
shouting, the bell of the chairman.)
Zinoviev: You should get out of the dead end yourself. We are on Lenin’s
road, and you have left it.

After Stalin’s charge of ‘‘complete intellectual and political bankruptcy,’’ the
discussion ended with the chair turning to another speaker, despite Trotsky’s
petty protest:

Chairman [Rudzutak]: Comrade Yaroslavsky has the floor.
Trotsky: Comrade Stalin spoke 25 minutes.
Chairman: Exactly 20 minutes.
Trotsky: Comrade Stalin spoke 24 minutes.
Chairman: Your watch must be more reliable than the sun. Comrade Yaro-
slavsky has the floor.

As Stalin’s dictatorship tightened in the 1930s, fewer and fewer Politburo
sessions were stenographed, and the Politburo became a closed book for the
party membership except when Stalin himself wished to inform them of cer-
tain matters, such as treachery by high party officials. Most Politburo deci-
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sions were made by telephone or by small groups of party leaders appointed
by Stalin.∏∑

Stalin now displayed zero tolerance towards party officials who questioned
the correctness of his policies and his personal authority, even towards those,
such as S. I. Syrtsov, candidate member of the Politburo and chair of the
Council of Peoples’ Commissars of the Russian Republic, who shared his
general political views. When denunciations were received (perhaps organized
by Stalin himself) that Syrtsov was criticizing the party line and calling for
Stalin’s removal, a combined Politburo–Central Control Commission meeting
‘‘On the Factional Work of Comrades Syrtsov, Lominadze, and Others’’ was
held on November 4, 1930 with Stalin’s ally Sergo Ordzhonikidze serving as
the chief prosecutor.∏∏

Ordzhonikidze: (recounting Syrtsov’s interrogation): Syrtsov began with
the point that not all is well in the party, that there is a closed circle of
leadership, that such members of the Politburo as Voroshilov, Kalinin, Kuiby-
shev, and Rudzutak are isolated and are only mechanical members and so on,
and that there are a large number of deficiencies to which no one is paying
attention and so on and so on. [Ordzhonikidze goes on to relate the contents
of denunciations of Syrtsov] What is the main point and most disturbing in
this matter? Of course, there can be vacillation and disagreement in such a
large party, especially in such a period when it is necessary to carry out the
colossal work of socialist reconstruction. . . . But every member of the party
must come to his party if he has doubts. The party should help such a comrade
resolve his own doubts, to save him, and set him on the right course. If he does
this, no one will call him to his party responsibility. But when he does these
things in secret, this becomes an antiparty matter. Can we have such people in
our leadership who try to tear it down?

Stalin: It is impossible

Syrtsov mounted the following defense:

Syrtsov: I did not doubt for one minute the need for the liquidation of the
kulaks as a class. . . . I believe that the leader can move forward in any order,
but I believe that, in addition to slogans, it is necessary and correct to have a
detailed discussion of the implementation of these measures in a Central
Committee plenum or a detailed meeting of the Politburo. It seems to me we
could have avoided many of the costs by doing so.

As to the accusation that he had not informed the party of his doubts,
Syrtsov argued:

Syrtsov: I did not keep my fears about the political situation, the economy, to
myself and Sergo [Ordzhonikidze] and others know that I attempted to bring
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all such questions that disturbed me before the Central Committee. . . . At the
end of the XVI Party Congress I agreed with Comrade Stalin to discuss all
these questions in detail. But it did not work out.

The result of the meeting was the ‘‘Decree of the Combined Meeting of the
Politburo and the Presidium of the Central Control Commission about the
Factional Work of Syrtsov, Lominadze, and Others,’’ approved on November
5, 1930, which decreed, among other things, to expel Syrtsov from the Central
Committee.

As Stalin solidified his power, he redefined disloyalty to include the failure to
support the party line with sufficient zeal and vigor, as evidenced by the attack on
the former prime minister, Aleksei Rykov, earlier expelled from the Politburo, at
the November 27, 1932 meeting:∏π The frustrated Rykov took the floor to protest
that he had actually been prevented from publicly supporting the party:

Rykov: I asked for the floor to answer the charge addressed against me about
my lack of public speeches outside the boundaries of my ministry.
Ordzhonikidze: Speak openly so that the country can hear.
Rykov: I wanted to speak publicly two times. Once I wanted to hold a lecture
at the Union House . . . in defense of the general party line, but in the end this
did not happen because some kind of party organization did not want this.
Kaganovich: Where?
Rykov: In Moscow. The second time I organized a large meeting in the Park
of Culture and Rest, where it was announced and publicized that I would
appear. But when I arrived I was told that the regional party committee sent
comrade Uvarov, the head of communications of Moscow city, in my place.
. . . I conclude from these facts that for some reason it has been decided that
my public appearances have become inappropriate, consequently, it is best for
me to stay out of sight.

After Stalin’s full accession to power, there was no real debate, only harass-
ment of those who had purportedly expressed doubts about Stalin, such as
Central Committee member A. P. Smirnov, accused of calling for Stalin’s re-
placement at a private party. Smirnov was placed in the awkward position of
having to prove a negative (that he had never doubted Stalin).∏∫

Smirnov: Yes, yes. It is difficult to prove my innocence.
Mikoyan: But you must help us to prove it.
Smirnov: But to disprove gossip and defamation is even more difficult.

Stalin’s advice to Smirnov provided little comfort:

Stalin: You can have a negative position, but it is necessary to report this to
the Central Committee. When you take a position against the party and
gather people illegally for a break, this is improper.
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The window of open and free discussion was shut tight after Stalin established
his dictatorship in the 1930s. By 1932, any informal meeting in which Stalin’s
policies were discussed in a negative light had become a political crime.

One of the most important contributions of these early Politburo steno-
grams is to provide information on the development of Stalin’s own thinking
on economic policy, the use of force, and agricultural policy. As noted by Boris
Bazhanov, Stalin’s personal secretary, Stalin had the extraordinary gift of si-
lence, a trait that was unique in a country that said too much.∏Ω In these early
stenograms, Stalin participated regularly in debates; he often provided useful
summaries of the discussion, and some of the characteristics of the future
Stalin-dictator can be read from his comments.

Stalin was a consistent supporter of the notion of firm plans that had to be
fulfilled as a matter of law. In the August 2, 1923 meeting ‘‘Question about the
Export of Grain,’’ Stalin argued in favor of a firm plan for the amount of grain
exports. ‘‘Otherwise our plans will fall apart. If we don’t make these calcula-
tions we will be like a blind man at the wheel.’’ In the August 16, 1923 meeting
‘‘About a Single Agricultural Tax,’’ Stalin favored a tough policy with respect
to collecting the taxes: π≠

Stalin: Now about legality. Of course, legality is necessary. But legality con-
sists not only of avoiding insulting the peasants during the collection of taxes,
but also in the full collection of taxes. If taxes are not 100 percent collected
this is a violation of the law.

Stalin’s conviction that no excuses should be allowed to those who failed to
fulfill Politburo tasks is reflected in the October 26 and November 2, 1925
meeting ‘‘About Questions of Grain Collections and the Import-Export-
Currency Plan’’:π∞

Stalin: Increasing grain prices, cutting back collections and so on—all this, it
is said, is a matter of geology and not economic regulation. This is, of course,
not true. . . . We must free ourselves from these deficiencies. We require a real
and not bloated plan of collections that corresponds to our possibilities and
we must adopt all measures that force the peasant to sell his grain on the
market. . . . It is time to form a unified front of grain collectors.

In the same meeting, Stalin expressed confidence that economic problems
could be surmounted by planning.

Stalin: We must arrange things so that we regulate trade and that trade does
not regulate us.

Stalin downplayed the burden of taxes and collections on agriculture. In the
August 16, 1923 meeting ‘‘About the Single Agricultural Tax,’’ he pointed out
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that the tax burden on agriculture was well below the estimated 20 percent
figure.π≤ In the February 1926 meeting ‘‘About Necessary Economic Measures
in the Near Future,’’ Stalin clearly expressed his preference for an industry-
first policy that evidently followed the arguments of the Trotsky wing of the
party:π≥

Stalin: Agriculture can still develop without special expenditures and with-
out new technology. It has considerable potential for this, already consider-
able technology that is developing further. . . . Such possibilities are not
present in industry, because industry cannot develop further without a serious
increase in capital investment in new technology and in better equipment. . . .
We are beginning a period where the growth of industry is the main means of
developing the economy and in the end improving the lot of the peasantry.

Notably, Stalin was echoing the views of Trotsky expressed at the same
meeting:

Trotsky: It seems to me that in asking the question about the interrelation-
ship between industry and agriculture, there have been several mistakes
[made by Kalinin]. Industry pushes agriculture ahead and it is industry, by its
very nature, that is to a greater degree than agriculture to be the leading and
main initiator of development.

As of the August 2, 1926 meeting ‘‘About the Results of State Farm and
Collective Farm Development,’’ Stalin was still not ready to endorse force in
the countryside. Instead he spoke of using state farms as demonstrations of the
superiority of ‘‘more advanced forms of agriculture.’’ Collective farms should
be given tax advantages and subsidies and ‘‘peasants should be directly told
that we prefer this form.’’π∂

Scholars have just begun to probe into these ‘‘lost transcripts’’ of the Polit-
buro. The essays in this collection are a first look at them. It is clear that our
understanding of the Soviet and Stalinist systems has been transformed by the
opening of the Soviet state and party archives. The opening of the first ver-
batim records of Politburo deliberations provides fresh information primarily
on that vital period of collective rule by a group earlier united by the vision of
socialist revolution but now disagreeing on how to ‘‘build socialism.’’ This
material should inform scholars on the inevitability of the emergence of one-
man rule under these circumstances, which, if unchecked, could lead to the
horrors of extermination and purge. Or would it have indeed been possible to
operate with a collective rule with some minimal checks and balances?
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I am grateful to the Hoover Institution for their support of this work. I would also like
to express my gratitude to Lora Soroka, Carol Leadenham, and Linda Bernard of the
Hoover archives. I wish as well to thank the National Science Foundation for their
support of this and related research.
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3

Stalin in the Light of the Politburo Transcripts

h i r o a k i  k u r o m i y a

The Politburo of the Communist Party, the de facto highest decision-
making body of the Soviet Union, was long believed to have taken no verbatim
transcripts of its meetings or, if it did, not to have preserved them. This as-
sumption has been proven wrong. Thirty-one verbatim transcripts, dating
from the 1920s and 1930s, have been declassified and transferred into open
Russian archives. It is unlikely that there are more extant transcripts some-
where deep in the secret depositories of Moscow.∞ Whatever the case, these
new Politburo stenographic reports, albeit limited in number, are of utmost
importance to the study of Stalin and his rule.

Iosif V. Stalin was an enigma for many years. He left few personal docu-
ments (such as diaries and memoirs) and the many relevant official documents
remained classified in the former Soviet archives. This situation improved
dramatically, first, with the glasnost and perestroika campaign, and then, with
the collapse of the Soviet Union. These events unleashed a flood of previously
unknown documents penned by Stalin. In addition, some who had worked
with him or knew him personally left memoirs and testimonies. A few who
survived the Soviet regime have given oral testimonies and interviews.≤

Fifteen years of intensive research have generated much work on Stalin and
his era and, consequently the person of Stalin has become less enigmatic.
Nevertheless, in comparison with, for instance, Hitler and the Nazi regime, the
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study of Stalin and his regime continues to suffer from the unknown number of
possibly critical archival documents still classified in the so-called Presidential
Archive in the Kremlin, the FSB (secret police) archive, the Foreign Ministry
archive, and elsewhere. Yet new documents, like these Politburo transcripts,
continue to surface through declassification and, perhaps, by accident as well.

A preliminary examination of the Politburo transcripts suggests that, al-
though these new documents may not revise our knowledge of Stalin radically,
they update and refine it substantially. Three areas of interest emerge from
these transcripts: first, Stalin’s view of himself as a political figure; second,
Stalin’s view of politics and its function in the Soviet system; and third, Stalin’s
views of the policies he sought to implement and eventually succeeded in
executing, that is wholesale collectivization, dekulakization, and rapid indus-
trialization, or, in a word, Stalin’s ‘‘revolution from above.’’ This essay dis-
cusses these three points.

I

Unlike many modern political leaders, Stalin left few personal accounts.
Like some others, however, Stalin promoted the cult of himself, later called his
personality cult. Yet, in the prewar years covered by the transcripts, this cult
had not yet reached the grotesque dimensions it would assume after World
War II. Whether Stalin entertained the same kind of vanity as Hitler or Mus-
solini is a question that has a direct bearing on his style of politics. The new
Politburo documents, fortunately, shed some new light on this question.

The most famous characterization of Stalin as a political figure is that of the
first leader of the Soviet government and Stalin’s immediate predecessor, Vlad-
imir I.Lenin. In his December 25, 1922 document from the collection of dic-
tated memoranda later known as his ‘‘testaments,’’ Lenin compared Stalin and
Lev Trotsky, the two main contenders for power. Lenin noted that Stalin had
acquired ‘‘boundless power’’ as the General Secretary of the Communist Party,
but he was ‘‘not sure whether he [Stalin] will always be capable of using that
power with sufficient caution.’’ As for Trotsky, Lenin felt that he was ‘‘person-
ally perhaps the most capable man in the present C.C. [Central Committee of
the party],’’ but he had ‘‘displayed excessive self-assurance and shown exces-
sive preoccupation with the purely administrative side of the work.’’ Lenin
does not say who would be more suitable for the leadership of the party.

Although Lenin had helped Stalin to become the General Secretary of the
party a few months earlier, no one at the time thought that the position would
become the locus of power and leadership that it did. Hence Lenin’s concern as
expressed in his ‘‘testaments.’’ Yet two days after the dictation of his testa-
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ment, he conveyed his wish that Stalin be removed from his position as the
party’s General Secretary, because he was ‘‘too rude’’ and ‘‘intolerable’’ for a
General Secretary. Two months later, just before a stroke left him totally
incapacitated, Lenin demanded an apology from Stalin after Stalin allegedly
insulted his wife Nadezhda Krupskaya (‘‘You had the rudeness to call my wife
on the telephone and berate her’’). Stalin sent his apologies to Lenin and thus
managed to retain his position, which he used to ultimately defeat successive
challenges to his power by Trotsky, Nikolai Bukharin, and others.≥

The Russian historian Valentin Sakharov has recently claimed that the ‘‘tes-
tament,’’ at least some of the documents most damning to Stalin (including
one demanding Stalin’s removal), were forged by Lenin’s entourage to dis-
credit Stalin.∂ Sakharov’s claim has generated much controversy and little
consensus.

No one, including Stalin himself, denied that he was ‘‘rude.’’ Obviously he
did not adhere to the proper manners of ‘‘respectable society,’’ insisting instead
that his vulgar language and rudeness reflected the straightforwardness and
bluntness of the working masses. Historians disagree as to whether Stalin was
sincere or disingenuous in such claims. Yet they tend to agree that Stalin
played the political game well, managing to remain in power. On appropriate
public occasions, Stalin could humbly accept Lenin’s criticism, promise that he
would work to correct his rudeness and mend his manners, and even tendered
his resignation at least three times. His offers of resignation were not accepted
by the party.∑

The new Politburo documents illuminate his masterful and tactful treat-
ment of a serious dispute with Trotsky over Lenin’s ‘‘testament’’ that arose
during the time of challenge to his power in the 1920s. At the meeting of the
Politburo of September 8, 1927, Trotsky accused Stalin of secreting Lenin’s
‘‘testament.’’ Stalin refuted this accusation in the following exchange, claiming
Trotsky to be a ‘‘liar’’ and adding that it was rather Trotsky and his allies that
Lenin had wanted to ‘‘repress’’∏

Trotsky: And you hide Lenin’s testament? Lenin in his testament revealed
everything about Stalin. There is nothing to add or subtract.
Stalin: You lie if you assert that anyone is concealing the testament of Lenin.
You know well that it is known to all the party. You know also, as does all the
party, that Lenin’s testament demolishes exactly you, the current leader of the
opposition. . . . Is it true or not that Lenin in such a decisive moment as the
October uprising demanded the expulsion of Comrades Zinoviev and Ka-
menev [Trotsky’s allies] from the party? Is this a fact or not? What does this all
tell us? It tells us that Lenin recognized the necessity of repression no better or
worse than the Central Committee of our party.
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Stalin’s use of language such as ‘‘liar’’ and ‘‘repress’’ is characteristic. Trots-
ky’s accusation of Stalin is odd in light of the fact that, even though Lenin’s
testament was not widely circulated, it was known to the party in 1924 and
Stalin had acknowledged himself, at least on the surface, that Lenin was right
in his criticism. Stalin was blunt and rude, but his speeches suggest that he
took pains to represent himself as taking positions that were principled and
not ‘‘selfish.’’ Stalin repeatedly accused Trotsky and his supporters of trying to
turn the party from decision making and action into a ‘‘discussion club.’’π

Stalin cited a case during the Civil War in which Trotsky, having failed to gain
the support of the Politburo on military matters, petulantly refused to show up
for work and had to be persuaded to return. Little is known of this incident,
but Trotsky did not refute Stalin’s account.∫

Whether Stalin’s characterization of Trotsky’s conduct was accurate or not,
Trotsky is known to have been a difficult colleague who looked down on
others. This made him an easy target for Stalin. Already in 1924, Stalin had
effectively discredited him, stating that: Trotsky has ‘‘set himself up in opposi-
tion to the CC and imagines himself to be a superman standing above the CC,
above its laws, above its decisions’’; when told that CC members could not
refuse to carry out CC decisions, Trotsky ‘‘jumped up and left the meeting [of
the CC],’’ so the CC had to send a ‘‘delegation’’ to Trotsky ‘‘with the request
that he return to the meeting,’’ but he ‘‘refused to comply with the request.’’Ω In
1927, Stalin mocked Trotsky, stating that he ‘‘resembles an actor rather than a
hero, and an actor should not be confused with a hero under any circum-
stances.’’∞≠ It is telling that at the September 8, 1927 Politburo meeting, a
supporter of Stalin ridiculed Trotsky in a similar vein: ‘‘Comrade Trotsky, I
know that you have an intelligent brain, but it has ended up in a fool.’’∞∞ Stalin
seems to have been familiar with Lenin’s private thoughts about his arch-
enemy: ‘‘Trotsky is a temperamental man with military experience . . . as for
politics, he hasn’t got a clue.’’∞≤

The Politburo transcripts confirm Stalin’s penchant for ‘‘rudeness’’ and that
he was adept at insulting and browbeating his political opponents. At the
September 8, 1927 Politburo meeting, Stalin confronted Trotsky, ‘‘You are
pathetic, without any sense of truth, a coward, a bankrupt, insolent and impu-
dent, who allows himself to speak of things completely at variance with real-
ity.’’ So Trotsky resorted to Lenin’s key characterization of Stalin: ‘‘You are
rude.’’ Then he added: ‘‘Who is he [Stalin]? A leader or a horse-trader?’’ (This
addition was expurgated, probably by Trotsky himself, from the ‘‘corrected’’
version of the stenographic report of the meeting.) Stalin repeated his insults to
which Trotsky responded that Stalin had only revealed his own ‘‘powerless-
ness.’’ Stalin was relentless: ‘‘I respond[ed] to you in kind, which you deserved,
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so that you’d know your place in the party, so that you’d know workers are
going to thrash you for such things.’’∞≥ Although from these records alone, one
may not be able to grasp the battle of words in its full scope, it appears that
those who were present understood who had won.

Stalin played politics by presenting himself as a loyal, even impersonal rep-
resentative of the party, or as the first servant of the party and the working
class, as opposed to Trotsky who appeared to many to behave like a ‘‘super-
man’’ in the party. At the November 4, 1930 Politburo meeting, which dis-
cussed the ‘‘Syrtsov-Lominadze affair,’’∞∂ Stalin contended that two party
functionaries, S. I. Syrtsov and V. V. Lominadze, who had had the temerity to
criticize him, think it necessary to ‘‘vilify and curse me,’’ but that was their
affair, let them, ‘‘I’m used to it.’’∞∑ Similarly, at the November 27, 1932 Polit-
buro meeting on the ‘‘Eismont-Smirnov-Tolmachev affair,’’∞∏ Stalin again pre-
sented himself as a party loyalist, unjustly criticized by errant members of the
party, who ‘‘represent the matter as if Stalin were guilty of everything’’; but in
fact, it’s not Stalin but the political line of the party that matters; ‘‘they are
fighting not against Stalin but against the party and its line.’’∞π In a speech at
the same meeting regarding an alleged plan for his removal from his post,
Stalin asserted: ‘‘What matters is not Stalin, but the party. You can remove
Stalin, but things will continue just as they are now.’’∞∫ Earlier, in the late
1920s when Stalin and Bukharin fought for power, an incident occurred be-
tween them. As Stalin was delivering a speech, Bukharin left, apparently in
protest, without listening to the end. After Bukharin’s departure, Stalin inter-
rupted his speech to demonstrate his moderation and personal restraint: ‘‘I’d
swear at him, but he’s gone, so there’s an end of it.’’∞Ω

Stalin’s identification of himself with the party meant that any attack against
him was an attack on the entire party. At the November 4, 1930 meeting, Stalin
insisted that those who thought he was the root cause of all alleged economic
catastrophes and miseries and that all would go well if he were removed were
mistaken. Such ‘‘agitation’’ created the ground for ‘‘a host of terrorists.’’≤≠

These documents suggest that Stalin was consistent in insisting that Stalin
the person was not important. It is said that Stalin used to tell his son Vasily
that he was not a ‘‘Stalin’’: ‘‘You’re not Stalin and I’m not Stalin. Stalin is
Soviet power. Stalin is what he is in the newspapers and the portraits, not you,
no, not even me!’’≤∞ Thus Stalin often referred to himself in the third person
singular as ‘‘Stalin.’’ Stalin also insisted later in life that the cult of Stalin was
not something he personally desired but that the Soviet people needed, a sort
of new ‘‘tsar.’’≤≤

It is difficult to know what private, selfish calculations lay behind these
seemingly ‘‘selfless’’ contentions. Yet it is the case that Stalin consistently re-
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fused to allow his personal relations and personal factors into politics. Indeed,
he ordered the deaths of people close to him without hesitation. It is not
difficult to imagine what Stalin thought of people who did not clearly dis-
tinguish between politics and personal lives. Bukharin sometimes wanted to
have ‘‘heart-to-heart talks’’ with Stalin to resolve differences and misunder-
standings.≤≥ When Bukharin faced possible execution in 1937, he repeatedly
requested Stalin’s personal attention to his case.≤∂ Stalin ignored such requests.
For Stalin, personal relations, feelings, and loyalties had nothing to do with
politics. This leads us to the second point of the present essay.

II

The new Politburo documents significantly clarify Stalin’s attitude to-
wards politics and its functioning in the Soviet system. He believed that indi-
vidual intentions, good will, and such had no place in Soviet politics, but that
‘‘objective’’ consequences (as opposed to ‘‘subjective’’ intents) mattered. His
criticism of party functionaries implicated in the 1930 Syrtsov-Lominadze
affair and the 1932 Eismont-Tolmachev-Smirnov affair is plainly revealing.
Whatever weakened the unity and the strength of the party in its struggle
against ‘‘enemies,’’ both internal and external, was ‘‘objectively’’ harmful to
the party and therefore not to be tolerated. Of course, this is familiar logic in
all nondemocratic organizations. Stalin took this logic to the extreme.

Faced with the dire economic crisis of the summer of 1930, Syrtsov, a
candidate member of the Politburo, and Lominadze, party secretary of the
Transcaucasus, had begun to doubt Stalin’s wholesale collectivization and
rapid industrialization.≤∑ Syrtsov’s ‘‘treachery’’ was brought before the Polit-
buro. In his testimony, he declared that the decline of workers’ real wages and
living standards posed a real political threat that could not be ignored (‘‘an
enormous counterrevolutionary danger emanates from queues’’).≤∏ In an un-
democratic body politic open criticism is difficult, and therefore secret or
semisecret maneuvers become the norm. Stalin called such actions ‘‘double-
dealing’’ (dvurushnichestvo)—public compliance and private doubts. Stalin
suspected that those with private doubts would draw closer together and that,
even if they did not, the ‘‘objective’’ result was to harm the party.

Stalin’s speeches in this period can be characterized by three recurrent ex-
pressions, ‘‘double-dealing,’’ ‘‘deceptions,’’ and ‘‘blocs’’ (of doubters, vacilla-
tors, and critics). He was ready to see dark intentions in everyone and political
‘‘blocs’’ everywhere.≤π Stalin hurled these same expressions against the ‘‘en-
emies of the people’’ during the Great Terror in 1937–38. The prosecutors in
the three famous Moscow show trials used exactly the same language against
Stalin’s erstwhile rivals and colleagues.
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In his attack against Syrtsov and Lominadze, Stalin made his position clear:
some ‘‘schoolchildren’’ have gotten together, imagined themselves as politi-
cians, and ‘‘played the Politburo.’’ Although such a game would normally not
be worth heeding, under the conditions of struggle with ‘‘class enemies,’’ all
the more intensified by factional divisions within the party, it was a serious
political matter.≤∫ ‘‘Playing the Politburo’’ included floating the idea of remov-
ing Stalin from his post. Although little evidence exists that such ideas were
openly expressed, Stalin equated them with terrorism. In October 1930 when
Bukharin proposed a heart-to-heart talk with Stalin, he was refused. Instead
Stalin accused Bukharin of ‘‘cultivating the psychology of terrorism.’’ This
remark was removed from the ‘‘corrected’’ version of the records of the meet-
ing, however.≤Ω

There is no doubt that in such a time of crisis some people, even former
supporters of Stalin, privately dreamed of removing Stalin from his post. Yet
few spoke their thoughts in public, although drink may have loosened tongues
in private.

In November of 1932, denunciations of Russian Republic officials Nikolai
Eismont and Vladimir Tolmachev, and Central Committee member A. P. Smir-
nov, reached Stalin’s ears. Purportedly, these three had discussed in private
meetings the ‘‘catastrophic’’ Ukrainian famine and the necessity of removing
Stalin. Whether any of those implicated in the Eismont-Tolmachev-Smirnov
affair actually advocated this is not known. Eismont, for example, categori-
cally denied such allegations.≥≠ His associates sought to defend him on the
grounds of his proclivity to drink, claiming that his intoxicated comments did
not reflect his true thoughts. Stalin was not sympathetic to the drunkenness
excuse. He responded that there were two ways of fighting the party: one was
by sober people talking to sober people; another was by getting drunk at
parties and ‘‘incidentally’’ talking about a policy platform. Stalin declared:
‘‘Outward signs [of struggle] may be absent when people get together for a
drink on holidays, but in fact they are recruiting people [for their struggle
against the party].’’ (These remarks were notably removed from the ‘‘cor-
rected’’ version of the records of the November 1932 meeting.)≥∞ Stalin main-
tained that within the Eismont, Tolmachev, and Smirnov circle, vodka alter-
nated with ‘‘petit-bourgeois criticism of the party’s practical policies.’’ Vodka
was a vital part of their ‘‘platform’’ and ‘‘successfully competed with other
[more serious, political] parts of the platform.’’ All the same, Stalin added, this
did not and could not change the fact that they were trying to resurrect the
platform of the former ‘‘Right Opposition’’ regarding industrialization and
collectivization.≥≤

While Stalin clearly understood that the affair involved a private drinking
party, he insisted that the objective result was a political group fighting against
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the party. In the original transcript, Stalin conceded they may have been half-
drunk and talking informally but all the same they constituted a group.≥≥

Stalin repeatedly attacked the group and its alleged ‘‘inspiration’’ (Bukharin
and his former associates) for masking their true colors. This line of reasoning
was not lost on those who were criticized by him. At the November 4, 1930
Politburo meeting, Lominadze admitted that even though they claimed they
did not constitute a political grouping, ‘‘objectively it turns out that we are a
kind [of political grouping].’’≥∂

Stalin was consistent in looking for a political, to his mind ‘‘objective,’’
meaning in any seemingly accidental incident and in dismissing ‘‘subjective’’
interpretations. In 1921, a prominent Bolshevik, Fedor A. Sergeev (Artem),
was killed in what was in all likelihood an airplane accident. Yet Stalin was
wont to say to Sergeev’s son (whom he had adopted after the father’s death),
that the accident may have been ‘‘political’’: ‘‘Don’t forget about the class
struggle.’’

Stalin’s logic was that ‘‘If an accident has political consequences, then it is
necessary to look closely into it.’’≥∑ Curiously, exactly the same logic informed a
Politburo decision of April 1937, the time of the Great Terror, regarding a fire
that had broken out at the residence of one of its members, L. M. Kaganovich:
the Politburo ‘‘considers this fire not an accidental event but one organized by
enemies.’’≥∏ No doubt, the judgment was dictated by Stalin.

Stalin’s insistence on the supremacy of the political outcome (‘‘objectivity’’)
over intent (‘‘subjectivity’’) manifests itself in the Politburo transcripts. Whether
Bukharin and others intentionally inspired alleged anti-Stalin groups (such as
the Eismont-Tolmachev-Smirnov group) was not important. Objectively,
Bukharin and his associates were the ‘‘inspiration.’’ By sympathizing with
Bukharin’s moderate course, ‘‘anti-Stalin’’ groups adopted and resurrected the
‘‘platform’’ of the former ‘‘Rightists.’’ At one point during the November 4,
1932 meeting, Stalin interrupted remarks by Anastas Mikoyan, stating: ‘‘Now
they [Trotsky, Bukharin, Zinoviev, and other former opponents of Stalin] are
all White Guards.’’ It was almost certainly an inadvertent slip. The remark was
removed from the ‘‘corrected’’ transcript of the meeting.≥π

In a similar vein, Stalin insisted that the crisis of collective farms in 1932–33
(the years of the Great Famine) was not a crisis of policy but the result of
enemy action. According to Stalin, numerous enemies had made their way to
the collective farms, where they were trying to destabilize them from within.
Their infiltration, Stalin declared, a ‘‘remarkable matter, an entire epic.’’ En-
emies hid themselves cleverly in collective farms. Party members had failed to
detect these masked enemies and therefore, Stalin emphasized, ‘‘revolutionary
vigilance’’ was needed.≥∫
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Stalin saw links between domestic and foreign enemies. ‘‘Enemies’’ were not
merely isolated internal foes but were also agents of the international bour-
geoisie and major capitalist countries bent on destroying the Soviet Union.
Stalin was not unique in using external threats to disarm internal political
opposition. Yet the international isolation of the Soviet Union was indeed the
defining ‘‘objective’’ factor of Soviet domestic politics. Time and again, Stalin
used the specter of war, not merely as a rhetorical device but in Politburo
meetings to attack his political enemies and to defend his programs.

Stalin used the war scare of 1927 to attack Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev.
Stalin contended in the September Politburo session that internal conflict cre-
ated the impression of weakness to external enemies. His opponents had dis-
closed internal disagreements to the entire world, thereby depriving the Soviet
Union of the ability to postpone war ‘‘if only for a few years.’’ Their demands
and opposition were in essence (‘‘objectively’’) against the interests of the
party and the Soviet state. They did not understand the international situation
in which the country was placed. Trotsky and his allies had ‘‘lost their heads’’
in their fight against the party. He went so far as to say that they had ‘‘lost their
sanity.’’≥Ω Stalin relentlessly presented his opponents as ‘‘defeatists’’ and by
implication ‘‘traitors,’’ for whom the survival of the Soviet Union was less
important than their own power. By contrast, Stalin presented himself as a
staunch defender of the Soviet Union. The defense of the Soviet Union against
external threats was the most important task of the Soviet government. He did
not mention that its downfall would have meant his own downfall as well.

The year 1932 was also a dangerous year for the Soviet Union. The founda-
tion of Manchukuo, a Japanese puppet state in northeast China, which bor-
dered directly on the Soviet Union, worsened the international situation and
coincided with the economic crisis that culminated in 1932–33 in the Great
Famine. Fearing Japanese aggression from the east, the Soviet Union repeat-
edly proposed nonaggression treaties to Japan, only to be rejected. To consoli-
date its western borders, the Soviet Union succeeded in 1931 and 1932 in
signing nonaggression pacts with France, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, and Finland
(and in 1933 even with fascist Italy). Stalin deemed imperative a nonaggres-
sion pact with Poland in particular and denounced what he called the ‘‘com-
mon narrow-minded mania of ‘anti-Polonism’ ’’ as an impediment.∂≠

Stalin used the November 27, 1932 Eismont-Tolmachev-Smirnov Politburo
meeting to mount a strong defense of his collectivization and industrialization
policies. The nonaggression pacts signed with western neighbors were due to
successes of industrialization and collectivization. Capitalism dominates the
weak and does not sign pacts with them—such was Stalin’s logic.∂∞ Stalin’s in-
terpretation was strained given the grave economic crisis, but his ‘‘neighboring
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capitalist countries,’’ suffering from the Great Depression, followed closely the
USSR’s rapid industrialization, which they understood would vastly strengthen
its defense capability. The military attaché at the Japanese embassy in Moscow,
Yukio Kasahara, sent a series of memoranda to Tokyo in 1931–32 warning
about the sharp rise in Soviet defense capabilities. At least two such memo-
randa were intercepted, translated into Russian, and circulated among the
Politburo members in December 1931 and February 1932.∂≤ In one of these,
dated December 19, 1931 (after Japan’s conquest of Manchuria), the Japanese
ambassador in Moscow, Koki Hirota, advised the Japanese General Staff: ‘‘On
the question of whether Japan should declare war on the Soviet Union—I deem
it necessary that Japan be ready to declare war at any moment and to adopt a
tough policy towards the Soviet Union.’’ Someone, almost certainly Stalin,
underlined this sentence in pencil. Hirota continued: ‘‘The cardinal objective of
this war must lie not so much in protecting Japan from Communism as in
seizing the Soviet Far East and eastern Siberia.’’ Someone, again likely Stalin,
circled the phrases ‘‘the Soviet Far East and eastern Siberia.’’ Circulating the
memorandum, Stalin also sent a copy to the Military High Command: ‘‘To
Comrade Gamarnik. Important.’’∂≥ Stalin reinforced the Soviet military pres-
ence in the Far East while trying to placate Japan and securing nonaggression
pacts with western border countries.∂∂ In the end, Japan did not declare war on
the Soviet Union. It was the Soviet Union that declared war on Japan in 1945.

Stalin linked the survival of the first socialist state with rapid industrializa-
tion. Unless the Soviet Union could close its fifty- to one-hundred-year lag
behind advanced capitalist countries in ten years, the Soviet Union would be
defeated just as Russia had been beaten by foreign conquerors (‘‘the Mongol
khans, the Swedish feudal lords, the Polish—Lithuanian pans, the Anglo-
French capitalists and the Japanese barons’’).’’∂∑ Interestingly, in his February
1932 memorandum to Tokyo the Japanese military attaché Kasahara, most
probably with this famous speech of Stalin in mind, noted that ‘‘the military
might of the Soviet Union’’ would become an extraordinary force ‘‘in ten
years.’’ These two quoted phrases were underlined in pencil, again, almost
certainly by Stalin.∂∏

In a remarkable statement at the November 27, 1932 Politburo meeting,
Stalin repeatedly emphasized the urgency of rapid industrialization for the
survival of the Soviet Union; otherwise the Soviet Union would become like
China. Everyone spits on China, because China is weak. China is ‘‘bank-
rupt.’’∂π Without the socialist transformation of the country, everyone will spit
on the Soviet Union as well and foreign countries will intervene in Soviet
affairs just as they do in those of China. The choice is ‘‘China or a socialist
Soviet Union.’’ The industrialization drive (the rejection of the ‘‘China path’’)
would make the country strong and defensible against its enemies.∂∫
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Stalin’s repeated reference to China in 1932 reflected his deep concern about
the situation in the Far East—Japan’s conquest of a large part of China di-
rectly abutting the Soviet Union and Japan’s secret agenda to capture the
Soviet Far East and eastern Siberia. This was particularly disquieting to Stalin
who saw the loss of Russia’s territory in the 1904–5 Russo-Japanese War as an
insult. He was very fond of listening to the prerevolutionary dance tune ‘‘On
the Hills of Manchuria,’’ and was determined to take revenge.∂Ω Stalin indeed
took revenge in 1945.∑≠

Stalin’s frank remarks about a weak and feeble China were diplomatically
tactless and were not included in the ‘‘corrected’’ transcripts of the November
27, 1932 Politburo meeting (even though it would have been unlikely at the
time that the transcripts would ever be made public). This was a precaution.
‘‘Bankrupt’’ though China may have been, it was a force to be used against
Japan and Manchukuo. Indeed, when a nonaggression pact with Japan proved
unrealizable, Stalin turned in December 1932 to the ‘‘bankrupt’’ China (the
Nanjing Government) and resumed diplomatic relations that had been broken
since Chang Kai-shek’s brutal campaign against the Chinese Communists
in 1927.

A strong Soviet Union was Stalin’s strategic goal throughout. In 1948, Stalin
lectured the French Communist leader Maurice Thorez: ‘‘The main thing is that
one not be weak. It is important to remember that the enemy takes no pity on
the defenseless, the weak.’’∑∞

III

Stalin’s industrialization was intended to build a new, centrally planned
economy, with heavy industry occupying the central place. China might have
chintz, silk, and perhaps rubber boots, but, a Soviet Union, without tanks,
guns, and airplanes, would fall victim to growing internal capitalist elements
and an external capitalist encirclement.∑≤ Central planning was part and par-
cel of the Soviet industrialization drive. After Stalin beat Hitler in World War
II, he is quoted as saying: ‘‘The main task of planning is to ensure the indepen-
dence of the socialist economy from capitalist encirclement. This is absolutely
the most important task. It is a type of battle with world capitalism. The basis
of planning is to reach the point where metal and machines are in our hands
and we are not dependent on the capitalist economy.’’∑≥ The Soviet industrial-
ization drive, according to Stalin, was as much a political as an economic
enterprise.

It was the wholesale collectivization of agriculture and the attendant de-
kulakization campaign, according to Stalin, that enabled the decisive turn to
rapid industrialization. Once and for all, the sources of potential capitalist
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restoration (kulaks and nonsocialist, individual farming) had been destroyed.
Stalin stated in November 1932 that while the Soviet Union had inherited
some industry from the tsarist regime, it received no collective or state farms;
they were all Soviet innovations.∑∂ Stalin boasted that the collectivization was
‘‘a completely novel, historically unprecedented event.’’∑∑

Marx and Lenin did not and could not foresee all the details of building a
socialist society. Stalin had to decide such things. In his remarks at the October
1938 Politburo meeting called to launch the publication of his Short Course,
Stalin repeatedly emphasized that small, individual farming was doomed: be-
fore the collectivization of agriculture, plots were becoming more divided and
smaller, the rural economy was becoming ‘‘naturalized,’’ and ‘‘marketization’’
was declining. Without collectivization the cities would have starved, the Red
Army would have perished, and the agricultural sector itself would have ‘‘de-
generated.’’ It was a matter of life and death to break this stalemate, to collectiv-
ize agriculture, and thereby to create large, modern agricultural enterprises.∑∏

The collective farm system came to symbolize poverty and to be associated
with ‘‘a second serfdom’’ in the minds of farmers. Therefore, Stalin’s an-
nouncement at the October 1938 Politburo meeting that there was ‘‘no pov-
erty in the country’’ was remarkable.∑π Stalin appears to have believed that
with the exploiting classes largely eliminated, people must be living better than
before 1917. Any lingering problems were a consequence of subversion by the
remnants of the enemies.

In the long run, the vastly expanded Soviet heavy industry helped the Soviet
Army beat Hitler’s formidable armed forces. Whereas during World War I, the
old countryside had failed to feed adequately the cities and the army (which
had led directly to the downfall of the tsarist regime), the collective farm
system, for all its poverty and brutal exploitation, managed to sustain the
Soviet cities and the military forces better during World War II.∑∫ Vyacheslav
Molotov, Stalin’s right-hand man, contended subsequently that ‘‘our success
in collectivization was more significant than victory in World War II. If we had
not carried it through, we would not have won the war.’’∑Ω

Stalin was deeply convinced that his policies of collectivization and industri-
alization followed the immutable laws of history. Professional revolutionaries
like himself had to make the most of these laws with decisiveness and determi-
nation. This was axiomatic for him, and he could not understand why Bukha-
rin and his supporters refused to accept his policies. On a number of occa-
sions, Stalin exclaimed out of frustration and disbelief that his critics had
‘‘gone mad,’’∏≠ just as in 1927 he had called Trotsky and his supporters ‘‘mad’’
for allegedly not understanding capitalist encirclement.

Those who failed to understand the Marxist laws of history were doomed,
according to Stalin. The cardinal sin of his opponents such as Trotsky and
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Bukharin was their refusal to succumb to the laws of society and instead
entertain pity for ‘‘class enemies.’’ Stalin said in 1937 that they could never
stomach collectivization (which involved cutting into the living body of the
kulak), and they went underground. Powerless themselves, they linked up
with external enemies, and promised Ukraine to the Germans, Belorussia to
the Poles, the Far East to the Japanese. They hoped for war and were especially
insistent that the German fascists launch a war against the USSR as soon as
possible.∏∞

In his revealing speech at the Politburo meeting in October 1938, Stalin
declared that the mortal sin of the Bukharin and Trotsky supporters was their
opposition to his ‘‘revolution from above’’: ‘‘Well, were they all spies? Of
course not. Whatever happened to them? They were cadres who could not
stomach the sharp turn toward collective farms and could not make sense of
this turn, because they were not trained politically, did not know the laws of
social development, the laws of economic development, the laws of political
development. . . . How to explain that some of them became spies and intel-
ligence agents? . . . It turns out that they were not well grounded politically and
not well grounded theoretically. They turned out to be people who did not
know the laws of political development, and therefore they could not stomach
the sharp turn.’’∏≤ Those who opposed the historical laws of creating a socialist
society were by definition counterrevolutionaries. Stalin’s ‘‘revolution from
above’’ was a historical necessity; any criticism of Stalin and his policy became
counterrevolutionary.

Stalin’s October 1938 remark before the Politburo implied that he did not
believe that Bukharin, Trotsky, and their supporters were actual foreign spies.
Stalin probably knew that subjectively, by intention, they were in fact all
opposed to capitalism. Their true crime was that they had lost faith in the
rightness of the party.∏≥ In his speech at the November 25, 1932 Politburo
meeting, Stalin also maintained that the ‘‘root’’ of his critics’ problem was that
they did not believe in the rightness of the party’s (and by implication Stalin’s)
political course.∏∂ By their opposition to Stalin and hence to the laws of history
and the construction of socialism in the Soviet Union, objectively they were no
different from foreign spies. Therefore they were to be exterminated as trai-
tors. (In any case, Stalin believed that they had gone mad.) Indeed they were
killed en masse in 1937–38, except for Trotsky who was murdered in Mexico
in 1940 by Stalin’s order. There was a cold logic to Stalinist politics.

IV

The new Politburo documents are valuable sources for the study of
many subjects, including Stalin. This essay does not discuss all, or even most, of
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the speeches and remarks of Stalin that the documents contain, concerning
such subjects as Soviet trade and price policies in the 1920s, the factional
struggles within the party, and the 1928 Shakhty show trial. Numerous im-
promptu rejoinders and interventions made by Stalin during speeches by other
members also need to be analyzed in detail. They are bound to yield interesting
results. There are other sources that have become available recently and still
remain to be examined in detail, as outlined in Naimark’s introduction.∏∑

Another recent book, Stalin’s Table Talk, like the volume of Hitler’s table talk,
contains numerous less formal speeches of Stalin and remains to be analyzed.∏∏

These and other similar documents contain unedited, impromptu remarks
by Stalin and others made in the highest organs of decision making, the vast
majority of which were not intended to be made public. Stalin is known to
have paid close attention to detail and carefully edited his own and others’
speeches.∏π The study of unedited versions of documents may uncover the
undisguised thoughts and intents of Stalin as well as others. Indeed, they reveal
how Stalin and others spoke and comported themselves, what logic and con-
cepts (as opposed to rhetoric for public consumption) they used, how they
presented themselves as leaders and politicians, and how they treated their
political opponents.

A preliminary examination of the Politburo transcripts reveals three aspects
of Stalin particularly well. They show Stalin to have been a skillful and tactical
politician capable of presenting himself as a humble, loyal, selfless and even
impersonal representative of the state and the party while, simultaneously,
capable of delivering sharp and effective attacks against his critics as selfish
and spineless. Stalin’s overarching concern was the survival of the Soviet
Union (and consequently himself) which had established a new, socialist state
through collectivization, dekulakization, and industrialization. This was a
result of the determined struggle Stalin had waged, but it also, according to
Stalin, followed the laws of history. Whoever failed to understand these laws
or refused to submit to them was an objective enemy of historical necessity
whatever their subjective intent might be. The cold logic of Stalinist politics
reveals itself very clearly in these new Politburo documents.
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4

‘‘Class Brothers Unite!’’: The British
General Strike and the Formation of
the ‘‘United Opposition’’

a l e x a n d e r  v a t l i n

At first glance, there is no direct connection between the British General
Strike of May 1926 and the power struggle within the ruling circles of the
Bolshevik Party. These two events were widely separated by geography, but
the transcripts of the Politburo reveal a direct link. The dueling camps within
the ruling Politburo—Leon Trotsky, Lev Kamenev, and Grigory Zinoviev ver-
sus Stalin, Nikolai Bukharin, and Aleksei Rykov—had radically different in-
terpretations of the General Strike and offered different policy responses.
Their open clash on this issue within the Politburo on June 3, 1926 was one of
the first manifestations of the coming bitter split between Stalin and his sup-
porters and the ‘‘United Opposition’’ of Trotsky, Kamenev, and Zinoviev. The
heated discussion became a catalyst for the formation of the ‘‘United Opposi-
tion’’ against Stalin and his erstwhile allies in the summer of 1926. Initially,
Zinoviev and Kamenev joined a troika with Stalin to block Trotsky, but they
began to find common ground on issues such as the proper handling of the
General Strike.

Bolshevik Policy and the General Strike

Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev were united in the fact that they consid-
ered the weak Russian support of the General Strike a major policy blunder,
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and they clamored for an early meeting of the Politburo to put their views on
record. They pushed for and got a meeting on June 3, 1926. They went into the
meeting confident of the superiority of their vision of the current international
arena. Stalin’s absence from the June 3 meeting (he was on vacation in the
Caucasus) gave them added confidence and offered an opportunity to split
Stalin’s Politburo majority. Additionally, the fact that Politburo stenograms,
were regularly distributed among party officials, gave the ‘‘oppositionists’’ a
chance to make their case to a wide audience of party functionaries.

The stenogram of the June 3, 1926 Politburo session on the General Strike
chronicles passionate, unbridled debate. In its essence, it resembled parliamen-
tary debates between the government, as represented by Stalin’s proxy, V. M.
Molotov, supported by Rykov and Bukharin, and the opposition, as repre-
sented by Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev. Prior Politburo meetings had dis-
cussed policy matters as if in a circle of close allies, but not this one. The heated
debate adds historical value to this transcript. It shows the fragility of ‘‘collec-
tive leadership’’ and, from a broader perspective, the crisis of collective leader-
ship that ended with its destruction by Stalin’s victory in the power struggle.

Grigory Zinoviev, as the head of the Soviet Comintern delegation, served as
the Politburo session’s referent on the question of the English strike at the June
3 Politburo session.∞ On May 12, after the army had broken through picket
lines, the General Council of the British labor confederation, the Trades Union
Congress (TUC), which had ordered the strike in the first place had called off
the strike. Zinoviev now described this as yet another proof that the leaders of
the reformist British trade unions had betrayed the most vital workers’ inter-
ests. Zinoviev’s attack raised questions about the Politburo’s strategy of align-
ing with the TUC as opposed to assisting more revolutionary worker elements.
Zinoviev occupied an advantageous position for attacking the ‘‘majority.’’
According to his interpretation, the ‘‘majority,’’ fearing ‘‘to break with reform-
ist trade unionists, continued to collaborate with them, while abandoning the
interests of the true worker’s movement.’’

An experienced orator, Zinoviev did not mince his words: ‘‘The treason of
the Trade Union Council [the name often used in Politburo discussions to
describe the TUC and its General Council] passed unnoticed by those who did
not want to see it, and by those who are ready for further collaboration with
them. Well, let them start a square dance with the dead.’’

To provide an alternative to the pitfall of political prejudices, Zinoviev
appealed for a restoration of the purity of revolutionary ideals: ‘‘We have
reached the point where our motto on events in England should be ‘unity from
below.’’’ That is, Zinoviev was arguing that the Politburo should cast its lot
directly in with the workers, not with a treacherous reformist trade union
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movement. Although in the mid-1920s, such a policy doomed the Commu-
nists to a political ghetto in the international community, it nevertheless served
as an effective weapon in internal party collisions. Such sentiments appealed to
Lenin’s authority and to the romantics of the ‘‘revolutionary assault.’’

From Zinoviev’s opening report through the ensuing debate, the ‘‘opposi-
tionists’’ assaulted the Politburo majority, accusing them of abandoning the
workers’ movement in Europe and then trying to sweep major policy errors,
such as the failure to give adequate support to British strikers, under the rug.

Trotsky led the assault:

Trotsky: Almost four weeks have passed since the end of the strike, and we
haven’t even raised the issue here. By ignoring it, we have placed ourselves in a
position where everyone can think what he wants. Any attempts to discuss
this question in advance, in order to avoid unnecessary collisions in the Polit-
buro, have been stubbornly resisted. A collective solution is not welcomed. As
a result, what we have is a worthless pile of paperwork, decisions overlapping
with and contradicting each other. . . . To solve the problem, we have to
approach it more seriously, otherwise what use is it of having a stenogram
recording?

Trotsky’s assault brought forth an emotional response from the head of the
Soviet government and frequent chair of Politburo sessions A. I. Rykov:

Rykov: A few words on Trotsky’s claim that the question has not been dis-
cussed. I think no other question has received as much attention from us as
recent events in Britain. First of all, a special commission including Stalin,
Zinoviev, Rykov, Dogadov, Molotov, Bukharin, Lozovsky, and Chicherin has
been created that has regular daily sessions. The last five Politburo sessions, to
a greater or lesser extent, touched upon the problem of the strike in Britain. So
all questions related to it have been thoroughly worked through. The pro-
tocols of these sessions start with the ‘‘English question.’’
Kamenev: But, on the other hand, it keeps on getting put off.
Rykov: There is no talk of ‘‘putting it off.’’ We need practical solutions.
Trotsky: That is, a ‘‘practical’’ solution, but what is missing is an adequate
appraisal of the political significance of the event.≤

Trotsky’s stance on the British strike was, to a large degree, motivated by his
egocentric interests, personal dislikes, and resentment of past slights, as his
following remarks show.

Trotsky: I just wanted to get fully involved in the discussion of the issue
along with other Politburo members and as usual, I was willing to conform to
the joint resolution. Why does it always happen that, as soon as I announce
that I wish to fully participate in discussion of a serious issue along with
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my comrades, Molotov announces that I am a usurper? Isn’t it outrageous?
Where does it come from? I think it comes from the contradiction Molotov
constantly faces: that between his excessive administrative power and his
poor mental outlook. This contradiction disrupts the collective decision-
making process. Administratively powerful, you [Molotov] are not capable of
intellectual reasoning; you don’t have the ability to foresee the course of
events, take into account multiple factors, raise the right question at the right
moment, and draw conclusions. That’s why you are always on guard; every
attempt to place a new issue on the agenda is interpreted as an encroachment
upon your personal power. This is the key to understanding all your actions,
and of your stubborn reluctance to collaborate with people who have proven,
in spite of all odds, their eagerness and preparedness for collective work.
Instead of trying to understand others’ ideas, Molotov is searching for the
interests of the ‘‘bloc’’ behind them in order to find out whether it is possible,
without bothering ourselves with unnecessary inquiries, to revert to repres-
sive measures [against the minority].≥

Zinoviev’s and Trotsky’s remarks accurately capture the growing reluctance
of the Politburo majority to work with them collegially but they also contain
barely concealed malevolence. According to their interpretation, the Stalinist
majority, having abandoned the idea of constructive collaboration with ‘‘the
opposition,’’ were doomed to diplomatic failure. Acting out their ‘‘right-wing’’
tendencies, the Politburo majority was, in the opposition view, preparing the
way for peace with social democracy. However, the Politburo’s flirtation with
the left-wing social democrats was based on a failure to understand that they
would betray the revolutionary proletariat at a decisive moment. The TUC’s
unwillingness to push for revolutionary goals was seen as a concrete example
of this betrayal.

Such accusations were received by the Politburo ‘‘majority’’ with indigna-
tion. In response, they accused the dissenters of political myopia and an in-
ability to sensibly evaluate the political situation. Zinoviev’s point that the
British strike had undermined the stability of capitalism in Europe became an
especially frequent point of discussion.

In the heat of the debate, the question of the British strike as such was
pushed aside; every speech was dictated by the interests of the factions and
was aimed at discrediting the opponents’ policy.

The consolidation of Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev into a ‘‘United Op-
position’’ was effusively commented upon by the key representative of the
Stalinist faction, Molotov.

Molotov: Comrades Trotsky and Zinoviev are using this issue to enter into
an alliance. I am sure this is highly erroneous, but what’s most important, it
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runs counter to our principles. Comrades Trotsky and Zinoviev will be little
use if they sacrifice the solution of the problem to their tactical alliance.∂

At the end of the June 3 session, Zinoviev asked the Politburo’s permission
to defend his political stance at the upcoming Comintern session. He was
refused. Zinoviev, regularly forced to carry out orders that ran counter to his
political views, played an increasingly formal role in the Comintern. However,
he did not want to risk total alienation from the Politburo on the grounds that
his dismissal would deprive him of the (admittedly modest) resources of the
Communist International in future struggles. In fact, an oppositional presen-
tation by Zinoviev to the Comintern could serve the majority’s interest. Ac-
cording to Stalin, such a presentation by Zinoviev would provide an oppor-
tunity to call for Zinoviev’s dismissal from his post as Comintern chair.∑

The stenogram of the June 3, 1926 Politburo session reveals the consolida-
tion both of the ‘‘United Opposition’’ and of the Politburo ‘‘majority.’’ Even
without Stalin present, the latter withstood an assault ‘‘from the left’’ and
demonstrated its viability as a worthy opponent of Zinoviev and Trotsky in
disputes on international problems. For the majority members, this meant not
support of Stalin’s power ambitions, but the assertion of their own views of
socialist construction in Russia. Their acceptance of the challenge of the
‘‘United Opposition’’ marked the beginning of a new period in the history of
the party. It shows that Stalin, at that time, based his Politburo majority on the
views of its members on domestic and foreign policy.

The Brewing Storm

The escalation of the internal party struggles, reflected in the stenogram
of the Politburo session of June 3, 1926, had its own prehistory. After Lenin’s re-
tirement from active political life, the leadership in the Bolshevik party had been
concentrated in the hands of a ‘‘troika’’ of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Stalin. This
informal coalition was created to thwart the political ambitions of Trotsky, who
(not without grounds) conceived of himself as the natural heir to the dying party
leader.∏ The troika, despite its short life, fulfilled its major function: Trotsky was
deprived of much of his power.

Stalin’s machinations as a troika member did not go unnoticed. Already in
the troika’s first months, Zinoviev and Kamenev understood Stalin’s personal
ambitions for party leadership. In his note to Kamenev from July 30, 1923,
Zinoviev reported the measures Stalin had undertaken without prior agree-
ment of other troika members. Zinoviev concluded: ‘‘If the party is destined to
live through a period of Stalin’s personal dictatorship—let it be. But at least I
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personally have no intention to cover up all these ‘swinish affairs.’ Every
faction discusses our troika. I am supposed to have influence in the troika,
while in reality there is no troika but just a Stalinist dictatorship. Ilich [Lenin]
was a thousand times right’’ (in his warning to dismiss Stalin before it was
too late).π

In the autumn of 1925, on the eve of the Sixteenth Party Congress, Zinoviev
and Kamenev started a ‘‘New Opposition’’ largely based upon Zinoviev’s Len-
ingrad party organization. Its program rested on the concept of the impos-
sibility of the final victory of socialism in one country. Additionally their ‘‘New
Opposition’’ objected to the ‘‘mutation’’ of the supreme party leadership and to
‘‘kulak deviation’’ in its ranks, and called for restoration of the Leninist princi-
ples of democratic centralism. The supporters of the ‘‘majority’’ proclaimed
their preparedness to undertake the most decisive actions against dissenters, or
against ‘‘the threat of a ‘second Kronstadt.’ ’’∫ Manipulating party opinion,
Stalin and his allies managed to isolate the Leningrad opposition during the
Sixteenth Party Congress, and to rebuff its major proposals there.Ω

The defeat of the ‘‘New Opposition’’ at the Sixteenth Party Congress initi-
ated a purge of its supporters from the party and state organizations at all
levels of the administrative hierarchy. Zinoviev was not reelected to the Lenin-
grad Provincial Party Committee. He retained his position as the head of the
Comintern as part of a short-lived compromise that required that Comintern
decisions be made by the party delegation.∞≠

On March 18, 1926, the Politburo met to discuss the question of Zinoviev’s
dismissal from his post as head of the Leningrad Council of Workers and
Peasants’ Deputies.∞∞ At this session, Stalin’s mastery of political intrigue was
evident. Zinoviev was removed in typical Stalin fashion; according to Stalin
the Politburo was simply bowing to the will of the Leningrad party itself.
Stalin defended the decision to keep Zinoviev in (nominal) charge of the Com-
intern: ‘‘I don’t know of any party in the Comintern that would raise the
question of dismissing Zinoviev.’’ Zinoviev’s cynical retort was: ‘‘Comrade
Stalin noted that no foreign party insists upon Zinoviev’s dismissal from the
Comintern. But after certain ‘preparatory measures’ are undertaken, some
parties will be sure to ask for it, Comrade Stalin.’’ Indeed, within less than a
year Stalin decided it was time to remove Zinoviev from the Comintern, as if
acceding (as Zinoviev had predicted) to requests of foreign communists.∞≤

As the oppositionists lost ground, they appealed to the democratic norms of
party life, only to be brushed aside by the majority. At the March 18 session,
Zinoviev again appealed for party democracy: ‘‘We all have sinned against
internal party democracy, our only excuse being the fact that the economic,
political, and international situation for a long time forced us to preserve an
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almost militarized discipline within the party; sometimes it made us go to
extremes.’’

Zinoviev’s ‘‘confession’’ only fueled the animosity of his opponents, such as
the unforgiving Molotov, who reminded the Politburo that it was Zinoviev
who earlier had attempted to expel Trotsky from the Politburo:

Molotov: Comrade Zinoviev remembers about democracy only when he is
in the minority. I think that Comrade Zinoviev is not the one to teach us the
rules of the party. With respect to rules, he has always taken the most radical,
the most stringent position. From January on, it was Comrade Zinoviev
whom the Central Committee had to constantly restrain.

Trotsky’s position in the March 18 Politburo debate over the removal of
Zinoviev as head of the Leningrad party deserves a detailed analysis. Insisting
that it was necessary to correct the internal party regime, Trotsky distanced
himself from the struggle over personal power ambitions.

Trotsky: Comrade Stalin was right when he said that the victory over the
Leningrad opposition [Zinoviev and his supporters] was achieved not only
through the pressure of the central apparatus, but also due to the desire of the
Leningrad Communists to get rid of excessive pressure from the local party
apparatus [headed by Zinoviev]. That’s right! But what if they just jumped
out of the frying pan into the fire? Does the Moscow regime leave any hope
for us to think that the [new] one in Leningrad will be more tolerant?

Through such a strategic move Trotsky condemned not only the opposition
as such, but the measures undertaken against it. He stressed that harsh inter-
ventions from Moscow unavoidably resulted in ‘‘relegation of the status and
degradation of the ideological leadership. . . . And what does this degradation
mean? It means an inevitable strengthening of the (central) party apparatus.
Why? Because the lack of true debate has to be compensated for by coercion.’’∞≥

The significance of the March 18 Politburo stenogram is much broader than
the questions on the agenda, or the intricacies of internal party struggles. The
Politburo regulated key spheres of life; hence, speeches and comments made
during the sessions are of historical significance. Rykov’s March 18 remark
that ‘‘management of the by now highly developed Communist parties in the
Comintern deserves more attention than before’’ is particularly telling. This
evasive formulation concealed the unpleasant fact that the Comintern had
been transformed into an honorary exile for passé or disgraced party officials.
Contrary to the Comintern’s internal regulations, where the Soviet party was
listed as one constituent of the ‘‘worldwide party of the revolutionary pro-
letariat,’’ the leaders of other Communist parties passively waited for instruc-
tions from their Russian comrades.∞∂
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The bitter dispute about the head of the Leningrad committee revealed that a
reconciliation was unlikely and that, sooner or later, internal party conflict was
destined to escalate. What was unclear was the eventual constellation of per-
sonalities. In the spring of 1926, new power balances were explored. Trotsky
established contacts with Stalin and Bukharin, who expressed a willingness to
‘‘reconcile’’ with the Trotskyites to prevent their alliance with the remnants of
the ‘‘Leningrad opposition.’’∞∑ Aware that he would not be able to single-
handedly change the power balance, Trotsky was also looking towards the
Zinovievites, contempt for whom he never bothered to conceal. Already in
April, the Politburo majority learned that Trotsky and his ally Grigory Piatakov
‘‘undertook an attempt to involve Kamenev and Zinoviev in their plans.’’∞∏

With such flux, other consolidation within the party leadership became only a
question of time.

The General Strike: Moves in Advance of
the Politburo Meeting

The General Strike, which began on May 4, 1926, provided a decisive
impetus for the formation of the ‘‘United Opposition.’’ Even after the TUC
called off the strike, the British coal miners defied the union leadership and
stayed out.∞π For the Bolshevik leadership, following these events with acute
interest, the strike symbolized a revolutionary upsurge and the disruption of
the political stability of Great Britain—the leader of the Western world. It
appeared that Trotsky’s predictions, outlined in his work ‘‘Whither Britain?’’
(published several months prior to the strike) were correct and that antiquated
British imperialism had become the primary base for the next outbreak of the
world revolution.

The question of the British strike was raised at every Politburo session after
its start. The fact that the strike was directed by trade union leaders whom the
Communist press had incessantly designated as ‘‘lackeys of the bourgeoisie’’
added a certain oddness to the situation. On May 4, the Politburo proposed to
adopt a more moderate position towards the TUC: ‘‘The party and the Soviet
press should maintain a calm, detached tone with appropriate critique of such
‘Rightists.’ ’’∞∫ Simultaneously, the Politburo decided to provide two million
gold rubles in financial assistance to the strikers on behalf of the Soviet trade
unions.∞Ω The chair of the Soviet trade unions, M. P. Tomsky, left for Paris ‘‘to
provide operational help to the General Council upon necessity.’’

The first session of the special commission, created by the Politburo for
‘‘operative reaction’’ to the events in Britain took place on May 7.≤≠ Its work-
ing decisions were not recorded, but were placed instead in the highly-secret
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‘‘special files.’’ The Politburo commission’s appraisals of the British strike had
distinctly ‘‘Leftist’’ overtones. Later Molotov, responding to the attack of the
opposition, disclosed who stood behind the commission’s findings:

Molotov: Stalin addressed the ‘‘core’’ of the issue, in particular, the task of
turning the strike into a political event, and the necessity to advance under the
motto ‘‘away with Conservative government, long live workers’ power!’’ Sta-
lin outlined the basic ideas of this policy, with which all of us, including you,
Comrade Zinoviev, agreed.≤∞

On the same day, May 7, the question of the British strike was included in
the Comintern Presidium agenda. Stalin, who almost never flattered the Com-
intern with his presence, appeared at this meeting. Obviously, Stalin was con-
templating the best way to attack the defeated, though not fully crushed Zino-
viev. Comintern head Zinoviev presented a ‘‘loyal’’ interpretation of events
(that had been coordinated with the Politburo), stressing that continuation of
the strike could create an opportunity for the seizure of state power by the
working class. The Comintern Presidium concluded that ‘‘the renewed stabil-
ization of capitalism is out of the question now.’’≤≤ To a certain degree, all
members of the Bolshevik government shared unrealistic expectations of the
outcome of the General Strike.

Each side in the internal party struggle attempted to turn the events of the
General Strike to its own advantage. Comintern chair Zinoviev found himself
the center of public attention. Full of energy, he composed daily orders to the
European Communist parties, demanding support for British workers. This
fact did not pass unnoticed by the ‘‘majority faction’’ in the Politburo. Its
representatives, apart from Bukharin, had never before displayed interest in
the international Communist movement. Despite the fact that they were on
unfamiliar ground, they could not avoid accepting the challenge.

In the course of the May 7 sessions, Stalin and Molotov criticized Zinoviev’s
draft note to British Communists. On May 8, after Zinoviev’s hurried correc-
tions, there was a second revision.≤≥ Stalin took advantage of these revisions to
exaggerate Zinoviev’s mistakes: ‘‘In this draft, as the members of the Politburo
can see, there is no place for the slogan ‘away with Conservative government,
long live workers’ power!’ ’’≤∂ A favorite trick of Stalin was to discredit politi-
cal opponents by transforming petty omissions into major errors. Two years
later, it was Bukharin’s turn to fall prey to such a tactic, when he was forced to
rewrite the program of the Sixth Comintern Congress.≤∑

The atmosphere within the Politburo darkened after a note arrived from
Great Britain that the TUC’s General Council had rejected Moscow’s offer of
financial help. The council argued that acceptance of Soviet aid would be used
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against the strikers. Obviously at a loss, Stalin sent a telegram to Tomsky in
Paris: ‘‘Please help, what can we do?’’≤∏ When news of the end of the strike
arrived from London, Tomsky, filled with a spirit of social compromise, ad-
dressed an optimistic telegram to the Politburo. Tomsky recommended that
the British Communist Party proclaim that the abortive strike ‘‘denotes the
failure of the Conservatives’ ideas and the partial moral victory of the pro-
letariat,’’ and that ‘‘by transforming the struggle into conditions that might
turn out more favorable than the current ones, it contributes towards the
solution of major political questions.’’≤π

Tomsky’s interpretation created the opportunity for Zinoviev and his allies
to accuse their opponents of ‘‘Right-wing Deviation’’ and of playing along
with the ‘‘traitors from the Trade Union Council.’’ Zinoviev composed an
indignant letter to the Politburo, describing Tomsky’s position as ‘‘deeply er-
roneous and in principle incorrect.’’ Zinoviev wrote, as usual without temper-
ing his language: ‘‘The unconditional capitulation of the Trade Union Council,
without even guaranteeing that the workers at least get their jobs back, is an
unprecedented act of betrayal in the history of the international workers’
movement. If the British Communist Party submits to this ignominious deci-
sion and expresses its loyalty to the Trade Union Council, it would become an
accomplice in this crime.’’≤∫

At the extraordinary Politburo session of May 14, Zinoviev’s angry note
was rejected, but Tomsky’s policy was also discredited. Stalin telegraphed
Tomsky in Paris: ‘‘We are inclined to believe that what happened was not
compromise but treason. Submission to the Trade Union Council’s decision is
not appropriate when the workers wish to continue the strike. Instead we
should criticize and expose the mistakes of the Trade Union Council and its
leadership. The masses should be educated to their mistakes. Let’s propose to
the Politburo commission to cancel its resolution and replace it with one in
agreement with the current telegram.’’≤Ω

For Zinoviev, the majority’s backtracking and indecision marked an un-
questionable personal success. He was planning his next steps to advance his
position in the Politburo. However, in the course of the May 7 Comintern
session, he preferred not to expose his cards. He proposed instead not to hurry
conclusions, for ‘‘in a couple of days the situation will be clear.’’≥≠ The Com-
intern refrained from decision making on those very issues for which it was
founded. The Comintern Presidium limited itself to refutations of (justified)
British press claims that it had imposed ‘‘Russian revolutionary methods’’ on
British Communists.≥∞

In general, the defeat of the British strike played to the advantage of the
dissenters within the party leadership. It gave them the opportunity to accuse
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the Stalinist faction of ‘‘betrayal of revolutionary Marxism’’ and ‘‘defeatism.’’
The oppositionists could also accuse the majority of endangering the principle
of the ‘‘unified workers’ front,’’ accepted by both the Bolshevik leadership and
the Comintern in December of 1921.≥≤

The Unified Workers’ Front

The 1921 policy of the ‘‘unified workers’ front’’ was a reaction of the
Communist parties to the malaise in the worldwide revolutionary movement.
It called for cooperation of Communist parties with socialist parties ‘‘in the
struggle for the interests of the proletariat.’’ Actually in a veiled form, the
‘‘unified workers’ front’’ conceded the hopelessness of the world revolution,
the goal for which the Comintern was created. Although the turn towards a
‘‘unified workers’ front,’’ hallowed by the name of Lenin, was not openly
questioned, its feasibility was a subject of heated disputes within the party
leadership.

Each approach of the European Communist parties to the social democrats
was resisted by ultraleftist elements, unwilling to sacrifice the ‘‘purity of their
principles.’’ Political compromise was not a strong suit of the communist
movement, as Lenin’s complaint of ‘‘the childish malaise of leftism’’ in the
spring 1920 highlighted. Zinoviev decisively opposed the imposition of a uni-
fied workers’ front ‘‘from above,’’≥≥ and he saw the failure of the British strike
as yet another proof of the treacherous nature of the trade unions’ bosses.

The Anglo-Russian Trade Union Committee was formed at a joint London
conference of the Soviet and British trade unions on April 6–8, 1925 to restore
the unity of the international trade union movement. For Soviet ruling circles,
the treaty meant acknowledging that the Moscow-based Red International of
Trade Unions (Profintern) had failed to win over the world’s working class.
Soviet trade union leader Tomsky, in his speech to the Sixteenth Party Con-
gress, conceded that the Bolsheviks should be prepared to follow the working
classes even if it meant ‘‘into hell or even to the Pope in Rome.’’

It was the demand for an immediate break with the ‘‘traitors’’ (withdrawal
of the Soviet trade unions from the Anglo-Russian Trade Union Committee)
that paved the way for the alliance between Zinoviev and Trotsky, who, upon
his return from protracted therapy in Berlin, was ready to immerse himself in
politics. Trotsky’s memo on the British workers’ movement from May 18
characterized the Anglo-Russian Committee as a ‘‘purely tactical compromise,
which did not withstand the trial of real struggle.’’≥∂ Although he did not call
for an immediate break with the Anglo-Russian Committee, Trotsky’s mes-
sage was clear, and it was immediately supported by Zinoviev.
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The ‘‘epistolary’’ phase of the struggle (‘‘statements against statements’’)≥∑

began on May 22, when the Soviet Comintern delegation found it ‘‘necessary
to report on the lessons of the British strike on behalf of the Comintern Pre-
sidium.’’≥∏ Zinoviev took advantage of Stalin’s departure to the Caucasus to
impose his own interpretation. Already on May 26, he distributed his draft
among Politburo members, which stressed that the strike had brought the
working class close to the seizure of power. His conclusion refuted ‘‘the major-
ity’s position’’ that capitalism had entered a lasting period of stability: ‘‘The
controversy over the issue of capitalism’s ‘stabilization’ has been resolved.
Accordingly, the policy based on the assumption that capitalism has overcome
the postwar difficulties and has embarked upon a lasting period of its stabiliza-
tion has turned out to be erroneous.’’≥π

Zinoviev’s draft reflected his desire for revenge. For the first time, he stated
clearly that since the leaders of the TUC have ‘‘cut off the head of the general
strike on behalf of the English bourgeoisie,’’ all contacts with them should be
terminated. Shortly thereafter, Trotsky entered the fray with a May 26 Pravda
article on the lessons of the British strike and the mistakes of the British
Communists. To cap things off, the ‘‘dissenters’’ made a joint presentation of
their position at Sverdlovsk University.

Representatives of the ‘‘majority’’ immediately sounded the alarm. On June
1, Bukharin and Molotov wrote to Stalin: ‘‘We think it is of primary impor-
tance for you to urgently get acquainted with the program and tell us what you
think. Zinoviev has changed his mind on the question of stabilization and
Comintern tactics. Now he is slinging mud at Comintern policy . . . and is
launching an initiative for an immediate break with the Trade Union Coun-
cil.’’≥∫ Stalin, who by that time had almost reached the Caucasus, agreed in full
with the negative evaluation of Zinoviev’s draft. His critical remarks on its
margins are telling: ‘‘an idiot’’ (repeatedly), ‘‘too hasty,’’ ‘‘too rough,’’ ‘‘To
Trotsky!’’ Stalin’s anger was especially fueled by Zinoviev’s insistence on the
break with the Anglo-Russian Trade Union Committee, and his statement on
‘‘the end of stabilization.’’ Stalin drew his own lesson from the General Strike:
‘‘I think the bourgeoisie is launching an attack, and the workers cannot even
uphold their previous demands.’’≥Ω For an experienced politician the tactics of
Zinoviev and Trotsky were clear: ‘‘Obviously, by using the ‘British question’
they want to win their position back.’’∂≠

Thinking they had gained the upper hand, Zinoviev wrote on June 1 that
‘‘Discussion of the British question in the Politburo cannot be delayed any
longer; following the Politburo, the Presidium of the Comintern has already
twice put off discussion. As a result, the Comintern leadership finds itself in an
absolutely embarrassing position: they are the only ones who have yet to take a
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stand on the lessons of the British strike. Although the Sixteenth Party Congress
proclaimed a ‘more active involvement of the representatives of the foreign
parties in Comintern activity,’ the opposite has been true. Whenever we create
our own commission in the Politburo to work out a solution to an important
issue, its discussion in the Comintern turns into empty formality. I seriously
warn you that the same should not happen with the British question.’’∂∞

On the next day, Trotsky composed a note with similar contents: ‘‘Failing to
promptly adopt an adequate position on an extremely important issue, we are
pursuing a deeply mistaken policy . . . the party needs an answer.’’ Having
argued in support of an immediate exit from the Anglo-Russian Committee,
Trotsky laid his cards on the table: ‘‘The tactics of understatement and diplo-
matic maneuvers have found their natural continuation in the desire to pre-
serve the semblance of things that are already nonexistent.’’∂≤

Recognizing the growing tension within ruling circles, Stalin, still in the
Caucasus, advised his allies to ignore the claims of the dissenters: ‘‘Just put off
this question for the next week and let them go to hell.’’ However, the standing
of the opposition was still too high to simply ignore the opinion of two Polit-
buro members. Bukharin’s associates were busy preparing an alternative polit-
ical program which, among other things, aimed at ‘‘unmasking adventurous
petit-bourgeois tendencies (otzovizm) in the question of break with the Gen-
eral Council.’’∂≥

The Politburo Session of June 3, 1926
‘‘On Lessons from the English Strike’’

The events leading up to the Politburo session of June 3, 1926 devoted to
the lessons of the British strike foreshadowed that the meeting would be explo-
sive. Indeed, the June 3 session was marked by extremely heated discussion
that lasted an entire day. The drafts of Bukharin, Tomsky, and Molotov were
distributed only on the day of the session. Criticizing the ‘‘traitors from the
General Council,’’ they argued nevertheless for the preservation of the Anglo-
Russian Trade Union Committee, that is, for continued cooperation with the
British trade union leadership.

Zinoviev, who delivered the major report, insisted that the strike was des-
tined to transform itself into a political campaign that would have created an
opportunity for the working class to seize power. No one present was willing
to dispute these ‘‘basics of communism,’’ but tactical calculations pushed aside
strategic issues: Politburo members were willing to pass for ‘‘Leftists,’’ but no
one desired to be accused of ‘‘Right-wing Deviation.’’ Internal party conflict
undermined any attempt to transcend basic dogma and disrupted the capacity
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of the Bolshevik leadership to find a consensus. Tomsky’s ill-fated telegram,
full of false optimism, dispatched shortly after the end of the strike, amply
demonstrated the severe consequences of independent political appraisal.

Replying to Zinoviev’s attack, Tomsky attempted to shift the focus. He
argued that the fight for unity of the trade union movement was not plausible
without the Anglo-Russian Trade Union Committee: ‘‘Your theory is based
upon unrealistic expectations of a revolution in Britain. And you are perfectly
aware of this fact.’’ Tomsky’s assertion provoked an immediate reaction from
Trotsky: ‘‘And yours depends upon the assumption that it will never take
place.’’∂∂ The leader of the opposition insisted that remaining with the Anglo-
Russian Committee meant that ‘‘we cover up the treason of the Trade Union
Council, and put the blame for the strike’s disruption upon radically minded
miners.’’

Bukharin, whose report was loyal to the views of the majority, focused his
attention on whether the Soviet trade unions should leave the Anglo-Russian
Committee. His arguments, however, were not devoid of pragmatism. In par-
ticular, he pointed towards the specifics of the British workers’ movement,
claiming that British trade union leaders were more sensitive to pressure from
the rank and file than in other countries: ‘‘We proceeded from the fact that the
pressure on leaders of the British workers’ movement is stronger than in other
workers’ movements. As a result, the center of the world revolution has shifted
from central Europe to England.’’∂∑

The representatives of the ‘‘majority faction’’ repeatedly cited historical
facts. In the summer of 1917, the Bolsheviks had not abandoned the Soviets,
although they were ‘‘Menshevik and Socialist-Revolutionary’’ in their com-
position. The dissenters, however, expressed their doubts that trade unions
could serve as instruments of proletarian power (as had the Russian Soviets)
during a ‘‘condition of revolution.’’ These conflicting arguments remained
within the framework of Russian experience, which was stubbornly applied to
foreign Communists. There were almost no references to the opinion of the
British Communists at the June 3 Politburo session.

Only Politburo candidate member and majority ally A. A. Andreev gave a
more or less consistent account of Moscow’s mistakes (while making Trotsky
and Zinoviev fully responsible for them): ‘‘We have committed a common
mistake in that we have exaggerated the significance of the events in Great
Britain, and we have overestimated the dimensions of the workers’ strike. The
reason is that, not being adequately informed, we indulged in wishful think-
ing.’’∂∏ Indeed, under an ideological dictatorship, mistaking the desired for the
actual was common in ruling circles, and calling things by their true name
meant political suicide.
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Mutual accusations among Politburo members reveal the peculiarities of
the party regime as well as previously unknown facts and details. Zinoviev
singled out the unfortunate role played by D. Z. Manuilsky, delegated to the
Comintern Presidium as a representative of the Stalin faction. Zinoviev as
head of the Comintern did not hesitate to reject Manuilsky’s article on the
results of the British strike written for the May issue of the journal Communist
International, which, as a hostage of the party struggle, was held back from
publication.∂π

Even more interesting is the question of the ‘‘Russian money,’’ which was
excluded from the final version of the session transcript. The violent reaction
of Politburo members to the refusal of the TUC to accept financial help was in
no small part caused by the fact that previously this had been a normal prac-
tice. In the course of the session, Zinoviev noted: ‘‘I don’t oppose the practice
of our proletarian state of bribing the Temps or the Times; even less I oppose if
sometimes we buy the so-called ‘workers’ leaders’ from the trade unions, if it
corresponds to the interests of the proletariat.’’∂∫ Trotsky, on his part, re-
sponded with a sarcastic comment on the eagerness of certain leaders of the
English trade unions to cooperate with the Soviet state if it was so good at
bribing.

Although Zinoviev’s draft resolution did not receive a majority of votes,
each of the conflicting sides could interpret the outcome of the Politburo
session to its advantage. The dissenters made their alliance clear to the rest of
the Politburo and announced their international agenda. All were well aware
that June 3 marked the onset of a new stage of internal party conflict. On the
next day, the ‘‘Russian comrades’’ failed to appear at the Comintern Presidium
meeting. It was necessary for everyone to come to their senses after a heated
and lengthy debate and to complete the ‘‘program of the majority.’’ No one
ever mentioned again the ‘‘necessity of more active involvement of the repre-
sentatives of the foreign parties in Comintern activity.’’ As a result, the British
question was silently removed from the agenda.∂Ω

It was only on June 8 that the Politburo resolution ‘‘on the lessons of the
British strike’’ was approved by the Comintern. At its Presidium meeting,
Bukharin, in the presence of Zinoviev, delivered his report to the foreign Com-
munists (who had already been informed about ‘‘the Kremlin secrets’’).∑≠ The
representatives of the European Communist parties obediently rubberstamped
the Politburo decision. However, one of the participants, the Czech Commu-
nist V. Shtern, expressed his support of the Politburo dissenters without refer-
ring to them by name. As a result, he was silenced, and blamed for a variety of
ideological sins, including ‘‘dragging along on the tails of the German ultraleft-
ists.’’∑∞ Obviously, the ‘‘Russian’’ method of ‘‘ideological destruction of the
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opposition’’ had become Comintern practice as well. From that point on, not
only manifestation of solidarity with ‘‘the Russian opposition’’ but also defense
of similar positions became anathema within the Comintern.

The Developing ‘‘United Opposition’’ Platform

The June 3, 1926 Politburo discussion of results of the British strike
marked the début of the ‘‘United Opposition.’’ At the June 3 session, it pre-
sented its program on international politics. At the June 14 meeting, it focused
its attention on internal party problems in the discussion of the report of
Moscow Party Committee. On July 5, it criticized party policy in the coun-
tryside (the question of agricultural loans).∑≤ By the eve of the July Central
Committee plenum, the ‘‘United Opposition’’ had presented a comprehensive
political program that offered alternative solutions to the most pressing prob-
lems of domestic and foreign policy.

These Politburo transcripts give researchers a unique opportunity to witness
the atmospherics of the heated disputes that marked the sessions of the highest
body of the Bolshevik leadership. The outcome was more important than the
tone of discussion. The ‘‘United Opposition’’ coalesced around an ideologi-
cally pure international platform: British workers had been abandoned by a
corrupt trade union leadership, and the chance for a British socialist revolu-
tion had been lost. The Bolsheviks, as the representatives of the working class,
should throw in their lot directly with the British workers. The Politburo
majority, after false starts and hesitations, came down on the side of pragma-
tism—to continue to cooperate with the British trade union leadership, even
though it had refused Russian financial assistance and was suspected of cor-
ruption and of doing the bidding of capitalist forces. Although according to
ideological criteria the political stance of the majority within the Politburo
was inferior to the ‘‘platform’’ of the dissenters, the majority carried with it the
power of the party apparatus, which became the decisive factor in the victory
over Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Trotsky. As a consequence, the oppositionists
had to sit silent as the majority instructed the Communist International on its
version of the ‘‘lessons of the British strike.’’

Control of the party apparatus enabled the majority to conceal the pro-
posals of the opposition not only from rank-and-file Communists but also
from Central Committee members. On June 18, in a caucus of the Russian
Comintern delegation, Trotsky proposed to mobilize all resources in support
of the British miners. His memo was transferred to the appropriate subcom-
mittee, where it was buried.∑≥

The ‘‘United Oppositionists’’ were ready to resume their struggle at the
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Central Committee plenum, which opened on July 14, 1926. A week before,
the Politburo added the announcement of its decisions on the results of the
British strike to the plenum’s agenda.∑∂ Compared to the Politburo disputes of
June 3, the discussion of this question at the plenum did not yield any practical
results. The miners were still on strike but the hopes for revolutionary up-
heaval were dispelled. These events made it much easier for Bukharin, who
delivered the main report, to accuse the oppositionists of ‘‘radical overestima-
tion of the international situation.’’∑∑ Zinoviev reminded the Central Commit-
tee that the strike had ruined their attempts to approach the International
Federation of Trade-Unions (Amsterdam International), which adopted the
‘‘reformist’’ position. He demanded that this policy be pursued to the end
through separation from the Anglo-Russian Committee.

Trotsky offered his own version of the limits of possible collaboration with
the reformists, who favored social democracy. Trotsky focused on the princi-
pal issue. ‘‘The policy of a ‘unified front’ can be pursued only until the point
where opportunists fall into the embrace of class enemies.’’∑∏ For the Politburo
dissenters the British strike marked a chance to cease collaboration with trai-
tors and, to use Trotsky’s words: ‘‘to ally with the masses against their lead-
ers.’’ Stalin, supported by the ‘‘majority,’’ warned against the perils of omitting
necessary stages in the development of the workers’ movement.

The resulting Central Committee resolution was entrusted to the Russian
delegation to the regular Anglo-Russian Trade Union Committee session with
the charge of preventing a break with British trade unionists on the grounds of
‘‘common agreement.’’∑π This stance suited the interests of the British Com-
munists, who preferred to preserve their connections with organized labor.∑∫

In the course of the July 1926 Central Committee plenum the ‘‘United
Opposition’’ suffered a total defeat and Zinoviev was expelled from the Polit-
buro. Soon thereafter, Stalin decided the time had come to raise the question of
Zinoviev’s dismissal from his Comintern position. In his typical style, referring
to existing ‘‘public opinion,’’ Stalin wrote to Molotov: ‘‘It seems we will not
avoid the question of Grigory’s displacement from the Communist Interna-
tional because this issue has been raised by a range of Western parties (En-
gland, Germany). . . . It would be to a high degree strange and unnatural if we
would go on ignoring this question at the time when all circumstances point
towards it, and two of the Western parties have already had their say.’’∑Ω

The strike itself, which the miners continued through the end of November
1926, did not provoke further disputes within the Politburo; instead, it was
turned into a propaganda campaign. The leadership of the Soviet trade unions
repeatedly addressed the ‘‘toiling masses’’ with appeals to donate money ‘‘for
the strikers.’’ The memoirs of a Swiss worker in a Moscow printing plant
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reveal that ‘‘Under immense psychological pressure from the trade unions, the
workers were forced to donate large sums of money ‘to England.’ In the end,
they could console themselves with Soviet press accounts that their contribu-
tion that exceeded those of workers from capitalist countries.’’∏≠

This ‘‘view from below’’ coincides with the one ‘‘from above.’’ Stalin’s let-
ters to his supporters in the Politburo state that ‘‘The delegation of English
miners should arrive in the USSR soon if it’s still not here. We must receive it
with all the necessary fanfare and collect as much money for them as possible.
Rumor has it the Americans have promised a million dollars. So we should
collect two or three millions (in no way less than the Americans). The situation
is England is serious and it obliges us to make serious ‘sacrifices.’ ’’∏∞ These
instructions suggest that the strike was a pretext for ‘‘total mobilization’’
campaigns, which later became a regular aspect of Soviet life.

Conclusions

The General Strike intensified the struggle within the party leadership.
Occurring where and when it did, the strike created an illusion of revolution-
ary upsurge and provided fertile soil for mutual accusations within the Polit-
buro. Denunciations of the ‘‘traitors’’ from European reformist parties and
trade unions were in fact veiled attacks on political opponents within the
Politburo. At a time when Bolshevik leaders vowed fidelity to ‘‘true Marxism’’
and assailed each other with quotes from Lenin, the course of events in Europe
did not yield much hope for the world proletarian revolution.

The stenograms of the Politburo provide perspective on just a few aspects of
the history of internal party struggles that shook the party in the mid-1920s.
However, they abundantly demonstrate that those party leaders willing to
defy the ‘‘majority’’ had to rely on their own political campaigns and legal
rules of party democracy. Stalin’s faction, in control of the apparatus and the
regional party organizations, preferred ‘‘illegal’’ methods of discrediting their
opponents. To study their tactics, other sources are necessary, such as the
internal correspondence of members of the Stalinist faction.

The victory over the ‘‘United Opposition’’ manifested itself in the form of
absolute intolerance of dissent and transformation of ‘‘iron unity’’ into a fetish
of party propaganda. Such steps created a party regime that had little in
common with the initial goals and ideals of the Bolshevism. Stalin used this
regime to strengthen his personal leadership within the party and the state,
which soon entered into one of the most tragic epochs of Soviet history.
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5

Stalin, Syrtsov, Lominadze: Preparations for
the ‘‘Second Great Breakthrough’’

o l e g  k h l e v n i u k

The ‘‘antiparty affair’’ preoccupied Soviet ruling circles from the end of
October through the beginning of November 1930. The charge was that party
functionaries, headed by S. I. Syrtsov, a candidate Politburo member and the
head of the government of the Russian Federation, and V. V. Lominadze, the
first secretary of the Transcaucasian Party Committee (which encompassed
Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Georgia), had formed an illegal faction. The case of
Syrtsov-Lominadze constitutes a puzzling and obscure chapter in the history
of power struggles within the Bolshevik Party. This essay uses the verbatim
Politburo transcripts and supporting documents from the November 4, 1930
Politburo meeting ‘‘About the Factional Work of Syrtsov, Lominadze, and
Others’’ to answer some of the unresolved issues surrounding the ‘‘antiparty
affair.’’∞

Whereas the internal party conflicts of the 1920s were well documented,
primarily due to the efforts of Leon Trotsky, who initially escaped Stalin’s
vengeance, the frictions of the beginning of the 1930s are known to historians
only through a few official publications. Although the Syrtsov-Lominadze
affair was largely obscured from public view, those historians who worked
with the material available before the opening of the Soviet archives, in par-
ticular R. W. Davies, produced works of significant historical value on this
subject.≤
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Upon the opening of the archives in the first half of the 1990s, new archival
documents became available on the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair. Apart from the
Politburo sanctions of Syrtsov and Lominadze, the archive of the Committee
of Party Control of the Central Committee contained the personal dossiers of
Syrtsov and Lominadze. Also included are the protocols of the interrogations
of the participants of the ‘‘antiparty faction,’’ conducted by the Central Con-
trol Commission and the OGPU. Additionally, transcripts of the remarks of
the head of the Central Control Commission, Sergo Ordzhonikidze, on the
Syrtsov-Lominadze affair to the joint session of the Politburo and the Pre-
sidium of the Central Control Commission on November 4, 1930 were made
available along with other private Ordzhonikidze documents.≥ Several works
on the Syrtsov-Lominadze case have been published on the basis of these
documents.∂

This essay uses the most authoritative source on the ‘‘antiparty affair’’—the
complete verbatim transcript (stenogram) and the report of the joint session of
the Politburo and the Presidium of the Central Control Commission on No-
vember 4, 1930 devoted entirely to Syrtsov and Lominadze. The stenogram of
the Politburo discussion of November 4, 1930 is the primary source for the
study of the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair. Along with the full stenogram, the
summary of it, intended for distribution to a wide range of party functionaries,
contains the remarks of Stalin, Lominadze, and other ‘‘oppositionists,’’ as well
as the protocols of their interrogations by the Central Control Commission
and the OGPU. The interrogations endow this source with special value and
enable us to analyze aspects of the Syrtsov-Lominadze case that had pre-
viously been classified.

This essay analyzes the Syrtsov-Lominadze case as an integral part of the
broader political processes of Stalin’s late 1929–early 1930 ‘‘Great Break-
through’’ and its subsequent intensification, which we designate as the ‘‘Sec-
ond Great Breakthrough.’’ We focus on three major issues. The first is to pin
down the content and concrete circumstances of the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair.
Second, we analyze the Syrtsov-Lominadze case as an indicator of the internal
party situation as the party elite reacted to the first results of forced collectiv-
ization and industrialization. Third, we consider the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair
as an integral part of the Stalinist policy of the ‘‘Second Great Breakthrough.’’

As in other political affairs of the Stalinist era, the Syrtsov-Lominadze case
was, to use Trotsky’s apt characterization of the 1936–38 show trials, ‘‘an
amalgam,’’ a peculiar combination of real facts and falsifications. Contrary to
the show trials, the Syrtsov-Lominadze case was based more on real circum-
stances than on sheer falsifications. The presence of facts or ‘‘near’’ facts in-
stead of fantasy, therefore, makes an analysis of the apprehensive mood of the
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party elite during the early phases of the ‘‘Great Breakthrough’’ possible, albeit
complicated.

First, an outline of the broader context at the beginning of the 1930s: The
Stalinist policy of forced collectivization and destruction of the kulaks as a
class plunged the entire country into chaos, resulting in a near civil war in the
countryside. In the face of mass peasant revolts in the winter and spring of
1930, Stalin was forced to retreat. Peasants abandoned collective farms on a
mass scale, returning to private households. The proportion of collectivized
households fell from 56 percent on March 1, 1930 to 24 percent in the sum-
mer of 1930.∑ The remaining collective farms remained weak and ineffective,
serving as an instrument of resource transfer from countryside to the needs of
industrialization. Such policies led to the decay of agriculture. Despite this
threat, Stalin continued to increase capital investments in the industrial sector.
The economic crisis of the summer and autumn of 1930 was aggravated by the
growing ineffectiveness of capital investments, a drastic drop in living stan-
dards, declines in labor productivity, and the collapse of the banking system.
Against this backdrop, growing criticism of Stalinist policy within the party
was inevitable. Stalin’s draconic responses to critics (such as Syrtsov) were
designed to quell doubts about his policies and to cause those who were
undecided to toe to his official party line.

The most highly placed Stalin critic at the center of this story was Sergei
Ivanovich Syrtsov (1893–1937), a Bolshevik Party member from 1913, who
actively participated in the Revolution of 1917 and the Civil War. At the
beginning of 1920s, he held a post in the Communist Party Central Commit-
tee. In 1926 he was appointed to the post of the secretary of the Siberia
Regional Party Committee. In January 1928, during Stalin’s trip to Siberia to
oversee grain collections, Syrtsov actively implemented his orders on forced
grain extractions. In 1929, Syrtsov became the head of the Council of People’s
Commissars of the Russian Republic and joined the Politburo as a candidate
member. Confronted with the results of Stalinist policies, Syrtsov became
critical of the regime. He was fired from his position, expelled from the Polit-
buro and the Central Committee, and transferred to the provinces. In the
course of the Great Terror of 1937 he was shot.

The second target of the ‘‘antiparty affair’’ was Vissarion Vissarionovich
(Beso) Lominadze (1897–1935), a Bolshevik Party member since 1917. At the
beginning of the 1920s, he was a secretary of the Georgian Central Commit-
tee; later he worked in the Comintern. In 1930, he was appointed the first
secretary of the Trans-Caucasian Party Committee. Within less than a year he
was fired and exiled to minor administrative position. In 1935, facing the
threat of imminent arrest, Lominadze committed suicide.
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As their biographies show, both Syrtsov and Lominadze were rising young
stars of the party. Their promotions show that they were supporters of Stalin-
ist policies, far removed from contamination by ‘‘Right Deviationist’’ tenden-
cies. Both represented the kind of young Bolshevik leader that Stalin needed
for his socialist transformation.

The chain of circumstances that brought the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair to a
head can be reconstructed with the help of the stenogram of the Politburo
session of November 4.

According to this record, on October 21, one of Stalin’s closest allies, the
editor of Pravda, L. Z. Mekhlis, was given information on the ‘‘factional
activity’’ of Syrtsov and Lominadze during a meeting with the party secretary of
the Literature Section of the Institute of Red Professors, B. G. Reznikov.∏

Reznikov’s report, sent to Stalin upon Mekhlis’ request, contained information
about contacts between Syrtsov and his allies in the government of the Russian
Republic and the circle of the first secretary of the Caucasus Party Committee,
Lominadze, on their common dissatisfaction with Stalin’s policies. Reznikov’s
claim was that both groups had set Stalin’s overthrow as their major goal.
According to Reznikov’s report, Syrtsov felt that ‘‘the imminent collapse of the
country’s economy will cause a crisis in the leadership; to be more precise, in
Comrade Stalin (they explicitly stated that by ‘the leadership’ they meant
‘Comrade Stalin’). As a consequence of the panic (similar to what had hap-
pened in the spring),π [Stalin] will see his own power base shift from under him
very rapidly, and the party will finally receive ‘proper governance.’ After the
economic collapse, after the catastrophe, when the oppressed ‘classes’ let their
voices be heard, no apparatus will be strong enough to resist. And Stalin’s
power rests upon his apparatus.’’∫ According to Reznikov, Syrtsov and his
supporters intended to prepare a pamphlet criticizing Stalin’s policy, distribute
it among the Central Committee members, and then launch an open attack
against him in the course of the upcoming plenum.

A key point was Reznikov’s reference to an impending meeting of the Syr-
tsov and Lominadze groups (Lominadze was at the time in Moscow on busi-
ness). The Syrtsov group planned to use this joint meeting to prepare a plan of
future actions.

What happened next is known from the report of the Central Control
Commission delivered by its head, Sergo Ordzhonikidze, at the Politburo
session of November 4. He disclosed that Stalin had discussed Reznikov’s note
with P. P. Postyshev, the secretary of the Central Committee, and with Ordzho-
nikidze himself (the other Central Committee secretaries, L. M. Kaganovich
and V. M. Molotov, were on holiday at the time). On October 22, it was
decided to ‘‘find out what is happening’’ from Syrtsov in person. Syrtsov was
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summoned; however, he appeared in the Central Committee building only
four and a half hours later, around half past five. Shortly thereafter, Reznikov
also appeared and reported that he, together with Syrtsov, had attended an-
other meeting, which had started at eleven o’clock and had just ended.Ω

In a second memo, Reznikov informed Stalin that during the October 22
meeting, the Syrtsov group had agreed to make preparations for Stalin’s over-
throw through either legal or illegal measures in close collaboration with the
Lominadze group. Additionally, Reznikov reported that Syrtsov had related
the details of the Politburo session of October 20 to his allies, an offense
against the secrecy requirements of Politburo meetings.∞≠

In his denunciation, Reznikov quoted Syrtsov as saying at the meeting: ‘‘A
large share of party activists, deeply dissatisfied with the current party policy
and political regime, still believe a tradition of collective decision making
exists in the Politburo, which, on its part, pursues a consistent political line,
and that the Central Committee, although having lost its Leninist spirit, re-
mains the real ‘Central Committee.’ We need to dispel these illusions. The
‘Politburo’ is a fiction. In reality, all decisions are made behind the backs of
Politburo members, by a small group of party insiders, who meet in the Krem-
lin, or in the former apartment of Klara Zetkin. Some Politburo members,
such as Kuibyshev, Voroshilov, Kalinin, and Rudzutak are excluded from the
decision-making process; on the other hand, the ‘inner circle’ includes non-
Politburo members, such as Yakovlev, Postyshev, etc.’’∞∞

On the evening of October 22, Syrtsov refused to provide testimony in
response to Reznikov’s denunciation and demanded to be called by the Cen-
tral Control Commission. Simultaneously, interrogations of other participants
in the meeting (as reported by Reznikov) took place in the Central Control
Commission. Those summoned, I. S. Nusinov,∞≤ V. A. Kavraisky,∞≥ and A. I.
Galperin denied the charges when confronted by Reznikov. They were ar-
rested and transferred to OGPU interrogation.∞∂

Between October 22 and the November 4 Politburo meeting, participants in
the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair confessed to involvement in a ‘‘faction’’ and to
‘‘antiparty activity’’ after interrogations by the OGPU and Central Control
Commission. Their confessions were used as evidence in the joint Politburo and
Presidium of the Central Control Commission session of November 4, 1930 on
the ‘‘faction’’ created by Syrtsov, Lominadze, and their sympathizers. The
Politburo decided to expel Syrtsov and Lominadze from the Central Commit-
tee and L. I. Shatskin from the Central Control Commission.∞∑ A commission
was formed to work out a final resolution that included leading figures of the
Central Committee and the Central Control Commission, and Stalin himself.∞∏

The commission confirmed Syrtsov’s and Lominadze’s expulsion from the
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Central Committee and Shatskin’s removal from the Central Control Commis-
sion. The Politburo resolution was formally approved by the Central Commit-
tee on December 1, and published in the press on the next day. Press reports
stated that Syrtsov and Lominadze had organized a ‘‘Leftist-Rightist’’ coali-
tion, whose platform coincided with the proposals of the ‘‘Right Opposition.’’

The official story of the unmasking of the Syrtsov-Lominadze group was
that its existence became known to the party leadership only on October 21,
when Reznikov made his first denunciation to Mekhlis. The Politburo then
undertook urgent measures to put an end to the destructive activity of the
‘‘deviationists.’’ However, a number of facts cast doubt on the official version.
First, Reznikov’s report makes clear that the October 22 meeting was planned
in advance. Thus, some party official (probably Mekhlis, but hardly without
Stalin’s approval), upon receiving Reznikov’s October 21 report, ordered him
to attend the upcoming meeting. It can be inferred from this that attempts to
find Syrtsov early in the day on October 22 were a sham. Using Reznikov as an
agent provocateur, Stalin deliberately gave the ‘‘factionists’’ the opportunity to
aggravate their ‘‘crimes.’’

The rationale for this conclusion becomes clear when the first and the sec-
ond reports of Reznikov are compared. The first document contained general
accusations against Syrtsov and Lominadze; the second, due to unequivocal
remarks made by Syrtsov in the course of the October 22 meeting, enhanced
the credibility of the charges against him and gave the case a strong factual
base.∞π

The crucial role played by Reznikov requires that we focus attention on him
and his earlier relationships with the key players. For a considerable period of
time Reznikov worked in Siberia with Syrtsov. The latter was then transferred
to Moscow and appointed to a high-level government position. After Rezni-
kov’s move to Moscow and his subsequent appointment to the Institute of Red
Professors, their friendship revived. One of the participants in the Syrtsov
case, Kavraisky, upon his arrival in Moscow in May 1930 (according to his
testimony during his OGPU interrogation) noted a close friendship between
Syrtsov and Reznikov. Moreover, Kavraisky stated that it was Reznikov who
provoked Syrtsov to undertake decisive actions. Reznikov proposed to estab-
lish contacts with the ‘‘Right Opposition’’ (obviously meaning Bukharin,
Tomsky, and others), while other conspirators objected to this plan. During
the fateful October 22 meeting, it was Reznikov who proposed recruiting
supporters among Central Committee members for the démarche against Pol-
itburo policy.∞∫

Other attendees confirmed Reznikov’s radical stance at the meeting. Under
interrogation, Nusinov reported that the October 22 meeting was organized
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at Reznikov’s initiative. Reznikov declared deep dissatisfaction with the
group’s inactivity and proposed ‘‘to get together and decide on future actions.’’
Galperin, in his testimony to the OGPU, insisted that Reznikov set up Syrtsov
by asking him blunt and direct questions on the current situation inside the
Politburo. Reznikov’s provocations were also noted in Syrtsov’s testimony to
the Central Control Commission.∞Ω

Such testimony confirms that Reznikov was a key figure in the Syrtsov
‘‘faction,’’ or at least that he was regarded as such. No doubt such claims can
also be interpreted as attempts to take revenge on Reznikov for his betrayal.
Still, the unanimous statements of the accused, gathered under relentless inter-
rogation by the OGPU, appear to confirm the truth of Reznikov’s unnatural
zeal.

Reznikov’s own testimony provides indirect evidence of complicity. It re-
veals that Reznikov had a number of private discussions on the mistakes of the
Stalinist leadership with Syrtsov and Siberian officials, until at some point he
‘‘decided to repent.’’ He then informed the secretary of the party organization
of the Institute of the Red Professors, a Comrade Vesna, about Syrtsov’s ‘‘anti-
party moods.’’ Vesna, on his part, promised to convey this information ‘‘to the
top.’’ However, Reznikov’s subsequent actions (if his testimony is to be treated
seriously) provoke suspicion. While supposedly waiting for feedback from
Vesna, Reznikov continued to attend oppositionist gatherings and indulged in
dangerous, provocative conversations. Only on October 21, on the eve of the
final decisive meeting of the Syrtsov group, did he decide to turn to Mekhlis.≤≠

If Reznikov had contacted Mekhlis or other highly placed party function-
aries at the time he informed Vesna at the Institute of the Red Professors, then
his actions could be easily explained. Driven by fear of discovery, Reznikov
could easily betray his friends. Still, if Reznikov had been so apprehensive, why
did he continue to aggravate his own situation, regularly attending opposition-
ist meetings while waiting for word from Vesna? Reznikov could not fail to
realize that his own, ostensibly unsuccessful, plea to Vesna could not absolve
him if the group were uncovered. If Vesna did not react, Reznikov would have
turned to someone higher up (and would have had a perfect opportunity for
doing so). Consequently, it can be inferred with a high degree of probability
that the version of Vesna’s inactivity was invented in order to provide Reznikov
with an alibi. Most probably, Reznikov’s repetitive contacts with Syrtsov and
other oppositionists were part of a special mission assigned him by a high party
official, if not by Stalin himself. Not only did he spy on Syrtsov, but he also did
his best to provoke the group to launch decisive actions. The question of
Vesna’s strange inactivity was not even raised in the November 4 session, and
Vesna was not involved in the process even as a witness.
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Syrtsov himself, as the documents abundantly demonstrate, had concluded
that Reznikov was playing the deliberate role of provocateur. During his Oc-
tober 23 interrogation by Ordzhonikidze in the Central Control Commission,
Syrtsov made repetitive, almost undisguised, allusions to this point:

Syrtsov: You see, some people start shaking with fear from just one question,
such as ‘‘have you been at that place?’’ or ‘‘have you met with this individual?’’
Ordzhonikidze: You think it’s due to the party regime?
Syrtsov: I think, Sergo, you should also consider how to make the atmo-
sphere within the party healthier. The insincerity which pervades my behavior
and yours destroys the individual and party mentality in such a way, that it’s
not possible to withstand it any more. We have to do something to get rid of it.
Ordzhonikidze: So that every Politburo member or a candidate can insti-
gate opposition against the party and its Central Committee?
Syrtsov: No. To change the situation where every party member is just a
pawn of the state apparatus, and when, in order to obtain information on
what he really thinks, the party leadership attaches an informer to every one
of them.
Ordzhonikidze: Aren’t you ashamed of what you say?
Syrtsov: As to informers, I can share more information, but it is not an issue
of primary importance here.≤∞

The real role of Reznikov in the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair can only be clar-
ified through access to OGPU operational materials, which are most probably
stored in the closed archive of the Federal Security Bureau (FSB).

Despite the high degree of probability of deliberate provocation, the accusa-
tions against Syrtsov, Lominadze and their adherents, were in a large degree
based on real events. The oppositionists’ confessions, available as appendices
to the November 4, 1930 stenogram, demonstrate that they had admitted the
validity of most of Reznikov’s accusations, denying just the interpretation of
their actions as ‘‘directed against the party and Stalin.’’ However, the sincerity
of these statements is highly questionable. Objectively, their acts were ‘‘anti-
Stalinist.’’ In the case of their success, the party leadership would have been
replaced.

Most likely Syrtsov, Lominadze, and their supporters lacked a definite plan
of action. They just gathered together, discussed the current agenda, and cau-
tiously recruited new followers. They linked the possibility of more decisive
measures to the situation inside the country. In case of an acute political crisis
and disorganization of the Stalinist leadership, they did not exclude the pos-
sibility of a direct appeal to the Central Committee plenum. In other words,
the Syrtsov-Lominadze group conceived of itself as a force which under cer-
tain conditions was prepared to form the core of a new government.
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Against the background of the later consolidation of Stalin’s personal power
and the widespread application of terror, the calculations of Syrtsov, Lominadze,
and their allies look like incredible political naiveté. But were they really that
naïve?

The political experience of Syrtsov, Lominadze, and their allies, along with tens
of thousands of other Bolsheviks, was formed under the relative ‘‘liberalism’’
within the Bolshevik party on its way to state power. ‘‘Collective leadership,’’
including a prominent role for the Central Committee and party plenums, con-
stituted the pillar of this liberalism. Accordingly, party functionaries from the
Central Committee and other leading Soviet institutions enjoyed significant influ-
ence in decision making. The bitter power struggles in the Politburo among
Lenin’s heirs only reinforced their position. Conflicting Soviet party leaders were
compelled to seek support among the ‘‘party activists’’ (partaktiv). The legit-
imacy of Stalin’s superior position was that he was the most powerful among the
party leaders who emerged as the winners of the 1929 Politburo struggle. Still, the
fact that, in the five years that had passed since Lenin’s death, the balance of
power within the Politburo had shifted several times, could hardly convince party
functionaries that Stalin’s position was unassailable.

The first serious conflict between Stalin and the party bureaucrats erupted
after the launch of mass collectivization, accompanied by the ‘‘liquidation of
the kulaks as a class’’ campaign. This campaign, coordinated through direct
orders from Moscow and complemented by local initiatives, started at the end
of 1929. The ensuing bloody violence in the countryside touched millions of
peasants. In the face of mass peasant revolts, Stalin was forced to retreat and
slow down collectivization and dekulakization. Stalin’s March 2, 1930 Pravda
article ‘‘Dizzy with Success’’ explained away all the ‘‘deviations’’ of collectiv-
ization as the fault of overzealous regional administrators. The ‘‘Dizzy with
Success’’ article, followed by party directives, resulted in a mass exodus from
the collective farms. Party activists, who had endured the immense psycholog-
ical pressure of several months of collectivization and had ruined the lives of
many peasants, now became Stalin’s scapegoats.

The reaction of regional party leaders is revealed in Syrtsov’s testimony that
reflects upon Reznikov’s confession. Reznikov, who had taken an active part
in the collectivization, was offended by Stalin’s article. Claiming that the ‘‘ac-
tivists’’ had been made scapegoats, Syrtsov claimed that Reznikov stated: ‘‘It is
better to join the ‘Right Opposition’ and Trotsky’s bloc than remain loyal to
such a treacherous regime.’’≤≤

Without doubt, Syrtsov was aware of the proliferation of such views among
the party functionaries. He admitted that he personally conceived of Stalin’s
article ‘‘Dizzy with Success’’ as timely, but erroneous due to Stalin’s threats to
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‘‘make someone responsible for this affair’’ and his insinuation that some
Central Committee and Politburo members had provoked the ‘‘excesses.’’≤≥

In the course of his interrogations and his remarks at the November 4
session, Syrtsov openly claimed that the ruling circle, and Stalin personally,
were the true instigators of ‘‘excesses.’’ Admitting that local administrators
had conducted the campaign with unprecedented cruelty, Syrtsov nevertheless
correctly pointed to the fact that the full responsibility for the results of collec-
tivization rested on Stalin: ‘‘When a politician is launching a campaign, he
ought to take into consideration not only the form in which its slogans are
cast, but also how they can be transformed in the minds of those who will
implement them.’’≤∂

The apparent failure of forced collectivization undermined Stalin’s author-
ity and aggravated the dissatisfaction of many party activists with the new
Politburo practice of ruthless and immediate suppression of any manifestation
of dissatisfaction with or doubts about the legitimacy of the ‘‘general line.’’
There was also dissatisfaction with the hasty construction of the Stalin cult
proclaiming him the messiah of victorious socialist construction.

The details of the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair disclose that the dissatisfaction
of mid-rank party functionaries with Stalinist politics increased significantly in
the summer of 1930. Their rising unease was connected with the growing
social and economic crisis, and with the disappointing Sixteenth Party Con-
gress of 1930, organized in violation of party rules requiring it to be called in
1929. It was staged as a ceremony of Stalin’s glorification and a celebration of
his infallibility.

Syrtsov openly proclaimed his dissatisfaction. In his remarks to the Polit-
buro, published as an attachment to the stenogram of the report of the Novem-
ber 4 session, he stated: ‘‘Together with my comrades I witnessed with skepti-
cism and bewilderment how the principles of infallibility of central authority
and authoritarian rule—incompatible with the tasks of socialist construction
—are being implemented. . . . It appears like a part of a criminal plot, elaborated
by a small hidden group, that intends to subvert the power of the party.’’≤∑

Syrtsov’s evidence for his accusations was Stalin’s (and his accomplices’)
usurpation of power within the Politburo, ignoring other legitimate Politburo
members: ‘‘I think the situation is not normal when Politburo decisions are pre-
determined in advance by a certain group of people. I understand why Rykov is
ignored, for he committed ‘Rightist’ mistakes and is pursuing an erroneous
political line. But as far I am informed, other Politburo members (Kuibyshev,
Rudzutak, and Kalinin) are also excluded from decision making.’’≤∏

As an alternative to the new wave of repressive tendencies in the intraparty
regime and the consolidation of Stalin’s power, Syrtsov and his supporters
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proposed the restoration of the tradition of ‘‘collective leadership’’ and internal
party ‘‘democracy.’’ To be more precise, they proposed an ideal, semimythic
version of party democracy. Syrtsov saw Stalin’s violation of ‘‘democratic’’
procedures of decision making through the Central Committee plenums as the
major reason for the collectivization and dekulakization catastrophes.

In the course of the November 4 session, Syrtsov repeatedly insisted that
Central Committee plenums were superior to the will of the party leader: ‘‘I
object not to the current government, but to the principle of infallibility of its
decisions. . . . I insist that the party as well as plenums have the full right to
correct this ‘infallible leadership’ and we should create appropriate condi-
tions. The doctrine of papal infallibility can pass in other countries, but not in
one involved in socialist construction. . . . Hoping at some point that the role
of plenums would grow, at least to a small degree, I was confident that at some
point I could address all these issues to the Central Committee plenum . . .’’≤π

It is certain that in Syrtsov’s view, Stalin’s drive for unrestricted power and
his disregard of the rights of collective bodies of the party (to be more precise,
the rights of party functionaries), would have been the most serious accusation
in any anti-Stalinist campaign. The November 4 stenogram shows that Stalin
himself was also perfectly aware of this fact. Despite a significant growth in his
own power, he preferred to play the role of the ‘‘loyal leader,’’ always prepared
to consider the interests of the party apparatus and Bolshevist ‘‘democratic’’
traditions.

Stalin used as a defense that Syrtsov had not brought his concerns directly to
himself. Syrtsov countered as follows:

Syrtsov: In one or another form, I tried to articulate all the important ques-
tions that had bothered me. I arranged to see Comrade Stalin to discuss them
with him.
Stalin: If you had wished, we could have already discussed it in person
twenty times.
Syrtsov: You promised me, Comrade Stalin!
Stalin: You did not want this conversation. If you wanted it, we would have
talked for three days.≤∫

Stalin’s ardent expressions of ‘‘liberalism’’ was so inappropriate that in the
course of the correction of the stenogram, the last phrase (‘‘talked for three
days’’) was replaced with the more balanced: ‘‘I would have been willing to
discuss any question of yours.’’≤Ω

Even more telling is that Stalin felt it necessary to defend himself in detail
against Syrtsov’ accusations of factionalism in the Politburo. Stalin began his
November 4 remarks with a denial of private meetings in the Zetkin apart-
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ment, claiming that he was only preparing there his report for the Sixteenth
Party Congress, (‘‘in safety from phone calls’’) and having a few private discus-
sions with Politburo members. ‘‘In the course of my work there, Molotov,
Kalinin, Sergo, Rudzutak, and Mikoyan visited me once at different times.
Contrary to what Comrade Syrtsov argues, Kaganovich, Yakovlev, and Posty-
shev have never been there; no meetings ever took place. Did we, the Politburo
members, meet with each other sometimes? Yes, we did, primarily in the
Central Committee building. Is this a crime’’?≥≠

The Politburo session ended, after heated calls for the expulsion of Syrtsov
and Lominadze from the party, with the decision to expel them from the
Central Committee. Stalin, still acting out his magnanimous role, made an
unexpected ‘‘reconciliatory’’ offer:

Stalin: Listen, can’t we relegate them to candidate members of the Central
Committee? Won’t it work out?
Kosior: This is something new.
Stalin: Can’t we really?

The chairman (Rudzutak) ended this line of discussion. ‘‘I think we are not
empowered to decide this question.’’≥∞

In the course of editing the final version of the stenogram, these phrases
were crossed out.≥≤ Still, they can be interpreted as testimony to Stalin’s desire
to play the role of the ‘‘loyal leader.’’ It was Stalin’s caution and the support of
his apparatus that gave him the edge over any competitors in the Politburo.

The policy of appealing to the Central Committee as a referee of internal
party issues was actively used in the 1920s. For Stalin’s opponents, it seemed
the most natural and only possible means of correcting his single-handed
usurpation of power in 1930. The Syrtsov-Lominadze affair shows that at
least two influential Central Committee members—Syrtsov and Lominadze—
wanted to revert to this practice. We will never know how many supporters
they had or would have had among Central Committee members. In any case,
it is hardly possible that two experienced and well-informed politicians would
have indulged in wishful thinking and would be hopelessly ‘‘sailing against the
stream.’’ They were much better informed than their confessions suggest.

In their expressed hope to appeal to the Central Committee plenum, Syr-
tsov, Lominadze, and their supporters were well aware that they would have
to propose an alternative political program. However, room for maneuver for
the ‘‘New Oppositionists’’ was limited by their political views and their pre-
vious experience in politics. All of them were more ‘‘Leftists’’ than ‘‘moderate
centrists.’’ They had been active participants in the ultraleftist turn of the
‘‘general line’’ that Stalin had undertaken in his power struggle with the ‘‘Right
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Opposition.’’ It was Syrtsov and his allies who had actively supported Stalin
during his 1928 trip to Siberia that initiated the infamous ‘‘Siberian method’’
of grain extraction.≥≥

Syrtsov and Lominadze had to take into account that the majority of Cen-
tral Committee members had also been deeply involved in the implementation
of the ‘‘Great Breakthrough’’ and had committed excesses (although they
hardly conceived of their actions as ‘‘crimes’’) during collectivization and de-
kulakization. For this reason alone, most Central Committee members could
not be sympathetic to the policies of the ‘‘Right Deviation.’’

These considerations explain why both Syrtsov and Lominadze ardently
denied any sympathies for the ‘‘Rightists’’ and stressed their reluctance to turn
back to the ‘‘Rightist’’ course. Syrtsov, in referring to the bloody violence in the
countryside, euphemistically preferred to call it ‘‘overhead costs.’’ As Davies
has convincingly argued, the proposals of Syrtsov and Lominadze were radi-
cally different from the Bukharin program of 1928–29. They had never sug-
gested ‘‘that it was possible to cut back industrialization and restore the mar-
ket to the point at which the state could offer prices at which the peasant
would be willing to part voluntarily with his major foodstuffs.’’≥∂ Actually,
Syrtsov, Lominadze, and their followers favored continuation in the ‘‘Leftist’’
direction, which had already become a reality, but in more balanced, moderate
form, devoid of adventurism and excesses.

The most coherent program of the Syrtsov-Lominadze group was presented
in the summer and autumn of 1930 by Syrtsov in the course of several speeches
and at the November 4 Politburo session. Referring to the policy of forced
industrialization, he noted that ‘‘in certain circumstances the rates need to be
more moderate; we should reject exaggerated, unrealistic economic plans.’’≥∑

Syrtsov also criticized repressive operations against ‘‘bourgeois specialists,’’
which created an atmosphere of terror among the nonparty technical intelli-
gentsia. ‘‘Afraid of displaying professional enthusiasm, they preoccupy them-
selves with securing the safety of their positions . . .’’≥∏ Additionally, Syrtsov
argued for a more moderate policy in the countryside in the course of future
collectivization.

Other archival documents provide more detail on Syrtsov’s programmatic
statements. The details of the September 16, 1930 Politburo session on Ry-
kov’s report on state loans are now known from a letter from Molotov to
Stalin (who was on holiday)≥π and from comments made by Molotov and
Rykov at the November 4 Politburo session. At this session, Rykov proposed a
partial restoration of market economy principles, in particular, to sell some
deficit goods, such as sugar, at inflated prices to stabilize state finances. Ac-
cording to Molotov, Syrtsov had supported Rykov ‘‘with frantic right-wing
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opportunist claims that it is not possible to solve acute economic problems
with repressive ‘OGPU’ methods, that ‘radical measures are necessary,’ and
that these matters are difficult to discuss in the ‘absence of the party chief,’ and
so on.’’ Although the majority of the Politburo rejected Rykov’s proposals,≥∫

Syrtsov continued to express the importance of financial stabilization during
his interrogations and at the November 4 session.≥Ω

By and large, the proposals of the Syrtsov and Lominadze group were a
moderated version of current left-wing policy. In fact, Stalin himself had al-
ready turned in this direction, starting with the rehabilitation of ‘‘bourgeois
specialists,’’ support for the authority of high-ranking technical personnel,
and significant cuts in industrial investment. Stalin’s temporary renunciation
of radical ‘‘total collectivization’’ and allowance for increases in private peas-
ant households were also moderating factors.∂≠ Nevertheless, a high price had
already been paid by the victims of famine, terror, and economic damage.

We cannot answer the counterfactual question of what would have hap-
pened if the Syrtsov-Lominadze group had assumed power. The Syrtsov and
Lominadze proposals gained additional credibility by the fact that, in the
autumn of 1930, conditions were favorable for correction of the ‘‘Great
Breakthrough.’’ Despite the devastating effects of Stalinist policy, the harvest
of 1930 turned out to be successful due to favorable weather conditions. The
threat of a major famine was postponed for the time being. After the Bolshe-
viks’ temporary retreat in the spring of 1930, the percentage of collectivized
households remained stable. It is also important to stress that the proposals of
the ‘‘New Oppositionists,’’ albeit limited in their essence, were particularly
appealing to party functionaries. Having survived the stress of the initial pe-
riod of collectivization, dekulakization, and industrial ‘‘breakthroughs,’’ party
and state officials had yet to witness achievements or favorable changes. To the
contrary, the signs of crisis became more obvious every day. Despite all this, a
radical rejection of the current political course did not appeal to party activ-
ists, who bore their share of responsibility for the violence of the ‘‘Great
Breakthrough.’’ Syrtsov’s call for a partial correction of the political course
and a decrease of tension inside the country and the administrative apparatus
coincided with the interests of the party officials. However, the interests of
Stalin’s Politburo and of party activists were quite different.

In 1930, for Stalin and his allies, even a partial acknowledgement of mis-
takes and a change in political course were unacceptable. First, it would under-
mine the position of the Stalin faction that had just increased its influence.
Second, Stalin obviously believed that the potential of ‘‘total collectivization’’
and forced industrialization policies had not yet been realized, and the lack of
success to date was explained by temporary difficulties and incomplete execu-
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tion. Third, in 1930, Stalin did not see any alternative to the continuation of
the ‘‘Great Breakthrough.’’ In sum, having survived extreme difficulties and
having ruthlessly suppressed dissent, Stalin was preparing a second edition of
the ‘‘Great Breakthrough.’’ The relatively successful harvest of 1930 seemed
proof of its possibility. Stalin pushed through an ambitious program of state-
guided economic development in the autumn 1930, and a new wave of collec-
tivization and dekulakization swept over the countryside.∂∞

As he had done at the end of the 1920s, Stalin organized repressive cam-
paigns to support his policies. His overriding objective was suppression of
discontent and dissent in the party as well as in the country at large, but also the
channeling of social discontent towards fictitious ‘‘wreckers,’’ ostensibly re-
sponsible for the hardships of everyday life. Along with continuing purge inside
the party and mass repressions, the OGPU launched in the summer of 1930 a
series of fabricated cases against ‘‘wreckers’’ among technical specialists and
leading administrators of state enterprises in Moscow and the provinces.
OGPU efforts, directed and controlled by Stalin himself, yielded fabricated
materials on a network of closely interrelated ‘‘anti-Soviet’’ organizations (the
‘‘Industrial Party,’’ the ‘‘All-Union Menshevik Bureau,’’ and so on).∂≤ Show
trials on these cases were accompanied by broad propaganda campaigns.

The Syrtsov-Lominadze affair was just one link in the chain of events that
prepared the way for the ‘‘Second Great Breakthrough.’’ As the archival docu-
ments show, by transforming this affair into a noisy political campaign and
attracting so much public attention, Stalin pursued two major goals. First, he
sent a message to party officials that even the most insignificant signs of dissent
and deviation from the current doctrine would not be tolerated. Second, the
Syrtsov-Lominadze affair was used as a pretext for an unrelenting assault on
the leaders of the ‘‘Right Deviation’’ and as preparation for the removal of
Rykov, the last ‘‘Rightist’’ in the Politburo and the sitting head of government.
The ‘‘Rykov question’’ was secretly discussed among the Politburo members in
September–October 1930. It was then that the decision was made that Rykov
was to be replaced by Molotov.∂≥

The official proclamation of these sanctions took place in the course of the
November 4 Politburo session. Linking the ‘‘Right Deviation,’’ primarily Ry-
kov, with the ‘‘New Oppositionists’’ became a leitmotif of the session. Stalin
repeatedly reverted to the accusations of the ‘‘Right Opposition’’ and openly
raised the question of Rykov’s resignation from his post:

Stalin: The Central Committee issued a resolution on limiting monetary
emissions. It should be kept within certain limits. Why did Comrade Rykov
fail to carry out this order?
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Rykov: It was not just me. Rudzutak is also responsible, he is charge of the
State Bank.
Stalin: But you are the chair of the Council of People’s Commissars, not
Rudzutak, so it’s your responsibility. Why do we, the ‘‘party wolves,’’ travel
across the country taking care of grain extractions, of crops, and you behave
as though it does not concern you at all?
Rykov: What about division of labor. Everyone should mind his own busi-
ness.
Stalin: Why does this bother us, but not you?
Rykov: I do my best.
Stalin: We can’t see it. Really? Your post does not exist for ceremonial
purposes, but for implementing party orders on a daily basis. Is this the case
now? Unfortunately not. That’s the point, that’s the reason for our discontent.
Such a state of affairs cannot last long.∂∂

Such exchanges show that the November 4 session was an important pre-
paratory step towards Rykov’s replacement and Stalin’s final consolidation of
power within the Politburo. The ‘‘Rykov question’’ was finally resolved one
and a half months later with his dismissal at the Central Committee plenum on
December 21, 1930.

The Syrtsov-Lominadze affair was significant as a benchmark in the de-
velopment of Stalin’s political course and as an indicator of the correlation of
forces between Stalin’s evolving personal dictatorship and the remnants of
‘‘collective leadership.’’ The planned appeal by Syrtsov, Lominadze, and their
allies to the Central Committee in the event of further aggravation of the
political crisis shows the flux of the political situation in 1930. Although Stalin
had already reinforced his position as the supreme party leader, the Politburo
members who supported him still possessed a certain political weight. The
middle stratum of the party functionaries that constituted a Central Commit-
tee majority also retained a certain influence in political affairs.

Coming from the ranks of this ‘‘intermediate’’ stratum, Syrtsov and Lomi-
nadze understood the growing tension between the Stalinist leadership and the
rest of the party and state functionaries. Their reaction to the devastating
consequences of the Stalinist ‘‘breakthroughs,’’ attempts to put the blame for
excesses on rank-and-file Communists, and the increasing gap between Mos-
cow rhetoric and the reality of the situation was one of increasing anger. From
this situation, even the weakest dissent within the party ranks could provide
an impetus for an unpredictable chain of events. Syrtsov and his allies had
obviously anticipated such a possibility. The ideas of Syrtsov and Lominadze
were surely close to many of those party and state officials who had absorbed
most of the damage during the implementation of the Stalinist course.
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Stalin’s management of the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair aimed at suppression
of dissent and dissatisfaction within the party and elimination of the threat to
his personal power. His attacks against Syrtsov, Lominadze, and the leaders of
the ‘‘Right Deviation,’’ and the fabricated cases against ‘‘terrorist organiza-
tions’’ ostensibly created by the dissident party functionaries can be inter-
preted as dress rehearsals for the political repressions of 1935–38, during
which all of Stalin’s opponents were exterminated.

In 1930, the sanctions applied to the dissenting Communists were relatively
mild. The stenogram of the November 4 session demonstrates that Stalin was
deliberately moderate. Not only did he oppose the ‘‘oppositionists’ ’’ expul-
sion from the party, but he proposed to keep them in the Central Committee
with relegation in status from member to candidate. Moreover, he found it
necessary to provide profuse refutations to the accusations of destroying the
unity of the Politburo. Although Stalin’s words cannot be taken to reflect his
genuine intentions, his position in the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair serves as an
indicator of the power balance within the ruling circles. At this stage Stalin had
not yet accumulated sufficient personal power to ruthlessly repress and exter-
minate dissenters. He had to wait another five years before he could launch a
punitive strike against a large part of the state and party bureaucracy, signify-
ing the final triumph of his dictatorial power.
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6

The ‘‘Right Opposition’’ and the
‘‘Smirnov-Eismont-Tolmachev Affair’’

c h a r t e r s  w y n n

On November 27, 1932 a joint session of the Politburo and the Pre-
sidium of the Central Control Commission spent untold hours grilling three
‘‘Rightist’’ Old Bolsheviks: Alexander Smirnov, Mikhail Tomsky, and Alexei
Rykov.∞ Much of the questioning in this session reflected the Stalinist leader-
ship’s need to hear Smirnov and the leaders of the ‘‘Right Opposition,’’ Tom-
sky especially, repeatedly acknowledge their ‘‘mistakes.’’ With Stalin’s reputa-
tion and party support for the collectivization and industrialization campaigns
at a low point, the Politburo was determined to squash those they blamed for
‘‘inspiring’’ discontent within party ranks. It could not tolerate prominent
party members criticizing government policies and Stalin’s leadership, even in
private, small-group discussions. The verbatim transcript (stenogram) of this
Politburo session, which is the focus of this essay, captures how vulnerable
Stalin and the party leadership felt in the fall of 1932, their hypersensitivity to
any criticism, and their need to ‘‘unmask’’ and humiliate the former ‘‘Right
Oppositionists.’’≤ Tomsky proved particularly unwilling to kowtow to the
Politburo and play his part in the party’s self-criticism ritual.

The party leadership interpreted what was labeled the ‘‘Antiparty Counter-
revolutionary Group of Eismont, Tolmachev, and Others’’ as a reincarnation
of the ‘‘Right Opposition’’ of the late 1920s. All the Stalinist leaders, aware of
how fragile their rule still was, viewed party factionalism as the ultimate
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danger. It is important to emphasize that this Politburo session in November
1932 occurred at a time of extreme crisis. Forced collectivization, dekulakiza-
tion, and breakneck industrialization resulted in mass hardship and suffering.
Months earlier, it was already clear that the criminally high procurement norms
imposed on collective farms left death in their wake on a vast scale, with
millions succumbing to starvation and disease.≥ The masses of hungry, desper-
ate peasants fleeing to industrial centers brought typhus and other diseases
with them.∂ In the cities, food shortages led to a wave of strikes and uprisings.∑

In various places in the country, the political police were apprehending dissi-
dent party members who, to give one example, declared that ‘‘the mass of
workers and peasants were not on the side of the party Central Committee and
Stalin but on the side of Bukharin, Tomsky, Rykov, Zinoviev, Uglanov, and
Kamenev.’’∏ The party leadership knew of Trotsky’s and the Mensheviks’ suc-
cess at smuggling into the country their newspapers, Biulleten’ oppozitsii and
Sotsialisticheskii vestnik. Trotsky had just recently begun to create from
abroad a ‘‘bloc’’ inside the Soviet Union of former Zinovievists and Trotskyists
with the goal of removing Stalin.π Party criticism of Stalin was at a high point,
especially among Old Bolsheviks of all political stripes.∫ The party leadership
felt no better about newer recruits to the party. Molotov noted at the Novem-
ber 1932 Politburo meeting that many people had entered the party for ‘‘op-
portunistic’’ reasons and joined ‘‘antiparty groups,’’ and ‘‘not just in Ukraine
and in the northern Caucasus but in other regions as well.’’Ω As Oleg Naumov
and Oleg Khlevniuk argue, ‘‘Within the party, the opinion was widespread
that [Stalin] was incapable of leading the country out of the crisis or placating
the peasantry and that, for these reasons, he had to go.’’∞≠

With Stalin’s authority undermined and with such enormous problems con-
fronting the country, the Stalinist leadership genuinely believed that a handful
of party leaders airing their discontent might lead to the formation of factional
groups that could threaten the party. Critical conversations, even if limited to a
narrow circle of high-ranking bureaucrats, were interpreted as evidence of the
existence of a ‘‘counterrevolutionary group.’’ One member of the Presidium of
the Central Control Commission (CCC) stated at this Politburo meeting:
‘‘Comrades Rykov, Tomsky, and Smirnov know perfectly well from the experi-
ence of the struggle with Trotskyists and Rightists’’ how antiparty ‘‘groups’’
and then ‘‘factions’’ form from such conversations.∞∞ J. Arch Getty summa-
rizes well the party’s attitude toward internal dissent: ‘‘Although they publicly
celebrated the victory of their new policies, in their inner councils the Stalinist
leaders felt more anxiety than confidence, and they perceived that their posi-
tion was more fragile than secure.’’∞≤

Consternation about the so-called ‘‘Smirnov-Eismont-Tolmachev Group’’
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came on the heels of Stalinist outrage over what was known within party
circles as the ‘‘Riutin Affair.’’ During the fall of 1932, copies of a seven-page
compressed version of Martemian Riutin’s 194-page anti-Stalinist treatise,
‘‘Stalin and the Crisis of the Proletarian Dictatorship,’’∞≥ had been circulated
hand-to-hand within Moscow party circles. This ‘‘Appeal’’ to all party mem-
bers from the ‘‘League of Marxist-Leninists’’ characterized conditions within
the country as ‘‘catastrophic’’ and demanded the party reverse course. The
Riutin Platform called in particular for the liquidation of collective farms and
a change in the party leadership. Though Riutin censured the leaders of the
earlier ‘‘Rightist Opposition’’ for their capitulation at the Sixteenth Party Con-
gress in 1930, he argued ‘‘the right wing has proved correct in the economic
field.’’∞∂ Forced collectivization and breakneck industrialization had indeed
led to precisely the economic and political problems that Bukharin, Rykov,
Tomsky, and other ‘‘Rightists’’ had predicted and feared. Denouncing Stalin
and his clique for their ‘‘crimes,’’ the Riutin Platform called on ‘‘new forces’’
within the party and the working class to ‘‘destroy Stalin’s dictatorship.’’ It
mocked Stalin’s claim to be Lenin’s truest disciple. ‘‘To place the name of Lenin
alongside the name of Stalin is like placing Mount Elbrus alongside a heap of
dung. Lenin was a leader but not a dictator. Stalin, on the contrary, is a
dictator but not a leader.’’∞∑ It called for removing this ‘‘gravedigger of the
revolution’’ from his position as party general secretary.∞∏ Stalin and his co-
hort, not surprisingly, were utterly outraged. Years later the Riutin Platform
continued to rankle. Stalin ordered Andrei Vyshinsky to use it extensively in
his prosecution of Bukharin, Rykov, and others at their show trial in March
1938.∞π They were all accused of participating in the Riutin ‘‘plot.’’∞∫

The party leadership felt this scathing attack reflected widespread internal
party opposition—the political police had been discovering Riutin-like groups
in various industrial cities∞Ω—even though few could have had an opportunity
to read the actual Riutin Platform before the political police arrested Riutin
and over twenty of his collaborators in September 1932.≤≠ Then, on Novem-
ber 8, 1932, the day after the country celebrated the fifteenth anniversary of
the Bolshevik seizure of power, Stalin’s wife Nadezhda Alliluyeva shot herself.
A copy of the Riutin Platform was reportedly found not far from her dead
body.≤∞ ‘‘She left me like an enemy!’’ Stalin bitterly concluded.≤≤ Robert Dan-
iels characterizes this period as ‘‘one of the most desperate of [Stalin’s] ca-
reer.’’≤≥ Although usually impressively calm during times of crisis,≤∂ Stalin was
close to losing his nerve. He even offered to resign from the Politburo.≤∑

Less than three weeks later, the November 27 Politburo and CCC Presidium
session convened. Chaired by Vyacheslav Molotov, the nine members of the
Politburo were joined by twenty-one members of the Presidium of the CCC.≤∏
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The function of the CCC was to maintain party discipline and to investigate
and punish corrupt and ideologically dangerous party members. Already by
the end of the 1920s the CCC had become an administrative tool of Stalinist
policy.

What led to this November 27, 1932 Politburo session was a letter Stalin
had received shortly before, on November 19. The Old Bolshevik Central
Committee member Maksimilian Savelev had written to Stalin about an infor-
mal gathering of party and non–party members on the occasion of the anni-
versary of the Bolshevik Revolution. Savelev had heard about the party from
Nikolai Nikolsky, an old friend and co-worker of Nikolai Eismont. Unbe-
knownst to Eismont, Nikolsky had become a political police informer.≤π In a
second letter Savelev reported additional details and Nikolsky co-signed the
letter, explicitly corroborating Savelev’s words.≤∫ The letters, coming from
men Stalin characterized as ‘‘two very proven and honorable party members,’’
underscored his fears that there was significant opposition to his leadership
within the party. The letters stated that while drinking vodka on November 7,
a group of people listened as two increasingly intoxicated Old Bolsheviks,
Eismont and Vladimir Tolmachev, talked of their opposition to the party
leadership and its collectivization campaign.≤Ω Eismont, who was Commissar
for Supply of the RSFSR, and Tolmachev, head of the road transportation
administration of the RSFSR, were quoted as talking about the ‘‘catastrophic
conditions’’ in Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and the northern Caucasus. They pre-
dicted that mass peasant uprisings were in the offing. They were also said to
have discussed their desire to see a change in the party leadership, the removal
of Stalin in particular. Eismont is quoted as stating: ‘‘What’s to be done! Either
Comrade Stalin, or peasant uprisings.’’ Savelev also informed Stalin that Ni-
kolsky had the feeling at the party that Eismont was trying ‘‘to recruit him on
the basis of their personal friendship into some sort of Rightist group led by
Smirnov.’’

Almost immediately after Stalin received the first letter from Savelev, the
OGPU was on the case. OGPU officers interrogated Nikolsky, Eismont, and
Tolmachev, as well as another Old Bolshevik who had been at the party,
Vladimir Poponin. They were repeatedly questioned before the OGPU com-
pelled them to sign letters summarizing the discussions, their relationships
with each other, and their political views. Before the last of these depositions
(pokazanii) was even signed, the OGPU turned the testimonies over to the
CCC. A few days before the Politburo meeting, on November 24 and 25,
Eismont, Tolmachev, and Nikolsky were summoned to a meeting of the CCC
Presidium, where Jan Rudzutak, the recently appointed chair of the CCC,≥≠

then presented the depositions to the Politburo.≥∞ The members of the Polit-
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buro and CCC Presidium who spoke during this meeting did not question the
veracity of the letters Stalin received or the depositions the OGPU provided.

The signed depositions provided more detail than the original letters from
Savelev about the conversations in Eismont’s apartment on November 7. Eis-
mont, who had recently returned from the northern Caucasus as part of a
commission led by Lazar Kaganovich and OGPU boss Genrikh Yagoda,≥≤

which oversaw the crushing of peasant uprisings,≥≥ admitted he had described
conditions in the countryside as grave. Eismont mentioned, for example, the
dramatic drop in the number of livestock, and that Ukrainian railroad stations
were flooded with starving peasant refugees. He predicted that ‘‘in the spring
of 1933 there might be armed peasant uprisings in the northern Caucasus’’ as
a result of ‘‘Stalin’s policies.’’ Eismont added, ‘‘If Lenin were alive [today] there
would be a reversal of course.’’ Eismont also revealed that he and Tolmachev
got together with Smirnov the following day, on November 8.≥∂ Tolmachev
stated in his testimony that they did discuss the contemporary situation at
Smirnov’s dacha, especially ‘‘the extraordinarily harsh agricultural conditions
in the northern Caucasus,’’ and that Smirnov ‘‘as always’’ responded by curs-
ing the party leadership’s measures. Eismont added that Smirnov’s influence
predominated among the three of them, but he argued their conversation had
an ‘‘accidental character.’’ Eismont insisted that they should not be considered
a ‘‘group’’ since they did not have a ‘‘positive program’’ and since they did not
often meet. In Stalin’s addendum to the materials, Stalin wrote that ‘‘the group
exists, though perhaps only in its infancy.’’ Although no one had mentioned
Tomsky in their depositions, Stalin asserted, out of the blue, that Tomsky
belonged to the ‘‘group.’’

The Politburo and CCC Presidium members certainly spoke at the Novem-
ber 27, 1932 session as if they believed the testimonies. Indeed the testimony
regarding what was said at the social gatherings generally does seem convinc-
ing. It seems clear that a number of people did discuss the possibility of replac-
ing Stalin. At Eismont’s apartment people threw out various names including
Voroshilov, Kalinin, and Smirnov as possible replacements of Stalin. Smirnov
was quoted as greeting people at the party with the words, ‘‘How is it that
Stalin still has not been removed?’’ The final deposition is a confrontation the
OGPU arranged between Eismont and the informant Poponin, during which
Eismont agreed he had suggested that in the event of a war the leadership’s
lack of popular support would come to the surface. But he denied that he had
also had speculated about the political mood of General Mikhail Tukhachev-
sky, who was then Deputy People’s Commissar of Military and Naval Affairs.

This last line of testimony in the depositions must have fed one of Stalin’s
greatest fears. Stalin had already been greatly alarmed by earlier OGPU re-
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ports that Tukhachevsky and other top Red Army officers had ‘‘Rightist’’
sympathies. Two years earlier, on September 10, 1930, Stalin wrote to Sergo
Ordzhonikidze: ‘‘Tukhachevsky, it appears, has been in thrall to anti-Soviet
elements among the Right. . . . Apparently the Right is ready to have even a
military dictatorship to get rid of the Central Committee.’’≥∑ Molotov shared
this view, stating many decades later, ‘‘Tukhachevsky and his group in the
military were connected with Trotskyists and Rightists and were preparing a
coup, there is no doubt.’’≥∏ Members of the Politburo and CCC Presidium
understandably viewed any talk of replacing Stalin with military involvement
as extremely alarming.

Historians have long wondered whether Stalin and the party leadership
genuinely believed all their public pronouncements about counterrevolution-
ary terrorist groups. One of the most surprising revelations following the
declassification of secret party meetings such as this joint Politburo and CCC
Presidium session was that Bolshevik leaders spoke behind closed doors just
like they did in more public forums.≥π In B. A. Roizenman’s speech at the
Politburo meeting, for example, he argued a party leader calling for changes in
the party leadership was ‘‘an enemy of the party, an enemy of the working
class.’’ Politburo and Presidium CCC members apparently genuinely believed
that angry, disillusioned party members might take up arms against them.
Nikolai Antipov said ‘‘sober’’ discussions among Old Bolsheviks about the
necessity of quickly changing the leadership were widespread and would lead
party members to consider using terror. Molotov stated terrorism results
when Communists call for the removal of party leaders—‘‘it is a single step
from this type of vile speeches to Social-Revolutionary acts.’’ Kaganovich
asserted that the ‘‘Oppositionists’’ should not be underestimated—they were
capable of ‘‘terrorist dirty tricks.’’ CCC member Emelian Yaroslavsky was one
among many who heartily agreed with the decisions before this session to
purge Tolmachev and Eismont from the party and to turn their two cases over
to the OGPU, stating ‘‘These people who until recently enjoyed the trust of the
party’’ were ‘‘like the Riutin group only in a different form. . . . We need not
only to purge these people, but arrest them.’’

Many participants afterwards inserted harsh rhetoric into the official steno-
gram of the meeting. Anastas Mikoyan inserted that Eismont and Tolmachev
espoused a ‘‘kulak-terrorist ideology.’’ Stalin, who interpreted the calls for his
removal as synonymous with calls for his assassination, added to the steno-
graphic report his support of Mikoyan’s assertion that the ‘‘Rightists,’’ as well
as Trotskyists, were more dangerous than the Civil War counterrevolutionary
‘‘White Guardists.’’ Sergei Kirov, Leningrad party boss, likewise inserted that
party members espousing views opposing party policy would lead ‘‘to the
propagation of terror.’’
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While no one, as far as we know, ever actually tried to kill Stalin, he clearly
felt vulnerable to assassination. Many historians, following the lead of Nikita
Khrushchev, have long suggested Stalin’s fear of assassination was simply the
product of a disturbed, paranoid mind. In his ‘‘secret speech’’ in 1956, Khrush-
chev said, ‘‘Stalin was a very distrustful man, sickly suspicious [which] created
in him a general distrust even toward eminent Party workers whom he had
known for years. Everywhere and in everything he saw ‘enemies,’ ‘two-facers’
and ‘spies.’ ’’≥∫ A military officer heard Stalin ruminating about his guards,
‘‘Each time I take this corridor, I think which one? If this one, he will shoot me
in the back, and if it is the one around the corner, he will shoot me from the
front. Yes, each time I pass by I get these thoughts.’’≥Ω Stalin may have been
imagining assassins around every corner, but Walter Laqueur’s conclusion that
‘‘There were no conspiracies against the regime other than imaginary ones,’’ is
obviously wrong.∂≠ As discussed above, there was considerable opposition to
Stalin and his policies in 1932.

In addition to the evidence provided by the Riutin Platform, Stalin had
reason to think oppositionists were willing to use force to remove him from
power. Trotsky as well as émigré Mensheviks had predicted just that years
earlier.∂∞ Tomsky, for example, told Stalin to his face that workers wanted to
murder him. At a party barbecue in Sochi in 1928, Stalin and Tomsky’s wife
were grilling shashlik together when a ‘‘completely loaded’’ Tomsky walked
up and whispered into Stalin’s ear, ‘‘Soon our workers will start shooting at
you, they will.’’∂≤ During the period before the November 27, 1932 Politburo
meeting, the OGPU arrested party members like I. P. Nechaev in the Donbass,
who was quoted as saying that ‘‘if he caught sight of Stalin he would shoot
him.’’∂≥ There is even evidence that Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomsky had, in
desperation, decided they had no choice but to kill Stalin, whom they had
come to consider the next Genghis Khan. Though it seems far-fetched, the
Swiss Communist Jules Humbert-Droz, who supported the ‘‘Rightists,’’ re-
called Bukharin telling him that ‘‘they had decided to use individual terror to
get rid of Stalin.’’∂∂

In the face of Stalin’s and the party leadership’s anxiety, Smirnov requested
an opportunity to defend himself when he learned he was to be expelled from
the Central Committee based on Eismont’s and Tolmachev’s depositions. Smir-
nov, along with the others Stalin suspected of complicity in this ‘‘affair’’—Tom-
sky and Rykov in particular—were ‘‘invited,’’ apparently at the last minute, to
attend a meeting. They apparently had no idea it was going to be such a ‘‘high
meeting.’’ Once they arrived at the joint Politburo and CCC Presidium session
these men, all of whom had seen their health seriously deteriorate over the last
couple of years under the onslaught of Stalinist attacks, were confronted with
the signed depositions and told the meeting had been convened to evaluate
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them. Tomsky was stunned: ‘‘Today’’? Once he regained his wits, Tomsky
persuaded the Politburo to give them a full hour to read the ‘‘materials.’’

When the November 27, 1932 session began, members proceeded to de-
nounce and question Smirnov, Tomsky, and Rykov, who gave lengthy speeches
in response to this questioning. Their attempts to defend themselves were
continually interrupted. It is not clear why Bukharin, the leading figure of the
1928–29 ‘‘Rightist Opposition,’’ was not also compelled to appear and be
questioned in connection with this ‘‘affair.’’∂∑

For most of this session, despite the mass famine stalking the countryside,∂∏

members of the Politburo and Central Control Commission Presidium mem-
bers acted as if they had nothing more pressing to do than interrogate these Old
Bolsheviks. Stalin was known for dismissing party reports of the famine as
‘‘fairytales,’’∂π and the Soviet media adamantly denied a famine was occurring
—to even mention it made one liable to being labeled a ‘‘Right Deviationist’’ or
even a counterrevolutionary.∂∫ But certain members, Stalin in particular, did
feel the need to devote part of this Politburo session to addressing the party’s
‘‘small difficulties’’ in the collectivization campaign, as one member character-
ized what had become by then a horrendous human tragedy. Ordzhonikidze
stated that ‘‘we don’t hide’’ the fact that the party has had difficulties in imple-
menting collectivization while arguing anyone who thought we wouldn’t isn’t
‘‘a politician but a naïve child.’’ Tomsky and Rykov were told they should
recognize that any problems in collectivization and industrialization were ‘‘un-
avoidable,’’ not evidence of an incorrect party policy. The leadership’s sen-
sitivity to any criticism from leading ‘‘Rightists’’ no doubt reflected their aware-
ness, as Molotov explicitly stated, that ‘‘there is now a considerable number in
our party organizations who panic in the face of kulak sabotage of grain
collection, who want to slow the pace of industrialization. . . . We can’t close
our eyes to the fact that in these circumstances a party card can be a weapon.’’ A
few of the party leaders who spoke during the Politburo meeting, without
discussing rural conditions in any detail, were more candid about the collectiv-
ization fiasco. Mikoyan said conditions were ‘‘war-like.’’ Stalin frankly com-
pared the contemporary situation to the Civil War years, when there were also
serious food shortages and mass peasant, worker, and army unrest.

In Stalin’s lengthy speech at the November 27, 1932 Politburo session, he
primarily defended the collectivization and industrialization campaigns while
finding scapegoats for its problems. What bothered him was not the mass
suffering in the famine, but the failure of many in the party to recognize the
government’s great economic achievements—‘‘our colossal victories.’’ Stalin
asked, ‘‘Where would we now be without collectivization?’’ While heralding
the economy’s ‘‘successes’’ and potential for future growth, Stalin conceded
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there were problems, but he would not accept any responsibility for the catas-
trophe. It was the ‘‘wreckers’’ and ‘‘rotten elements,’’ or the ‘‘Right Deviation-
ists’’ who spoke out about the ‘‘unrealistic’’ grain procurement quotas, or the
starving peasants who were stealing from the collective farms, who were re-
sponsible for the problems.∂Ω A couple weeks after this Politburo meeting, on
December 15, 1932, the Politburo established an Agricultural Department
within the Central Committee, headed by Kaganovich.∑≠ At the beginning of
1933 Stalin called for mass repression, a ‘‘smashing blow’’ against kolkhozniki
who had ‘‘turned against the Soviet state.’’∑∞

The primary focus of the November 27 Politburo session was ‘‘unmasking’’
the ‘‘Right Oppositionists.’’ The party leaders, Stalin especially, were tor-
mented by the notion that behind the façade of party unity and uncritical
support of the leadership, many party members who were expressing support
for party policy secretly opposed the leadership and were trying to sabotage
party work. As noted above, the Riutin Platform asserted exactly this. The
Stalinist leadership believed party members were hiding their true political
positions and were organizing groups preparing to attack the party leadership.
In the villages, Stalin stated, ‘‘they don’t come out openly against the collective
farms. They express their ‘solidarity’ with the kolkhozes just like our Right
Deviationists express their ‘solidarity’ with the party’s general line.’’ The
‘‘Rightists,’’ Stalinists believed, were simply waiting for a more favorable mo-
ment to push for a change in party policy. Naum Antselovich denounced these
‘‘moldy bureaucrats who at meetings vote for the general line, for the Central
Committee resolutions, while words escape their lips such as ‘foodstuff crisis,’
‘supplies crisis,’ ‘[we’ve] reached a deadlock.’ ’’

What especially agitated Stalin and the party leadership, and provoked their
determined effort to blame Tomsky for the ‘‘Smirnov-Eismont-Tolmachev
Group,’’ was Tomsky’s and Smirnov’s failure to attend the joint Central Com-
mittee and CCC plenum devoted to the Riutin Platform, held less than two
months earlier, from September 28 to October 2, 1932.∑≤ A number of high-
profile former oppositionists who had read the platform, such as Grigory
Zinoviev, Lev Kamenev, and Nikolai Uglanov, attended the plenum, where
they were called upon to recant. Uglanov, denounced as the guiltiest of the
three, after trying to justify himself, broke down and wept.∑≥ The plenum
expelled Riutin’s ‘‘counterrevolutionary group’’ from the party, denouncing
them ‘‘as degenerates who have become enemies of communism and the Soviet
regime, as traitors to the party and to the working class, who, under the flag of
a spurious ‘Marxism-Leninism’ have attempted to create a bourgeois-kulak
organization for the restoration of capitalism and particularly kulakdom in
the USSR.’’∑∂ In addition, the plenum adopted another resolution signed by
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Stalin, ‘‘immediately expelling from the party all who know of the existence of
this counterrevolutionary group, in particular those who had read its counter-
revolutionary documents and not informed the CCC and CC of the All-Union
Communist Party (Bolshevik), as concealers of enemies of the party and the
working class.’’ Zinoviev and Kamenev as a result were again expelled from
the party and exiled to the Urals.∑∑

For Tomsky and Smirnov, both still Central Committee members even
though they had been in political disgrace since the end of the 1920s,∑∏ to go
on vacation during the Riutin plenum session was considered by Politburo and
CCC Presidium members to be ‘‘an act of political protest.’’ They accused
Tomsky of ‘‘boycotting’’ the session by going wild boar hunting with Smirnov
and Shmidt. Tomsky insisted it was completely ‘‘innocent,’’ nothing more than
a needed vacation—‘‘I love to hunt while I’m on leave.’’ He argued that his
doctor had prescribed that he rest three times a year. Tomsky, who was prone
to become seriously ill when under severe stress (perhaps due to years in tsarist
prisons and Siberian exile), had suffered a nervous breakdown following the
Sixteenth Party Congress.∑π But many questioned how Tomsky could plead he
was ill, yet had still gone hunting. Molotov mocked his excuse, adding that
Lenin loved to hunt ‘‘but he did not miss plenum meetings.’’

The Politburo and CCC Presidium members demanded to know what Tom-
sky and Smirnov discussed while they were away. That they shared the same
railroad car, lived together, and ‘‘drank from the same samovar’’ during their
two-week vacation was viewed with great distrust. Molotov argued, ‘‘It is
impossible to imagine that during this trip they only strolled and hunted
boar.’’ They must have talked about more than ‘‘the quality of the wine and
the charms of nature,’’ they must have discussed ‘‘political issues,’’ Molotov
insisted. These interrogations about private conversations unconnected to any
oppositional activity convey the tenor of the grilling that occurred at this joint
Politburo and CCC Presidium meeting. As with the party at Eismont’s apart-
ment, the Politburo seemed virtually incapable of distinguishing between such
organized opposition as the Riutin group and a couple of party members
privately discussing their dissatisfaction with party policy.

Tomsky did not help his case by holding firm to his position that he never
talked politics when hunting. As he joked when questioned by party interroga-
tors on another occasion about this trip, ‘‘If I had been talking about politics, I
would have returned empty-handed.’’∑∫ Rykov inadvertently undercut Tom-
sky’s defense by acknowledging during his questioning at this Politburo ses-
sion that he of course discussed politics when he got together with Tomsky and
other political leaders. Tomsky did not deny that when he got together with
Rykov they talked about their ‘‘extremely difficult position in the party.’’ Tom-
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sky in the end conceded, ‘‘I see now my trip was a big political mistake,’’ but he
continued to insist he had not discussed the agricultural crisis or politics while
on the hunting trip. Tomsky pointedly asked the Politburo and CCC Pre-
sidium members why they thought he would need to go on such a long trip to
engage in political discussions. Conceding he often talked in a way that ‘‘could
be easily distorted,’’ Tomsky insisted it was ‘‘laughable’’ to say Smirnov had
proposed replacing Stalin with Voroshilov. But in fact, there is reason to be-
lieve Tomsky met with Smirnov and Rykov to discuss the Riutin Platform
before he decided to skip out on the Central Committee plenum devoted to the
Riutin Affair.∑Ω In despair over Stalin’s catastrophic collectivization campaign,
they may have discussed the possibility of a ‘‘palace coup.’’∏≠

Tomsky tried to use his sense of humor during the questioning. Tomsky
joked that since he was deaf in one ear, coming to the Riutin meeting would
have been completely useless unless he was given a front row seat. Tomsky’s
attempts to fend off attacks with jokes often elicited laughter from Politburo
and CCC Presidium members. But while one member characterized Tomsky
as ‘‘a very witty person as everyone knows,’’ others criticized him for looking
for laughs when he responded to serious political issues. Molotov denounced
his ‘‘rotten jokes.’’ Party leaders were outraged when he characterized the
Eismont party as simply ‘‘drunks talking about drunken things.’’ Tomsky
characterized Eismont as a drunk, ‘‘who chatters irresponsibly when drunk,
saying whatever comes into his head.’’ Tomsky argued the Politburo and CCC
Presidium needed to recognize how alcohol had influenced what Eismont and
Tolmachev said at their November 7 party. But CCC Presidium members
refused to accept this excuse. Antipov even contested whether Eismont was
indeed drunk when he had the conversation with Nikolsky. Andrei Andreev
argued it was ‘‘ridiculous’’ for Tomsky and Rykov to portray the ‘‘Eismont-
Smirnov group as simply a drunken affair.’’ Tomsky felt compelled to add that
as much as he would like to drink given how the party was treating him, he
had not had a drink in three years.∏∞

Most of this Politburo meeting was devoted to Politburo and CCC Pre-
sidium members hounding Smirnov and Tomsky, and their futile attempts to
rebuff the charges over who said what or who met with whom. Smirnov, who
unlike Tomsky was accused of actual membership in the ‘‘Eismont-Tolmachev
group,’’ was the initial target. He was attacked for allowing young people to
hear him criticizing the party leadership for ruining the peasantry, and for
shooting peasants for stealing an ear of corn, as well as for his denunciations
of Stalin. The son of a poor peasant, who had been with Lenin since the
Bolsheviks’ earliest days, Smirnov was the Russian Republic’s commissar of
agriculture during NEP. Smirnov and Tomsky, friends since 1905, had sup-
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ported one another’s attempts to stop the party from abandoning NEP. When
Stalin decided in early January 1928 to respond to the grain procurement crisis
with ‘‘extraordinary’’ or ‘‘emergency’’ measures, the ‘‘very moderate’’ Smirnov
was quickly removed.∏≤ There was no denying he had vehemently opposed the
collectivization campaign, though at this Politburo meeting he tried: ‘‘I never
spoke against collectivization—I only spoke against some forms of it when I
was in the Central Committee.’’ Smirnov’s alarm over the impact of collectiv-
ization on agriculture—in particular the peasants’ slaughtering of livestock
and the insufficient fodder and proper care for animals that remained—was
twisted into suggesting he favored horses over tractors. At Eismont’s party,
Smirnov had talked about the appalling condition of the horses in the horse-
drawn artillery that had been paraded through Red Square during the anniver-
sary celebration earlier that day.

Smirnov tried to defend himself by stating that while he sometimes had
different opinions on particular issues and talked too much—‘‘everyone
knows I’m crude’’—he had never discussed the notion of changing members
of the party leadership, Stalin in particular. On November 8, Smirnov argued,
they had not discussed anything of substance, certainly ‘‘never talked about
removing Stalin.’’ They simply chatted, for no more than an hour, while play-
ing billiards and drinking some tea. Smirnov’s responses to the intense ques-
tioning were hardly convincing.

Smirnov had been under a cloud for his ‘‘Rightist’’ support in 1928 of
Nikolai Uglanov’s leadership of the Moscow party organization as well as of
Tomsky’s leadership of the trade unions when they came under Stalinist at-
tack. The party leadership also dredged up various past grievances against
him. Even though Smirnov had suffered a massive heart attack, Kirov attacked
him for going abroad to receive medical care during ‘‘the brutal class struggle’’
with the kulaks. During the Politburo meeting Smirnov could only fall back on
pointing out to the Politburo and CCC Presidium members that when he had
led Narkomzem (the People’s Commissariat of Agriculture) ‘‘for six years the
party said I was correct.’’ Why, Smirnov repeatedly asked the Politburo and
CCC Presidium members, do you trust Tolmachev and Eismont more than
me, stating at one point to Kaganovich: ‘‘You don’t believe one word of mine
but you believe them 100 percent.’’ Towards the end of the session Smirnov
did concede he had discussed conditions in the northern Caucasus with Eis-
mont on November 8, although he still insisted he did not say a word about
Stalin.

If Smirnov’s attempts to defend himself were unconvincing, the Politburo
and CCC Presidium’s determination to inflate comments at a social gathering
into some sort of Smirnov-led counterrevolutionary organization was ob-
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viously ludicrous. Smirnov, Eismont, and Tolmachev had not even seen each
other more than a few times over the previous couple of years. Smirnov stated
that while he had been close friends with Eismont and Tolmachev for twenty
years, for the past two years he had been very ill and therefore had rarely
socialized with them. Throughout the session, Smirnov denied he was part of,
much less led, any ‘‘group’’ with Eismont and Tolmachev. Without contradict-
ing this, Kirov still responded ‘‘if not today, then tomorrow’’ such a group
would have been organized.

Various Politburo and CCC Presidium members argued that Tomsky, and
Rykov to a much lesser extent, shouldered the ‘‘primary responsibility’’ for the
‘‘Rightist’’ oppositional activity of the early 1930s—‘‘they arm the party’s
enemies, inspiring all those elements within the party who are vacillating or
directly disagree with party policy.’’ That Tomsky and Rykov had not attended
the social gatherings in question was apparently irrelevant. More important in
the minds of the Politburo and CCC Presidium members was that Smirnov’s
conversation with Eismont and Tolmachev took place shortly after he re-
turned from his vacation with Tomsky. This was sufficient evidence for Stalin
and other members of the leadership, who were determined to draw a direct
connection between the Riutin Platform, the ‘‘Smirnov-Eismont-Tolmachev
group,’’ and the leaders of the earlier ‘‘Rightist Opposition.’’ In Mikoyan’s
words: ‘‘Tomsky was primarily responsible for the Smirnov affair. . . . This
group doesn’t begin or end with Eismont, Tolmachev, and Smirnov.’’ Stalin
suggested that Tomsky’s and Rykov’s belief that the collectivization and the
industrialization campaigns had ‘‘failed’’ inspired Smirnov, Eismont, and
Tolmachev.

Tomsky—the sole authentic former worker on the Politburo during the
1920s—was the primary target of this meeting. Despite his short, stocky ap-
pearance, large nose, and bad teeth and hearing, Tomsky possessed consider-
able personal charm and during the 1920s had been popular not only within
the trade unions but within the party leadership as well. Bukharin considered
him ‘‘a morally pure comrade.’’∏≥ Though he had his fair share of critics,
Tomsky won respect across the political spectrum. The Menshevik émigré
newspaper, Sotsialisticheskii vestnik, described him as ‘‘the most colorful and
splendid figure among the Bolshevik leaders.’’∏∂ His long-time adversary Leon
Trotsky ‘‘thought highly of Tomsky’s character and caustic, sarcastic mind.’’∏∑

His geniality and biting wit, scarce qualities among Politburo members during
the 1920s, have been depicted by some as reflecting a lack of forcefulness.∏∏

But while he was a Politburo member and head of the trade unions Tomsky
generally did not shy away from a fight, even with Lenin, who described him
as ‘‘subtle, firm, and stubborn.’’∏π Tomsky spoke bluntly—he could speak the
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‘‘masses’ ’’ language∏∫—and participated with fervor in political discussions.
During the fight over whether to abandon NEP, Molotov thought Tomsky was
‘‘venomous.’’∏Ω

Tomsky dismissed the charge at the Politburo meeting that he had organized
a ‘‘group’’ with Smirnov and Shmidt or anyone else as an ‘‘enormous fantasy.
. . . It is completely unfounded.’’ He explained that he often disagreed with
Smirnov and Shmidt on policies, though they each still valued their friendship.
Smirnov, according to Tomsky, was not even interested in broad political
questions. He was an agronomist, Tomsky argued, more interested in such
questions as the depth fields should be plowed, crop rotation, and cattle breed-
ing than big political issues. Tomsky, like Smirnov, tried to defend himself
against the baseless accusations by insisting he barely knew Eismont and
Tolmachev and by dismissing the political significance of what they had admit-
ted in their depositions. Tomsky claimed that outside official meetings, he had
met Tolmachev only twice at large social gatherings and had never had a
political discussion with either him or Eismont. Tomsky explained that since
he had expressed his political opinions at party congresses his views were well
known, but he had never given Tolmachev and Eismont any reason to use his
name in oppositional activities. To suggest otherwise was ‘‘absolute non-
sense.’’ Party leaders were not appeased by Tomsky’s attempts to counter these
or other charges. Molotov dismissed it as the talk of a ‘‘cunning lawyer,’’
arguing that ‘‘for Bolsheviks the antiparty facts of Tomsky’s deviation have
already been established.’’ The Stalinist ‘‘logic’’ that any oppositional attitudes
equaled conspiratorial terrorist activity would of course be central to the
Great Terror a few years later.

Tomsky’s and Rykov’s primary offense was of course their earlier opposition
to Stalinist policies, in 1928–29. ‘‘As we all know Tomsky is a party member
who actively participated in a grave delinquency against the party,’’ Rudzutak
stated. Tomsky and Rykov had joined with Bukharin to try to prevent the
abandonment of NEP following Stalin’s insistence in early 1928 that the coer-
cive economic policies toward the peasantry be more than a stopgap measure. It
was not enough that Tomsky and Rykov had stopped their oppositional ac-
tivity. They were taken to task for their public silence over the past two years.
Politburo and CCC Presidium members questioned their failure to speak up in
defense of Stalinist policies. Tomsky was asked, for example, why he did not
write an article in the press criticizing the ‘‘Riutin Platform.’’ Andreev suggested
Tomsky and Rykov were lying low until they believed the party would be forced
to reverse course. Tomsky was accused of bragging of his as well as Rykov’s and
Bukharin’s ‘‘secret reserve’’ of oppositionists. Tomsky fired back, asking why, if
the party considered ‘‘Tomsky an insufficiently trustworthy person’’ it kept him
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in all his positions of authority. Since 1931 Tomsky had successfully headed the
State Publishing House (OGIZ), a prestigious and important position but one
without political influence.π≠ Tomsky’s various objections were dismissed as
‘‘whining.’’

During this Politburo and CCC Presidium session Tomsky, Rykov, and
Smirnov tried to maintain some dignity while admitting their ‘‘mistakes’’ and
contesting some of the accusations. But it was obviously difficult. Tomsky,
who was prone to become highly emotional, found especially frustrating the
repeated charges that he was insincere in his speeches. Angry at being accused
of party disloyalty, Tomsky exclaimed that there was no defense against the
charge that ‘‘you don’t say what you think, you don’t vote like you think.’’
Why are my statements ‘‘never enough,’’ an exasperated Tomsky asked time
and again. ‘‘If I say 10–15 words . . . I’m asked why did you not say 20.’’
Declaring that Tomsky’s speeches were ‘‘insufficient,’’ Valerian Kuibyshev
stated towards the end of the meeting: ‘‘Tomsky, Rykov, and Shmidt need to
understand our psychology, our demands toward them.’’ Kaganovich and
others told Tomsky that he had evaded the central issues and that he had not
talked sufficiently about his mistakes. Kaganovich questioned whether Tom-
sky and Rykov had truly ‘‘disarmed.’’

Tomsky had come to know this humiliating ritual all too well during the
previous two years. At the Sixteenth Party Congress in 1930, Tomsky had also
expressed his resentment at the calls for his repentance, sarcastically declaring
that ‘‘it only remained to him to put on a hair shirt and go seek penance in the
Gobi Desert, living on locusts and wild honey.’’ He demanded, ‘‘Permit us to
work and not merely to repent.’’π∞ At the November 1932 Politburo meeting,
Tomsky expressed astonishment that his fellow party members on the Polit-
buro and CCC Presidium—with many of whom he had worked closely during
the 1920s—would not accept his explanations; that they would attack so
harshly someone who, as Tomsky described himself, had devoted his life to the
party for nearly thirty years.

It is easy to feel sympathy for Tomsky. But keep in mind that he eagerly took
part in the nasty personal attacks that had long characterized intraparty de-
bates. When he was aligned in the leadership with Stalin, Tomsky did not
hesitate to treat the so-called ‘‘United Opposition’’ in a similar fashion to the
way he was treated at the November 27, 1932 Politburo meeting. As Jay
Sorenson argued, Tomsky ‘‘was not merely a victim of Stalin’s intrigue, he was
also a victim of his own policies, and of the party dictatorship that he helped to
build.’’π≤ At the October 8, 1926 Politburo session (the stenogram of it is also
included in this book),π≥ Tomsky played a leading role in the grilling of Ka-
menev, Zinoviev, and Trotsky. He accused them of violating party discipline
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and not speaking sincerely. Tomsky attacked Trotsky for his ‘‘impermissible,’’
non-Bolshevik methods. Tomsky stated ‘‘we aren’t demanding anything spe-
cial from you, only the most elementary Bolshevik demands.’’ Tomsky had
long shared the Bolshevik unwillingness to tolerate any dissent within their
ranks. In words that would come back to haunt him, he joked in November
1927 that ‘‘under the dictatorship of the proletariat, two, three or four parties
may exist, but on the single condition that one of them is in power and the
others in prison.’’π∂ Robert Daniels’ analysis of Tomsky’s and the leadership’s
treatment of the ‘‘United Opposition’’ could apply even more aptly to the
November 1932 Politburo meeting’s treatment of Tomsky and Smirnov:
‘‘Why the leadership had to respond with such vehemence cannot be explained
by the organized political strength of the Opposition, which was of little
consequence. It was rather the issues raised by the Opposition, the threat of
acute political embarrassment which such criticism carried with it, that drove
the leadership to such extremes.’’π∑

The attacks in this November 1932 Politburo and CCC Presidium session
were preparations for the more public performance that would come shortly
afterwards at the Central Committee plenum in early January 1933.π∏ The
Stalinist leadership demanded the ‘‘Rightists’’ capitulate unconditionally in
this larger forum. Smirnov, after he was attacked for wanting to replace Stalin
with Tomsky and Rykov, complied. He stated in his plenum speech, ‘‘I would
like to resolutely and categorically disavow the vile, counterrevolutionary
words concerning Comrade Stalin ascribed to me. . . . who could possibly
remove Comrade Stalin? I think that only someone drunk out of his mind or
insane could ever say such a thing.’’ Smirnov agreed with his attackers that
‘‘One must not discuss anything behind the party’s back. In view of our present
situation, this is a political act, and a political act behind the party’s back is
manifestly an antiparty action.’’ππ Bukharin, who was summoned to speak at
the Central Committee plenum, obligingly lambasted Tomsky and Rykov for
their ‘‘extremely serious and grave political error.’’ Demanding ‘‘the utmost
ruthlessness,’’ Bukharin declared that ‘‘such factions must be hacked off with-
out the slightest mercy, without [our] being in the slightest troubled by any
sentimental considerations concerning the past, concerning personal friend-
ship, relationships. . . . These are all totally abstract formulations, which
cannot serve the interests of an army that is storming the fortress of the en-
emy.’’π∫ Tomsky was more stubborn and loyal to his friends and fellow former
oppositionists. Performing with more dignity than the others, Tomsky con-
tinued to defend Smirnov. As one speaker stated, ‘‘We expect Tomsky to tell us
unequivocally his attitude toward Smirnov and the faction headed by him. . . .
Even the kind of negative opinion, as expressed by Comrade Rykov toward
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the faction headed by Smirnov, is lacking in the case of Tomsky.’’πΩ Despite
knowing the outrage that he would again provoke, Tomsky made light of the
charges. Ivan Akulov, for example, predictably expressed disgust that ‘‘Even
today, at this critical juncture . . . Comrade Tomsky is making jokes, but he
really shouldn’t.’’∫≠ Kliment Voroshilov proclaimed: ‘‘I believe Comrade Bu-
kharin a hundred times more than Rykov and a thousand times more than
Tomsky.’’∫∞ Summarizing the Politburo’s and the CCC Presidium’s contention
that Tomsky’s self-criticism was completely insufficient, Matvei Shkiriatov
stated, ‘‘There is not a single Bolshevik word in what Tomsky says when he
speaks from this podium.’’∫≤

In the end, the Central Committee plenum approved the decision of the No-
vember 1932 Politburo meeting to remove Eismont and Tolmachev, to expel
Smirnov from the Central Committee, and to reprimand Tomsky, Rykov, and
Shmidt. In the typically short resolution, prepared by Stalin and Rudzutak,∫≥ the
Central Committee attacked the three for giving ‘‘antiparty elements grounds for
counting on the support of the former leaders of the Right Opposition’’ and
threatened them with ‘‘severe measures’’ if they continued to do so.∫∂ The reper-
cussions of this resolution spread widely, as Khlevniuk and Naumov have noted:
‘‘These dramatic events in Moscow sent smaller shock waves throughout the
country. Provincial GPU officers who received the relevant decrees on these cases
concocted their own local ‘counterrevolutionary groups.’ ’’∫∑ The purging of
hundreds of thousands of party members followed.

This stenographic transcript highlights the party leadership’s extraordinary
sensitivity, years before the Great Terror, to even the most private criticism of
the collectivization campaign and Stalin’s leadership of the party. In this secret
arena of a Politburo meeting, as in the more public ones we have long been
familiar with, the Stalinists were able to exploit the ingrained Bolshevik cul-
ture of party discipline. Rather than focus on correcting the enormous prob-
lems in the country, the Politburo and CCC Presidium used the discovery of
some private, oppositional activity to renew their attack on the Old Bolshevik,
former ‘‘Rightist’’ leaders—Tomsky and Rykov. All the members of the party
leadership joined in the attack.
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The Way They Talked Then: The Discourse of
Politics in the Soviet Party Politburo in
the Late 1920s

r o b e r t  s e r v i c e

The Soviet Politburo in the late 1920s was the agency for the most
important discussions and decisions about domestic and foreign policy. Its
institutional ascendancy in the state order was consolidated almost instanta-
neously at the point when the central party apparatus was reorganized in early
1919, and the Central Committee devolved powers between its meetings to
the Politburo and Orgburo. The Politburo was by far and away the more
important of the new internal adjuncts of the Central Committee. It was
established at a time of civil war and several of its members could not always
be in Moscow. This was no obstacle to its dominance. Lenin consulted the
other members by telephone and telegraph to arrive at agreed decisions.∞ The
scope of its practical authority was huge. In the interim between Central
Committee meetings it was the Politburo which fixed policy in international
relations, politics, public security, culture, and the economy. Questions of
military strategy were settled by its members. The appointment of personnel
to the main posts was done at its meetings. The Politburo, furthermore, gave
direction and supervision to every principal state agency: the Council of Peo-
ple’s Commissars, the Red Army, the Cheka (the secret police), and the trade
unions.≤

This structure of power was modified in practice when Lenin fell mortally
ill. Such was the fear of Leon Trotsky among the other Politburo members that
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they started to hold discussions and agree decisions before coming to the
Politburo itself. Trotsky objected that the Politburo was being turned into an
agency for rubberstamping policies previously elaborated in his absence.≥ He
had a point even though he exaggerated the decline in the capacity of Polit-
buro members to change official decisions by intervening at the Politburo
itself. The basic structure, in any case, remained in place, and it was chiefly at
the Politburo where decisions continued to need to be confirmed.

The Politburo transcripts (stenograms), newly made available, make it pos-
sible to examine several fundamental historical hypotheses about the work-
ings of the Soviet political system in the 1920s. Many Politburo items, espe-
cially agendas and minutes, were published in Moscow from the late 1980s
onwards. But the stenograms, which offer a verbatim record of the proceed-
ings, have until now been off limits to scholars. I intend to investigate the
important joint meeting of the Politburo and the Central Control Commission
Presidium of September 8, 1927 as a means of ascertaining the ways in which
our more general understanding may be corrected or sharpened by such rec-
ords. This was a period of intense factional conflict. The dominant group
in the central party leadership was headed by Stalin and Nikolai Bukharin.
Against them were ranged Trotsky, Grigory Zinoviev, and Lev Kamenev.
Trotsky had led the Left Opposition continuously since 1923—and Zinoviev
and Kamenev had been his enemies in the early years. Trotsky argued that the
New Economic Policy as implemented by the Politburo majority was turning
against the objectives of the October Revolution. Then in 1925 Zinoviev and
Kamenev formed what became known as the Leningrad Opposition and, like
Trotsky, criticized the Stalin-Bukharin group for showing insufficient radical-
ism. The Left Opposition and the Leningrad Opposition coalesced in 1926 in
the United Opposition, which was firmly defeated by Stalin and Bukharin in
the last months of 1927.

The history of the rise and fall of the United Opposition need not detain us
here. What we want to examine is the discourse of Politburo meetings. One
conventional assumption is immediately dispelled: this is that the words spo-
ken at the Politburo remained entirely secret. The idea has been that each
decision-making body in the party kept its proceedings confidential and re-
fused to relay them to any bodies at lower levels. Thus the Politburo was
supposedly already the innermost cave of political mystery that it undoubtedly
was by the 1930s. In fact the stenogram of September 8, 1927 shows that
hundreds of party officials outside the central party apparatus were made
privy to full records of the proceedings.∂ They included secretaries of Provin-
cial Committees (gubkomy). This is surprising and important in itself. But the
list of addressees also included the chief secretary of the Komsomol, the lead-
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ing political commissars in the armed forces, the People’s Commissars, the
USSR ambassadors, the leaders of trade unions, the secretary of the Society of
Old Bolsheviks, and the party cells of the Communist Universities. The further
specification was that the addressees were to ‘‘acquaint’’ their own leading
comrades with the general contents of the ‘‘conspiratorial stenograms.’’ Far
from wanting the rest of the Bolshevik political elite to remain in ignorance of
the course of Politburo debates, the ascendant leadership was eager to dis-
tribute detailed information.∑

The stenograms of other meetings had different distribution lists; some went
to only a few party leaders or were not distributed at all,∏ but most were
distributed for the purpose of informing the most authoritative officials at the
party’s lower echelons about important current business. Needless to stress,
there were severe warnings against disseminating such information beyond
the range of the designated addressees. The Politburo majority placed strict
limits on freedom of distribution. In the highly charged political atmosphere
of 1926 and 1927 it would have been undesirable to reveal the disputes in the
Kremlin to party members who could not be trusted to keep a secret. The
Soviet regime always sensed danger in its international isolation and its weak
support in the country. From such a perspective it is impressive that sterner
measures were not yet taken to secure the absolute confidentiality of Politburo
discussions.

Stalin and Bukharin were not behaving out of a commitment to universal
glasnost. Their motives can only be guessed at. It would seem that they acted
in line with party tradition. They also wished to appear fair-minded and open
about their maneuvers against the United Opposition. But perhaps there was a
further factor at work. The usual interpretation of Bolshevik politics in the
1920s has postulated that the factional conflicts were brought to an end pre-
dominantly by bureaucratic procedures. Thus Stalin, who had access to all the
principal levers in the central party apparatus, merely had to pack the Polit-
buro with his supporters and relay his orders down the hierarchy of the territo-
rially laddered edifice of the party as a whole. Recently, however, the case has
been made that Stalin and his allies had to work hard politically to ensure
victory.π This involved putting their arguments in the strongest fashion to the
rest of the Bolshevik elite at central and local levels. It is now clear from the
stenograms under consideration that the Politburo majority believed that the
detailed verbal record of its debates would contribute to this end. In the pro-
cess a lot of dirty linen would be exposed. But the judgment must have been
that the verdict of those acquainted with the proceedings would go in favor of
the ascendant leaders.

The proceedings in the Politburo in 1926–27 were in several respects simi-
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lar to sessions held by other bodies of the central party leadership in those
years: the Central Committee, the Central Control Commission, and the Party
Congress. The Party Congress debates were published quickly after they hap-
pened, and Central Committee and Central Control Commission records have
been made accessible to visitors to the central party archives in Moscow. This
is one of the reasons why the Politburo has been assumed to have been the
impenetrable fortress of the supreme party leadership. As we now can see, the
Politburo did not keep its proceedings entirely secret from important leaders
at central and noncentral levels of the party.

It is equally obvious that Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev were stretching
the truth when they claimed that they were given scant time to put their case at
the Politburo. This can be exemplified by two earlier occasions. Kamenev had
spoken twice at great length at the brief Politburo meeting of October 8, 1926.
The Politburo meeting on October 11, 1926 had been six times longer. Kame-
nev had again led the United Opposition in putting its case; Ivar Smilga,
Kamenev, Grigory Sokol’nikov, Zinoviev, and Trotsky followed him with their
own arguments—and it must be remembered that Smilga (deputy chair of
Supreme Economic Council) and Sokol’nikov (finance minister) were not even
Politburo members.∫ Something similar happened at the joint meeting of the
Politburo and the Central Control Commission Presidium on September 8,
1927. Zinoviev led on that occasion for the United Opposition; he was fol-
lowed by his allies Nikolai Muralov and Trotsky.Ω Muralov, a firm Trotskyist,
belonged to neither the Politburo nor the Central Control Commission. The
United Opposition had been equally vociferous at the various Central Com-
mittee and Central Control Commission various meetings in 1926–27. At all
these bodies the ascendant central leadership was orally assailed by their op-
positionist enemies who both denied the charges laid against them and took
the opportunity to explain their political platform. It is not the bureaucratic
clampdown that catches the eye about the Bolshevik disputes of the period but
the political latitude offered to the United Opposition to say what it wished at
the highest levels of the party.

This does not mean that the ascendant party leaders were behaving al-
truistically. If Stalin and Bukharin wanted to keep their existing support and
win over the doubters, they had to be seen to have acted with a degree of
fairness towards the United Opposition. In other arenas they acted differently.
The central party newspaper Pravda was simultaneously restricting the United
Opposition’s access to its pages. Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev had to con-
sign their writings mainly to clandestine presses manned by their sympathiz-
ers. In the provinces, the supporters of the official leadership operated a strict
censorship; they also sacked oppositionists—and they put the word around
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the party’s less enlightened members that the United Opposition was headed
by Jews who were about to get their come-uppance.∞≠ The struggle between
the ascendant leaders and their factional enemies was a brutal one behind the
scenes. Stalin, supported by Bukharin, was playing a clever, complicated
game. It was triumphantly successful.

Stalin and Bukharin also made a point of staying within the framework of
Marxism-Leninism whenever they spoke. This applied as much to their Polit-
buro contributions as to anything else. At open political meetings such dis-
course was only to be expected. The USSR was a state committed to Lenin’s
variant of Marxism; the supreme objective was the attainment of a fully com-
munist society by the route of a proletarian dictatorship. Without a continued
overt commitment to the founding ideology, the entire state order was put at
risk (as the fate of Gorbachev and perestroika was to show in the late 1980s).

There has always been room for speculation about how the supreme leaders
talked among themselves. A little of this has already emerged through Stalin’s
published correspondence with Vyacheslav Molotov and Lazar Kaganovich.∞∞

The memoirs of both Molotov and Kaganovich point in the same direction.∞≤

Now we can affirm that Politburo members at their formal sessions spoke in the
same fashion. They did not confine their case to merely pragmatic arguments.
Nor did they want to be regarded simply as personal rivals for supreme power
and victory over their factional adversaries. They asserted their Marxist-
Leninist credentials and frequently resorted to justification by ‘‘Leninist’’ doc-
trine and ‘‘Leninist’’ precedent. Each side claimed to be standing on a platform
of Leninism and to represent ideas that Lenin, if he had lived longer, would have
favored.∞≥

Yet they were not philosopher-kings calmly examining the pros and contras
in their disputation. Anger was seldom very far from the surface. The bad-
tempered and unpredictable nature of the debates is in the exchange between
Trotsky and Stalin’s ally and fellow Georgian Abel Enukidze at the September
8, 1927 joint meeting of the Politburo and the Central Control Commission
Presidium. Trotsky in a fit of pique declared: ‘‘But in 1917 you had been
arguing against the Bolsheviks at the time when I pulled you into the party.’’
He was speaking with pride about his activity in the months before the Oc-
tober Revolution. Among his achievements he liked to list the way he had
brought other antiwar Marxists into the ranks of Bolshevism by his own
example. The so-called Interdistricters (mezhraiontsy) were a case in point. In
picking on Enukidze, Trotsky was hoping to pull rank as a Bolshevik proven in
the fire of revolutionary challenge. The problem was that Trotsky had been a
well-known anti-Bolshevik before returning to Russia in May 1917. Worse
still, Enukidze was a veteran Bolshevik; indeed he was one of those few Geor-
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gian Marxists who had opted for Bolshevism rather than Menshevism.∞∂ He
jabbed back at his accuser: ‘‘Are you living in a dream or something, Comrade
Trotsky?’’∞∑ Trotsky stupidly refused to give way and said, ‘‘No, I’m not
dreaming: I pulled you into the party in 1917.’’

Enukidze had had quite enough by that point in the proceedings. As a
respected member of the Central Control Commission Presidium he would
not tolerate condescension from the likes of Trotsky: ‘‘Look here, I’ve been in
the party since its formation, and was a Bolshevik fourteen years earlier than
you. If you refuse to budge from your point, I’m going to call you before a
party court for saying something that’s untrue; I’ll show you that you’re either
confusing me with someone else or else you’ve simply dreamed up what you’re
saying about me.’’ Trotsky would still not back down; he insisted: ‘‘You were
there with Eliava.’’ Enukidze retorted: ‘‘That never happened, and I never had
a conversation with you in that period.’’ ‘‘Untrue,’’ said Trotsky. ‘‘I said to you:
come along with us.’’ At this moment there was an intervention by Molotov
(who was conducting himself with considerable—and highly effective—re-
straint despite every temptation): ‘‘[Trotsky] mixed him up with some Men-
shevik or other.’’ By this stage Enukidze was thoroughly annoyed at what he
regarded as a stain on his personal honor as a man and a Bolshevik: ‘‘This is
untrue, Comrade Trotsky, and once again I ask it to be recorded in the steno-
gram that I’m summoning Trotsky to a party court. Nothing like this ever
happened, and I’m amazed by what Comrade Trotsky is saying.’’

The majority of the plenum’s participants were on Enukidze’s side: ‘‘We
know, we know!’’ By now he had the meeting in the palm of his hand: ‘‘I
affirm, comrades, at this joint session that beginning with the February Revo-
lution I never said a single word to him. We came across each other at meetings
and gatherings but not a single conversation took place between us. When
Comrade Trotsky was released from prison after the July Days he gave a
speech in the Tauride Palace at a gathering of the Bolshevik fraction. Com-
rades asked him to talk about Lenin, and I was sincerely delighted and I
welcomed the fact that he’d joined; but I was not personally acquainted with
him at that time. He’s surely mixed things up in telling this lie about me.’’ It
was only then that Trotsky owned up to his mistake. But this was far too little
and too late to assuage the feelings of Enukidze, who asked his accuser:

‘‘So how come you stayed silent for these past ten years? That’s not good.
When people said things about you I always tried to think [for myself ]; but
now that you’ve said such a thing today, I’m going to believe everything about
you and I say this: you are a dead man after all this.’’ Called to order, Enukidze
then started his attack on the entire political standpoint of the Opposition.

For sheer personal effrontery, Trotsky’s behavior took some beating. Histo-
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rians with the exception of out-and-out Trotskyites have long accepted that he
had an arrogance about him. But by and large the assumption has been that he
was devoid of any outward aggressiveness. Supposedly when he offended the
sensibilities of other Bolsheviks, he did this involuntarily. Trotsky’s treatment
of Enukidze behind the doors of the central party leadership shows us another
side of his character and comportment. Quite explosively and unproductively
he let loose his temper on a fellow Bolshevik leader who was generally known
for his equable temperament. The spectacle of the face-to-face dispute be-
tween Enukidze and his tormentor must have convinced the waverers that
Trotsky was an impossible person.

Of course, Enukidze was no political innocent. He was one of Stalin’s cronies
and a close friend of his Alliluev in-laws; and it was Enukidze who controlled
the organization and finances of the Kremlin precinct.∞∏ He had already made
up his mind fundamentally about Trotsky. Enukidze was already an enemy of
the Opposition. No doubt he was genuinely insulted by Trotsky’s intervention
at the plenum; but he had long been likely to take offense at the behavior of
Trotsky: the spat between them at the joint meeting was therefore not an entire
surprise. Trotsky, moreover, ought not to be judged too harshly. Immense
pressures were being exerted upon Trotsky in the late 1920s. He was being
comprehensively vilified in the official press on a daily basis. His associates were
losing their jobs. The history books were being rewritten. Such respect as he had
enjoyed in Lenin’s lifetime had been systematically challenged. He could no
longer realistically expect to win any debate in the central party leadership: his
faction was being trounced in the factional struggle. He himself was not in the
best of health. He knew he would walk out of the joint session as the principal
loser. In such a situation any politician, however self-controlled, might have
lost his temper. In previous years he had not been easily goaded into making a
fool of himself (although intemperate outbursts had not been completely un-
known). He was fighting for his place in public life and in history. He was on the
point of losing everything—and Trotsky, the co-leader of the Bolshevik seizure
of power in the October Revolution, was understandably at his wits’ end.

Even so, this episode demonstrates that his prime enemies—Stalin and
Molotov—had qualities that he lacked. Obviously they knew the cards were
stacked in their favor. They comported themselves with what might be called a
militant moderation. They had brought the man to the political scaffold. Yet
they refrained from tying the rope round his neck. To their delight, Trotsky did
this for himself. There was almost a sadistic aspect to the detached comport-
ment of Stalin and Molotov. It cannot be known what they would have done if
the discussion at the plenum had developed less favorably for them. But evi-
dently they had gauged the atmosphere in the leadership correctly; and they
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certainly came out well from the episode. Criticized by Trotsky’s supporters as
being brainless and unpersuasive, they had shown that Trotsky himself had
feet of clay when the audience in front of him was not already on his side.

There was a definite growing tendency in the central leadership to treat the
dispute between the ascendant leadership and the Opposition in personal
terms. Stalin led one faction, Trotsky the other. This was a tendency recog-
nized within each faction. Enukidze, for example, objected to the Opposition’s
castigation of the Politburo’s failure to understand that ‘‘the Stalinist path’’
(stalinskii put’) was leading in practice to the retardation of ‘‘the development
of the productive forces’’ of the country.∞π Stalin was at last acquiring the
prestige and authority of an adjective: this was one of the great accolades for
any Bolshevik politician. Enukidze, bruised by Trotsky and loyal to his clique,
declared that ‘‘everyone is talking about the softness of the Central Commit-
tee’’; he picked out Stalin and Molotov as the promoters of this gentleness.
Bukharin was not mentioned. In Western historical writing there has been a
strong wish, albeit not a universal one (and certainly not one shared by this
author) to represent Bukharin as a realistic contender for the supreme leader-
ship in the struggle for the political succession to Lenin. Bukharin was un-
doubtedly a prominent figure in Soviet public life. He had joined the Politburo
as a candidate member in 1919 and as a full member in 1924. He edited
Pravda. He had a massive impact on Bolshevik discussions on social, eco-
nomic, and cultural questions throughout the 1920s. He was widely loved in
the party; Lenin had called him its ‘‘golden’’ son—and even the Opposition’s
leaders turned to him when they wanted to appeal against the worst excesses
of the polemics they had to endure.∞∫

But both factions by then knew who the potential supreme bosses really
were: Trotsky and Stalin. (Lenin had been unusual in guessing this early on, in
his testament of 1922–23; but his judgment was widely shared by the end of
the decade.) There have always been grounds for wondering how much sub-
stance inhered in Bukharin’s attempt to stand up to Stalin in 1928–29.∞Ω His
arrangements to oppose the plundering of the peasantry attracted few allies.
Whereas Trotsky had helped to lead a Left Opposition and a United Opposi-
tion, Bukharin was outmatched on every point of play. The Stalin group sig-
naled this when they referred to Bukharin and the Rightists not as an ‘‘opposi-
tion’’ but as a mere ‘‘deviation.’’ This was not a terminological triviality.
Bukharin had simply not succeeded in assembling anything near to the num-
ber of followers that could have mounted a serious challenge to the ‘‘Stalin-
ists.’’ (I use quotation marks since they as yet lacked the ideological and be-
havioral definition of later years.) We can now surely add that the weakness of
Bukharin was not suddenly discovered by leading party figures when Bukha-
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rin and Stalin clashed at the end of the decade. It was already part of their
conventional wisdom. Bukharin was no champion: he was not even a plausi-
ble contender.

Not that Bukharin was without his uses for Stalin. He was a popular speaker;
he had intellectual credentials of higher prestige than anyone’s in the party
apart from those of Trotsky himself. Such supporters as Bukharin had at the
uppermost level of the party were more than willing to take up the struggle
against the Opposition in 1926–27. They feared that the New Economic Policy
would be destroyed—and with it the October Revolution—by Trotsky and his
friends. Nikolai Uglanov, secretary of the Moscow city party organization, was
one of them. Stalin said against Zinoviev, Trotsky’s confederate in the United
Opposition, that ‘‘we don’t want to turn the party into a discussion club.’’≤≠

This was a pretty mild remark at that time. It expressed the sort of sentiment
that most Bolsheviks would have subscribed to. But Uglanov went a lot further.
Talking directly to Zinoviev, he declaimed impromptu: ‘‘Come on, don’t
worry! At any gathering we’ll be able to give proof of your demagogy.’’ He
tackled Trotsky’s ally Nikolai Muralov head on and did not eschew descending
into personal abuse: ‘‘Now let’s look at Comrade Muralov’s speech. Here we
have a democrat who plays the part of a ‘poor peasant’ from an agricultural
academy . . .’’ Uglanov included Zinoviev in his attacks: ‘‘Stop engaging in
demagogy, Comrade Zinoviev.’’

Others lined themselves up in Uglanov’s support. Among them was Nikolai
Antipov. Having heard the Opposition charging the ascendant leadership with
behaving improperly, he asked how it had come about that important secret
documents had fallen into the hands of oppositionists at every level of the
party. Lenin’s testament was a case in point. According to Antipov, the Op-
position was utterly unworthy of the party’s trust.≤∞ Both Bukharin and Stalin
interjected brief comments; they wanted to make sure that the appropriate
lessons were learned by the rest of the plenum’s participants. Within a couple
of years both Uglanov and Antipov would lose their posts along with Bukha-
rin. In 1927 they still belonged to a victorious oligarchy and evidently were
doing what they thought to be their political duty. Almost certainly they as-
sumed their place in the leadership was secure. To their lethal cost they were
about to learn that that they were being used by Stalin and his inner group.
Unlike Bukharin, neither Uglanov nor Antipov were prominent intellectuals;
they were basically Leninists who thought that Bukharin had the right idea
about how best to defend and enhance the interests of the October Revolu-
tion. They assumed, ill-guardedly and unusually, that Bukharin was the Polit-
buro member who was about to acquire the leadership mantle of Lenin.

Late in this factional struggle Trotsky decided to play rough by trying to
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split the ascendant party leadership. The historiography for decades in the
West and for the decade and a half since the collapse of ‘‘Soviet power’’ in
Russia itself has depicted him as a politician who had no clue about how to
divide and rule his enemies. He has been thought to have lacked all guile and
underhandedness. Now it would scarcely be demonstrable that he was suc-
cessful in his political cunning. But this is far from meaning that he was
entirely straightforward in his contributions to the current debates.

Trotsky’s verbal exchange with Politburo member Jan Rudzutak shows this.
It came at a delicate moment at the plenum. Rudzutak was well known as the
rising party official in 1920 who had, to general surprise, supplied a form of
words which Lenin had adopted in his struggle against Trotsky in the ‘‘trade
union controversy.’’≤≤ He and Trotsky were therefore old adversaries. Rudzu-
tak taunted Trotsky at the joint plenum on 8 September 1927: ‘‘Comrade
Trotsky, I know that you possess an intelligent head, but it’s been left to a real
scoundrel.’’≤≥ This riled Trotsky, who retorted with sarcasm: ‘‘Your wit is
already well known to the entire USSR more than your administrative talents
which are spoken about in the People’s Commissariat of Communication and
absolutely everywhere, and even Stalin in quiet little corners talks about your
administrative talents.’’

For once Trotsky caught Stalin off balance, and Stalin blurted out to Trotsky:
‘‘You saw that in your sleep!’’ Rudzutak, Stalin’s ally at the time, continued: ‘‘I
know you, Comrade Trotsky. You specialize in slandering people. I think that
your talent in this respect is no less famous than my wit. I reckon we can award
you a diploma as an experienced, qualified slanderer. There is no kind of
slander you couldn’t have dreamed up. You’ve forgotten the famous telephone
which Stalin allegedly installed in your apartment. You’ve been like a little boy
or a schoolboy telling fibs and you’ve omitted to carry out a technical investiga-
tion [proverki]. It’s you who does the slandering in every corner. Stalin could
not have had a more eager helper. (Rudzutak was shot by Stalin’s NKVD
in 1938.)

Rudzutak was in no mood to hold back and designated Trotsky’s foreign
sympathizers Ruth Fischer and Arcady Maslow as ‘‘unequivocal counter-
revolutionaries.’’ This was extreme language. The penalty for treason to the
Soviet state and, by extension, to the cause of world revolution was death.
Fischer and Maslow were not citizens of the USSR but adherents of the Op-
position in the Comintern. Oppositionists were not yet being killed for their
political activity in the Soviet Union. Fischer and Maslow, moreover, were
beyond the OGPU’s reach—the agency of state security did not at this point go
beyond the borders and assassinate communists. Not yet. But a dangerous
statement had been made by Rudzutak. Those who opposed the ascendant
party leadership in the country were being declared traitors.
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Yet Trotsky and Zinoviev could still catch the mood of the party even if they
lacked the votes at crucial gatherings. They knew how to get under the skin of
the majority which was ganging up on them. Zinoviev, who had not yet re-
canted his hostility to Stalin, announced: ‘‘Whatever you say, you’ve made a
series of terrible mistakes [tiazhëlykh oshibok]; and the party silently voted
against you on the Chinese question.’’ This was a reference to the policy of
collaboration with the Kuomintang imposed on the Chinese Communist Party
only to be revoked in 1927 by a sudden insistence that the Chinese Communist
Party should regard all nationalists, including the Kuomintang, as enemies to
be politically and physically attacked. This resulted in the obliteration of the
Communist Party organization in Shanghai and elsewhere in China. Zinoviev
and Trotsky criticized this debacle in severe terms. A caveat needs to be en-
tered here. Both Zinoviev and Trotsky had approved and encouraged ‘‘adven-
turist’’ revolutionary actions in Bulgaria and Germany earlier in the decade;
they liked to draw a veil over their recommendations when later they reviewed
and explained them. Although the party in 1927 was Stalin’s for the taking, he
needed to explain his policies with care; his monopoly of the levers of the
party’s administrative apparatus by itself was not adequate for the rise of
himself and his clique to political supremacy.≤∂ Certain weak points persisted,
and Zinoviev was trying to expose them.

The ‘‘Stalinists’’ struck back. Trade commissar and candidate Politburo
member Anastas Mikoyan, went as far as demanding that the minutes—and
indeed the full stenograms—of central party gatherings should be read out at
meetings of the party at lower levels. He declared that ‘‘the distribution of
stenograms of the Central Committee plenum is one of the most important
instruments binding the Central Committee with the entire party and one of
the most important methods of internal party democracy.’’≤∑ As it happened,
Zinoviev had no objection to this. Indeed he wanted the distribution to be
hurried up: he indicated that sometimes the printed version took as long as
three months to appear. But despite what the Opposition claimed at the time
and subsequently, the leaders and adherents of the Stalin clique were not
trying to stop local leaders knowing what went on at the top of the party—or
at least what went on in formal party sessions at the top—any more than
previously.

Then, late in the proceedings, Bukharin asked to speak. He was verbally
savage, castigating the Opposition’s ‘‘unprecedented hypocrisy’’ and its ‘‘de-
parture from Leninism.’’ He charged the adversaries of the ascendant leader-
ship with having ‘‘deceived the party.’’≤∏ Zinoviev got worked up and yelled
out at Bukharin. Trotsky did the same. Here for the first time the shorthand
secretaries failed to catch their words for posterity: possibly the shouting was
difficult to understand or perhaps the edited script was censored.≤π Bukharin,
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far from being the softy of the leadership, ruthlessly assaulted Zinoviev and
Trotsky; he concisely and sharply rehearsed those many occasions when they
had fallen into conflict with Lenin. He dwelled on their inconsistencies since
the October Revolution. He asked them directly to explain this history. Were
they previously lying? Or were they lying now? And Bukharin rejected the
accusation that the ascendant party leadership was guilty of ‘‘Bonapartism.’’ It
was his contention that the party as a whole and not an individual ruled the
Soviet Union. He did not need to add that if any single person was thought to
have aspirations to supreme individual leadership it was less himself or Stalin
than Trotsky: the idea was being suggested widely and ceaselessly in the party.

Trotsky pulled out all the stops, introducing the charge that Bukharin in the
course of the Brest-Litovsk dispute in early 1918 had wanted to arrest Lenin
for advocating the signing of a separate peace with the Central Powers. This
was a potentially devastating attack; in fact it was subsequently to be used by
Stalin when he moved against Bukharin and had him shot in 1938. Bukharin
was good at thinking on his feet. He jabbed back at Trotsky, declaring that it
had been the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries and not any Bolsheviks who had
proposed the taking of Lenin into custody. Bukharin also maintained that a
prolonged political controversy such as had occurred over Brest-Litovsk
would be a ‘‘crime’’ against the party.

Thus it is clear from the September 8, 1927 stenogram that the public
discussion of party history, in Pravda and at party congresses, was not merely a
device to mobilize the support of the ‘‘party masses.’’ Participants in the joint
plenum of the Party Politburo and the Party Central Control Commission
Presidium were like dogs fighting over a bone. Unless the participants either
were feigning their emotions or were unaware of the way they were playing
around with Bolshevik party history, their disputes were an authentic expres-
sion of internal party factionalism. Speakers seem to have meant what they said
to a greater or lesser extent. Trotsky was a master of the annals of the Red Army.
He reminded listeners about how he and Lenin had removed Stalin from the
Southern Front in the Civil War for his ‘‘incorrect policy.’’ Stalin interrupted
this speech. But Trotsky had come along well prepared: he told the plenum that
Lenin had told his deputy that Stalin behaved capriciously. Trotsky proclaimed:
‘‘This really happened! [Eto bylo!]’’ Stalin again interrupted, but to no great
purpose. The meeting continued to crackle with personal conflict. Trotsky and
Stalin were putting themselves up against each other. Sometimes the historic
significance of the moment gave them the psychological shivers. But they had to
go on fighting. The stakes were high: the winner would be able to impose
himself as unchallengeable leader of the entire party.
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Stalin and his faction came out on top. There was nothing inevitable about
this. But Trotsky was a poor tactician and an ill-advised strategist. He disas-
trously underestimated Stalin. He catastrophically overestimated his status and
authority. He was not helped by the fact that he was Jewish. He was impeded by
bouts of severe illness. He had not always been a Bolshevik, and this too was
held against him. Many genuinely supposed that he was aiming to be the
military dictator—the Napoleon Bonaparte—of the October Revolution.

What is sharply revealed by this short but very full stenogram of the Party
Politburo and the Central Control Commission Presidium is that so much of
what was said in wider circles was said in more or less the same language and
with the same force in the innermost recesses of the central party leadership.
What the central leaders proclaimed while standing on top of the Lenin Mau-
soleum was not very different from what they said to each other in their public
exchanges. We can now also see that the factional struggle at the party’s apex,
so far from being secluded in the recesses of the Kremlin precinct, was brought
to wide attention of the central and local elite of the Bolshevik party. Trotsky,
after being deported from the USSR in 1929, collected material to claim that
he was a victim of the ‘‘Stalinist school of historical falsification.’’ His chief
accusation was that Stalin in the period of the NEP—and subsequently—had
restricted both public and confidential political deliberations, had alone en-
gaged in intolerable methods of debate, had relied more or less exclusively on
bureaucratic modalities, and had turned the central party leadership into a
replay-apparatus for his contributions to the dispute between the ascendant
leadership and the Opposition. Trotsky in his last years as well as posthu-
mously has molded global opinion about the history of the USSR. His literary
elegance as well as the manner of his death have lessened the critical attention
that might otherwise have been accorded to the Opposition.≤∫ Undoubtedly he
wrote well. Without question he was sans pareil as a glamorous communist
leader until Fidel and Che led the revolutionary seizure of power in Cuba in
1959. But he was no saint. Nor did he supply the ungainsayable case for far-
left revolution in his lifetime.

Who could deny that Trotsky was a sincere and intellectually powerful
enemy of Stalin? He himself told the world as much in his brilliant autobiogra-
phy.≤Ω The stenogram of the Party Politburo and Party Central Control Com-
mission Presidium holds to a somewhat different narrative. And it undermines
the legend, frequently accepted by noncommunist and even anticommunist
historians, that the Opposition lost the factional battle mainly because it
lacked the organizational resources of the ascendant party leadership. This has
always been implausible. It is good to be able to demonstrate the case on a
documentary basis from the Politburo archive.
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8

Making the Unthinkable Thinkable:
Language Microhistory of Politburo Meetings

l e o n a  t o k e r

The meetings of the Politburo held on October 8 and 11, 1926 and
September 9, 1927 officially addressed the ‘‘party discipline’’ that was being
subverted, as it were, by the United Opposition (Lev Trotsky, Lev Kamenev,
Grigory Zinoviev, Grigory Sokol’nikov, Nikolai Muralov, and others). This
essay studies the lexical tug-of-war at these meetings. It follows developments
in the use of one syntactic structure and of two words at the meetings of
October 8 and 11, 1926 and, in less detail, a broader range of stylistic phe-
nomena that characterize the meeting of September 8, 1927. The essay dem-
onstrates the overlap and the difference between the official agenda of the
meetings and the actual goals pursued by their participants.

The language microhistory of the meetings that took place in October 1926
is dominated by struggles for the semantic value of words. That of the meeting
of September 1927 is largely shaped by a pattern of reversals—both sides to
the conflict accuse each other of the same mortal sins, until the abuse is dras-
tically escalated by Stalin, signaling to his adherents a change of attitude that
anticipates and helps to prepare a transition from verbal to physical violence
against the Left Opposition.∞

Vocabulary was, indeed, one of the fields in which the battle between Sta-
lin’s ‘‘ruling collectives’’ and the opposition was waged. Stalin’s ear for seman-
tic subtleties had already once saved him at a moment of crisis. In his ‘‘Letter to
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the Congress’’ (December 1922–January 1923) Lenin had recommended that
Stalin, who was ‘‘too rude’’ and who had ‘‘amassed immeasurable power’’ as
general secretary, be replaced by someone ‘‘more tolerant, loyal, more consid-
erate to comrades, and less capricious.’’≤ When this text was read aloud on
May 21, 1924, at a meeting of the Central Committee and heads of local party
organizations, Stalin, in his usual version of nolo episcopari, offered to resign
so that the search for someone ‘‘more polite’’ could begin.≥ Capitalizing on
Lenin’s miscalculated choice of words, he managed to divert the meeting’s
attention from the charge of disloyalty. One of his trusting friends, A. P. Smir-
nov (who was to change his mind in 1932 and be duly executed in February
1938), then defused the tension by declaring that a proletarian party is not to
be frightened by rudeness. In the absence of a well-prepared and determined
opposition, the ploy worked: objections against Stalin were moved from the
ethical plane to that of manners.

The formula ‘‘rude and disloyal,’’ joining items from different parts of
Lenin’s so-called ‘‘testament,’’ entered Trotsky’s vocabulary—and was used,
for instance, in the letters of the opposition to the Politburo in October 1926,
as a reminder of Lenin’s having been right.

I

There were two dueling processes in the Soviet Communist Party in the
twenties. One was the self-organization of an internal opposition based on the
resentment of the hijacking of the revolution by Stalin’s bureaucracy and
‘‘metaphysical police,’’∂ as well as on the workers’ discontent with their eco-
nomic condition, no longer compensated for by their sense of participation in
the power-forces ruling the country (‘‘What did we fight for?’’). The second
process was Stalin’s steady consolidation of his hold on the party apparatus.
By indefatigable work with cadres—calculated appointments (‘‘recommenda-
tions’’) of Regional Committee secretaries (usually from frondeurs against
Trotsky or Zinoviev) and the resulting upward answerability, as well as
through perks, personal patronage, and ad hoc ‘‘insinuations, obloquy, and
stage-whisper’’∑—Stalin’s tentacles were creeping from the center into party
cells. At larger meetings his adherents made efficient use of ‘‘activists,’’ loud-
mouthed upwardly mobile party recruits; Stalinist nominees among the secre-
taries maneuvered the wording of resolutions.∏ The clandestine meetings of
opposition supporters were traced and disrupted by hooligans.

Starting with the Twelfth Congress (1923), most of the delegates were the
general secretary’s men. From 1925, most of the larger official party gather-
ings (in particular the Fourteenth Congress) were already pervaded by a
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claque that would greet Stalin’s speeches with admiring ovations. By 1926
Stalin had practically won the race: his hecklers could successfully subvert the
public speeches of opposition leaders, puncturing their most fiery rhetoric and
reducing it to ludicrous incongruity.

By October 1926 Kamenev (demoted to a candidate-member) and Trotsky
faced a new deployment of forces in the Politburo, which already included
most of the grandees of Stalin’s inner circle (Vyacheslav Molotov, Kliment
Voroshilov, and Mikhail Kalinin), as well as the future ‘‘Right Deviation’’—
Nikolai Bukharin, Aleksei Rykov, Mikhail Tomsky, and Nikolai Uglanov.π At
Politburo discussions of intraparty discipline the Left Opposition was at-
tacked on the basis of the resolutions against factional activities adopted at the
Tenth Congress in 1921—as if a half-hearted experiment in intraparty democ-
racy in 1923 had never happened. Stalin’s struggle against opposition leaders
addressed not their policies (most of which he would adopt, under modified
names, within two years) but their status and their psychological hold on the
minds of fellow Marxists. Such a struggle necessitated shifts in discourse at
meetings and in publications.

October 1926 and September 1927 marked different stages in this struggle.
At the Politburo meeting of September 9, 1927, a prelude to Zinoviev’s and
Trotsky’s expulsion from the party, the language used is radically harsher. In
October 1926 the ruling faction still seems to be making efforts to restrain its
animosity—mainly because its immediate objective is to coerce the opposition
not only into proclaiming the cessation of their ‘‘factional’’ activities but also
into recanting. Characteristically, they still occasionally address Kamenev and
Trotsky (not Zinoviev) by the respectful—or else mock-ceremonious—name-
and-patronymic (Lev Borisovich, Lev Davydovich), which does not occur in
the transcript of September 9, 1927.

Isaac Deutscher believes that the idea of the opposition’s (namely Trotsky’s)
recanting was first suggested, with ‘‘fatal recklessness,’’ by Zinoviev himself,
still a member of the ruling triumvirate, at the Thirteenth Congress of 1924.∫

At the time the idea was shocking even to that assemblage of delegates, and
Nadezhda Krupskaya’s [Lenin’s wife] protest against this ‘‘psychologically
impossible’’ demand received applause.Ω But the seed had been planted; its
sprouts would eventually intertwine with the OGPU-NKVD pursuit of false
confessions; it would bloom luxuriously at the show trials of the thirties,
including the trials of Kamenev and Zinoviev. One of these sprouts emerged at
the Politburo meetings of October 1926, when the opposition leaders were
called on to cooperate in their own gradual destruction: they were required
not only to relinquish dissemination of their ideas but also to publicly admit
their errors and to denounce supporters on the far left, who had actually made
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a move towards the creation of a new party, as well as Comintern members
recently expelled from the German Communist Party.∞≠ Unable to gauge their
residual sway among the party’s rank and file and unsure of the possibility of
promptly ‘‘liquidating’’ their political base, Stalin sought to demoralize the
United Opposition by having its leaders discredit themselves.∞∞ After Kamenev
understood the intent of the 1926 meetings, his agenda changed from pursu-
ing freedom of discussion to containing damage. He conceded that the ‘‘six-
point’’ countermemorandum of October 6 prepared by Bukharin, Rykov, and
Tomsky (rather than the opposition’s memorandum) should serve as the basis
for the Politburo resolution. He then found himself struggling against the
additional two points pressed on October 11—recantation and disowning
associates. Eventually, this failed too, as did the attempts to extract a promise
that surrender would put a definitive end to ‘‘the episode.’’

The transcripts of the October 8 and 11, 1926 meetings read like a text with
hyperlinks to preceding documents.∞≤ The subject of the actual political and
economic content of the opposition’s platform is almost taboo. On the agenda
is ‘‘The Situation within the Party,’’ a metapolitical issue: the resolution to be
adopted has to state how the opposition must atone for the ‘‘factional activity’’
of publicizing their ‘‘platform’’ among the rank and file—which was regarded
as qualitatively different from commenting on separate political issues.

One of the immediate linguistic effects of this agenda is the repeated refer-
ence to ‘‘documents,’’ ‘‘formulations,’’ ‘‘public statements,’’ and ‘‘proposals’’
rather than to their content. The dominant syntactic construction is ‘‘that
which we propose/have written,’’ e.g. in Kamenev’s opening statement on
October 8:

Mq cfopmyznpobazn b toœhqx
bqpa¢ehnrx to, œto mq xotezn vq
cka≥atd Uehtpazdhomy komntety n
to, œto b to∞ nzn nho∞ fopme
æoz¢ho vqtd cka≥aho ot hawego
nmehn bce∞ øaptnn.∞≥

We have formulated in precise ex-
pressions that which we would like
to say to the Central Committee and
that which, in one form or another,
must be said to the whole party on
our behalf.

The ‘‘that which’’ construction, sometimes supplemented by vague lexical
references with a similar deictic function,∞∂ helps to keep the material referred
to both in the present discussion and out of it. The pattern is particularly
characteristic of the speeches of the oppositionists, probably because the con-
tent of the texts discussed (including their own memoranda) remains distaste-
ful to them. Sokol’nikov, for instance, overstates the offer of the opposition’s
‘‘open’’ (explicit) declaration about toeing the party line, while evading, by
way of oral shorthand, the contents of this and other documents:
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A btopo∞ gapahtne∞ rbzretcr to, œto
beæd mq cogzachq otkpqto øepeæ
øaptne∞ cka≥atd, œto bot mq ≥a
tako∞-to moæyc yctahobzehnr
hopmazdhqx othowehn∞ b øaptnn.
Cka≥ab ∫to otkpqto øepeæ øaptne∞,
mq he mo¢em ahhyznpobatd te
≥arbzehnr, kotopqe mq otkpqto
øepeæ øaptne∞ æezaem. . . . N to, œto
ckopee bcego øobeæet hac ce∞œac ha
øytd okohœatezdhogo pewehnr, ∫to
ectd, bo-øepbqx, øpn≥hahne togo,
œto b ochoby kzaæytcr ∫tn wectd
øyhktob, kotopqe bq øpeæzo¢nzn, n
œto mq cobmectho c bamn
peæaktnpyem cbo∞ otbet ha ∫tn
wectd øyhktob.

And the second guarantee is the fact
that we actually agree to say openly
before the party that we are in favor
of such-and-such a mode of
establishing normal relations in the
party. Having said that openly
before the party, we shall be unable
to annul those declarations which
we make openly before the party. . . .
And that which will most certainly
lead us to the road of a final
solution∞∑ is, first, our admission of
the fact that these six points that you
have suggested are to form the basis
and that jointly with you we are
editing our response to these six
points.

Stalin first uses this deictic construction likewise in reference to what is
distasteful to him, namely Krupskaya’s position: ‘‘When she was picked to
pieces throughout Russia, she explained herself in such a way that things
became worse; she made worse that which she had said.’’∞∏ This is syntac-
tically echoed by Rykov: ‘‘Krupskaya is believed not to have meant that which
she said.’’

A. A. Solts, head of the Central Control Commission (‘‘the conscience of the
party’’), uses the infectious syntactic euphemism with the tone of a governess:
‘‘If you consider that which you have been doing as harmful, stop doing it.’’
Voroshilov, however, counters the implication that the opposition’s current
compliance will end the episode: we cannot, as it were, keep these matters
secret from the party:

r cœnta« to, œto ham øpeæzagaet
ce∞œac oøøo≥nunr, ∫to xy¢e togo,
œto y hac vqzo æo cnx øop b camqe
octpqe æhn, b camqe octpqe
momehtq vopdvq Uehtpazdhogo
komnteta c oøøo≥nune∞. . . . A eczn
ogzrhytdcr ha to, œto mq øepe¢nzn
≥a ∫tn æhn, tak bqwecka≥ahhoe–
øoætbep¢æaetcr ueznkom n
øozhoctd«.∞π . . . te øpeæzo¢ehnr,
kotopqe vqzn bhecehq, bce to, o
œem ≥æecd gobopnzn, camo covo∞

I consider that which the opposition
proposes to us now as worse than
that which we have known in the
most acute days, the most acute
moments of the Central Committee’s
struggle with the opposition. . . .
And if we recall that which we have
lived through in the recent days,
then the above is wholly and fully
confirmed. . . . it is self-evident that
those proposals which have been
submitted, all that which has been
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pa≥ymeetcr, æoz¢ho vqtd ha
kohfepehunn æozo¢eho. Bce boøpocq
bhytpnøaptn∞hogo øozo¢ehnr, bce
to, œto øponcxoænzo, bce ∫tn
pa≥gobopq, ≥aceæahnr, æoz¢hq vqtd
tak¢e æozo¢ehq.

said here, must be reported at the
conference. All the issues of the
intraparty situation, all that which
has been taking place, and all these
conversations and sessions must also
be reported.

By the time the floor is given to another Stalin ally from the Control Com-
mission, Emelian Yaroslavsky, the construction that which has become politi-
cally correct. The safety of its use overrules logical or stylistic strictures:

Beæd bq, tob. Kameheb n tob.
Tpoukn∞, gozocobazn b cboe bpemr
≥a to, œto eczn Wzrøhnkob nzn
Meæbeæeb øo≥bozrt ceve b
æazdhe∞wem to, œto ohn øo≥boznzn
ha X n XI cde≥æax, mq ovr≥ahq nx
nckz«œntd.

Haven’t you, Comrade Kamenev
and Comrade Trotsky, once voted in
favor of that if in the future
Shliapnikov and Medvedev [two
supporters of the United
Opposition] allow themselves the
kind of behavior that they allowed
themselves at the Xth and XIth
Congresses, we shall be obliged to
expel them.

The pattern recurs with an almost neurotic involution, in Kamenev’s open-
ing statement three days later, at the meeting of October 11, to which the
proceedings have been adjourned:

Eczn b ∫tnx boøpocax n vqzn
pa≥hogzacnr, to ckopee mq
bqcka≥qbazncd ≥a to, œto beæetcr
heæoctatoœhar vopdva c ykzohom b
øpaby« ctopohy, a cobcem he ≥a to,
œto mq pa≥æezrem b≥gzræq,
bqcka≥ahhqe Meæbeæebqm n
Occobcknm.

Even if there was a difference of
opinion on these matters, what we
voiced was rather that there was not
enough struggle against the right
deviation and not at all that we
concur in the views voiced by
Medvedev and Ossovsky.

Acquiring a life of its own, the that which structure starts creeping in even
where not called for. Below I have enclosed superfluous words in figure brackets:

Cozdu: Tak œto r he ≥ha«, kak øohrtd
{to}, œto {≥arbzrz} Zeb ¡opncobnœ
{, œto oh} cogzaceh øpnhrtd ∫tn
øpeæzo¢ehnr b ochoby.

Solts: Thus I do not know how to
understand that {which} Lev
Borisovich {stated that he} agrees to
accept these proposals as a basis.

The bureaucrat Molotov uses the pedantically precise ‘‘the fact that’’ (to,
chto) instead of the more colloquially easy ‘‘what’’:
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Bq ≥avqbaete {to} œto Uehtpazdhq∞
komntet kak bqpa≥ntezd bozn n
pykoboæntezd ‘‘uezogo’’—øaptnn

You forget {the fact} that there is the
Central Committee expressing the
will and directing the ‘‘whole’’—the
party

In some utterances of Tomsky and Kamenev, such a deictic superfluity helps
to distance the speaker from ‘‘that which’’ he reports, as if a more economical
sentence structure might have left a space for the suspicion of the speaker’s
concurrence.

The overwrought syntax sometimes betrays insecurity. Thus Jan Rudzutak,
‘‘recently promoted to the full membership lost by Zinoviev,’’∞∫ on the hypotheti-
cal possibility of the Leningrad workers’ support of Zinoviev and his group:

Ωto ≥haœnzo vq to, œto y hac
bhytpnøaptn∞har vopdva he tozdko
vq e∑e vozee ovoctpnzacd, a ∫to
o≥haœaet, œto æezo mogzo
æe∞ctbntezdho kohœntdcr btopqm
Kpohwtaætom.

This would mean the fact that the
intraparty struggle among us would
not only grow even sharper, and this
means that the matter might indeed
have ended in a second Kronstadt.

The repetition ‘‘would mean . . . means’’ (znachilo by . . . oznachaet) marks
Rudzutak’s inept use of Stalin’s tested rhetorical device of gradation or ‘‘cumu-
lative chain’’∞Ω: from the Leningrad workers’ support for Zinoviev (a separate
incident) to the intensification of the intraparty struggle (a general condition)
to an all-out rebellion, for which Kronstadt, the site of the disenchanted revo-
lutionary sailors’ armed rebellion against the Bolshevik regime in 1921, is
both a metaphor and a metonymy.

Rudzutak is uneasy with such stencils. His ‘‘indeed’’ (deistvitel’no) denotes
concurring, but he gets confused between references to semantics (‘‘this means
that’’) and causality (‘‘might have ended in’’); symptomatically, the ‘‘not only
but also’’ construction is aborted in midsentence. The italicized phrase indi-
cates Rudzutak’s correcting the original transcript: the struggle in the party is
already intense, so he must add, for the sake of political correctness, that it
would have intensified further—concerned with preempting the accusation of
insufficient vigilance, he has no attention to spare for the syntactical or logical
consistency of his troubled support of Stalin. The latter, sensitive to stylistic
nuance, is all the time engaging in a tacit ‘‘hermeneutics of the soul’’≤≠ of each
speaker, an attempt to read and piece together the signs of his hidden (class-)
consciousness. At the September 1927 meeting, Stalin will actually claim
knowing Trotsky’s and Muralov’s ‘‘souls.’’≤∞ In 1938 Rudzutak will be ex-
ecuted; the underlying reasons of his fall, by contrast to the spurious official
charges, will remain shrouded in mystery.
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More confidently in line with Stalin on October 11, 1926, is the head of the
Council of Peoples’ Commissars Aleksei Rykov:

Œto ¢e bq xotnte øozyœntd, kpome
mnpa, e∑e kakne-to ocovqe øpaba ≥a
bce to, œto bq øpoæezqbazn øocze
XIV c®e≥æa? Het, czyga øokophq∞.
Æokymeht, kotopq∞ tob. Kameheb
≥a∑n∑az, rbzretcr hackbo≥d
fazdwnbqm.

So what do you want to get, in
addition to peace, some other special
rights for all that which you have
been contriving after the XIVth
Congress? No, pardon me. The
document that Comrade Kamenev
has been defending is thoroughly
false.

In what sounds like genuine animosity against the left faction, still using the
‘‘hyperlinks,’’ Rykov facilitates a transition from the discourse of procedural
metapolitics to that of personal insult—the irony of ‘‘special rights,’’ an allu-
sion to the privileged status of the three top Jews (Trotsky, Kamenev, and
Zinoviev) in the revolutionary movement, is reinforced by the ironic oxy-
moron of a categorical ‘‘Net’’ joined to an old-time verbal bow, sluga pokornyi
(‘‘[your] obedient servant’’—in the sense of ‘‘pardon me’’). Rykov also im-
plicitly turns Kamenev and his associates into rogues by using the word pro-
delyvali, related to prodelka (‘‘trick,’’ ‘‘mischief’’), instead of the neutral delali
(‘‘did’’).

With the benefit of hindsight the transcripts of these two meetings may be
read as a paradigm of ways in which the freedom of thought can be given up,
from faked or reluctant minimal surrender to zealous maximal surrender.
They may also be read as a theater of one spectator—Stalin. A decade later
this relatively reticent judge, for whom the correction of the transcripts might
have doubled as mnemonic recapitulation, forced most of the actors into the
ultimate disgrace of playing the roles of repentant traitors. Was the retention
of the modicum of role-distance at the Politburo debates a capital offense?
Perhaps as a symptom rather than as an act—if, that is, Stalin needed such
subtleties.

However that may be, the grating that, which (to, chto) construction
adopted by most of the speakers in October 1926 suggests their need for a
procedural anchor to contain the passions that might send the discussion
drifting away from the rulers’ goal of coercing the oppositionists into self-
abnegation and the opposition’s groping for a less humiliating compromise. It
also suggests the contagiousness of a language stencil within the framework of
a single political event.

Use of a stencil adopted through group dynamics puts a speaker on what at
the moment seems to be the safe side. Circumstances can turn a neutral word
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into a badge of the side taken. At the October 8 and 11 meetings of the
Politburo, such a word is ‘‘elementary.’’ It rings like a keynote in the Bukharin-
Rykov-Tomsky memorandum, composed, revised, and reread in preparation
for the meetings. During the meetings it seems to exempt the listeners from
thinking, to stunt their reason. Having been used several times in the same
context without encountering criticism, it acquires the safety of political cor-
rectness. It can no longer be controverted—the most that the opposite side can
do is subvert it.

Indeed, at the beginning of the meeting, Kamenev attempts to appropriate
the word ‘‘elementary’’ but in the meaning of ‘‘minimal’’ rather than in the
meaning of ‘‘basic’’ or ‘‘the simplest’’:

hawe ovpa∑ehne [mehdwnhctba] he
bq≥bazo co ctopohq vozdwnhctba
hnkaknx wagob, xotr vq camqx
∫zemehtaphqx, kotopqe vq
øoka≥azn, œto ectd hekotopoe
¢ezahne co≥æatd æe∞ctbntezdho
ovctahobky cøoko∞hogo ovcy¢æehnr
hawnx øpeæzo¢ehn∞.

Our [the minority’s] appeal failed to
elicit any steps on the part of the
majority, not even the most
elementary steps, that would show
that there is some wish to create
conditions for a calm discussion of
our proposals.

Molotov plays along with this usage for a while, reinforcing it by the syn-
onym ‘‘minimal’’ and at the same time laying the ground for a distinction
between the shades of meaning:

B ∫tom æokymehte r he bn¢y æa¢e
mnhnmazdhogo, æa¢e ∫zemehtaphogo
¢ezahnr otme¢ebatdcr ot
pehegatcko∞ næeozognn hekotopqx
∫zemehtob BKØ n b Komnhtephe

In this document I do not see even a
minimal, even an elementary desire
to disown the renegade ideology of
certain elements in the VKP and the
Comintern

Yet Tomsky, one of the signatories of the majority resolution draft, promptly
reverts to the use of ‘‘elementary’’ as ‘‘basic,’’ ‘‘the simplest,’’ ‘‘natural’’:

. . . æokymeht haw øpeæctabzrz . . .
camqe ∫zemehtaphqe, pa≥ymhqe n
ve≥yczobho heocøopnmo
cøpabeæznbqe tpevobahnr,
haøpabzehhqe k oøøo≥nunn,
veccøophqe n ∫zemehtaphqe
tpevobahnr æzr togo, œtovq b
øpeæezax oæho∞ øaptnn yctahobntd
hopmazdhy« pavoty

. . . our document presented the
opposition with the most
elementary, reasonable and
doubtlessly unquestionably just
demands, indisputable and
elementary demands for the
establishment of normal work in the
framework of a single party
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In official discourse, an abundance of positive adjectives (an epithet at-
tached to every noun) is usually a sign of lip-service to the goals of the specific
media genre;≤≤ and the same is true of an abundance of adverbs. Here ‘‘de-
mands’’ are modified by ‘‘elementary’’ (twice), ‘‘reasonable,’’ ‘‘just,’’ and ‘‘in-
disputable,’’ while ‘‘just’’ is modified by ‘‘unquestionably,’’ in its turn modified
by ‘‘doubtlessly’’ (note also the use of the adjective ‘‘normal’’ about which
more later). Tomsky, a no-nonsense trade union leader, will commit suicide to
avoid arrest in 1936. Here he takes care to use the badge-word ‘‘elementary’’
in the safe meaning—except, to his own peril, when referring to the views of
the United Opposition, in indirect speech:

Mq, bepr b mnhnmym nckpehhoctn
oøøo≥nunn, bqæbnhyzn øpeæzo¢ehnr,
o kotopqx ohn camn goboprt, kak ov
∫zemehtaphqx øpnemzemqx
tpevobahnrx

Believing in the minimum of
sincerity [i.e., minimal sincerity] of
the opposition we have raised
proposals which they themselves
describe as elementary acceptable
demands

Half-aware of the reference to ‘‘minimal,’’ Tomsky uses ‘‘minimum of’’ in the
insertion that he makes (italicized) when editing the transcript. His problem is
sincerity with himself.

Once relaunched, the use of ‘‘elementary’’ as ‘‘basic,’’ ‘‘natural,’’ ‘‘self-
understandable’’ acquires its own momentum. In Rudzutak’s use, it enhances
the tone of reproach that can already be sensed in Tomsky, adding to it notes of
irritation:

B≥ameh œego ohn cogzachq
øoæœnhntdcr ∫zemehtaphqm
yczobnrm, kotopqe rbzr«tcr
ovr≥atezdhqmn æzr bcrkogo œzeha
øaptnn: øoæœnhntdcr pewehnrm
c®e≥æa, he hapywatd øaptn∞ho∞
æncunøznhq, he co≥æabatd cboe∞
fpakunn. ∂a bqøozhehne ∫tnx
∫zemehtaphqx ovr≥ahhocte∞ œzehob
øaptnn ohn bqctabzr«t uezy«
øpogpammy, øpeæ®rbzr«t cbon
tpevobahnr.

In return for what do they agree to
obey the elementary conditions that
are mandatory for any member of
the party: to obey the decisions of
the congress, not to breach party
discipline, not to form their own
faction. In return for carrying out
these elementary duties of members
of the party they submit a whole
program, present their own
demands.

The superfluous expression ‘‘elementary duties of members of the party’’ is
added in the process of editing the transcript: political correctness seems to
demand it.

When he offers his interpretation of the stance of the opposition, Rudzutak
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conflates the two meanings of ‘‘elementary’’ (‘‘minimal’’ and ‘‘basic’’); un-
grammatically switching to the first person plural of mock direct speech in
order to reduce Kamenev’s rhetoric to a bargaining position, he ascribes this
confusion to the latter. According to Rudzutak, the opposition says:

Mq bqøozhnm ∫zemehtaphqe
yczobnr æncunøznhq, kotopqe
heovxoænmq n ovr≥atezdhq æzr bcex
œzehob øaptnn, a bq ham ≥a ∫to æa∞te
to-to n to-to

We shall fulfill the elementary
conditions that are necessary and
mandatory for all the members of
the party, and in return you give us
this and that 

The pose of introducing clarity, however, is belied by the indefiniteness of the
deictic reference to the opposition’s demands (‘‘give us this and that’’), as if
Kamenev et al. were demanding a reward. In fact, as it appears from Ka-
menev’s responses, all that the opposition is asking for is to be left alone, to
have the Politburo call off the public ‘‘baiting’’ (travlia) of its members. Op-
positionist Grigory Piatakov hints that this is not a negotiating bid but the
‘‘elementary right’’ (i.e., the minimal right) of every member of the party. Like
a judo wrestler, Rudzutak attempts to turn the force of this remark against
Piatakov himself, sinning against syntax by a midsentence switch to the first
person plural (in reference to the opposition) and projecting on his adversary
the logical fog into which he gets himself, especially since the first person
plural of the end of the sentence (‘‘our heads’’) already refers to the his own
faction:

Eczn ∫ta øpogpamma ectd
∫zemehtaphoe øpabo bcrkogo œzeha
øaptnn, togæa tak ¢e cmewho
bqctabzrtd ∫tn tpevobahnr, kak
cmewho ≥arbzrtd, œto mq
øoæœnhremcr pewehn« c®e≥æa,
pewehn« UK n øpoœee, øotomy œto
∫tnmn ∫zemehtaphqmn øpabamn
øaptnn øozd≥y«tcr bce œzehq
øaptnn n b ∫tom othowehnn hn bam,
t. Ørtakob, n hnkomy æpygomy he
yæactcr ham gozoby ≥atymahnbatd.

If this program is the elementary
right of every member of the party,
then it is equally ludicrous to present
these demands as it is to proclaim
that we submit to the decision of the
congress, the decision of the CC, and
so on, because these elementary
rights are enjoyed by all the
members of the party and in this
respect neither you, Comrade
Piatakov, nor anyone else will
manage to fog up our heads.

Partly recovering from this confusion, Rudzutak goes on to defuse the concept
of the ‘‘elementary’’ (‘‘minimal’’) rights of the members, replacing it by the
notion of their ‘‘elementary’’ (‘‘natural,’’ ‘‘basic’’) duties to party discipline:

Peœd næet znwd o tom, œtovq
bqøozhntd øoctahobzehnr øaptnn,

At issue is only the carrying out of
the resolutions of the party, the
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bqøozhntd ∫zemehtaphoe
tpevobahne øaptn∞ho∞
æncunøznhq.

carrying out of the elementary
demands of party discipline.

The repetition of the word ‘‘elementary’’ is here in tune with the type of
Engelsian doublethink (‘‘freedom is the recognition of necessity’’) which iden-
tifies ‘‘intraparty democracy’’ with ‘‘party discipline.’’

Majority representative Kliment Voroshilov rephrases Rudzutak’s inter-
pretation of Kamenev’s ‘‘bid,’’ further vulgarizing it by the use of the scornful
diminutive ‘‘little platform’’:

Kak øpabnzdho otmetnz ≥æecd t.
Pyæ≥ytak, mq, moz, xotnm
øoæœnhntdcr bcem ∫zemehtaphqm
tpevobahnrm, kotopqe y hac
cy∑ectby«t æzr ka¢æogo œzeha
øaptnn, a ≥a ∫to øzatfopmoœky hawy
øpnmnte.

As was correctly noted by Comrade
Rudzutak, we, they say, want to
submit to all the elementary
demands that exist for every
member of our party, and in return
you accept this little platform of
ours.

Voroshilov here puts his own faction’s usage of ‘‘elementary’’ (for duties in-
stead of rights) into the mouth of the oppositionists. He congratulates himself
with ‘‘we are not simpletons either’’ (my tozhe ne lykom shyty).≤≥ But while
editing the stenogram, Voroshilov develops Rudzutak’s insinuation that Ka-
menev has been delegated to defend the opposition’s cause because he is such
an expert trickster.≤∂ He seems to have understood that gang-baiting the aris-
tocrats is the order of the day. At the meeting he anticipates the invective that
would be unleashed at the party conference, yet in post factum editing he hides
his Schadenfreude behind the restatement of ‘‘elementary demands’’:

N≥bnhnte, øo¢azy∞cta, kohfepehunr
rbzretcr taknm øpeæctabntezdhqm
opgahom øaptnn, kotopq∞ æoz¢eh
≥hatd n ovr≥ah ≥hatd bce, œto æezaetcr
b øaptnn. Kohfepehunr æoz¢ha
y≥hatd, ∫to ∫zemehtaphoe
tpevobahne bhytpnøaptn∞ho∞
æemokpatnn, øoœemy UK æoøyctnz
taky« czavoctd, æozgotepøehne, œto
cpa≥y ¢e he øoctabnz bac ha æoz¢hoe
mecto.

Excuse me please, the conference is
such a representative organ of the
party that it must know and has to
know everything that is going on in
the party. The conference must be
informed, this is an elementary
demand of intraparty democracy,
why the CC has been so soft, so
long-suffering, why it has not put
you in your due place at once.

The sarcastic ‘‘Excuse me please’’ is a sample of this baiting: on the surface a
polite paraphrase for a simple ‘‘No,’’ it is actually a mock-ceremonious addi-
tion of insult to injury.
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The others pick up the cue: Rykov will use ‘‘elementary’’ four times, Mo-
lotov four times, at one point as the superlative (elementarneishee—‘‘the most
basic’’), Tomsky six more times, Kalinin three times. Fighting back, Zinoviev
insists on the ‘‘elementary rights of the minority,’’ but Kamenev notes, more to
the point, that the two demands added to Bukharin’s initial six-point memo-
randum—that the opposition proclaim its activities ‘‘detrimental (vrednye)
and dangerous to the party’’ and publicly renounce its associates in the Comin-
tern—are not ‘‘elementary’’ at all.

In general, however, the members of the opposition attempt to counter the
harping on their ‘‘elementary’’ duties by demanding ‘‘normal’’ party relation-
ships. The word normal had been launched in the opposition’s October 4, 5,
and 8 letters to the Politburo. The latter, a counterproposal to Bukharin’s six-
point document, offered to call on adherents to cease the struggle for their
views in forms that ‘‘transgress the frame of normal party life’’ yet insisted on
the opposition’s right to defend their views ‘‘in the normal way.’’ Kamenev
repeats these formulations at the meeting three or four times. Admitting that
Zinoviev’s recent address to the workers in Leningrad could be seen as the last
‘‘splash’’ of ‘‘nonnormal’’ intraparty relationships, he offers to limit the ex-
pression of the minority’s views to ‘‘a normal way’’ of doing things.

Molotov and Tomsky then deny that Kamenev’s ‘‘document’’ can contrib-
ute to ‘‘normal’’ working conditions in the Central Committee; Tomsky char-
acterizes it as of a ‘‘quite teeth-shattering kind’’ (ves’ma zubodrobitel’nogo
kharaktera)—another metaphor that will be literalized in the NKVD inter-
rogation rooms. It is the main body of the Politburo, Tomsky suggests, that
has been bending over backwards for the sake of reestablishing ‘‘normal’’
party work.

Kamenev moves to reappropriate the word, by stating that the cessation of
the (‘‘not normal’’) activities which clash with the party regulations would be
in ‘‘normal’’ good order and that thereafter it will be necessary to preserve ‘‘the
normal’’ conditions for the minority; he offers to go a step beyond this conces-
sion in order to end disagreements about the party’s organizational ‘‘norms.’’
He insists on the need to ‘‘liquidate’’ (another word that gains momentum in
the discussion) the current ‘‘nonnormal’’ situation, implicitly accusing both
sides of the divide—his own side because ‘‘the existence of factions is nonnor-
mal and detrimental,’’ and Stalin’s for seeking to preclude freedom of opinion
in any form and thus departing from the norms of democratic procedure. He
calls for ‘‘normal’’ conditions in the party three more times, and alludes to the
‘‘normal’’ past state of affairs when discussion of different political options in
advance of the party congresses used to be possible. The word ‘‘normal’’ is
used in the same meaning by Kamenev’s supporters Sokol’nikov (once) and
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Smilga (three times). Zinoviev refuses to play up to the pretense that the
treatment of the opposition and the undemocratic way in which the Four-
teenth Party Congress was ‘‘prepared’’ are ‘‘normal’’ party functioning. Con-
ceding the demand that the minority should accept the decisions of the major-
ity, he denies (five times, and not unjustifiably) the ‘‘normality’’ of the current
‘‘baiting’’ of the opposition. Whether bluffing or still confident of his clout, he
suggests that it is not ‘‘normal’’ to prefer massive accusations against people
who are, nevertheless, not expelled from the Central Committee. This abnor-
mality Stalin will indeed soon correct.

For Rykov normality would lie in the opposition’s announcement of their
total acceptance of the Bukharin memorandum. In a later speech, however,
Rykov reserves the word ‘‘normal’’ for interpretive reformulations of the
stance of the opposition—he has, as it were, already ceded the word to the
opposition. Tomsky uses it once, likewise in reference to the need to establish
‘‘normal relationships in the party.’’ These two speakers, perhaps already ear-
marked as the next ‘‘deviation,’’ have not yet understood that, under the
present circumstances, the word itself, pitting as it does connotations of cul-
tural tradition versus natural (‘‘elementary’’) forces, has ceased to be politi-
cally correct.

What helps to convince the opposition to publish a statement which, though
not a reproduction of Bukharin’s eight points, amounts to capitulation is
Stalin’s ceding a little ground. Stalin, whose policymaking frequently took the
shape of editorial emendations, suggests the replacement of the adjective
‘‘harmful’’ (vrednye) for the opposition’s activities by the adjective ‘‘errone-
ous’’ (oshibochnye): it is easier to admit error than sabotage. Zinoviev and
Kamenev will later be forced into graver admissions; in the meantime, Stalin
still dances his own peculiar tango—two steps forward, one step back.

After a few more revisions, counterrevisions, and further discussions of
statements and counterstatements, the opposition’s statement was published
on October 16, 1926, a week before Trotsky and Kamenev would be expelled
from the Politburo.

II

Verbal battles took uglier shapes at the Politburo meeting of September
9, 1927.≤∑ Trotsky, Zinoviev, and their adherents had again attempted to gain
support by open criticism: the defeat of Stalin’s policies in China and the
carnage of Chinese communists by Chiang Kai-shek had seemed to offer their
last fighting chance. At the meeting they demand that a broad discussion of
their critique of the party policies (their ‘‘platform’’) should start three months
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in advance of the Fifteenth Congress. Yet the draft of the Politburo resolution,
this time bearing signs of Stalin’s own style, denies this request and attacks the
oppositionists in a manner expected to set the tone for their demolition at the
congress. The meeting serves as a prelude to Trotsky’s and Zinoviev’s expul-
sion from the Central Committee (October 1927) and from the party (Novem-
ber 1927).≤∏ The agenda of coercion that dominated the meetings of the pre-
vious year is now replaced by that of suppression and humiliation.

The content of the opposition’s concrete criticism of party policies is again
barred from the debate—references to not talking ‘‘about real business’’ (po
sushchestvu) are made six times, mainly by the opposition.≤π Stalin, about to
adopt a much more brutal version of the Left Opposition’s policies, must first
depose its leaders.

The meeting starts with a reading of the draft resolution which provides
keywords for the discussion. When he takes the floor, Bukharin accuses the
opposition of having ‘‘cheated,’’ that is, of not having abided by its promise to
cease factional activity (made in the statement of October 16, 1926, and
reiterated at the April Plenum of 1927). Carried away, Bukharin, whose ani-
mosity towards the United Opposition is still a matter of genuine though not
untroubled political disagreement, overdoes his rhetoric by introducing the
motif of criminality: ‘‘Rogues always shout ‘Stop the thief.’ ’’ He thus helps
Stalin to revise the discourse concerning Lenin’s associate Trotsky and his own
former fellow triumvirs, Zinoviev and Kamenev, demoting them from the
status of living legends to that of obnoxious, petty, despicable saboteurs. What
used to be unthinkable—their expulsion and ultimate ‘‘liquidation’’—is now
gradually being made thinkable, in widening circles.≤∫

One of the less dramatic yet psychologically significant changes in the tone
of the two meetings is the higher frequency of references to ‘‘the party.’’ If at
the October 1926 meetings the noun ‘‘party’’ was used once in approximately
73 words, at the meeting of September 9, 1927, the ratio is one to about 45
words. This word applies mainly to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union;
in reference to the German Communist Party the word kompartiia rather than
partiia is used—except, symptomatically, in mentioning the expulsion of
Trotsky’s supporters Arcady Maslow and Ruth Fischer ‘‘from the party’’ (iz
partii). Among the 442 cases of the use of this noun (not counting references to
‘‘the new party’’ that the opposition is accused of trying to create), in 61 cases
it is modified by ‘‘our’’ (nasha partiia, u nas v partii): the ruling faction has
already mentally expelled Trotsky and Zinoviev. ‘‘The party’’ undergoes a new
kind of sanctification by a taboo on replacing the noun ‘‘party’’ by a third-
person pronoun, especially, perhaps, since that pronoun would have been
feminine. There is, of course, no problem about using the pronoun ‘‘she’’ in
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application to the opposition. By contrast, the ruling faction at times seem to
savor replacing the word ‘‘party’’ by the first-person ‘‘we.’’≤Ω The speech of
Kaganovich strictly observes this morphology though it sometimes fails in
syntax:

Ce∞œac oøøo≥nunr cpqbaet ∫to
pewehne, oha bhocnt øzatfopmy,
tpevyet ee oøyvznkobahnr n haœatd
ce∞œac ¢e znxopaæoœhy« ænckyccn«,
kotopar vq cvnza øaptn« c
øpabnzdho∞ øoægotobkn øaptnn k
c®e≥æy. . . . Tob. Mypazob . . . bcegæa
yøpekaz øaptn« b tom, œto mq
rkovq he ocbe∑aem ¢n≥hd øaptnn
øepeæ bce∞ øaptn∞ho∞ macco∞ . . .
[Ø]aptnr he xoœet tako∞ ænckyccnn,
kotopy« bq øaptnn habr≥qbaete. . . .
[K]ogæa ∫to vqzo b hawe∞ øaptnn,
øepeæ kaknm c®e≥æom øaptnn, xotr
vq pa≥ ≥a bc« peboz«un« kto b
hawe∞ øaptnn bqctyøaz . . .
oøøo≥nunn, kotopar vq bqæbngaza
cbon øpeæzo¢ehnr, cbo« øzatfopmy,
vykbazdho øo bcem boøpocam
øaptn∞ho∞ øpaktnkn n øozntnkn.
. . . Hnkogæa ∫togo b hawe∞ øaptnn
he vqzo. N mhe æymaetcr, œto ∫togo
he øotomy he vqzo, œto ∫to
czyœa∞hoctd b hawe∞ øaptnn, a
øotomy, œto ∫to ≥akohho, hopmazdho,
eænhctbehho bo≥mo¢ho æzr hawe∞
øaptnn, eczn mq he øpeæøozagaem,
œto øaptnr haxoæntcr hakahyhe
packoza, eczn he øpeæøozagatd, œto
hy¢ha hobar øzatfopma æzr
øoctpoehnr hobo∞ øaptnn.

Now the opposition subverts this
decision, it (she) introduces a
platform, demands its (her)
publication and to immediately
begin a feverish discussion that
would divert the party from a
correct preparation of the party for
the Congress. . . . Comrade
Muralov . . . has always reproached
the party that we, as it were, do not
elucidate the life of the party for the
whole of the body of the party. . . .
The party is not interested in the
kind of discussion that you wish to
impose on the party. . . . [W]hen was
it in our party, before which
congress of the party, at least one in
the whole course of the revolution,
that anyone in our party should
speak out . . . opposition, which
should present its suggestions, its
platform, literally about all the
issues of party practice and
politics. . . . Never did it happen in
our party. And I think that it did not
happen not because this is accidental
in our party, but because it is
legitimate, normal, the only way
possible for our party, if only we do
not assume that the party is on the
eve of a split, do not assume that a
new platform is needed for the
construction of a new party.

The cumulative effect of such language is to emphasize the opposition’s self-
alienation from Stalin’s faction (‘‘our party’’)—as if their expulsion would only
formalize a de facto state of affairs. When Mikoyan says (twice) that ‘‘the party
has grown,’’ the implication is not that its ranks have grown numerically but
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that the apparatus has matured sufficiently for a psychological self-liberation
from its inspirational/incendiary father figures.≥≠

The resolution draft places the motif of the Trotskyites’ alienation on a
moral and class basis. Characterizing the opposition as ‘‘ideological-political
bankrupts’’ and ‘‘unprincipled demagogues,’’ it claims that, in view of its
‘‘ideological poverty,’’ the opposition has resorted to the tactics of falsification
(podtasovyvanie), gossip, and slander. The label ‘‘gossip’’ is used by Stalin as a
gag when no other is at hand: when Zinoviev accuses him (correctly) of having
insisted on trusting Chiang Kai-shek, Stalin counters with ‘‘It pleases you to
gossip, Comrade Zinoviev.’’ Yet the main semantic battlefields of the meeting
are ‘‘falsification’’ and ‘‘slander.’’

The word podtasovyvanie for ‘‘falsification’’ derives from ‘‘to shuffle’’ (tas-
ovat’) and implies fraudulent card play, slipping in one card instead of another.
Zinoviev employs words with related meanings—fokus (‘‘a card trick,’’ or ‘‘a
magician’s trick’’), shtuchki (‘‘underhand capriciousness’’), moshennichestvo
(‘‘petty fraud’’), to suggest that his adversaries are tampering with data. One of
the techniques of podtasovyvanie is diffusion of issues by means of half-truths.
For example, the resolution draft states that only when threatened by expulsion
did the opposition back down at the recent plenum: according to Zinoviev, this
misrepresentation was adopted when there was no time left for his adherents to
protest it. Half-truths are supplemented by rhetorical misquotations, as when
the memorandum alludes to Trotsky’s theory of the permanent revolution by
imputing to him a theory of ‘‘a permanent ‘ruin’ ’’ of the revolution.

At the meeting the ruling faction gets considerable mileage out of a tactic
that will gain further momentum in Soviet official discourse—namely, the
dismissal of hard facts as ‘‘not characteristic.’’ When Zinoviev complains that
members of the opposition have been deported in advance of the Congress,
Yaroslavsky counters this first by denying that this is a typical procedure and
then by the more inventive claim that the party often has to transfer its mem-
bers from job to job—being affiliated with the opposition should not make
any of them untouchable.

One of the coarser methods of falsification is kindergarten reversal: what
side A says about side B is turned around by the latter and applied to side A
(‘‘you are one yourself’’).≥∞ Such reversals gift-wrap specific lexical items while
modifying their meaning, so that the word is emptied of its semantic core and
filled with an altered content. When the opposition accuses the ruling faction
of ‘‘Bonapartism’’—in the sense of the ruling minority’s imposing its policies
on the majority—Antipov, Bukharin, and Stalin respond in kind: it is the
oppositionists who are guilty of Bonapartism. But now this word is used in the
sense of a flashy rise to glory or seizure of power—as if Trotsky’s recent speech
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at the Yaroslavl railway station had been meant to be his Toulon. Accordingly,
a battle is waged over the meaning of the word naviazat’ (‘‘to impose, or force
something on someone’’), used four times by the opposition and six times by
the ruling faction: after Zinoviev accuses that faction of having created the
conditions under which a party secretary can impose any resolution on his
organization, it accuses the opposition of imposing a useless discussion and its
own plan of preparation for the congress on the majority of the Central Com-
mittee. Eventually, Antipov escalates ‘‘to force’’ into ‘‘to rape’’ (iznasilovat’):
the opposition is accused of violating the party’s will. Yet Stalin is, apparently,
displeased with the semantics that can undermine the sense of the party’s
might; he therefore switches to his tested device of ‘‘unanswerable irrele-
vancy’’≥≤—a majority is, by definition, not Bonapartism:

¡ohaøaptn≥m ectd øoøqtka
mehdwnhctba habr≥atd vozdwnhctby
cbo« boz« øytem hacnznr. Kto,
kpome œyæakob, mo¢et ytbep¢æatd,
œto vozdwnhctbo hawe∞ øaptnn
habr≥qbaet ceve camomy cbo« ¢e
covctbehhy« boz« øytem hacnznr?
He gzyøo zn ∫to? Eczn boov∑e
bo≥mo¢ha øoøqtka vohaøaptn≥ma b
hawe∞ ctpahe, to oha mo¢et
ncxoæntd znwd co ctopohq
oøøo≥nunn, tak kak oha
øpeæctabzret hnœto¢hoe
mehdwnhctbo n, øo bce∞
beporthoctn, hn oæhogo æezegata he
vyæet nmetd ha øaptn∞hom c®e≥æe . . .

Bonapartism is an attempt of the
minority to impose its will on the
majority by way of violence. Only
cranks can assert that the majority in
our party imposes its own will on
itself by violence. Is this not stupid?
If a Bonapartist attempt is possible
in our country, it can only be
generated by the opposition because
it represents a paltry minority, and
will most probably not have a single
delegate at the party congress . . . 

The ways in which the majority has been achieved are probably on everyone’s
mind but cannot be shaped into an outright accusation; the most Trotsky can
do at this point is interject a sarcastic ‘‘Obviously.’’

A similar expropriation of the opponent’s vocabulary takes place when
Zinoviev objects to conducting the congress and the party conference nakhra-
pom (‘‘with insolent high-handedness’’). Turning the tables, Bukharin applies
the same image-bearing word to the opposition’s breaking its promise to cease
factional activity.

The ruling faction is on the alert for possibilities to catch opposition spokes-
men in their own verbal traps. Thus Nikolai Muralov slips into prefacing a
complaint that he has been brought to this meeting under false pretenses (he
had thought that the content of the ‘‘platform’’ would be discussed—po sush-
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chestvu) with a spuriously apologetic ‘‘to confess frankly,’’ which elicits Ka-
linin’s sarcastic ‘‘How sincere you are!’’ But Muralov commits his most pain-
ful gaffe when he speaks about women nursing babies at party meetings, so
that the babies imbibe hatred of the opposition ‘‘with mother’s milk.’’ Anastas
Mikoyan reinterprets this anecdote: the party must be proud of the politically
active working women who have no one to leave their babies with and so
bring them along to meetings. It does not help Muralov to explain that the
woman in question was the wife of a professor of the Agriculture Academy
(who, implicitly, could afford help); at the end of the meeting he tries a dif-
ferent tack: what one needs is not such pro forma readings of conference
transcripts, disturbed by babies’ crying, but genuine discussions. By this point,
however, Muralov has lost the hermeneutic contest over the image that he
himself tossed into the fray.

A reinterpretation is particularly successful if it turns a serious matter, such
as deliberate disruptions of party cell meetings, into a joke—no one dares or
has the energy to protest against Stalin’s and his coterie’s contemptuous misuse
of comic relief:

Ahtnøob: Oænh zehnhgpaæckn∞
oøøo≥nunohep (Zebnh) vpocnz mhe
peøznky . . . œto b Mapnnhckom
teatpe . . . vozdwnhctbo copbazo
covpahne tem, œto øotywnzn cbet.
. . . r togæa ∫tomy oøøo≥nunohepy
otbetnz, œto, beportho, y hego
øpocto b gza≥ax øotemhezo ot togo,
œto covpazn ha takom covpahnn
tozdko 5 gozocob.
¡yxapnh: Ωto ha tom ¢e covpahnn.
(Cmex).
Ahtnøob: R gobop«, œto y hnx b
gza≥ax øotemhezo, øotomy œto ohn
covpazn tozdko 5 øoæønce∞.
Ctaznh: Ωto øpn cbete ohn ctozdko
covpazn?
Ahtnøob: Æa, nmehho øpn cbete
covpazn. Mq ywzn c tob. ¡yxapnhqm
øoczeæhnmn, hnkakogo cbeta he vqzo
øotyweho.

Antipov: One Leningrad opposition-
ist (Levin) threw a remark at me . . .
that at the Maryinsky theater the
majority disrupted the meeting by
switching off the light. . . . I then re-
plied to the oppositionist that his
eyesight must have failed him be-
cause they collected only 5 votes at
such a meeting.
Bukharin: Indeed, at that same
meeting. (Laughter).
Antipov: I am saying that their eye-
sight must have failed them because
they collected only 5 signatures.
Stalin: And did they collect that
many while the lights were on?
Antipov: Yes, exactly, while the
lights were on. Comrade Bukharin
and I were the last to leave; the lights
had not been turned off.

The touches of Schadenfreude in this banter are reminiscent of the episodic
camaraderie among Hitler’s SS, whose derisive cruelty to their helpless victims
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escalated in a process of group dynamics which also served psychological
consolidation.≥≥ A year later and, in particular, eleven years later, Bukharin
would be on the wrong side of such camaraderie.

Kindergarten reversals go ad hominem. The resolution draft charges the
oppositionists with slander; Zinoviev counters that the opposition has itself
been slandered, calling the draft skloka (‘‘malicious squabble’’) and studding
his speech with terms like ‘‘fairy tale’’ and ‘‘hypocrisy.’’ Much of the meeting
passes in such accusations and counteraccusations: the word ‘‘slander’’ and its
derivatives are used 25 times.

Recriminations are exchanged concerning current or recent jobs: Is Rudzu-
tak a poor administrator? Does the oppositionist Safarov perform poorly in
his post? Is Zinoviev taking too many rest-cure absences? Such discourse
descends from the empyrean heights of party discipline to what Rudzutak calls
the level of ‘‘a kitchen anecdote.’’ The barbs coming from Stalin’s side are
particularly venomous: this is no longer about attempts to discredit adver-
saries; it is about settling scores.

The easiest target is Zinoviev. His erstwhile fiery rhetoric, known to pro-
duce an almost demoniac and doubtlessly enviable effect on large audiences,
was reduced to farcical failure already at the Fifteenth Conference in 1926; his
jack-in-the-box resilience was irritating; his erratic zigzags were well on the
way to earn him disrespect.≥∂ In October 1926 Zinoviev jotted down notes for
a speech,≥∑ which he actually uses a year later, on September 9, 1927. By now
his assessment of the situation is outdated, but the verbal play (klevetat’—
oklevetat’) is probably judged too good to dispense with:

Camoe øzoxoe, œto bq xotnte c hamn
cæezatd, ∫to øoøqtatdcr okzebetatd
hac, a ∫togo-to bam n he yæactcr
cæazatd. Kzebetatd ha hac e∑e
mo¢ho, ho okzebetatd hac y¢e
hezd≥r.≥∏ Pavoœne ≥ha«t y¢e, œego,
mq xotnm. N æa¢e ≥haœntezdhar
œactd pavoœnx ≥a gpahnue∞ ≥haet y¢e
ov ∫tom.

The worst that you want to do to us
is to attempt to slanderously
discredit us, and this you will not
manage to do. You can still slander
us, but you can no longer discredit
us. The workers know what we
want. And even a considerable part
of workers abroad knows it.

His 1926 notes, which include a reminder to demand that the meetings be
stenographed (a bid for a wider audience), show Zinoviev’s awareness that
Stalin may do other ‘‘bad things’’—‘‘expulsion, arrest, physical violence.’’ In
1927 his claim that it is impossible to discredit the opposition is made while
the discrediting is snowballing full speed. Stalin will call his bluff later; at
present, his rhetoric is maliciously punctured by Uglanov: ‘‘A coward, and
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pretends to be a courageous man.’’ Several years previously Zinoviev had
removed Uglanov from the Leningrad party apparatus, kicking him upstairs;
now the day of reckoning with the former benefactor has arrived. Uglanov, the
only one of those present to sink at times to low colloquial style (‘‘you’ve
failed, and now you’re trying to sell us a bill of goods,’’ he says to Muralov),
will be arrested as part of the ‘‘Right Deviation’’ in 1932, released, rearrested,
and finally killed in 1937 without being brought to a show trial.

In the meantime, Rudzutak, the chairman of the meeting, does not call
Uglanov to order. On the part of Stalin and his yes-men invective is deliberate.
The tone has been set by the resolution draft which claims, among other
things, that the opposition leaders are conceited defeatist intellectuals (intel-
ligenty) unconnected with the life of the masses—by implication, because of
their class roots. The epithets that modify ‘‘intellectuals’’ range from stigma to
insult: ‘‘self-alienated (otorvavshiesia) from the party/from the proletariat/
from life/from the Comintern,’’ ‘‘whimpering,’’ ‘‘frightened by difficulties,’’
‘‘disoriented,’’ ‘‘backward-looking,’’ ‘‘blinded by factionalism,’’ etc. The idea
of freedom of discussion is reduced to love of palaver; arbitrary rule is elevated
to the status of real creative work. At the beginning of the meeting Molotov
refuses, as it were, to disrupt the established order of the preparation for the
Congress at the ‘‘whim’’ (po prikhoti) of fickle prima donnas; for the sake of
their ‘‘windbag platform,’’ adds Kaganovich. The opposition’s arguments are
further qualified as garishly clamorous (kriklivye); the tag used for their state-
ments is not ‘‘say’’ but the less dignified ‘‘scream’’ (krichat’).

Sweeping under the carpet the fact that Trotsky and Zinoviev have been
ousted from their most important positions, Uglanov harps on their idleness—
these are irresponsible flâneurs with too much time on their hands:

. . . cbovoæhqe ve≥pavothqe z«æn,
kak tt. ∂nhobdeb, Tpoukn∞ n æpygne,
kotopqe wzr«tcr cbovoæho n
hnœeœo he æeza«t. Mq otbeœaem ≥a
æezo, mq he ve≥otbetctbehhar
oøøo≥nunr, mq otbeœaem øepeæ
øaptne∞, øepeæ gocyæapctbom ≥a
pavoty n t.æ., a øotomy n cpokn
ogpahnœehq. Mq he xotnm
yøoæovntdcr bawe∞ pozn hnœero he
æeza«∑nx, wzr«∑nxcr n≥ kohua b
koheu, a ham hy¢ho b haœaze
xo≥r∞ctbehhogo goæa hameœehhy«
øaptne∞ xo≥r∞ctbehhy« øozntnky

. . . free nonworking people like
Zinoviev, Trotsky, and the others,
who loaf about at leisure and don’t
do anything. We are responsible for
getting the job done, we are not an
irresponsible opposition, we are
accountable to the party, to the state
for the work, and so on, and
therefore our timelines are limited.
We do not wish to become like you
in your role of idlers who loaf up
and down; at the beginning of the
economic year we have to
implement in practice the economic
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øpaktnœeckn øpoboæntd. Bq hnœego
he æezaete, bq mo¢ete ≥ahnmatdcr
œecahnem r≥qkob, mq ≥ahnmaemcr
æezom n ha ∫ty yæoœky he
øoææaænmcr.

policy delineated by the party. You
are not doing anything, you can
employ yourselves in tongue-
wagging; we are doing the real work
and will not swallow this bait.

They want, says Uglanov, an ample dressing gown and soft shoes, which we
are not going to give them. Stalin picks up the motif of the opposition’s idle-
ness with a consciously vulgar sarcasm: he turns its criticism into ‘‘fantasy,’’ its
platform into ‘‘brochure,’’ and the debates with it into ‘‘a little squabble’’:

Mo¢et vqtd, æzr oøøo≥nunn
øozo¢ntezdhar pavota øpeæctabzret
n≥znwh«« pockowd, ho mq he
mo¢em tak cmotpetd ha tbopœecky«
pavoty øaptnn. Mq he mo¢em æazee
co≥æabatd bpeæhy« nzz«≥n«, œto
øaptnr øpebpatnzacd y hac b
ænckyccnohhq∞ kzyv, œto øaptnr
heycto∞œnba n t.æ. . . . A to, n≥bozdte
paæobatdcr, øpnwza fahta≥nr
oøøo≥nunohepam haøncatd vozdwy«
vpow«py, otbeœa∞ ovr≥atezdho ha
∫ty vpow«py, œtovq bcr ∫ta æpaœka
ctaza æoctorhnem ≥agpahnuq n
œtovq ∫to co≥æazo bøeœatzehne
czavoctn b hawe∞ ctpahe.

Perhaps for the opposition positive
work is a superfluous luxury, but we
cannot regard the creative work of
the party in that light. We cannot
continue to create the harmful
illusion that our party has turned
into a discussion club, that the party
is unstable, etc. . . . And then, may it
please you, the oppositionists got the
fantasy to write a thick brochure,
and we are demanded to answer this
brochure, so that all this little
squabble might become accessible
abroad and create the impression of
weakness in our country.

Thus Zinoviev and Trotsky have been transformed from useless to downright
harmful figures. Their interference with ‘‘real work’’ is also persistently dwelled
on by Rykov and Tomsky in their roles of hardworking proletarian administra-
tors. When interrupted by Trotsky, Rudzutak lowers the stylistic register of the
meeting’s discourse by—symptomatically—calling him a fool (it takes brains
to be a real fool): no one dares to voice a doubt about the intelligence of, for
instance, Kalinin, whose blunders sometimes provoke laughter; by contrast, in
respect to Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Muralov, this is already an open season:

Tpoukn∞: Æa pa≥be r mogy
oøpobepgatd bc« kzebety øpotnb
mehr? Gæe? Kaknm øytem? N≥æaænm
bc« øepeøncky c Zehnhqm, oha y
mehr øoæovpaha.

Trotsky: How can I deny all the
slander against me? Where? By what
means? Let us publish all my
correspondence with Lenin; I have it
prepared.

Ctaznh: R bam he mewaz, he
mewa∞te n mhe.

Stalin: I did not disturb you, do not
disturb me.
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Tpoukn∞: Bq bcegæa nmeete
øpeæ≥akz«œntezdhoe czobo.

Trotsky. You always take the
penultimate word.

Ctaznh: Bq gobopnte heøpabæy,
øotomy œto bq ¢azkn∞ tpyc,
vor∑n∞cr øpabæq.

Stalin: You are telling untruths,
because you are a pathetic coward,
afraid of the truth.

Tpoukn∞: Bq ctabnte cevr b cmewhoe
øozo¢ehne.

Trotsky: You are putting yourself in
a ridiculous position.

Mypazob: Ωto zo¢d, cøpocnte
Kpachy« apmn«.

Muralov: This is a lie—ask the Red
Army.

Ctaznh: Øoæo¢ænte, tob. Mypazob,
øozyœnte n bq otbet. R ≥ha« bc«
bawy æywy.

Stalin: Wait, comrade Muralov, you
will get your answer too. I know
your whole soul.

Mypazob: Kaky« æywy? Muralov: What soul?
Ctaznh: Fapnce∞cky«. Stalin: That of a Pharisee.

Muralov, a larger-than-life hero of the Civil War, is thus verbally ground to
dust—using ‘‘Pharisee’’ for ‘‘hypocrite,’’ the former seminarist Stalin claims
insight into his ‘‘soul,’’ as if all his previous achievements were just a matter of
appearances.

At times the attacks on the opposition take on anti-Semitic overtones. In view
of the internationalist claims of the Communist Party, overt anti-Semitism is
still inadmissible; indeed the remarks in question are sufficiently ambiguous for
the speakers to deny anti-Semitic purport if reproached. Uglanov, for instance,
repeatedly uses ne ierikhontes’ (for ‘‘you are making much noise’’)—a refer-
ence to the walls of Jericho falling from the clangor of the Israelites’ trumpets
but possibly also to the vulgar idiom describing a large (Jewish?) nose which is
‘‘like a trumpet of Jericho.’’ Molotov interjects that Trotsky’s methods of strug-
gle befit a person from a ‘‘provincial township’’ (meshchanskogo gorodka),
though Trotsky had actually come from a farmstead rather than from a shtetl.
The opposition leaders are accused of wishing to look like a bunch of Messiahs.
When his speech is interrupted by Trotsky’s hint at his non-Bolshevik past, the
obnoxious Yaroslavsky, himself a Jew and one who, not noticing a change in
the wind, had been writing panegyrics on Trotsky up to 1923, strikes back by
equivocally invoking the latter’s ‘‘Menshevik breed.’’ Zinoviev cannot make an
open charge of anti-Semitism but he has sensed it and implies as much when on
two occasions he characterizes the baiting of the opposition as chernosotennaia
travlia, alluding to the anti-Semitic hoodlum violence of the Black Hundreds.

Trotsky’s being mocked as a would-be prophet (‘‘He is always predicting’’) at
one point combines with the presentation of the opposition’s criticism of the
party as a self-fulfilling prophesy. Things are not as bad as you say, claims
Enukidze; you want it all to be (or look) that bad, he resumes, so that you can
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come as knights on a white horse and fix it . . .≥π But the party does not need
being rescued by you:

Ha bce ∫to øaptnr bam otbetnt, œto
ve≥ bac oha øpekpacho øohnmaet, kak
ovctont æezo bo bcex ovzactrx,
øepeœnczehhqx bamn, ve≥ bac bcr
øaptnr n ee pykoboær∑ne opgahq
beprt, œto hecmotpr ha mhogne
tpyæhoctn n heæoœetq, æezo hawe
ve≥yczobho øoøpabnmoe n øpoœhoe,
n bce tpyæhoctn vyæyt yctpahehq ve≥
bac, ckozdko vq bq he mewazn.

To all this the party will answer that
without you it perfectly understands
the state of affairs in all spheres,
without you the party and its
guiding institutions believe that
despite many difficulties and
oversights our enterprise is
doubtlessly remediable and stable,
and all the difficulties will be
removed without you, no matter
how much you interfere.

In this utterance, the repetition of ‘‘without you,’’ its meaning varying from
‘‘without your telling us,’’ through ‘‘except for you,’’ to ‘‘without your help,’’
combined with an insinuation of sabotage, paves the psychological way for
repressions against the oppositionists. Enukidze does not realize that such
invective, vapid and floating, can just as well be applied, if need be, to himself.
Likewise naïvely, he admits ‘‘difficulties and oversights,’’ and the need for
remedies. He makes the additional mistake of quoting the opposition’s critical
remarks at great length: in Stalin’s mental ledger these items are no doubt
accumulating to Enukidze’s debit.≥∫ Meantime, Enukidze continues the trend
of subverting the opposition leaders’ towering stature; he represents them as
expendable—and worse. Like Bukharin and other future spokesmen of the
‘‘Right Deviation,’’ he does not realize that a precedent is being set: if one
living legend can be thus demoted, why not another?

Gradually, the metaphors used by the ‘‘ruling collective’’ become more vio-
lent. Uglanov, for instance, talks about ‘‘a Menshevik cock with a bloody
mug.’’ The quiet Molotov, whose long-distance sadism will eventually appear
in his scribbling on the lists of the accused, interjects the ominous ‘‘There’ll be
worse.’’ Uglanov picks up the cue and promises the opposition an additional
thrashing: ‘‘Yes, there’ll be worse, we’ll try to add, so that they slap you more
strongly.’’ Response to opposition is described in terms of hitting (potrepliut)
or spanking (nashlepaiut); and Stalin mentions that at present it is the opposi-
tion whom ‘‘Lenin’s testament’’ is ‘‘killing.’’

As Trotsky has predicted, Stalin takes the floor as the penultimate speaker,
aiming at an escalation. At a key moment of his speech, he uses the strongest
and most insulting language of all. He does so in response to Trotsky’s refer-
ences to his Civil War record: throughout the public discourse of the period,
the ad hominem parts of reciprocal accusations pertained to the biographical
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past of the participants—who had joined the party when and who opposed
Lenin’s policies on what occasions. Much is said at the meeting that would
suffice for depositions against those present soon after 1934. Passions are
allowed to explode on the question who was transferred from place to place,
owing to incompetence, during the Civil War—Stalin, as Trotsky recalls, or
Trotsky himself, in accordance with Stalin’s revision of the conduct of the
creator of the Red Army. Stalin may really be angered by Trotsky’s bringing up
the Civil War (the victory in it being at the time undoubtedly credited to the
latter) but it seems more likely that he has been biding his time for a chance to
unleash a contemptuous verbal fury that must not look unprovoked.

Ctaznh: ¢azkn∞ bq œezobek,
znwehhq∞ ∫zemehtaphogo œybctba
øpabæq, tpyc n vahkpot, haxaz n
hagzeu, øo≥bozr«∑n∞ ceve gobopntd
be∑n, cobepwehho he
cootbetctby«∑ne æe∞ctbntezdhoctn.
Bot bam mo∞ otbet.

Stalin: You are a pathetic person,
deprived of an elementary sense of
truth, a coward and a bankrupt,
impudent and brazen; you allow
yourself to say things that have no
correspondence with reality. That’s
my reply to you.

Tpoukn∞: Bot oh becd: gpyv n
hezorzeh. [Kto ∫to: ‘‘bo¢æd’’ nzn
zowaænhq∞ vapqwhnk].

Trotsky: That’s how he is: rude and
disloyal. [What is he: a ‘‘leader’’ or a
horse dealer].

Ctaznh: B othowehnn Tpoukogo
hnkogæa y mehr zorzdhoctn he vyæet,
nvo≥Ω oh he zorzeh k øaptnn.

Stalin. In relation to Trotsky I shall
never be loyal for he is not loyal to
the party.

Tpoukn∞: Zehnh gobopnz he o bawem
othowehnn ko mhe, oh boov∑e bawy
æywy oøpeæeznz, b≥becnz bac ha
zaæohn n cka≥az, gpyv n hezorzeh.

Trotsky: Lenin spoke not of your
relation to me, he defined your soul
in general, weighted you on his palm
and said, rude and disloyal.

Ctaznh: ¢azkn∞ bq œezobek, tpyc,
haxaz n hagzeu, œego bam hnkogæa he
øpoctrt pavoœne.

Stalin: You are a pathetic person, a
coward, impudent and brazen,
which the workers will never forgive
you.

Tpoukn∞: ¡eccnzne bawe
ovhapy¢nbaet pygahd bawa.

Trotsky: Your abuse reveals your
impotence.

Ctaznh: Ha bawy pygahd bam
otbeœa« pygahd«, kotopy« bq
≥aczy¢nzn, œtovq bq ≥hazn cboe
mecto b øaptnn n œtovq bam vqzo
n≥bectho, œto pavoœne øotpeøz«t
bac ≥a takne be∑n.

Stalin: I reply with abuse to your
abuse; you have earned this, so that
you should know your place in the
party, and know that that the
workers will thrash you for such
things.

The history of kindergarten reversals is here difficult to trace. In exile, Trotsky
would write about Krupskaya’s having reported to him Lenin’s words about
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Stalin’s ‘‘lack of elementary honesty.’’∂≠ Whether echoes of that opinion had also
reached Stalin, his remark that the ‘‘pathetic’’ Trotsky lacks ‘‘an elementary sense
of truth’’ is a springboard for a tautological and self-contradictory torrent of
insults: coward, bankrupt, brazen insolent man—the language of the earlier
speakers must have struck Stalin as still too inhibited for the present purposes.
The best that Trotsky can do in the ensuing exchange of one-liners is use his
favorite formulaic allusion (‘‘rude and disloyal’’) to Lenin’s ‘‘Letter to the Con-
gress,’’ as well as a horse-trader metaphor (which is later removed from the
transcript, possibly as an ethnic slur); Stalin retorts with a kindergarten reversal
and with further browbeating which Trotsky cannot match. Challenging a fellow
communist to a duel is out of the question, and what intellectuals like Trotsky and
Zinoviev do not understand is that the spirit of the Politburo has already been
infected by the principles of the criminal underground: unless one strikes out
against an imputation immediately and with all one’s might, the imputation
begins to stick, and no later denials can be sufficiently effective. True, when the
meeting is about to be concluded, the participants are given the floor for brief
‘‘personal’’ issues—which is when Trotsky, Muralov, and Zinoviev attempt—
too little, too late—to parry some of the slander. In the meantime Trotsky
responds to Stalin’s vituperation by a characteristically generous gesture: when
Stalin’s time runs out, he offers to give him another five minutes (or perhaps
enough rope). Stalin makes use of the extra time to lower the pitch and return
from ad hominem to ad hoc matters, but he also inserts the motif of ‘‘madness,’’
or rather ‘‘rabies’’ into the witch’s brew: ‘‘the platform of the opposition is the
platform of a complete ideological and political bankruptcy of rabid (vzbesiv-
shikhsia) petit-bourgeois intellectuals.’’ This word choice might remind the hear-
ers that gods first make mad those whom they wish to destroy, but the sheer
valence of vzbesivshikhsia anticipates (and in a sense prepares) the future refer-
ences to the accused at show trials as mad dogs, making their execution almost a
logical necessity. Where verbal abuse begins physical abuse is likely to follow.

The last to take the floor is Yaroslavsky. Few are likely to be listening to his
prepared speech by now. The tension is allowed to subside, and towards the
end, as usual, Stalin asks for minor editorial emendations to the draft of the
resolution. In October Trotsky and Zinoviev will be expelled from the Central
Committee; and on November 12 they will be expelled from the party. A
month later the Fifteenth Party Congress will call for a Five Year Plan and
adopt a decision about the creation of collective farms, thus beginning to act
on a version of the policies of Stalin’s ousted rivals.∂∞ Worse would, indeed,
follow.

Thus, whereas at the meetings of October 1926 Stalin’s role was mainly that
of a scorekeeping observer, at the meeting of September 9, 1927, a time when,
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as he hinted to Muralov, he had completed his study of the ‘‘souls’’ of his
entourage, his role largely turned into that of a conscious performer who set
the tone for about forty people present (members and candidate members of
the Politburo and of the Central Committee, members of the Presidium of the
Central Control Commission, secretaries, and stenographers), some of whom
could be fully expected to further disseminate the new style of reference to the
heroes of the recent past. Things that had seemed unthinkable three or four
years before were, with a little histrionic help, becoming thinkable. One may
wonder whether Stalin resented those for whose edification he was putting on
the show. Indeed, no such exertions were needed in an entourage made up
entirely of his own people such as Molotov, Voroshilov, Mikoyan, and Ka-
ganovich: tyrants tend to develop a taste for being obeyed at a single word to
the wise.

By contrast to the meetings of October 1926, during which Stalin’s faction
sought—for the most part successfully—to force the opposition to sign a self-
disgracing document, the meeting of September 9, 1927 seemed to end almost
where it began—its conclusion predetermined, its resolution-draft accepted
with Stalin’s microscopic emendations. And yet that meeting was not just a
matter of going through the motions of debate; it was also a stage in and a
signal for a shift in the discourse relating to Trotsky and his supporters.
Though Stalin represented the political discussion demanded by the opposi-
tionists as a harmful waste of time, he turned the still necessary evil of a
metapolitical arguing session to a definite though not quantifiable advantage.
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The Short Course of the History of the
All-Union Communist Party: The Distorted
Mirror of Party Propaganda

r u s t e m  n u r e e v

The Politburo sessions of October 11 and 12, 1938, which were devoted
to the publication of the Short Course of the History of the All-Union Com-
munist Party (Bolsheviks), took place at a time when the official end of the
Great Terror lay one month ahead. The party had already been purged from
top to bottom as a new and younger party leadership replaced the Old Bolshe-
viks who had perished in the purges. The Short Course was written by and
approved by a committee of the Central Committee, but Stalin was its princi-
pal author. Between 1938 and 1953, over 42 million copies of the Short
Course were issued, in 301 printings and 67 languages. The Short Course was
regarded throughout the communist world as the most authoritative source
on Soviet Marxism until de-Stalinization began in 1956.

This essay addresses Stalin’s revision of party history after the Great Terror
of the 1930s, his intended goals and implementation plans, and his reorienta-
tion of propaganda towards the Soviet intelligentsia. We show how a new
‘‘party history’’ was born along with a ‘‘renewed’’ party that reemerged after
the Great Terror, and how Stalin used depersonalized history to blot out the
memory of other Old Bolsheviks as a convenient foundation for his own ‘‘cult
of personality.’’ We also discuss the strengths and weaknesses of party propa-
ganda, where demands for total submission of the individual to the state
coincided with the growing alienation of the population from official ideology.
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The session of the Politburo on October 11 and 12, 1938 was called ‘‘On the
Question of Party Propaganda in the Press Associated with the Publication of
the Short Course of the History of the All-Union Communist Party.’’∞ The
main report was presented by Andrei Zhdanov, soon to be promoted to full
membership in the Politburo and already Stalin’s main advisor on propaganda
and cultural matters. Zhdanov’s report was followed by lengthy discussion
that included nineteen invited representatives of Regional Party Committees
from various cities in Russia, Ukraine, and Belorussia.

The invited participants must have been overwhelmed by the ‘‘honor’’ of a
personal meeting with Stalin. Most were in charge of local propaganda, such
as the Gorky representative, a Comrade Troshin, who bravely responded to
Molotov’s call for comments on Zhdanov’s presentation:

Molotov: Comrade Troshin has the floor.
Troshin: Comrade Zhdanov in his report . . .
Stalin [interrupting]: Excuse me, where do you work?
Troshin: In Gorky province, Comrade Stalin.
Molotov: Propaganda work?
Troshin: Yes, I am head of the party propaganda department of the Gorky
Party Committee.

The tone of these invited officials was deferential to Stalin, and most of the
discussion was in the form of exchanges between Stalin and attending local
party officials. There were also prepared remarks by Stalin that were sepa-
rately included.

Given the almost complete turnover of regional party officials as a result of
the purges, most local officials were new appointees or relatively new to the
job. A Comrade Antropov from the Orel Party Committee, who headed a
propaganda department of forty, reported to Stalin that ‘‘if you take the case
of editors, then we have 99 percent new cadres.’’

The Great Terror had not yet been officially halted; so we can imagine that
the local party officials approached this meeting with Stalin with considerable
trepidation. Attendees treated Stalin as an oracle, peppered him with ques-
tions about how to teach the Short Course, and heaped flattery on him, such as
a Comrade Khomenko, department head of party propaganda, Kiev: ‘‘The
Short Course is one of the greatest events in the intellectual life of our party,
directing our party and primarily the party activists and the nonparty intelli-
gentsia to a still higher intellectual-theoretical level based on the intensive
study of the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin.’’

Politburo sessions were rarely devoted to a single issue, even one of primary
importance. The selection of the Short Course for discussion, as well as the
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choice of time, place, and participants, was neither arbitrary nor random. In
fact, formal Politburo meetings had become a rarity during the Great Terror.
Although the Politburo continued to issue decrees, decisions were made by
Stalin himself or by appointed subcommittees, and Politburo members per-
functorily voted by phone or in writing.

Stalin must have regarded the publication of the Short Course of sufficient
import to call a formal meeting of the Politburo. The presence of invited
middle-level party officials was also exceptional. Historically, only top party
leaders from the Central Committee or presidium members of control com-
missions were invited.

This Politburo session on the Short Course raises a number of questions,
which this essay seeks to answer: What was Stalin’s primary message to the
party? Why was this revision of ‘‘party history’’ undertaken in the second half
of 1930s? Who were the targeted readers of the Short Course? What was the
plan of action to inculcate workers, peasants, and the intelligentsia with an
understanding of this new party history? Can we learn something of value
about the state of affairs inside the country and inside the party through the
‘‘distorted mirror’’ of party propaganda?

Why a New Party History?

Although Stalin had expelled his major opponents from the political
arena by the end of the 1920s, their physical extermination took place in the
period 1936 through the beginning of 1938. In the first show trial, which took
place in Moscow August 19–24, 1936, Grigory Zinoviev, Lev Kamenev, and
fourteen other purported members of the ‘‘Left Opposition’’ were sentenced to
capital punishment. M. N. Riutin,≤ who earlier had had the audacity to chal-
lenge Stalin’s growing power, and his allies were shot on January 10, 1937.
They were followed on January 23–30 by the show trial of the ‘‘Parallel Anti-
Soviet Trotsky Center,’’ in which Grigory Piatakov, Grigory Sokol’nikov, K. B.
Radek, and L. P. Serebriannikov were executed. June 11, 1937 was marked by
the executions of M. N. Tukhachevsky, I. P. Uborevich, I. E. Yakir, V. M.
Primakov, A. I. Egorov, Y. K. Berzin, and other leading Red Army command-
ers. Stalin’s final blow was directed against the ‘‘Rightist-Trotsky Coalition’’ in
the show trial of March 2–13, 1938, which produced the death sentences of
Nikolai Bukharin, Aleksei Rykov, N. N. Krestinsky, and eighteen other alleged
participants.

Stalin’s purges left behind few key players from the October 1917 events
and the unfolding history of Bolshevik rule thereafter.≥ The slate was clean for
a new history of Soviet communism that could not only justify earlier mistakes
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committed by the Soviet leadership (Stalin and the Politburo) but also show
the wisdom and inevitability of their policies. A ‘‘renewed party’’ should re-
ceive a ‘‘new history,’’ or as Stalin remarked near the end of the session: ‘‘As
Jesus said: Do not pour new wine into old wineskins.’’

The publication of the Short Course was feted as a major event in Soviet
history. The fanfare was considerable: a publication run of twelve million was
ordered along with two million copies in non-Russian languages and more
than a half-million copies in foreign languages.∂

The Short Course was to give the Soviet Union a new history and therefore
its contents had to be disseminated properly. The Politburo was the highest
authority on Soviet ideology and propaganda. It was therefore only fitting that
the Short Course’s launch should be in a session of the Politburo, the highest
authority on ideology and propaganda. The message of the Short Course
ultimately had to be imparted to the masses by those responsible for propa-
ganda within the party, and wide dissemination required a grassroots effort.
The Short Course would have to be taught to the intended audience by the
same midlevel propaganda operatives invited as special guests to the October
1938 Politburo session.

What Was New in the Short Course?

How did the Short Course change Soviet ideology? Stalin’s primary goal
was to rewrite the history of the revolution, diminishing the true roles of other
Old Bolsheviks and exaggerating his own, and to introduce new aspects of
party history that would serve his interests.

The elevation of Stalin was achieved by the replacement of the theory of
Leninism with the theory of ‘‘Marx-Engels-Lenin-Stalin.’’ If prior to the pub-
lication of the Short Course primarily Lenin’s writings were studied, now the
role of Marx and Engels was raised significantly, while the main focus of
attention was shifted to Stalin, portrayed as a chief creator of party history.
The analogy was drawn consistently between Marx and Engels on the one
hand, and Lenin and Stalin, on the other. As Engels remained the closest ally of
Marx and purveyor of Marx’s legacy after his death, so the only possible and
legitimate heir to Lenin was Stalin. All others had ostensibly betrayed Lenin’s
doctrine and deserved to be obliterated from the official history of the party.

Stalin’s rewriting of party history aimed at its depersonalization, erasing
from it all revolutionaries except Lenin and Stalin. The Short Course became
an instrument of social engineering and construction of new mentality.∑ The
Short Course shifts the accent from historical protagonists to abstractions.
Responding to the criticism of depersonalization, Stalin in his remarks notes:
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‘‘Some say, there is little about individuals in the Short Course. Well, we prefer
a different approach in our work. . . . A history focused on ‘great personalities’
teaches our cadres little or nothing at all; history should focus on great ideas.’’

A depersonalized history that excluded all but the ‘‘greats’’ (Marx, Engels,
Lenin, Stalin), with only one conveniently among the living, laid the ground-
work for an extreme personality cult, reminiscent of those under oriental
despotism. It was this personality cult that Khrushchev sought to dismantle
with his secret speech of February 1956.

The Audience

Who was the intended audience of the Short Course? Who were the
millions of readers to be? In the first decade of Soviet power, the pool of
educated citizens was small, but with improving education, an increasing
number of citizens were capable of critical appraisal. Although the Short
Course was also meant for workers and peasants (who might have to be
taught by party propagandists), it was directed primarily to the emerging
Soviet intelligentsia as the Politburo discussion would show.

Andrei Zhdanov, in his opening remarks, described the Short Course as ‘‘the
basic guide for our cadres in their understanding of Bolshevism, although as
Comrade Stalin correctly noted, it can be used in shortened form for un-
prepared cadres, and it can be used in its entirety for the midlevel of our party.’’
Zhdanov further stressed that ‘‘the Short Course is targeted primarily at our
leading officials, at our Soviet intelligentsia.’’

In his own remarks, Stalin made the same point: ‘‘For whom is this book? It
is for the cadres, for our cadres. And what are cadres—they are the command
staff, the lower, middle, and higher command staff of the entire state appara-
tus.’’ If previously, propaganda was targeted primarily at the proletariat, Stalin
proclaimed, ‘‘from now on our propaganda should address our intellectual
cadres.’’

Increasing bureaucratization combined with a new generation of state and
party officials made necessary, as Stalin put it, the task of the ‘‘Bolshevization’’
of administrative workers. Stalin also placed special emphasis on ‘‘ideological
work’’ with the rapidly growing student population, the reservoir of future
administrative personnel. Publication of the Short Course, as the official ‘‘civic
history’’ of the Soviet Communist Party, was yet another step in the prepara-
tion of qualified intellectual workers.

Stalin’s famous motto ‘‘cadres decide all’’ suggests that peasants and the
proletariat require strong leadership from an effective bureaucratic apparatus.
That state apparatus, however, must be politically loyal. In a mild form of self-
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criticism, Stalin expressed regret about the loss of some ‘‘unreliable’’ cadres
during the purges in a telling remark:

Stalin: The most serious evil, which we uncovered in the recent past, was
that our cadres were not satisfactorily equipped. If ‘‘cadres decide all,’’ and
this means cadres that work with their minds, these are the cadres that run our
country, and if these cadres are poorly equipped in their political understand-
ing, the government is in danger. Take for example the Bukharinites. Their
leadership—inbred factionalists—lost their foundation among the people
and began to cooperate with foreign intelligence. But besides their leaders—
Bukharin and others—there were large numbers of them and not all of them
were spies or intelligence agents. We must presume that there were ten to
thirty thousand and maybe more who sided with Bukharin. We must con-
clude that there were as many or more under Trotsky. But they were not all
spies. Obviously not. What happened to them? These were cadres that could
not digest the sharp turn to collective farms, they could not envision such a
change because they were not politically equipped. They did not know the
laws of societal development, of economic development, of political develop-
ment. I am speaking about average Trotskyites and Bukharinites who oc-
cupied relatively important positions. One could have been the secretary of a
party committee; another may have been a minister; another a deputy minis-
ter. How can we explain that some of them became spies and intelligence
agents? Some were our own people, who went over to them. Why? It appears
that they were not politically equipped, they lacked theoretical foundations;
they did not know the laws of political development.

Stalin goes on to assure his listeners that the purges (the ‘‘loss’’ of cadres)
was not in vain:

Stalin: At this time, we lost a part of our cadres, but we gained an enormous
number of lower-level workers, we got new cadres, we won over the people to
collective farms, we won over the peasantry. Only this explains how easy it
was for us to sweep away yesterday’s ministers and deputy ministers. We did
not waste our time in this period. We won over the working class and the
peasantry, but they need direction. They must be directed through the admin-
istration but in the administration there were, it appears, the wrong people.
. . . In this fashion, in winning the people we let an opportunity slip by for our
cadres. We must recognize this fact, and we must correct this mistake.

The implication of Stalin’s indirect remarks on the Great Terror is that if
there had been a Short Course earlier, cadres would have understood his
policies better, would have supported them, and mass purges would not have
been necessary:
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Stalin: [Correcting the mistake] begins with the publication of the Short
Course. This book demonstrates the basic ideas of Marxism-Leninism on the
basis of historical facts. Because it demonstrates its theses with historical
facts, it will be convincing for our cadres, who work with their intellects, for
thinking people who will not blindly follow. We have not paid sufficient
attention to this matter and now we must complete it.

Stalin then offered Nikita Khrushchev as an example of the party creating
its own intelligentsia:

Stalin: There is no class that can maintain its domination and rule the state if
it is not capable of creating its own intelligentsia, namely, the people who have
abandoned physical work and make their living through intellectual labor.
Let’s take the example of Comrade Khrushchev. He thinks he is still a worker
while he is already part of intelligentsia. (Mirth from the audience.)

It is not a coincidence that Stalin’s reference to Khrushchev evoked laughter
from party functionaries: everyone knew that high intellect was not a quality
of which Khrushchev could boast. Despite his short-lived enrollment in a
polytechnic institution in Donetsk, he never completed his higher education.

Party Propaganda Workers: Up to the Task?

Stalin’s statements make clear why party propaganda workers had been
summoned to the Politburo meeting. It was their job to educate ‘‘thinking
persons’’ on the principles of the Short Course. If they did their job poorly,
cadres would not have a grounding in the truth as expressed in the Short
Course.

Stalin: These are neither workers ‘‘at the lathe’’ nor kolkhoz peasants. . . . an
official is an individual who makes conscious decisions. He wants to know
what is going on, he raises questions, gets confused because he does not have
adequate understanding of politics, preoccupies himself with petty trifles,
exhausts himself; finally he loses interest in Marxism and in his ‘‘Bolsheviza-
tion.’’ We ought to compensate for this failure of ours . . . and the best way to
begin is to publish the Short Course.

Were those party officials responsible for the dissemination of ideology up
to the task? The party leadership probably realized the discrepancy between
the rising cultural level of the workers and intelligentsia and that of party
functionaries. Despite the large number of propaganda workers, there were
reasons to doubt their effectiveness, as the Gorky representative, Troshin,
went on to explain:
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Troshin: This is one of our most qualified party organizations. But even here,
when we began to discuss their work with learning the Short Course, we
recognized a fact that speaks to their having watered down the quality of the
Short Course. On September 20, our House of Party Education called a meet-
ing of seminar leaders and discussed with them how to conduct their first
session with propagandists. It turns out that the first chapter, which was
already published, was being supplemented by material from the lecturers
themselves. This demonstrates that the lecturers moved away from the text
and are using their own material.

Although not stated explicitly, the Gorky propaganda workers were not
about to change their lectures just because of the release of a new party history.
Probably they wanted to continue to use old material with which they were
familiar.

Zhdanov himself related two further examples of the ‘‘limited preparation
of propagandists’’:

Zhdanov: A circle is studying the fifth topic of the history of the party. A
question about the August Bloc is answered thusly: The bloc did nothing but
make noise. On the question of what was the Boxer Rebellion, the propagan-
dist answered: You know what boxing is; this is the origin of the Boxer
Rebellion.

What Stalin heard at the meeting from those heading party propaganda
departments about the qualifications of propaganda workers was, to say the
least, discouraging:

Troshin: Often a semiliterate propagandist with secondary education or
none at all consults an engineer with higher education, who is well read and
has a better understanding of Marxist-Leninist theory; the latter asks ques-
tions the educator cannot answer.

Another proof of the poor intellectual level of propagandists was the fact
that party organizations had trouble finding specialists on the fourth chapter
of the Short Course, which contained a rather primitive description of the
basics of dialectic and historical materialism and of Lenin’s philosophical
work Materialism and Empirio-criticism. The low intellectual level of pro-
pagandists, it seems, existed in almost all regional party organizations. How
could the party legitimize itself if its propagandists were not familiar with the
theory of Marxism-Leninism, not to mention not understanding its tenets!
And these were not rank-and-file instructors but the chiefs of propaganda
sections that covered entire regions and republics.

The low cultural level of the propagandists was vividly reflected in the
verbatim remarks of the Politburo session participants. The majority could
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not express themselves well in Russian; theirs was a language filled with poor
grammar and bureaucratese. For example, Puzin (chief of the Press Depart-
ment of the Yaroslavl Regional Party Committee) stated: ‘‘Every one of the
participants of our group will read a definite sum of literature in a month . . . I
think the party committee should have a ‘‘fist’’ (kulak) of such qualified indi-
viduals/specialists . . .’’ ‘‘Sum of literature’’ is not appropriate in the Russian
language, nor was the awkward use of ‘‘kulak’’ (a common metaphor in pro-
paganda posters) in ‘‘kulak kvalifizirovannikh lydei.’’ Stalin’s speech, sepa-
rately transcribed in the stenogram, was not an exception in respect of the use
of poor grammar and bureaucratese.

As the chief of the Propaganda Section of the Voronezh Regional Party
Committee Shaposhnikov confirmed, despite the fact that editors and their
assistants regularly attended courses for improvement of their qualifications,
‘‘the qualifications of the staff in the publishing houses are very poor . . . ;
during a test, one of the editors managed to make 40 mistakes in a short
dictation.’’

Voluntarism or Coercion in Learning the Short Course

Stalin called the October 1938 Politburo session to plan the dissemina-
tion of a new party history to new and more discriminating cadres. Stalin’s
Soviet Union was a planned economy that ran on the basis of quantity indica-
tors (such as tons of steel). Judging from Stalin’s remarks, he did not wish
to spread the word of the new party history superficially to large numbers.
Rather he wanted the intelligentsia and those who administered the system to
gain a ‘‘deep’’ understanding of its message.

The party propagandists represented at the meeting were, like their indus-
trial counterparts, accustomed to being judged by quantitative indicators. The
habit of ‘‘quantitative coverage’’ of propaganda could not be easily eliminated.
Even after extensive criticism, the Politburo session participants pointed
proudly to the large numbers of ‘‘circles’’ in their territories, most of which, in
reality, were either dysfunctional or nonexistent. The chief of the Propaganda
Section of the Ivanovo Party Committee, Meltser, for example, boasted: ‘‘On
July 1 we had 2,800 circles with 48,000 participants. . . . additionally, we had
up to 12,000 visitors in the countryside. . . . Among the participants at that
time 26,000 individuals were party members, 69,000 were candidates, 4,800
‘‘sympathizers,’’ 3,300 Komsomol members, and 4,700 nonparty visitors.
Currently, we have involved in our network 104,000 participants and up to
9,000 nonparty visitors.’’

The Ivanovo party official did not emphasize that the number of partici-
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pants had risen from 48,000 to 104,000 in only three months, as a conse-
quence of orders ‘‘from above.’’ Nor did he explain that these increases were
primarily due to people being forced to attend meetings. Other participants
were more candid about the role of force. The Yaroslavl regional party pro-
pagandist (Puzin) elaborated: ‘‘The majority of listeners have been forced to
attend the circles against their will. So the propaganda reports in the course of
our party committee meetings discuss not the quality of training, but how
many people are involved in it. The subsequent criticism of propaganda work
is also based on the numerical data.’’

The fact that mandatory attendance was required to obtain listeners was
not hidden from Stalin:

Stalin: The consultations. Are they mandatory?
Antropov (Orel Party Committee): Some of them are voluntary. Sometimes
an instructor is compelled to organize them. Not necessarily everyone is
dragged there. (Laughter.) But in most cases, it is an obligatory event.
Molotov: Like any examination.

The chief of propaganda of the Tula region (Kuznetsov) confirmed similar
happenings: ‘‘The creation of evening schools for the study of party history is a
result of pursuit of numbers. Consequently, of those recruited at the beginning
of the schools’ existence, by the end of the second year only 10 to 15 percent
remained enrolled. One can spend an entire lifetime attending school and still
learn nothing.’’

The pattern of forced attendance followed by massive dropouts applied to
entire regions. The Tula representative (Kuznetsov) noted there were at one
time 1,600 circles in his forty districts. In a four to five month period, 215 of
these circles fell apart; in another three to four months 140 more collapsed,
despite the fact that the repeated orders of local Party Committees demanded
‘‘full involvement’’ of local Communists. In fact, 30 to 40 percent of Commu-
nists did not participate at all.

These anecdotes and figures suggest that even Communist activists did not
wish to attend and that coercion worked only for a short period. Nationwide,
Zhdanov attested to the collapse of at least every fifth circle soon after its
creation. According to Zhdanov, of the 73,000 party history circles that ex-
isted in the country (in which mandatory education of more than one million
Communists took place) 15,000 had already collapsed.

The reason that so few attended and forced attendance had to be required
could be traced, at least in part, to the low educational level of instructors.
Many of the participants in the Politburo session, who could hardly be ac-
cused of bias against propaganda departments, admitted to the low level and
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poor training of propaganda workers. Puzin, of the Yaroslavl Party Commit-
tee, stated: ‘‘Having returned to Yaroslavl upon my graduation after a ten-year
absence, I met my colleagues, with whom I had once worked and studied. I
was struck by how little progress in personal development these people had
made. Despite their long training in conducting party circles, they obviously
learned very little.’’

According to the information provided by the chief of the Propaganda Sec-
tion of the Kiev Party Committee, Khomenko, in the propaganda circles, most
of the participants covered the program up to the third or fourth chapter in an
academic year, so the following year it had to be started anew: ‘‘Many listeners
complain that no matter how often they attend, no matter how much they
study, we never get beyond the third or fourth chapter and from this we get
very little.’’

Other regional propaganda officials offered an additional explanation for
the boring lectures—fear of misrepresenting the text. The chief of the Propa-
ganda Section of the Kalinin Party Committee, Perepelkin, made clear: ‘‘Peo-
ple [who teach party history] fear that they will make mistakes.’’ Therefore
instructors have become accustomed to the practice ‘‘that at every event there
will be exhaustive circulars and instructions, telling them what to do, how to
start.’’

Such extreme reticence spread from the top to the bottom of the propa-
ganda ladder, starting with the Institute of Red Professors, where party cadres
were prepared (and where many of them earned promotion through denuncia-
tions). In the words of the chief of the Press Section of the Yaroslavl Party
Committee, Puzin, ‘‘such cowardice and indecisiveness of theoretical thought,
especially in the Institute of the Red Professors, is an ordinary phenomenon.
. . . If some unanswered question arises [among the students] and they go to the
teachers with controversial questions, the teachers often do not give answers.
. . . I wrote a report on the uneven development of capitalism and they were
dissatisfied that I wrote that tsarist Russia was the most backward capitalist
country in Europe. They forced me to renounce this assertion. Even if the
student did not understand, there were no efforts to discuss or explain it
to him.’’

The head of the Kiev party propaganda provided yet another example of
extreme caution: ‘‘In one of our regions, during the work of the circle, a
participant asked the propagandist about the possibility of building socialism
in one country. At this time, Comrade Stalin’s speech on this subject was
already known. The propagandist instead of answering immediately said:
‘Right now I need to get exact information on this subject and then I’ll answer
you.’ He telephones the regional party secretary and asks: ‘Is it possible to
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build socialism in one country?’ The party secretary answers: ‘Yes, it is possi-
ble.’ Then the propagandist returns and answers yes it is possible to build
socialism in our country. (General laughter in the hall.)’’

To avoid personal responsibility, many instructors resorted to collective
readings of the Short Course. Consequently, as Zhdanov noted after observing
this practice in person, dogmatism became a major factor in indoctrination:

Zhdanov: Asking questions, propagandists expect answers in chorus. An
instructor from Vyshnyi Volochek addressed his audience with the question:
‘‘What did we learn from our discussion?’’ No one replied, so he went on:
‘‘After the discussion the party emerged—what . . . ?’’ The students replied all
together: ‘‘More consolidated.’’ (Everyone laughs.)

Organizing Propaganda

A genuine master of political intrigue, Stalin assumed that ideological
manipulation in and of itself was not sufficient. For a doctrine to become an
official ideology, a specifically trained propaganda apparatus was needed,
whose members were willing and capable to propagate its main ideas clearly
and diligently among the masses, and consistently arguing its orthodoxy—or,
as it was said at the time, ‘‘the purity of the doctrine of Marxism-Leninism.’’

If there were failures in the dissemination of the ideas of the Short Course, it
would not be due to the limited size of the propaganda apparatus. The enor-
mity of that apparatus was illustrated by the Gorky representative’s descrip-
tion of propaganda work at the Gorky Automobile Works: ‘‘I’ll give you a
concrete example—the party organization of the automobile factory. It has a
membership of about four thousand engineering and technical persons. There
are 207 propagandists and more than 130 study circles on party history.’’

Stalin and his inner circle ruled so effectively because of their control of the
state and party apparatus. Stalin’s loyal deputy, Zhdanov, insistently argued
for copying the principles of strict subordination and centralized management
in teaching the Short Course to the people. The Politburo session fully revealed
incompetence and multiple deficiencies in the existing propaganda apparatus,
as well as the necessity of creating rigid, vertically integrated, and hierarchical
system of training and improving the qualifications of its instructors. The so
called ‘‘circles’’ (kruzhki), strictly subordinated and controlled by superior
party organizations, became the basic unit for Short Course studies. The es-
tablishment of the Higher School of Marxism-Leninism for training and im-
proving the qualifications of party officials became yet another step in this
project. The notion of ‘‘party history’’ replaced ‘‘Leninism.’’ Against a back-
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drop of intensified censorship, the journal Bolshevik became the major theo-
retical weapon of indoctrination and control of the masses.

The centralized structure of management and control was complemented
by material incentives, in particular, by high salaries. The stenogram shows
that the heads of regional party propaganda departments received the rela-
tively high salary of eight hundred rubles per month.

The unified system of indoctrination of the masses was created through the
special decree of the Central Committee of November 14, 1938 ‘‘On Party
Propaganda in Relation to the Publication of the Short Course of the History of
the All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks).’’ The decree clarified the chief
function of the Short Course: ‘‘to endow the party with unified instruction on
party history, providing a legitimized (reviewed by the Central Committee)
interpretation of major questions of party history and of Marxism-Leninism,
that excludes the possibility of arbitrary interpretation.’’∏ The Short Course
was proclaimed an ‘‘encyclopedia of the basics of Marxism-Leninism,’’ playing
the role of a dogma that had to be learned not only by the party members but by
everyone else.

Final Thoughts

Dictators have enemies; they are not elected by constituents. They pur-
sue programs that do not please a large part of the citizenry. Dictators have a
number of choices with respect to their enemies. They can eliminate them by
banishment, imprisonment, or execution. They can choose to live with a cer-
tain percentage of enemies. Or they can educate or reeducate citizens who are
enemies or who might become enemies. They also might wish to identify those
enemies, actual and potential, who can do them the most harm.

Stalin’s message, clearly expressed at the November 1939 Politburo meet-
ing, called in the declining days of the Great Terror, was that he was ready to
turn from physical elimination of enemies to ‘‘enemy-prevention.’’ The cadres
that he had to eliminate as enemies during the Great Terror were enemies
because they had not been properly enlightened. That was the mistake of the
party; the party had survived without them and was ready to move on, but
should avoid the mistakes of the past. It needed a doctrine or dogma that
should be understood by all, but most importantly by those ‘‘who work with
their minds.’’ If only the citizenry were properly educated in this dogma, there
would be no need to worry about enemies or opposition to the party line.

Stalin’s Short Course was to be the means to accomplish these goals. It
explained to the intelligentsia and to the masses what they needed to under-
stand. If they understood, they would be active supporters of party decisions.
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The Politburo session ended on the usual note. A Politburo commission was
to be formed that would deal with the practical implementation of the task of
teaching the Short Course and would consider all those deficiencies raised by
the dialogue with the actual practitioners of official ideology.

Stalin’s discussions with propagandists from around the country may or
may not have been an eye-opener for him. He may well have known already
that most people were not interested in party history or ideology and that they
had to be forced to attend sessions. Maybe he knew of the low level of training
and intellect of party propagandists. The candor of these low-level party pro-
pagandists in pointing out deficiencies is remarkable, because usually such
problems were kept from the dictator’s view. Either they were new in their
positions and could blame deficiencies on their predecessors, or they were
simply naïve.
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Grain, Class, and Politics During NEP:
The Politburo Meeting of December 10, 1925

r .  w .  d a v i e s

The Economic and Political Background

The Politburo session of December 10, 1925, item No. 1, dealt with
‘‘The Work of TsSU [the Central Statistical Administration] Concerning the
Grain-Fodder Balance.’’ This was a remarkable and rare occasion. Govern-
ments in the twentieth century were often anxious to present statistics to their
own advantage. In Britain, under the Thatcher government in the 1980s, the
definition of ‘‘unemployment’’ was changed on many occasions, resulting in a
considerable reduction of the official figure. The falsification of the grain har-
vest under Stalin after 1932 is notorious. But it is very unusual—perhaps
unique—for the supreme policymaking body in a major state to discuss in
detail, and with considerable passion, the technicalities of a complex statistical
problem, and to resolve the problem by majority vote.

The session took place in the context of the crucial problem of Bolshevik
policy during NEP: the relation of the regime to the 23 million peasant house-
holds, four-fifths of the population of the Soviet Union. In Marxist studies
of the Russian peasantry, three major groups were generally distinguished:
kulaks, middle peasants, and poor peasants. The term ‘‘kulak’’ (literally mean-
ing ‘‘tight fist’’) was originally reserved for rural usurers and traders as distinct
from rural peasant producers. By the mid-1920s it was generally used more
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widely to refer to all peasants who hired labor or exploited their neighbors in
some other way.

As a result of the October 1917 Revolution and the Civil War economic dif-
ferentiation in the countryside was considerably reduced. In the early years of
the New Economic Policy some differentiation took place, but the degree of
petty capitalism in the countryside remained far less than before the revolution.

Measuring the level and dynamic of differentiation was a very difficult prob-
lem. The easiest way to divide the peasants into economic groups was by sown
area per household, and this also enabled the statisticians to estimate the
amount of grain taken to the market by different groups of households. Peas-
ants with more sown area were generally better off. But the sown area did not
fully correspond to the wealth of the household. Some more wealthy peasants
obtained much of their income from livestock, or trade, or handicrafts, And
the classification by sown area did not reveal the number of kulaks exploiting
other peasants—these were certainly a fairly small proportion of the peasants
in the upper sown-area groups.

In the middle and late 1920s the degree of differentiation was a major issue
in the discussion of Soviet policy towards the peasants. The Bolsheviks were
preoccupied by the problem of how to ensure agricultural and industrial
growth while preventing the emergence of rural capitalism.

The political background in December 1925 was the emerging conflict be-
tween the majority of the Politburo and the ‘‘New’’ or ‘‘Leningrad’’ Opposi-
tion, in which the controversy about differentiation among the peasantry
played a significant role. The majority of the seven-man Politburo included
both Stalin and the future Right Opposition, Nikolai Bukharin, Aleksei Ry-
kov, and Mikhail Tomsky. Politburo members Grigory Zinoviev and Lev Ka-
menev were the leaders of the New Opposition. Until the summer of 1925,
these two men, together with Stalin, formed the ‘‘Triumvirate’’ which domi-
nated the Politburo after the death of Lenin in January 1924. Trotsky, the
seventh member of the Politburo, and leader of the Left Opposition, was by
this time an isolated figure, and had resigned his key post as People’s Com-
missar for Military and Naval Affairs in January 1925. He had been par-
ticularly fiercely opposed by Zinoviev and Kamenev, who unsuccessfully
called for his expulsion from the Politburo.

Although Stalin cooperated closely with Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomsky, he
was his own man, and did not have close allies in the full Politburo. But the candi-
date members included his staunch ally V. M. Molotov. Valerian Kuibyshev,
another reliable associate of Stalin, was head of the powerful joint government-
party agency the Workers’ and Peasants’ Inspectorate and Central Control Com-
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mission (known as Rabkrin-CCC). This was responsible for assessing the work
of all government and party agencies and increasingly acted as the scourge of
dissidence and unorthodoxy. In view of his notionally ‘‘independent’’ role, the
head of Rabkrin-CCC was not formally a Politburo member, but he had the
status of a member and attended its meetings.

These divisions within the Politburo were strongly influenced by personal
antagonisms. The Triumvirate was established because the other leaders were
afraid that the charismatic Trotsky would become the Napoleon of the Rus-
sian revolution. The New Opposition emerged in the summer and autumn of
1925 partly because Zinoviev and Kamenev feared and were jealous of the
growing power of Stalin. The normally mild-mannered Kamenev declared at
the Fourteenth Party Congress in December 1925: ‘‘I have reached the conclu-
sion that Comrade Stalin cannot perform the function of uniting the Bolshevik
general staff.’’∞

The clash of personalities was intertwined with major policy differences.
Trotsky and his supporters believed that the conservatism of the majority of
the Politburo was leading to the ossification and bureaucratization of the
Soviet Union and the international revolutionary movement. The Politburo
majority saw this as a time for the consolidation of the system. While Trotsky
stressed the paramountcy of planning, the majority sought to strengthen and
deepen the New Economic Policy. In this spirit Zinoviev launched the cam-
paign ‘‘Face to the Countryside’’ in the autumn of 1924. In the spring of 1925
a series of far-reaching measures sought to provide strong economic incentives
to the peasants. Bukharin in a famous speech called for the removal of ‘‘many
restrictions which put the brake on the growth of the well-to-do and kulak
farm.’’ Specifically, Bukharin stated: ‘‘To the peasants, to all the peasantry, we
must say: Enrich yourselves, develop your farms, and do not fear that con-
straints will be put on you.≤

For Zinoviev and Kamenev these policies went too far; the slogan ‘‘Enrich
yourselves’’ reflected a dangerous tendency to encourage rural capitalism at the
expense of the industrial workers. Zinoviev was supported by the powerful
Leningrad party organization, based on the Leningrad proletariat whose sup-
port had been indispensable to the victory of the Bolshevik Revolution. But it
was Kamenev, who was in charge of the Council of Labor and Defense—the
economic committee of the Soviet government—who first drew public atten-
tion to the danger of the growing economic differentiation among the peasants.
From August onwards, in a series of statements, he expressed alarm about the
situation revealed by the grain-fodder balance for 1925–26, prepared by TsSU,
which purported to show that 14 percent of peasant households produced 33
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percent of the grain harvest and were responsible for 61 percent of the grain
surpluses. Kamenev insisted that this reliance on the well-off and kulak peas-
ants for grain supplies had ‘‘most serious social consequences.’’≥

During the autumn, the rift between Zinoviev and Kamenev and the party
majority on this and several other issues widened. The TsSU figures became a
major center of attention, particularly as a result of the difficulties in collecting
grain from the 1925 harvest. The figures were very widely discussed, in daily
newspapers as well as in specialized journals. If they were true, did they mean
that NEP was leading the country away from socialism, and strengthening
capitalism in the countryside? On October 1, contradicting TsSU and Ka-
menev, a plenum of the party Central Committee authoritatively reasserted
the official view that ‘‘the mass of grain is produced and thrown on to the
market by the mass of middle peasants.’’∂

The Central Statistical Administration and the Grain Balance

Prerevolutionary Russia was distinguished for its remarkably strong sta-
tistical institutions, both at the level of central government and in the regions.
The regional institutions were managed by the semidemocratic local govern-
ment organizations, the zemstva. Within a year of the Bolshevik Revolution of
October 1917, the Soviet government, with Lenin’s strong support, estab-
lished the TsSU in Moscow and its network of local agencies based on the
prerevolutionary zemstva and now attached to the local soviets. Lenin insisted
that ‘‘statistics must be outside departmental control’’ and that their main
function must be ‘‘to express objectively and truthfully the situation as it is, the
causes of the present situation and their consequences.’’∑

In practice TsSU retained a great deal of independence in the first eight years
after its establishment under the directorship of P. I. Popov. Popov, who was
supported by Lenin, held this post until December 1925. Before the revolution
he had been exiled for revolutionary activities in the 1890s, and between 1909
and 1917 he was head of the Tula zemstvo statistical office.∏ He was a man of
independent views, rather abrasive in character, and frequently clashed both
with other statisticians and the political authorities.

Naturally the crucial issue for the statisticians in this huge and varied peas-
ant country, both before and after the revolution, was grain. Assessing the size
of the grain harvest was a major preoccupation.π In the early 1920s Popov and
TsSU consistently put forward low estimates of the harvest, while Gosplan
(the State Planning Commission), supported by rival statisticians, insisted that
the peasants for tax and other reasons consistently underestimated the har-
vest, so that as a result substantial correction coefficients must be applied to
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the raw data. TsSU reluctantly agreed to correct the harvest data upwards in
the course of 1921–25.

All those dealing with the countryside were naturally concerned not only
about the total amount of grain produced but also about what happened to it.
Well before the revolution, Russian statisticians pioneered the preparation of a
‘‘grain-fodder balance’’ which set out for the agricultural year (July 1–June
30) (1) the stocks of grain held by peasants and others at the beginning of the
year; (2) the grain produced during the year; (3) the amounts in which grain
was consumed for different purposes during the year; (4) the stock remaining
at the end of the year. Item (3) was a particularly complicated matter. Part of
the grain was used as seed for the following harvest; part was consumed by its
peasant producers; part was consumed by their animals, and part was sold on
the market. The part sold on the market was known as ‘‘extrarural grain.’’
Extrarural grain was used in a variety of ways. It was the main source of
nourishment for the nonrural population, including the army; it provided raw
material for a variety of industries, especially for the production of vodka.
Grain was also a major item of prerevolutionary export.

There was a further complication. A large amount of grain, which was not
part of the category ‘‘extrarural grain,’’ was sold by peasants in one region to
peasants in another region, or between different peasants within the same
region or village. This was known as ‘‘intrarural grain.’’ Such rich grain re-
gions as Ukraine and North Caucasus, the ‘‘grain-surplus regions,’’ supplied
grain to the ‘‘grain-deficit regions’’ such as the more industrialized central and
northwestern regions round Moscow and St. Petersburg. Within every region,
and often within a village, some peasants, often the poorer peasants, were net
purchasers of grain from other peasants.∫

The estimates made for the different items in the grain-fodder balance came
from a variety of sources. ‘‘Extrarural grain,’’ with its subdivisions, was
known quite accurately. There was, however, a considerable variation be-
tween the different estimates of the amount of grain transferred within the
countryside, either from peasant to peasant or via intermediaries.

If the Soviet state was to plan the development of agriculture, and of industry
and the towns, which depended on agriculture, it needed to know as much as
possible about the different items in the balance. All sections of party opinion
wanted TsSU to prepare data which showed not only what had happened with
previous harvests but also what was going to happen with the present harvest—
the grain-fodder balance became a grain-fodder budget, but without a change
of name. The party authorities—and their critics—also wanted to know the
role of different social groups in the production and sale of grain, and pressed
upon TsSU the need to produce a socially differentiated balance.
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Table 10.1. Percentage Distribution of the Population and of Grain Products
[expected in 1925/26] (USSR excluding Turkestan, Transcaucasus, and Kirgizia)

[(a) For nine sown-area groups]

Sown area
% of

population
% of total
production

% of
surpluses

% of
deficits

1. None 3 — — 22
2. Up to 1 desyatina 12 3 — 44
3. 1–2 desyatinas 22 12 — 34
4. 2–3 desyatinas 20 16 3 —
5. 3–4 desyatinas 14 15 11 —
6. 4–5 desyatinas 15 21 25 —
7. 6–8 desyatinas 7 12 19 —
8. 8–10 desyatinas 3 7 12 —
9. Over 10 desyatinas 4 14 30 —

Total 100 100 100 100

[(b) For three consolidated sown-area groups]

Sown area
% of

population
% of total
production

% of
surpluses

% of
deficits

1–3. Up to 2 desyatinas 37 15 0 100
4–6. 2–6 desyatinas 49 52 39 —
7–9. 6+ desyatinas 14 33 61 —

Total 100 100 100 100

Note [by Dubenetsky]: This estimate may somewhat exaggerate the surpluses of the larger
farms, because we have used an estimate of the grain used for food and to feed livestock (per
head of livestock) not on the basis of each province, but of larger regions, but the general picture
of the distribution of the harvest and of the surplus is undoubtedly correct.

Note [by present author]: This table appears in an article in Biulleten’ TsSU, no. 105, pp. 61–
73, by N. Dubenetsky, head of the Grain Department of TsSU. dated July 20, 1925. The sown-
area figures are per household, the surpluses and deficits are estimated per head of the popula-
tion of the sown-area group concerned.

I have numbered the rows and rearranged the table to make it easier to follow. The first
English translation of the table (slightly simplified) was published in Carr, Socialism in One
Country, 1924–1926, vol. 1, p. 306 n. 1.∞ Carr’s figures are taken from Kamenev, Stat’i i rechi,
pp. 355–56, which has not been available.

1 desyatina = 1.09 hectares = 2.7 acres.

This was the background to the fateful decision of Popov and TsSU to
produce and publish the table showing potential grain sales in 1925–26 in
terms of different groups of peasant households (Table 10.1). This table used
the standard division of peasant households according to their sown area. The
1925–26 balance, submitted to the Council of People’s Commissars in June
1925, before the harvest, divided the peasants into nine groups.
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Kamenev’s figures were obtained from the last three groups (7–9) in the
table. His use of them, to stress the dangers of differentiation, immediately
gave rise to angry protests from the party majority, and from Gosplan. The
party leaders evidently concluded that this was a good opportunity to get rid
of the awkward Popov. Already at the Thirteenth Party Congress in May
1924, Stalin, without naming either Popov or TsSU, had criticized Soviet
statisticians who gave different figures for the same phenomenon, contrasting
them with statisticians in bourgeois countries, who ‘‘respect themselves and
retain a certain minimum of professional honor.’’Ω Between this congress and
the publication of the data on differentiation, Popov had further upset the
politicians by insisting that a successful policy towards the peasants depended
on carrying out a thoroughgoing agriculture census. He also provocatively
argued about the grain trade that ‘‘private capital must be allowed to penetrate
it to a large degree.’’∞≠

Following the attention given to the figures on differentiation by Kamenev
and others, in October 1925 Rabkrin established a commission to examine the
TsSU grain-fodder balance. It was headed by Yakovlev, Kuibyshev’s deputy,
and, while it included representatives of TsSU, it was dominated by its critics,
notably Vyshnevsky, the principal Gosplan specialist on grain statistics.∞∞ Un-
fortunately for Popov, he was abroad during the proceedings of the commis-
sion, and returned only shortly before the Politburo meeting of December 10
(Popov’s long-standing deputy Pashkovsky acted on his behalf) The findings
of the commission were well publicized at the time: they were reported in
Pravda, in articles by Yakovlev and in a subsequent book. Vyshnevsky pub-
lished two substantial articles criticizing the methods used by TsSU.∞≤

The Politburo Meeting of December 10, 1925: The Debate

The verbatim report of item No. 1 of the Politburo meeting of December
10, 1925, which has now been published from formerly closed archives, does
not throw much new light on the validity of the TsSU figures, which were
amply discussed in the press. But it greatly illuminates our understanding of
the political processes of the mid-1920s and the role and influence of key
members of the Politburo.∞≥

The meeting was attended by twenty-three people. These included four full
members of the Politburo: Kamenev, Rykov, Stalin, and Trotsky (Bukharin,
Zinoviev and Tomsky were absent), and three candidate members (Feliks
Dzerzhinsky, Molotov, and Jan Rudzutak). Three members of the Central
Control Commission were also present, including Kuibyshev; and various
members of the party Central Committee, and some experts. It lasted the best
part of a day. It heard elaborate reports from Kuibyshev and Yakovlev on
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behalf of Rabkrin, and a co-report by Popov, who also intervened in the
discussion on several occasions. Kuibyshev and Popov both summed up at the
end of the meeting. Kamenev, who presided at Politburo meetings at this time,
played a prominent part in the discussion. The meeting was addressed by
Stalin (three times), Rykov (twice), and Trotsky, and by candidate Politburo
members Rudzutak and Molotov. The only expert who spoke, apart from
Popov himself, was S. Strumilin from Gosplan, a prominent critic of TsSU
harvest statistics.

In their lengthy reports, Kuibyshev and Yakovlev advanced four main argu-
ments against the grain distribution figures. First, according to Kuibyshev the
correction coefficients which TsSU added to the sown-area data had not been
changed, but they should have been reduced because ‘‘there is less incentive
now for the peasantry to conceal the sown area.’’ This was the thinnest crit-
icism, because Gosplan and the other agencies had been pressing TsSU ever
since the beginning of NEP to increase these coefficients! Secondly, TsSU had
used identical consumption norms for all groups of peasants, although ‘‘in fact
the poor peasant eats less and puts more of his grain on the market than TsSU
suggested . . . ; on the other hand the rich peasant eats better and puts less grain
on the market.’’ Thirdly, the stocks remaining in the hands of the top groups of
peasants had been underestimated, and in consequence the amount of grain
they had sold on the market had again been overestimated. Fourthly, the TsSU
figures ignored the important point that although the poor peasants purchased
more grain than they sold, they did put grain on the market, selling it in the
autumn after the harvest and buying it in the spring when they had run short of
it. Kuibyshev presented a rival table which purported to show that in terms of
the total gross sales of grain the well-off and rich peasants provided not 61
percent but only 29.6 percent of the grain.

In reply, Popov insisted that TsSU reconsidered its correction coefficients
each year and only left them constant when there was no evidence for modify-
ing them. In the case of consumption norms they had made it clear that the
table issued in June and published later in the TsSU Bulletin no. 105 was ‘‘only
a sketch.’’ On October 9, a new version had been issued in which differenti-
ated norms had been used. As far as stocks were concerned, it was impossible
to estimate these accurately in advance because they depended on unknown
factors such as the size of the harvest and the price of grain.

Popov rejected the argument about the sale of grain by the poor peasants on
the grounds that the grain which was sold within the peasantry ‘‘for the most
part does not enter the large-scale urban market’’; ‘‘the circulation of the grain
is carried out within agriculture.’’ This was strongly contested by Yakovlev,
who insisted that the claim that the poor peasants did not sell to the towns ‘‘is
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not based on any serious foundation.’’ The poor peasants sold from one-third
to one-half of their gross harvest in the autumn, and grain was sold within the
countryside only in the spring, when the poor peasants purchased more grain
than they had sold in the autumn.

Strumilin had long been critical of TsSU. He explained that he did not
participate directly in the work of the Rabkrin commission. Instead he was
now reporting to the Politburo about the reaction of Gosplan to the TsSU
grain figures. The original figures (as in the table above) were ‘‘completely
unsatisfactory from the point of view of social groupings,’’ because they sim-
ply showed the division of the peasants according to sown area. The second
version by TsSU tried to deal with criticisms by using different sown-area
divisions for different agricultural areas, and as a result had reduced the 61
percent to 52 percent. But this second version was ‘‘again completely un-
satisfactory,’’ because ‘‘the middle peasants of one area could seem to be
poorer than the ‘poor peasants’ of another area, and as a result in the country
as a whole poor peasants were lumped together with middle peasants, middle
peasants with the better off, and so on.’’ Strumilin concluded on the following
note: ‘‘No serious Marxist statistician could have produced such a work. This
is not only my opinion but also the opinion of everyone with whom the work
was discussed in Gosplan.’’ He insisted that the work must be redone before a
‘‘more or less true reflection of reality could be obtained.’’

Trotsky, who a couple of years later treated the alleged increased economic
power of the kulaks as a major threat to the Soviet order, might have been
expected to applaud the TsSU figures and Kamenev’s alarm about them. But
on this occasion he was quite circumspect. Following his defeat during 1924,
he had taken on secondary government posts in the spring of 1925, and did
not yet wish to confront the party majority again. And he was still at log-
gerheads with Kamenev and Zinoviev. He accused Kamenev of ‘‘initially pub-
lishing [the TsSU figures] against me,’’ to Kamenev’s evident surprise.

Kamenev: Against you?
Trotsky: Yes, against me, you do that so often, that you may have forgotten
it this once.

Trotsky insisted that even if the TsSU figures were correct, which he very
much doubted, they did not justify ‘‘panic-stricken attitudes.’’ Instead, what
mattered was their place in the dynamic of development:

Trotsky: If in the following year the same 14 percent of peasants provide 65
percent and then 75 percent, this would obviously be a threatening process. If
the figure of 61 percent is true, about which I expressed my emphatic doubt in
my report, this does not mean that the same group will have 65 percent in the
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following year. On the contrary, from all the data there will be a reduction to
say 55 percent or less. The main question is whether we can counterpose a
sufficiently rapid growth of industry to the growth of the differentiation of the
peasants.

Kamenev, presiding at the meeting, was in an awkward position. He
claimed that he had simply drawn attention to figures which had already been
reported to the Council of People’s Commissars, and had made it clear that
they were ‘‘preliminary, and needed further elaboration and precision.’’ He
maintained that he did not claim that they provided ‘‘socio-economic class
characteristics’’:

Kamenev: If my article had stated that the 14 percent were well off and had
61 percent of grain surpluses, this accusation could be made. But this state-
ment does not appear in the article.

In the hope of rescuing Popov’s position, Kamenev insisted at some length that,
whatever he (Kamenev) had said himself, TsSU could not be blamed for it:

Kamenev: If, Comrade Yakovlev, you impugn those who drew this kind of
conclusion, you should have said that incorrect conclusions were drawn from
these figures about the differentiation of the peasantry. That’s what you should
have said—but you should not have attributed this to TsSU or Comrade
Popov. If you want to criticize Kamenev, say so. Why attribute crimes to TsSU
which it did not commit, and political acts which it did not undertake?—in
these figures there is not the slightest hint that this is a division into kulaks,
middle peasants, poor peasants, etc.

Rykov, replying to Kamenev, quoted extensively from Kamenev’s pamphlet.
The most damning passage he cited was the following:

Rykov: There are these five [sic] figures [wrote Kamenev]: 37 percent of the
peasantry will not only not sell grain, but will buy it; 29 percent will bring to
the market a little over one-third of the total marketed commodity, and 14
percent will hand over a little less than two-thirds of the total. These provide
the answer to the question: Who received the huge sum of money, and the
goods, machinery, etc. which go into the countryside in exchange for the
harvest.∞∂

Rykov commented sharply: ‘‘It is about these figures that you said that the
attempt to put a gloss on them is an attempt to put a gloss on the figures about
the differentiation of the peasantry.’’

Following Rykov, Yakovlev again made the claim, crucial to the case against
TsSU, that it had treated the figures in its notorious table as recording socio-
economic differentiation. He cited an article by the head of the relevant TsSU
department (Dubnetsky), which described the sown-area data as referring to
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‘‘five social groups: peasants without sown area, poor, middle, well-off and
rich.’’ He also pointed out that in a report to Rabkrin as recently as November
26 Khryashcheva had treated the sown-area data as corresponding to these
five main classes. (Everyone at the Politburo meeting knew that Khryashcheva
was Popov’s wife, though it did not conform with party manners to mention
this.) Then Molotov, summing up this line of criticism, credibly suggested that
‘‘the data which TsSU provided to the state agencies and to the Rabkrin com-
mission itself slipped from sown-area groupings to class divisions.’’

In reply, Popov reiterated that he had never intended to take the sown-area
groups as a basis for studying classes in the countryside. Instead, TsSU had
embarked on an elaborate study which took into account not only sown area
but also animal husbandry and artisan activities, and examined the extent to
which different groups used hired labor, rented land from other peasants, and
owned agricultural equipment. He also insisted, citing a memorandum written
by Khryashcheva and himself, that kulaks were a ‘‘very small number’’ (edi-
nitsy) of peasants, and could be found in all sown-area groups, though mainly
among those with larger sown areas.

Behind these exchanges there lurked substantial differences of view about
the situation in the countryside and the policy to be pursued. Earlier in the
debate Popov claimed that Rabkrin, by grouping the peasants into only three
sown-area groups, thus lumping into a single group all peasants except those
with very large sown areas, had made it look as if most grain was sold by this
middle group:

Popov: I maintain that Rabkrin, consciously or unconsciously, was following
the wrong path—the middle-peasantization of households of different eco-
nomic strengths, and this path is a dangerous one. There is undoubtedly a
dangerous deviation here. Here from somewhere or other narodism is break-
ing in by quiet infiltration [tikhaia sapa]. There is a danger here.

The Narodniks (Populists) were the pro-peasant revolutionaries in tsarist
times who strongly believed that the equality of the peasant commune could
form the basis for socialism. Tikhaia sapa, ironically, was the phrase used by
Stalin during the agricultural crisis of 1932–33 to describe the conduct of the
kulaks who were allegedly sabotaging the collective farms from within.

Molotov in a characteristically blunt speech replied that it was Popov whose
view of the middle peasants was erroneous: ‘‘It is particularly typical that
Comrade. Popov does not notice the role of the middle peasant in the coun-
tryside.’’ Molotov addressed Popov as follows:

Molotov: Comrade Popov, your policy is to defend the poor peasant and
besiege the well-off kulak group, and that means you do not see the facts, in
particular the results of the October Revolution in the countryside. . . . It is
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wrong to take the standpoint that one must follow either a narrow policy in
favor of the poor peasants or a policy in favor of the kulaks and well-off
peasants. Our policy is to be for the proletariat and the poor peasantry, plus
also an alliance with the middle peasantry.

Molotov raised the temperature at the meeting by charging Popov with dis-
torting the statistics to justify his political views. Popov, he declared, sought to
show that the reduction of grain prices favored the kulak and the rich peasant:
‘‘The impression is that Comrade Popov as it were adjusted his figures to these
political conclusions’’; ‘‘it turns out that the TsSU figures are not just statistical
conclusions, but are spoiled by purely political conclusions.’’

Yakovlev countered Popov’s accusation that the orthodox line was tainted
with populism by asserting that Popov himself, by refusing to define the kulaks
by agricultural criteria, and claiming that they only emerged from trade, loan
operations, and so on, was repeating ‘‘the old narodnik delusion’’ that the
kulak did not emerge from agriculture as such. Kuibyshev went even further,
suggesting that Popov frequently spoke about ‘‘the dekulakization of the
countryside’’; this ‘‘political approach’’ to the problem of placing the peasants
in different groups, Kuibyshev maintained, was ‘‘a completely wrong method
and completely wrong approach.’’ Kuibyshev’s insinuation that Popov was in
favor of dekulakization had no basis. Ironically, exactly four years later it was
Stalin and his supporters who launched the campaign for the elimination of
the kulaks as a class.

Stalin, in his contributions to the discussion, was careful not to get involved
in the details of the debate about differentiation, but from the outset he made
his hostility to Popov abundantly clear. As in 1924, he presented himself as a
strong believer in objective statistics:

Stalin: It is absolutely clear that statistics must be objective, like any other
scientific discipline. Here there must be maximum objectivity.

In this context he concentrated his fire on the inconsistencies in the figures,
insisting that ‘‘we all treated these figures as scientific data, but now it turns
out that our TsSU worked with incorrect data.’’ He pointed out that TsSU had
produced three different figures for the grain supplied by the top group of
households: 61 percent, 54 percent, and 42 percent.∞∑ But science could not
work with ‘‘imprecise figures:

Stalin: You can say what you like about science, but if science works with
imprecise figures it is no longer science. I respect science, and TsSU as a citadel
of science, but the three different figures which TsSU has brought before us,
the gap between which is 19 percent, do not do credit to TsSU, but are an
admonishment to it. The conclusion from this is that TsSU uses figures too
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arbitrarily, impermissibly arbitrarily, contrary to the requirements of science,
contrary to the interests of science.

In his reply, Popov disagreed strongly with Stalin’s view of statistics. This
important passage is worth reproducing in full, both for its view of statistics
and because it was already rare at this time for an official who was not a top
politician to criticize Stalin:

Popov: All statistical figures are of course provisional [uslovny]. Statistical
data are provisional, and theory tells us this. Even bookkeepers’ records are
provisional. The aim we set ourselves in a statistical study is to provide mate-
rial which approximately describes reality. We have 23 million peasant house-
holds—can we really collect precise irrefutable data about these households?
Can we really believe that we can give precise figures when we work out the
size of the surplus from these 23 million households? Our data are of course
approximate, but then we elaborate them, make them more precise and closer
to reality. Moreover, the grain-fodder balance is not a purely statistical opera-
tion, it is an estimate, although based on statistical data. Comrade Stalin
forgets this, supposing that the estimate of the balance is a purely statistical
operation, while it is only an estimate. Take the control figures [a form of
annual plan] of Gosplan. Can control figures really reflect reality fully? The
control figures, like the grain-fodder balance, are not a statistical operation.
Comrade Stalin thinks that there is some kind of statistics which gives the
most precise figures, which can measure economic phenomena like a pharma-
cist’s scales. There is no such statistics. Statistical data are provisional, but in
the course of systematic statistical work we can determine the extent to which
it is provisional.

Earlier in the debate, Popov had pointed out that the predictions in the grain-
fodder balance of 1925–26, drawn up in June 1925, were also uncertain
because of the effect of policy and market conditions:

Popov: With one policy grain will be put into reserve stocks to a greater
extent than with another policy which leads the peasants to take grain to the
market to a greater extent. We argue that there are no grounds for separating
out stocks separately from the grain remaining in the hands of the peasants,
because stocks entirely depend on market conditions. Can we know market
conditions in advance? Who knows this? We said to you: this is the size of the
remainder and the surpluses after the normal needs of the agricultural popula-
tion have been met. . . . Market conditions are a very complicated matter.
Everyone thought that this autumn, after a good harvest, grain would come to
us at low prices, but an entirely different situation prevailed: grain came very
slowly and at a higher price than we supposed. Who could foresee this? Could
TsSU have foreseen this? It does not have the data for scientific forecasting.
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Can TsSU really dictate the policy which determines the market conditions?
You must do this, not TsSU. You can accuse TsSU of many things, but I tell
you that TsSU did all it could and provided all it could.

These crucial issues were not further discussed at the Politburo meeting. In
his summing up, Popov strongly protested about Molotov’s assertion that he
had adjusted the figures for political reasons:

Popov: I have been engaged in scientific statistical work for 27 years and I can
assure you that I have never done what you said. . . . I consider you should
respect the work of others, and you do not have the right to say that to me, to
make such an accusation.

Popov called for the assessment of the work of TsSU by a group of fellow
statisticians, the process known as ‘‘scientific expertise.’’ He had earlier
pointed out that previous assessments of the work of TsSU had been made by
specialists capable of judging its work, rather than by Rabkrin and by selected
specialists and others who, whatever their other merits, were not qualified to
judge the methods used by TsSU. Kuibyshev in his own summing up rejected
this proposal, claiming that the principal statisticians in TsSU had accepted
Rabkrin’s conclusions, and devoted the rest of his speech to repeating the
analysis of the TsSU data given in his original report.

The Politburo Meeting of December 10, 1925: The Outcome

The three most powerful figures at the meeting, Rykov, Stalin, and Kui-
byshev, had made it abundantly clear that they were in favor of major changes
in TsSU, including the removal of Popov. Rykov, as head of the Council of
People’s Commissars, was, under the direction of the Politburo, in charge of
the whole Soviet administrative machine, including TsSU. Quite early in the
discussion he demonstrated that as an administrator needing clear guidance
from the statisticians he was generally dissatisfied with TsSU:

Rykov: The table which estimated the harvest was once again miscalculated,
and a most unfortunate situation has developed concerning the distribution
of commodity grain. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that something
must be done, so that everything which occurred this year does not have to be
put up with again. Some statistical estimates of the harvest, of the amount of
commodity grain, and so on, are of absolutely major significance for our
whole policy. It is therefore necessary to carry out changes in TsSU which
would prevent us from being placed in such a situation. The work of TsSU
cannot be considered satisfactory. Although it should have been heard in the
Council of People’s Commissars, this report is being heard in the Politburo,
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because it is connected with the most important political questions. The Polit-
buro must give a directive to the Council of People’s Commissars that it
should take every necessary action to protect the party from the mistakes
which are occurring, and change the leadership of TsSU.∞∏

In his final remarks Kuibyshev, on behalf of the Rabkrin commission, pro-
posed that the Politburo should condemn the ‘‘major mistakes’’ made by TsSU
and Popov about the grain balance, and that Popov should be replaced as head
of TsSU.

Before the vote, Molotov made a brief personal statement grudgingly apolo-
gizing for his attacks on Popov’s professional rectitude. Here it is in full: ‘‘I am
ready to cross out of the stenogram the words which may be interpreted by
Comrade Popov as an attack on him personally.’’ (In fact the words remained
in the stenogram, as we have seen.)

Popov made a last-minute attempt to save the day for TsSU at the price of
sacrificing his own position by proposing ‘‘Appoint scientific expertise to in-
vestigate the TsSU data, and dismiss Comrade Popov.’’ This was ignored.
Kamenev then put Kuibyshev’s motion to the vote and it was carried with only
Kamenev’s vote against. The Politburo decision agreed ‘‘in the main’’ with the
conclusions of Rabkrin, and declared that Popov, as director of TsSU, had
‘‘permitted major mistakes in the compilation of the grain-fodder balance,
making it inadequate for assessing the amount of marketed grain, the sur-
pluses and shortages of grain, and the economic relations of the main strata of
the peasantry.’’ Accordingly the Politburo dismissed Popov, and delegated to
Rykov and Kuibyshev the search for a new director; their proposal was to be
put to the Orgburo and then approved by the Politburo. In the meantime
Popov’s deputy Pashkovsky was to take charge of TsSU.

Stalin had the last word. After the resolution had been passed, he again
demonstrated his devotion to objective statistics:

Stalin: The main directive to the staff of TsSU: bear in mind that TsSU is a
very important scientific establishment of the Republic, the statistical data of
which are of prime importance to the ruling agencies of the Republic, and that
TsSU is required to produce precise, objectively scientific work, free from
political considerations, and that any attempt to adjust the figures to a pre-
judged opinion will be regarded as a crime.

This clause was promptly adopted and the Politburo moved to the next item
on the agenda.
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Conclusions

1. The question ‘‘On the Work of the TsSU’’ was placed on the Politburo
agenda with the object of removing Popov, the founding director of TsSU, and
launching a reform of the statistical administration which would enable the
state to adapt it to the interests of Soviet party policy. Two key members of the
Politburo—Stalin and Rykov—were unambiguously committed to this ver-
dict in advance, and the party’s Control Commission, Rabkrin, provided the
data, the arguments, and the recommendations in support of it.

2. This was not a witch-hunting tribunal of the kind represented by the
Politburo meeting on the Syrtsov-Lominadze affair five years later.∞π While
Popov was subjected to some unjustified political accusations, he himself
made similar accusations against the party majority. Basically the case against
him had to be made by detailed evidence, and when Molotov accused Popov
of political bias, he had to apologize. Popov was given ample time to reply to
his accusers, and did not refrain from criticizing Stalin, who presented himself
as a firm supporter of scientific objectivity. The Politburo took a vote on the
resolution proposed by Kuibyshev on behalf of Rabkrin, and Kamenev voted
against it. While the Politburo decision imposed some restrictions on TsSU,
the new director continued with some success to struggle for its autonomy.

3. In defending statistics as an objective science which would provide firm
clear data to the authorities, Stalin ran roughshod over the complexities of
social statistics as they were understood by Popov and his colleagues, and by
Western social scientists.

4. The substance of the murky and difficult question of peasant differentia-
tion is still a controversial matter over eighty years later. My own assessment is
that TsSU was right in its claim that most of the net extrarural grain was
supplied by a relatively small minority of peasant households. A later careful
study by A. M. Mikhailovsky, a senior specialist on the grain trade in TsSU,
showed that a mere 10–11 percent of households in the European USSR
supplied 57 percent of all net extrarural sales of grain in the agricultural year
1927–28.∞∫ This minority of households, amounting to about two million or
so in the whole USSR, was distinct from but overlapped with the smaller
‘‘kulak’’ class. A study based on the 1927 sample census of peasant households
was later undertaken by the young Marxist statistician V. S. Nemchinov, who
showed that only about half a million households, some 2 percent of the total,
could properly be classified as ‘‘kulak,’’ and that even in the widest sense the
number of kulak households amounted to only 3.8 percent of all peasant
households.∞Ω

5. The Soviet leaders were most unwilling to admit that the supply of grain
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depended on a minority of peasants, many of whom were not kulaks but
rather relatively well-off grain farmers. Instead, they continued to assert that
the middle peasant majority of the peasants provided most of the grain. Stalin,
in his famous table of May 1928, purporting to be based on data supplied by
Nemchinov, claimed that poor and middle peasant households supplied 74
percent of marketed grain, and that kulaks supplied only 20 percent.≤≠ But he
achieved this result by crudely dividing the peasants into only a couple of
groups, the practice to which Popov strongly objected at the Politburo meeting
of December 10, 1925.
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11

The Politburo on Gold, Industrialization, and
the International Economy, 1925–1926

d a v i d  m .  w o o d r u f f

The Politburo transcripts for the 1925–26 economic year (October–
September) record three sessions on macroeconomic management. The tran-
scripts are broadly consistent with prior historiography, based on both archival
and public sources, which has given us a comprehensive picture of policymak-
ing in this crucial year for the fate of the NEP.∞ In the sessions, the Politburo—
and invited leaders from the key economic bureaucracies—grappled with the
challenges of managing the country’s integration into the international econ-
omy in light of an unprecedented push for industrial expansion. The challenges
were significant, involving an unfavorable trade balance, dwindling gold re-
serves, and difficulties in securing grain for exports at acceptable prices. Gold
shortages were especially hard on industry, which required imports of both raw
materials and equipment to meet ambitious goals.

The most forceful and coherent response to the economic challenges was
offered by People’s Commissar of Finance and Politburo candidate member
Grigory Sokol’nikov, who sought a macroeconomic solution through restric-
tive monetary policy and import cutbacks designed to ensure a favorable
balance of trade and an inflow of gold. This approach provoked harsh crit-
icism from Feliks Dzerzhinsky, head of the Supreme Council of the National
Economy (Vesenkha), which supervised state-owned industry. Dzerzhinsky
received fiery backing from his deputy Georgy Piatakov, who had orchestrated
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the program of industrial expansion.≤ In this debate—reflecting what Mau has
termed the ‘‘institutional split’’ between the industrial bureaucracies and the
People’s Commissariat of Finance (Narkomfin)—the industrialists failed to
prevail.≥ Even after Sokol’nikov’s removal from the leadership for his role in
the New Opposition at the Fourteenth Party Congress, the Politburo chose
macroeconomic restraint over the industrialists’ objections.

That this result was possible despite Sokol’nikov’s political vulner-
ability reflected a serious, objective constraint: gold. Excessive industrial
ambitions drained gold reserves through two channels. First, they required
large imports, especially problematic in the face of weak exports. Second,
expansion implied sharp rises in credit to industry, which occurred especially
in the early fall of 1925. As the money supply swelled, the finance ministry,
Narkomfin, found itself selling more and more gold to maintain the exchange
rate. Worried over gold shortages, the Politburo opted for monetary restric-
tion and import cutbacks to ensure a trade surplus, reining in the industrial
expansion.

It is striking, however, that in the minds of most leaders macroeconomic
policy was not the sole policy needed to address economic difficulties. Macro-
economic forces created problems through their effect on microeconomic
decisions—whether of independent peasant producers of grain or of state-
controlled economic bodies, both of which reacted to price incentives in ways
very visible to the Politburo. Rather than confining itself to changing the
macroeconomic environment prompting these decisions, the Politburo also
took a number of steps aimed at curtailing the microeconomic autonomy that
made them possible. It was this administrative reaction to the economic trou-
bles of 1925–26 that was to have the most lasting significance for what be-
came the Stalinist model of industrialization once monetary restriction was
abandoned. Thus, the Politburo record highlights the extreme fragility of the
NEP model even as early as the mid-1920’s.∂

An additional lesson of the transcripts is the absolute centrality of the inter-
national economy as a concern for Bolshevik policymakers in the period.∑

Deputy industry minister Piatakov set out the stakes most forcefully, calling
the lack of hard currency ‘‘the fundamental noose that is strangling the de-
velopment of industry.’’∏ To get hard currency the Soviets would need to ex-
port; to export they needed procurements of grain at prices low enough to
make export feasible. But it was not Piatakov alone who saw the dilemma.
Again and again, the transcripts reveal, international trade and world prices
formed the axis around which policy debate revolved. Indeed, as the discus-
sion below illustrates, efforts to manage the Soviet Union’s insertion into the
international economy played a crucial role in prompting the policies that
were to destroy NEP.π
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Economic Background

In 1925, Soviet authorities were still committed to a policy of maintain-
ing public faith in the currency by assuring it could be exchanged into gold at a
fixed parity. The chervonets, or ten-ruble note, bore a specification of its gold
content. While citizens could not exchange notes for gold in banks, the Peo-
ple’s Commissariat of Finance took pains to ensure that the chervonets price of
gold on legal or tolerated black markets remained stable—buying gold when
its chervonets price was cheap and selling it when it was dear.∫ This policy of
intervention on the currency markets was a constraint on monetary policy, as
an overissue of currency could require sales of gold that drained reserves.
Soviet authorities had also made a public, legal commitment to hold gold
reserves valued at least a quarter of the currency in circulation—a second way
that the availability of gold restricted monetary policy.

However, in the period of the introduction of the chervonets (1922–24),
and up through the middle of 1925, the gold standard did not in fact force any
hard choices about monetary policy. Remonetization of the economy—citi-
zens’ willingness to hold more of a currency that they were confident would
not depreciate—meant that a great deal of currency could be issued without
increasing demand for gold.Ω Indeed, in this period Narkomfin was often a
buyer of gold on the markets rather than a seller.∞≠ Remonetization also broke
the link between issue of money and price inflation. From October 1, 1924 to
October 1, 1925 the money supply almost doubled with no significant change
in observed price levels.∞∞

By the summer of 1925, however, the gold standard’s constraining effect on
monetary policy began to be felt. The period of rebuilding money stocks was
over, and further monetary emission did show up as demand for gold. From
May of 1925 the state found itself selling more gold coin than it was purchas-
ing.∞≤ At the same time, the poor harvest of 1924 had led to a decision to spend
around 115 million rubles of gold on grain imports, reducing reserves.∞≥

The ending of the ‘‘free lunch’’ of noninflationary monetary emission and
recent drains of gold reserves did not immediately affect policymaking in the
summer of 1925, however. Industrial authorities were poised for an ambitious
plan of expansion in the fall, a plan that would require substantial imports of
both foreign equipment and foreign raw materials. These plans looked within
reach, in part, because of prospects for a very good harvest and, thus, high
grain exports. Authorities expected to be able to purchase 780 million poods
of grain over the course of the agricultural year, with 380 million poods to go
to export.∞∂ On this basis, the Council of Labor and Defense (STO) approved
plans for substantial loans to procurement agencies to facilitate the purchase
of grain. Policymakers expected that the good harvest would increase supply
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and put downward pressure on prices, so possible inflationary effects of this
credit expansion were not feared.∞∑

In the event, grain prices reached levels much higher than the authorities
had anticipated, while procurements were lower.∞∏ These were the immediate
problems that the Politburo would discuss in their late October and early
November meetings, covered in the next section.

Some insight into how the summer 1925 decisions were made comes from
recriminations over them in the Politburo debates.∞π Demands for gold for
industrialization had been intense. Gosplan head Tsiurupa reported that the
initial import-export plan, hastily compiled in July, called for 1,059 million
rubles of export and 1,009 million rubles of imports—and that even this very
large figure involved a cutback of 400 million rubles in import requests by
various agencies, especially the Supreme Council of the National Economy.∞∫

Sokol’nikov complained that the Council of Labor and Defense, where the key
decisions were made, was log-rolling its way around credit restrictions: ‘‘It’s
impossible to do anything with you in the Council of Labor and Defense. . . .
One can say that the whole policy of procurements before the fall was con-
ducted against Narkomfin. I even went to cry into Comrade Stalin’s vest . . .
about the policy of the Council of Labor and Defense and how it was being
conducted. Everybody votes themselves money, the industrialists for the grain
procurers, the grain procurers for the industrialists.’’ Dzerzhinsky gave as
good as he got, blaming Sokol’nikov’s policy of importing goods the preceding
economic year for shortages of gold.∞Ω

Grain Prices and Exports

In a session spread over two dates in late October and early November,
the Politburo met to thrash out what to do about flagging procurements and
exports and their consequences for industrial expansion plans. The harvest
had been good and substantial grain was purchased—well above the amount
procured in the preceding year, and 90 percent of the planned amount for the
immediate post-harvest months.≤≠ However, the price at which it was pur-
chased was well above what had been hoped. Purchasing agents had been
given target prices (direktivnye tseny) based on world ones, but, armed with
ample credit, did not stick to these prices in practice.

By the time the Politburo met, high prices had prompted a dramatic cutback
in procurements.≤∞ People’s Commissar of Internal Trade Sheinman reported
he now expected 680 rather than 780 million poods for the entire economic
year.≤≤ The cutback was a chaotic process. Sokol’nikov had been away at the
start of the procurements campaign, but on his return, shocked by high prices,
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he took a unilateral decision to curtail credits. He admitted that authorization
for this decision came only post hoc, inviting his colleagues to charge him with
treason.≤≥ Supreme Council of the National Economy Deputy Director Kvir-
ing complained of the suddenness of the price cutbacks, telling of peasants
who had collected sacks from procurement agencies to deliver grain at a price
of 1 ruble 60 kopecks a pood, only to be told on their return with grain that
they would receive only 1 ruble 15 kopecks: ‘‘I have a report that one director
of a grain delivery station had to flee from the peasants.’’ The cutback in
procurements had important foreign trade implications as well. Freighters
that had been contracted for the expected wave of exports were still standing
idle in the Black Sea; down payments accepted against the planned shipments
had to be returned.≤∂

It bears emphasis that it was not so much the volume of grain purchased but
rather the price at which it was available compared to world prices that was
the crucial policy problem the Bolshevik leadership saw itself confronting.≤∑

Failure to reach the world price levels reflected in the target prices made export
unprofitable. Without exports, imports for industry came under threat. The
problem of high internal prices reflected what contemporary macroecono-
mists term an overvalued currency.≤∏ Simply put, the prices at which Soviet
goods entered the world market (their gold prices) were the product of two
terms—their ruble prices times the gold value of the ruble. In theory, then, one
could reduce gold prices either by reducing ruble prices or by reducing the gold
value of the ruble. Strikingly, the second option—devaluation of the cher-
vonets—was almost entirely off the table in the Politburo debates: so much so
that the need to defend the exchange rate seemed almost taken for granted. It
was not only Sokol’nikov who took this position. Stalin warned that ‘‘things
could end badly for the chervonets’’ without vigorous efforts to accumulate
gold reserves by running a trade surplus. Molotov likewise gave a strong
statement of the need to defend the chervonets in February.≤π (A Politburo
commission did debate devaluation in January, but rejected it.≤∫ See the con-
clusion for a discussion.)

With devaluation ruled out, debate on high domestic prices for export prod-
ucts centered on two possibilities. Either prices had to come down, or exports
would have to take place at a loss. The latter position had some significant
support. Internal trade official Sheinman argued that driving procurement
prices down to international levels was unrealistic: ‘‘in most regions we have
reached prices that, although 10–15 percent above the target prices, are ac-
ceptable for the internal market. The target prices have a defect, which con-
sists in the fact that we adjust them primarily to world prices. . . . We cannot go
to the muzhik [the peasant] with [the world] price of 50 kopecks a pood for
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rye.’’≤Ω (The procurement price for rye in October 1925 was around 75 ko-
pecks per pood.)≥≠ To earn hard currency, Sheinman argued, some exports
would therefore need to be done at a loss. He complained that a commission
under Kamenev was blocking such efforts. Tsiurupa of Gosplan and Krasin,
the People’s Commissar for Foreign Trade, took up the theme more strongly.
Krasin scored the ‘‘harm [vred] and defeatism’’ of discussions on export prof-
itability that were ‘‘killing the ‘will to export.’ ’’≥∞ Profitable exports could be
expected only in five to ten years. In the meantime, refusing to export and
expanding internal consumption amounted to a ridiculous policy of ‘‘turning
grain into manure [peregona khleba na navoz].’’ Tsiurupa argued that ‘‘export
is necessary and advantageous for us, for without export there is no import; if
we push export, even if it is commercially unprofitable in some cases, we can
cover the losses with the profits from import, which is always profitable.’’≥≤

Organizations resisting unprofitable export should be forced to take into ac-
count ‘‘the state’s overall point of view.’’

Bureaucratic solutions were also proposed. Gosplan’s Tsiurupa reminded
the assembly that even in the summer, in light of the ambitious plans for the
fall, he had called for appointment of a ‘‘watchman’’ (storozh) charged with
‘‘driving export and pressuring exporting organizations.’’ Stalin implied the
split between external and internal prices had institutional roots, and pro-
posed unifying the Commissariats of Internal and Foreign Trade; Kamenev
had a similar position. Dzerzhinsky complained of bureaucratic interference
with the Supreme Council of the National Economy’s proposals for ways to
expand exports to fund the imports on which, he stated, industry was critically
dependent. ‘‘The requirement for imports . . . is the stimulus that gives us the
possibility of increasing export.’’ Sokol’nikov was scathing in response, keep-
ing monetary issues in the foreground. ‘‘And can you pay for anything with a
stimulus?’’ he asked Dzerzhinsky.≥≥ As for foreign trade minister, Krasin’s
program, it was ‘‘senseless,’’ an ‘‘effort to evade difficulties in an illusory way.’’
In order to export at high prices, procurement agencies would have to keep
buying at high prices, and this would mean ‘‘throwing an enormous amount of
money into the country,’’ preserving the inflated price level. Instead, Sokol’ni-
kov proposed addressing ‘‘the divergence between world and internal prices’’
by reducing internal grain prices. This, in turn, would reduce industrial goods’
prices, which, in Sokol’nikov’s view were sustained at inflated levels due to the
large incomes peasants derived from high grain prices.

While Sokol’nikov’s position against loss-making exports was most force-
ful, other leaders were also cool to the idea. Rykov accused Krasin of wanting
to turn what should be exceptional into a general rule. How can we push
exports, Stalin asked Krasin, ‘‘if prices have leaped and there’s nothing to
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export?’’ With some perspicuity, Stalin also noted that relying on imports to
compensate for loss-making exports would make it harder to reduce imports
in order to husband gold. The eventual decision of a Politburo commission
formed to determine policy was to focus on ensuring export profitability while
holding loss-making exports to a minimum. This decision seems to have over-
ruled a less conservative one issued by some days earlier.≥∂

Grain Prices and Procurements

To accept profitability as a criterion for export was to commit oneself to
bringing grain prices down. Since this was an achievement that even those
willing to countenance loss-making exports would have welcomed, much dis-
cussion revolved about how to attain it. In searching for an answer, Bolshevik
leaders assessed the roots of high grain prices from both the demand side and
the supply side. On the demand side, Sokol’nikov and Rykov articulated a
macroeconomic position: high grain prices reflected excessive demand for
grain, created by the issue of credit to fund the high plan for procurements and
exports. While trade official Sheinman complained in response that he had
stuck within strict limits of the finances granted to him, there was general
agreement among other leaders that the procurements plan, as Stalin put it,
was ‘‘inflated [razdut],’’ leading to high prices.≥∑ At the same time, Sheinman,
echoed by Stalin, RSFSR Agriculture Commissar Smirnov, and others, empha-
sized the rising price spiral resulting from competition among procurements
agents to buy grain. Smirnov even reported that three procurement agents
trying to make a purchase from the same peasant had come to blows.≥∏ Insofar
as a bidding war requires resources to bid with, competition among procure-
ment agencies was a subordinate problem to that of excess credit. Thus, the
whole discussion was another example of the tendency to be scandalized by
microeconomic behavior provoked by macroeconomic forces. Even Sokol’ni-
kov, who did see the root of high prices in excess credit issued in line with an
inflated plan, was happy to mobilize distaste for rivalry among procurement
agents to put over his point.≥π To the extent that the problem was too many
competing purchasers, additional leverage on prices could be gained by elim-
inating private grain purchasers, as Smirnov suggested.≥∫ Strict policies along
these lines were included among the Politburo’s final directives.≥Ω Indeed, a
sweeping campaign aimed at driving private grain traders off the market took
place through the fall and into the next spring.∂≠

On the supply side, the key question was why peasants wouldn’t sell grain at
lower prices. Here participants began to air the arguments about the procure-
ments problem that would be continually rehearsed over the next few years.
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Trade official Sheinman gave the basic outlines of the question: ‘‘The peas-
antry sells grain to the extent it needs money: in part for financial needs—
taxes, vodka, etc.—and in part to the extent that there are goods available on
the market. . . . The stimulus for the peasantry to ship grain lies in industrial
goods in two aspects: one aspect is the amount of goods, and the second—the
price of goods. . . . If the price is going to be as high as it is now, then the
peasantry can get by without some goods, since it’s not profitable for it to sell
grain at a cheap price and buy goods at an expensive one.’’∂∞ In short, peasant
sales were held to have two components—an essentially compulsory compo-
nent based on inflexible monetary obligations, and a voluntary component
based on the availability and terms of trade for goods.

On the backdrop of a recent relaxation in tax policy, little attention was
devoted to raising the size of peasants’ inflexible financial obligations.∂≤ Shein-
man’s classing of vodka among these (rather than as a good) proved overop-
timistic: Rykov was forced to report in February that receipts were disappoint-
ing because ‘‘in the village the competition with moonshine is going very
poorly.’’∂≥ There was also some discussion of revisiting tax or loan policy, but
here the leadership was heavily constrained by the publicity with which the
conciliatory policies had been announced.∂∂ Sokol’nikov, who had opposed the
tax proposals, presented figures suggesting that the burden of tax policy now
fell inappropriately on the poorer peasantry, who had little grain to sell. But this
failed to provoke a broader conversation, aside from an ad hominem swipe at
Sokol’nikov by Stalin.∂∑

If peasants could not be coerced into the market by an incontrovertible need
for cash, they would have to be enticed to sell grain by the prospect of making
purchases with their receipts. Here the problems were twofold. First, industrial
goods’ prices were high. Second, goods were often not available, at least at
regulated prices in state-controlled cooperative stores—the so-called ‘‘goods
famine,’’ which began to be noticed from April 1925.∂∏

As a baseline for analyzing the Bolsheviks’ discussion of these phenomena,
it is helpful to consider the unifying, macroeconomic perspective that rising
prices and the goods famine were two different forms of inflation. Direct
prices rises constituted open inflation, but the goods famine was an example of
‘‘repressed’’ inflation: when prices are unable to rise in line with monetary
demand, the result will be that all the goods are bought up and some potential
purchasers will be left with money, but nothing to buy.∂π Thus, the goods
famine can be seen as a joint result of price controls—initially instituted in
response to the ‘‘scissors crisis’’ of 1923—and excess monetary issue.∂∫

In this light, it is extremely significant that no one in the Politburo debates—
not even Sokol’nikov—suggested solving the goods famine by liberalizing
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prices and allowing them to rise. In light of the discussion so far, this consensus
is not remarkable. If peasants were going to withhold grain from the market
unless they received acceptable terms of trade, allowing industrial products’
prices to rise meant allowing grain prices to rise—but this would contradict
the desire to maintain low grain prices for export. Many observers have de-
plored, or even ridiculed, the Bolsheviks’ commitment to price controls in this
period.∂Ω

Against the backdrop of the desire to align the domestic price system with
the international one, however, the unreflective support price controls re-
ceived becomes much more comprehensible.∑≠ Sokol’nikov’s diatribe against
any suggestion that grain prices should be allowed to rise to match high indus-
trial goods prices is most revealing in this regard:

Sokol’nikov: We have taken upon ourselves the program of eliminating the
scissors, of bringing industrial and agricultural prices to the same level. But
what does it mean to carry out this program by way of sanctioning high
agricultural prices? It means creating inflation. If your industrial prices are on
a level higher than world prices, and if you raise agricultural prices to the
same level, your industrial and agricultural prices will turn out to be higher
than world prices, i.e. the general price level is higher than the world’s, and
thus the purchasing power of money is less than the world’s. In such a situa-
tion, naturally, export is impossible, and with it import. . . . The program of
the ‘‘scissors,’’ if one regards it as a program that must be carried out via
raising agricultural prices to the level of the current industrial prices, is a
program for disorganizing our entire economy. We have to correct Comrade
Trotsky’s program for closing the scissors. . . . We are for elimination of the
‘‘scissors,’’ but it isn’t needed that the ‘‘scissors’’ be eliminated by raising
agricultural prices to the current high level of industrial prices. We must
continue and bring to completion the lowering of industrial prices through
the lowering of agricultural prices.∑∞

In addressing the goods famine, then, Sokol’nikov’s primary target was not
price caps. While he expressed skepticism about the effectiveness of admin-
istrative regulation to overcome market price pressure, he did so in the service
of promoting an alternative program of reducing prices via macroeconomic
means.∑≤ With prices falling to match world prices, the price caps would be-
come irrelevant. So it is no surprise that Sokol’nikov glossed over the role of
price regulation in giving rise to shortages, stating simply that ‘‘a goods famine
arises when in the country there is money but no goods,’’∑≥ and concentrated
his fire on the sources of excess monetary issue—among them, as in the quote
above, issuing credit to fund procurements at high agricultural prices.

In arguing for closing the scissors via downward rather than upward price
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movements, Sokol’nikov was beating on an open door. Dzerzhinsky, for in-
stance, who was violently opposed to Sokol’nikov on most matters, warned
that ‘‘We won’t get grain from the peasant or anything else for export, if we
don’t lower retail prices for our products.’’ Even Gosplan’s Kviring, who had
provoked Sokol’nikov’s outburst by noting that high agricultural prices corre-
sponded to high industrial ones, amended his remarks to make clear that both
sets of prices should be lower. However, the consensus that prices needed to be
lowered still left room for disagreement over how to achieve this aim. There
was substantial sentiment that administrative measures curtailing micro-
economic autonomy could be an important tool. Kamenev called for resisting
inflation ‘‘at all costs’’ and accepted significant restriction in monetary policy
to achieve this aim. At the same time he gave much more emphasis to strict
limits on cooperative stores’ markups over wholesale prices. Sheinman was of
similar mind.∑∂ Sokol’nikov, as noted above, was skeptical on such measures,
but did not make them a major target.

Fighting Inflation and the Goods Famine:
More Goods or Less Money?

One reason for the fairly marginal role of the debate on administrative
measures, no doubt, was that even those most optimistic on their effectiveness
conceded that the goods famine and rising prices on industrial goods had an
important macroeconomic component. To the extent that both inflation and
the goods famine were the result of too much money chasing too few goods,
either monetary restriction or an increased supply of goods was a plausible
solution. This broad outline of the macroeconomic dilemma was generally
shared. As Rykov put it, ‘‘the fight with inflation in the presence of a goods
famine [implies] that money should be backed by some amount of goods,
which can be acquired for this money; since we cannot give goods, we need to
reduce the amount of money and lower prices by other means.’’ Kamenev,
while also endorsing monetary restriction, advocated policies that would ad-
dress the problem from the other side by letting ‘‘Comrade Piatakov [of the
Supreme Council of the National Economy] prepare . . . more calico, leather,
and so on and stop up the inflationary hole and the goods famine hole.’’∑∑

Industry officials Dzerzhinsky and Piatakov were, unsurprisingly, likewise
advocates of the position that more goods—which they connected with more
rapid industrial development—could lead the way out of the country’s eco-
nomic difficulties.∑∏ However, they too were not entirely indifferent to the effect
of monetary forces on inflation and the goods famine. Dzerzhinsky, in particu-
lar, accepted that excess credit for procurements had done some harm. ‘‘The
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incorrect grain procurements campaign led to inflation. . . . If inflation had
taken place via financing of industry, it would have quickly found a cure,
[because] it would have given a commodity equivalent, which would have been
on the market. Inflation took place via consumption, and not via production.’’
This argument reflected the viewpoint that insofar as industry was profitable,
and paid more into the treasury than it received in return, the net monetary
effect of financing industry was deflationary. ‘‘Industry practically pumps
money out [of the economy]: every pound of sugar, every unit of calico, every
pound of kerosene pumps money out, and does not facilitate inflation.’’∑π

One problem with this economic argument is that it ignores multiplier effects
—money that industry spent on inputs and labor could then be spent and
respent, so comparing financing to sales or tax payments was neither here nor
there. However, it was not until February that anything approaching this logic
was articulated—surprisingly enough, by Kuibyshev.∑∫

The Gold Budget Constraint

For the course of policy, more significant than these recondite matters of
macroeconomic analysis was a real and immediate constraint: the availability
of gold. With gold shortages intense, the Bolshevik leadership was greatly
concerned about its ability to continue operating in the unforgiving world of
international trade finance. Soviet importers often funded their purchases with
short-term credit, presumably from sellers, formalized as bills of exchange. If
these bills were not paid when due, creditors might formally protest, thereby
giving public notice of the Soviets’ lack of even short-term creditworthiness.
With credit as tight as it was in the aftermath of the Soviet repudiation of tsarist
debts, this was an outcome all wished to avoid. As Rykov pointed out, ‘‘insofar
as our foreign trade is monopolized by the state, a failure to pay due to a lack of
hard currency for one or another foreign trade operation is not the bankruptcy
of one or another of our organs, which would not be too serious, but the
bankruptcy of the state.’’ Stalin and Sokol’nikov sounded similar themes.∑Ω

Anxiety over the consequences of running out of gold for payments was
remarkably deep. In December, Gosplan’s Tsiurupa had warned that without
reserves, ‘‘if some incident happens . . . some payment doesn’t get made on
time and a bill of exchange gets protested—everything will go head-over-heels
immediately.’’ ‘‘What’s this everything?’’ asked Rykov. ‘‘Do you mean Soviet
power, too?’’ The bare words of the transcript could conceal a sarcastic tone,
but Tsiurupa’s answer struck a serious note: ‘‘No, not Soviet power, but our
plans. But I don’t know what will happen with us internally when we go
bankrupt abroad. This requires additional discussion.’’∏≠
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The leadership’s anxiety had some real roots: financing for foreign trade
operations was clearly balanced on a knife’s edge.∏∞ Trade organs had been
issued permission for large imports, based on the receipts envisioned by the
ambitious export plans of the summer, and import orders and the accumula-
tion of foreign obligations went forward on this basis. As Krasin noted, ‘‘Since
you’ve given us an import program, we are fulfilling it extraordinarily quickly,
and every day of delay [in cutting back the import plan] leads to our issuing
bills of exchange for millions of rubles, which will need to be paid off.’’∏≤

For October–December 1925, 512 million rubles of import licenses had
been issued, even though the Council of Labor and Defense expected export
receipts for the quarter to reach only 190 million rubles. Moreover, an esti-
mated 50 million rubles of these receipts would have to go for bills coming due
from earlier imports—though Sokol’nikov and others complained that data on
these payments was very imprecise. The shortfall was to be made up through
short-term trade credit, but as Sokol’nikov noted the huge disparity between
hard currency income and expenditure still represented ‘‘enormous tension.’’
Gold reserves, meanwhile, were threadbare. One indicator of just how thread-
bare was the practice of pledging precious metals abroad as collateral on loans,
rather than selling them and spending the receipts—an operation whose sole
purpose, as Sokol’nikov pointed out, was to avoid showing low levels of
reserves.

Sokol’nikov proclaimed that the situation required decisive action to add
200 million rubles in gold reserves, both to ensure stability in foreign pay-
ments and to back up the currency. Given expectations of a net increase of over
100 million rubles in foreign credit and various other currency inflows, he
suggested this would require a positive trade balance of around 50 million
rubles. In this he received full-throated support from Stalin, who with charac-
teristically relentless repetition insisted on the absolute necessity for a positive
trade balance, rejecting language from the Council of Labor and Defense that
proposed a positive balance ‘‘if possible,’’ and offering the much higher figure
of 120 million rubles. Perhaps under Stalin’s influence, the Politburo commis-
sion eventually decided on the still higher figure of 150 million rubles.∏≥

The reasons for Stalin’s aggressiveness on this point seem to be twofold. The
first was his well-known concern about dependence on foreign markets. In the
revised transcript, he put this point in words quite similar to those he would
use at the Fourteenth Party Congress. ‘‘One must bear in mind that the more
we export, the more we become dependent on foreign capitalists, and the
more vulnerable our economy becomes to blows from the outside. It would be
enough, for instance, to boycott our export of say, timber, flax, or grain to a
sum of 100 or 200 million—and this is easy for them to do—for our economic
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plans to become useless and require revision. Therefore we need particular
flexibility and caution in foreign trade, and we always must leave ourselves a
significant reserve, to protect ourselves from the unexpected.’’∏∂ Secondly,
Stalin believed that gold reserves were necessary to safeguard the value of the
currency. Defending the need for a positive trade balance, he argued, ‘‘It is
requisite to have a gold reserve to support the exchange rate [bankovskii
kurs].’’ In the absence of other sources of gold such as foreign credit, ‘‘only
with a positive trade balance can we hold off a crisis of the chervonets and
protect ourselves from inflation and all the perturbations that follow infla-
tion.’’ However, the depth of macroeconomic thinking that underlay this com-
mitment to the gold backing of the currency is open to doubt. In particular
there is no evidence of Stalin traversing a chain of logic running from increased
monetary issue to the interrelated phenomena of increased demand for gold
and inflation in repressed and open forms. Indeed, in February he was to
present an entirely nonmonetary analysis of the goods famine (see below). He
also confessed confusion over the potential role of reductions in money supply,
seeming primarily concerned with whether this could lead to ‘‘incineration of
money.’’∏∑

In short, while Stalin demonstrated a vigorous commitment to husbanding
gold, he showed no signs of a commitment to the gold standard as a nominal
anchor and constraint on monetary policy. ‘‘The danger [of inflation],’’ Stalin
affirmed, ‘‘comes from two sides: on one side from within, because prices for
agricultural prices are leaping up—and here it is necessary to take measures to
lower prices; on the other side the danger of inflation can come from without,
if the trade balance will be negative.’’∏∏ Each source of inflationary danger
might require its own measures. None of the ones Stalin offered were mone-
tary in character. To lower prices, Stalin called for ‘‘elimination of competition
among grain procurers’’ and ‘‘measures against the bacchanalia of price rises
for manufactured goods by our trade organizations and cooperatives.’’ As
noted above, he proposed handling the contradiction between high internal
and low external prices by unifying the agencies handling external and inter-
nal trade. Even when he approached a demand-driven analysis of the roots of
high grain prices, he filtered it through a voluntarist prism: ‘‘the peasant com-
pletely flipped out [oshalel] when he started to get leaned on with require-
ments for an excessively large amount of grain; he took this all into account
and started to be obstinate, and won himself high prices.’’∏π

Stalin’s insistence on a large positive trade balance did not draw a head-on
challenge at the November 2 session. His call for import cuts to achieve it was
more controversial. Krasin, Piatakov, and Dzerzhinsky emphasized that cut-
backs on imports would be painful for industry, and held out hopes for in-
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creasing exports by other means. Dzerzhinsky was especially categorical.
‘‘And with your formulation, Comrade Stalin, I cannot agree. If we do not
take import requirements as our point of departure, we will be slaughtered
[zarezany], because the fundamental requirements that are being presented
must not be cut. . . . For our urgent import requirements we need to seek out
[new] categories of export and force exports.’’∏∫ Aside from upholding the
principle that exports must be profitable, the Politburo commission did not
weigh in on this issue. This left the scale of the import cuts implied open to
further contention.

Showdown on Industrialization:
The Politburo Session of December 12, 1925

By the time the Politburo met again in December of 1925 to discuss
procurements and foreign trade, an intense bureaucratic battle over gold
had clearly taken place. Tsiurupa—speaking in his new capacity as the
head of the newly unified People’s Commissariat of Foreign and Internal
Trade—reported that there were no less than three distinct proposals for the
country’s trade and payments balances, and four for the distribution of gold
and foreign currency.∏Ω These came from the People’s Commissariat of Foreign
and Internal Trade, Gosplan, Narkomfin, and the Supreme Council of the
National Economy. The figures were often at great variance. None of the
agencies had managed to achieve the trade surplus of 150 million rubles man-
dated by the Politburo’s earlier decision. The proposal of the Commissariat of
Foreign and Internal Trade envisioned a surplus of 137 million, that of Gos-
plan 82 million, and that of the Supreme Council of the National Economy
only 21 million. A significant share of this difference could be traced back to
disagreements on the import of industrial equipment, with the Supreme Coun-
cil of the National Economy proposing imports of 116 million rubles versus
the 55 million proposed by the Commissariat of Foreign and Internal Trade
and Gosplan. Strictures on gold expenditures in the more conservative plans
threatened not only capital investment but also current industrial production.
Tsiurupa noted that the Commissariat of Foreign and Internal Trade, strug-
gling to maintain a trade surplus, envisioned substantial cutbacks in raw mate-
rials imports, ‘‘which is, of course, incorrect in essence, for this would mean
we would have to go backwards in the development of industry, as a result
of which 10, 12, [or] 15 thousand workers would have to be subjected to
layoffs.’’π≠

The bureaucracies also had significant disagreements over how much to
build gold reserves. In October, Sokol’nikov had demanded an increase of 200
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million in reserves, warning that otherwise the monetary system would ‘‘ex-
plode.’’π∞ While the Commissariat of Foreign and Internal Trade had drawn
up a plan allowing for this, Gosplan’s proposal increased reserves only by 119
million, and Supreme Council of the National Economy by only 50 million.

The session shaped up as a battle over whether the rate of expansion of
industry was unsustainable, a conclusion for which Kamenev, presiding,
plumped in his opening statement, citing the difficulty of drawing up a trade
plan that would ensure sufficient growth in gold reserves to back credit emis-
sion and a ‘‘fairly tense situation with the chervonets,’’ probably a reference to
increasing intervention on the gold markets.π≤

But it was Sokol’nikov who attacked industrial expansion most fiercely,
amplifying and expanding on Kamenev’s points. Gold sales in November were
3–4 million rubles, and he expected to spend another 6 million in December.
(In October, he had expected to spend 20 million rubles on intervention over
the course of the entire coming fiscal year.)π≥ He reiterated the case for in-
creased reserves, and called for a cutback in imports of capital equipment.
However, in justifying this position he went well beyond the issue of the
sufficiency of gold resources, turning to the more general macroeconomic
sustainability of the rapid industrial expansion for which this capital equip-
ment was destined. The thrust of Sokol’nikov’s critique was that industry had
diverted its working capital into investments, draining the state bank of funds
that would ordinarily have been held there.π∂ As a result, the state bank could
not issue long-term loans planned for financing the industrialization cam-
paign. (Dzerzhinsky interrupted with a scornful, and financially ignorant, re-
sponse: ‘‘You want to give us a loan with our own money: take from industry
and say, here’s your loan.’’π∑ Sokol’nikov’s effort, in reply, to give a brief
explanation of the role of the banking system as a ‘‘reservoir’’ did not convey
the crucial point about fractional reserves.) In short, Sokol’nikov said, plans
for an industrial surge relied on triple-counting of working capital resources—
one time as immediate capital expenditures, a second time as the reserve base
for long-term loans, and a third time when industry assumed increased short-
term credit would replace funds diverted to investment. But expanding short-
term credit was impossible in view of the broader monetary situation. The
only solution was a huge cutback in capital outlays: instead of the nearly 900
million rubles proposed by the Supreme Council of the National Economy one
ought to start from 600 million rubles and work up from there.

The industrialists’ reaction to Sokol’nikov’s onslaught was furious. ‘‘The
proposal of Comrade Sokol’nikov,’’ said Kviring, ‘‘is a proposal to reexamine
our party line with respect to the place of industry in the economy.’’ He had a
citation from a recent speech by Sokol’nikov and recollections of the decisions
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of the Twelfth Party Congress to prove it. Rudzutak and Dzerzhinsky ridiculed
Sokol’nikov’s arguments on multiple counting, and reiterated the point of view
that increased production of goods was the key to stabilizing the currency, with
Dzerzhinsky even denigrating the role of gold. They also accused Sokol’nikov
of a policy that would increase dependence on foreign capital. Dzerzhinsky
formulated the alternatives with true Bolshevik starkness. ‘‘It’s one or the other:
either we must orient ourselves to goods from abroad, to finished goods, or we
must orient ourselves toward our own goods.’’ Kviring went further, suggesting
that Sokol’nikov’s planned accumulation of gold reserves, at the expense of
industry, would end up with a new decision to spend these reserves for imports
of finished goods.π∏

Sokol’nikov expressed some bewilderment at the character of attacks on
him, protesting that conducting a general argument about the relative de-
velopment of industry and agriculture was entirely beside the point.ππ The real
questions were more urgent and practical. ‘‘We can find ourselves in a situa-
tion where an avalanche of layoffs of factory workers lands upon us, if the
exhaustion of the working capital of industry and the credit resources of the
banks will reach the scale of an industrial crisis. That’s the potential danger
that needs to be eliminated firmly and in good time. What’s the point of mixing
in the question about industry [and] agriculture in general? When we have to
find a concrete solution for the present day, are we really going to engage in
pseudoscientific chatter [boltologiia]?’’π∫

In the context of the Politburo, this focus on practical concerns carried the
day. Dzerzhinsky had struck an uncompromising tone: ‘‘Our industrial re-
quirements must be satisfied, at all costs [vo chto by to ni stalo]. This is the
instruction the Politburo must issue.’’ When Sokol’nikov added, ‘‘in line with
the available possibilities,’’ Dzerzhinsky was dismissive: ‘‘No, at all costs.’’
The Politburo sided with Sokol’nikov. Rykov and Stalin emphasized that the
Supreme Council of the National Economy was operating on the basis of plans
that had not received official approval, and that approval for too aggressive a
plan would not be forthcoming. As Stalin told Dzerzhinsky, ‘‘Our current pace
[razbeg] does correspond to the state of our economy, and we can collapse
[sorvat’sia.]’’ The Politburo explicitly voted language that mandated fitting
industrial development plans to available resources. Though there was no
clear endorsement of Sokol’nikov’s point of view on monetary issues, the
Politburo rejected the Supreme Council of the National Economy’s figures on
the trade balance, choosing a far higher figure, closer to Narkomfin’s, that
would allow for accumulation of reserves.πΩ

As a party veteran, Sokol’nikov must of known he could not opt out of
ideological casuistry for long. The Fourteenth Party Congress was only a week
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away. In practical policies, Stalin’s position at the Congress differed in no way
from those he had defended in the narrower confines of the Politburo. He
spoke of the need for a positive trade balance, restraint in the pace of industri-
alization, and the importance of avoiding inflation.∫≠ But as a political weapon
against Sokol’nikov, who had joined with Kamenev and Zinoviev in the ‘‘New
Opposition,’’ Stalin adopted at the Congress precisely the boltologiia of the
industrial lobby. Stalin singled out a publication of Sokol’nikov’s subordinate
Shanin, whom he accused of wanting to maintain the USSR as an ‘‘agrarian
country that must export agricultural products and import equipment.’’∫∞ This
was the charge that Kviring had leveled against Sokol’nikov in the Politburo.
Rudzutak, the only member of the industrial lobby to speak at the Congress,
was only too happy to pile on, rehearsing the critiques the industrialists had
already aired in the Politburo. In an implicit retort to Sokol’nikov’s accusation
of triple-counting working capital, Rudzutak suggested it was Sokol’nikov
who wanted ‘‘to hatch the same egg two times’’ by rechristening short-term
credit as long-term credit.∫≤ Of the policy matters on which the industrialists
had sharp disagreements with Stalin, not a word was spoken.

After Sokol’nikov: The Meeting of February 25, 1926

Sokol’nikov’s support for the opposition led to his removal as a candi-
date member of the Politburo and from his post at Narkomfin.∫≥ In the im-
mediate aftermath of the downfall of its nemesis, the industrial faction had
launched a new push to get its monetary theories accepted, but monetary
policy was in practice conservative (see Figure 11.1 on growth of Gosbank
credit). In January, the Politburo considered, and rejected, a devaluation of the
currency pushed by Dzerzhinsky and Piatakov.∫∂ The transcript of the Febru-
ary 1926 Politburo meeting provides a helpful opportunity to assess how the
leadership approached economic policy in the absence of Sokol’nikov’s force-
ful focus on monetary issues.

Stalin, for his part, continued to insist on the need for a trade surplus as a
guarantee against inflation, and spoke for a conservative budget policy.∫∑ At
the same time, he explicitly embraced the ‘‘disproportion’’ theory of the goods
famine, which saw its source in the more rapid growth of agricultural produc-
tion compared to that of industry. Echoing both Preobrazhensky and Gosplan
economists, Stalin suggested ‘‘the goods famine will grow, if we do not move
industry forward to the utmost.’’∫∏ This theory relied on the assumption that
increased agricultural production meant increased agricultural income, which
would show up as excess demand for industrial products. Sokol’nikov had
railed against precisely this assumption in November, in view of the fact that
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Figure 11.1. Growth of Gosbank Credit (percentage increase over previous month)
Source: Kon’’iukturnyi Institut data from Johnson and Temin, ‘‘Macroeconomics of NEP,’’ 757.

lower prices could cancel out the potential effects of higher production on
demand.∫π In February, even without him, skepticism was widely aired. Ka-
linin pointed out that the disproportion theory ought to imply a collapse in
grain prices as supplies grew—repeating a point Sokol’nikov had made in
public the previous year.∫∫ Rykov pointed out that using the disproportion
thesis to explain a changing economic situation amounted to explaining a
variable with a constant.∫Ω

Most surprisingly, both Kuibyshev and Molotov challenged Stalin’s point of
view. Kuibyshev, while proclaiming Stalin’s view ‘‘entirely correct,’’ implicitly
devalued its importance by stressing that financing capital investment in in-
dustry would worsen disproportions by increasing demand and inflationary
pressure. Molotov was less tactful: ‘‘Some comrades are exaggerating the pres-
ence of a tendency to disproportion between agriculture and industry. And this
can lead to incorrect and dangerous conclusions, violating the general policy
of the party as a whole.’’Ω≠ He proceeded to identify an overambitious rate of
industrialization as a key problem, defense of the exchange rate as a key
priority, and restriction of money issue as a key policy.

In short, despite the elimination of Sokol’nikov, the industrialists found the
situation in the Politburo no more congenial. Piatakov’s effort to demonstrate
that industry could supply most of the finance for its own capital expansion
was slapped down by Kuibyshev, who noted that Piatakov’s calculations in-
volved a massive expansion of short-term credit to replace working capital
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diverted to investment. Dzerzhinsky conceded that while investments were
below what would be wished, ‘‘it is clear that you cannot pour anything from
an empty vessel.’’ The Politburo approved only 95 million rubles of capital
equipment imports, against the 222 million the Supreme Council of the Na-
tional Economy had requested as recently as December.Ω∞

Conclusion

Humor was rare in the Politburo sessions. One recorded instance of
laughter was when Sokol’nikov satirized what he called the ‘‘bureaucratic
[vedomstvennoe] enthusiasm’’ of the industrialists: ‘‘Comrade Krasin wants to
ship goods in, Comrade Dzerzhinsky to ship goods out, and Comrade Rudzu-
tak thinks the main thing is his transport and wants to ship goods around.’’Ω≤

The significance of such bureaucratic lobbying has been a major emphasis of
recent historiography on economic policy in the 1920s.Ω≥ Sokol’nikov’s joke
highlights the important institutional role of the Politburo in economic regula-
tion. As has been clear at several points in the above narrative, the Politburo
took a more cautious line than the Council of Labor and Defense, which, as
Mau notes, ‘‘had not been able to become a true planning and economic center
of the country standing above the individual economic bureaucracies—it re-
mained, as in the times of war communism, an interbureaucracy commis-
sion.’’Ω∂ Sokol’nikov and others disappointed with decisions emerging from
the Council of Labor and Defense, including Stalin, clearly sought to push the
Politburo to bring the bureaucracies to heel, and in this they had some success.
In November, the Politburo revised Council of Labor and Defense decisions to
strengthen the importance of export profitability and the push for a positive
trade balance. The December session, in which the Politburo made its choice
from among three distinct agency proposals on the trade balance, shows it
playing the role of a court of final appeal in interbureaucratic quarrels.Ω∑ (This
role perhaps helps to explain the almost total silence of Bukharin, who had no
economic bureaucracy to represent, and made no attempt whatever to affect
practical policy at any of the three sessions.Ω∏ Bukharin’s extremely prominent
public role as a theorist of development notwithstanding, no one with access
to these transcripts would have been tempted to describe the operation of
anything like a Stalin-Bukharin ‘‘duumvirate.’’)Ωπ

As the record shows, the ability to understand macroeconomic matters from
a monetary perspective was clearly not limited to Sokol’nikov. Rykov, Ka-
menev, Molotov, and Kuibyshev all produced relatively coherent macroeco-
nomic analyses drawing a connection between monetary emission, inflation,
and the goods famine. Nevertheless, Sokol’nikov’s departure was significant.
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He was the only participant in any of the meetings to express any skepticism
about the effectiveness of microeconomic regulation as a tool for reining in
prices. But focused as he was on macroeconomic issues, he made no effort to
derail policies restricting retail price markups and repressing private grain
purchasers. It was these policies that were the wave of the future. Within a year
after his departure, the Politburo held an entire session on ‘‘lowering retail
prices’’ without mentioning the money supply as an issue even once.Ω∫

Thus, in 1925–26, clear portents of the shift of the center of gravity from
macroeconomic to microeconomic regulation, which was eventually to de-
stroy NEP, were already visible. Even though Sokol’nikov’s policy position
carried the day in late 1925, his broader intellectual framework did not. Run-
ning out of gold was a danger all could understand, and one on which Stalin
was fixated, but reacting to this danger required no decisions on the relative
weight of macro-and microeconomic factors in determining prices. Husband-
ing gold likewise required no general determination on whether or not to
accept profitability as the criterion of foreign trade. For Stalin, the decision to
reject unprofitable exports stemmed from concerns that the desire to cover
losses would prompt excessive imports, and not, as for Sokol’nikov, the need
to avoid further stoking excess demand. But with imports centrally managed,
and monetary issue as an alternate way of covering losses, husbanding gold
could be made consistent with unprofitable exports, and so, over the next
several years, it was.ΩΩ

The role of the gold standard itself in the slide to an administered price
system must also be recognized.∞≠≠ It was the exchange rate of the chervonets
that determined the target prices for grain and, because of the desire to offer
acceptable terms of trade to the peasant, for industrial goods. Even in Western
Europe in the 1920’s, Karl Polanyi argued, efforts to enforce deflation as the
gold standard required led to ‘‘authoritarian interventionism’’ and ‘‘govern-
mentally adjusted prices and wages.’’∞≠∞ Under the direction of a party taught
by experience that ‘‘the ‘invisible hand’ was not on the tiller,’’ this dynamic
could only be more intense.∞≠≤

By successfully defending a disequilibrium, overvalued exchange rate in
January 1926, advocates of market equilibrium won a pyrrhic victory. As the
Politburo struggled with the consequences of overvaluation in 1925–26, grim
omens of what was to come could be heard. Complaining about the difficulties
of making grain purchases at low prices despite the presence of peasant stocks,
Tsiurupa asked whether Dzerzhinsky might be helpful in his role as head of the
OGPU.∞≠≥ Molotov reported that grain prices had been driven down in Ukraine
only by ‘‘only thanks to a number of measures of a semi–War Communist
character.’’∞≠∂ And Kamenev reacted to the crowding out of exports by domes-
tic consumption—funded by the valuable chervonets—in words that can only
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have a chilling resonance now: ‘‘How can we conduct the sort of policy Witte
discussed: we don’t eat enough ourselves, but we export? There are no methods
to do this; we haven’t felt our way to these methods.’’∞≠∑ It would not take long.
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Prices in the Politburo, 1927:
Market Equilibrium versus the Use of Force

m a r k  h a r r i s o n

The Politburo met on January 3, 1927, to discuss progress towards 
cutting the retail prices of industrial commodities.∞ The meeting itself had no
great influence on events. The policy of cutting retail prices had been previously
adopted—at the party Central Committee plenum in April 1926—and was
already in effect. The policy was supported by a broad consensus of those
present, although the Left Opposition was no longer represented in the Polit-
buro.≤ The main purpose of the meeting was evidently to review progress,
which had been difficult. The main outcome was to refer the discussion to a
subcommittee that already existed, and to reinforce its membership. The dis-
cussion is of interest today because it shows the Bolshevik leaders debating the
role of market equilibrium versus the use of force in the allocation of resources.

The transcript teases us with fleeting glimpses of individual leaders at work.
The discussion is led by Anastas Mikoyan (Politburo member and trade com-
missar), and chaired actively by Aleksei Rykov (Politburo member and head of
the government). These come across as worthy prefects, able to manage detail,
and to make a point sharply, but with no great sense of occasion or mission.
Stalin is already the teacher, disciplining the classroom from time to time by
bringing the pupils back to fundamentals when they stray from the point:
‘‘It should be emphasized,’’ he demanded, that the matters under discussion
‘‘present a most serious danger, that the struggle against this danger is one of
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the most important tasks of our party. All this should have been emphasized,
but this, unfortunately, Comrade Mikoyan’s report does not do.’’ Nikolai
Bukharin (Politburo member and Pravda editor) is the class wit; his classmates
laugh at his jokes, but he also makes a clever, substantive intervention that
wins Stalin’s approval. Mikhail Kalinin (Politburo member and titular head of
state) is the boy who would like everyone to be nice. Stanislav Kosior (then a
secretary of the Central Committee) is the voice of the real world outside the
classroom: there’s trouble in the playground; something must be done. Others
help to carry the drama along but do not stand out for their roles in the plot.

The wider context is this. After nearly three years of suspension during the
Russian Civil War the Bolsheviks returned the urban-rural market to legality
in March 1921—too late to avert a bitter famine in the winter of that year that
may have cost six million lives.≥ Agriculture was in ruins; so was industry.
After that, the economy recovered.

A core process driving the recovery was the restoration of urban-rural ex-
change. Peasants grew foodstuffs, tobacco, fibers, and by-products of animal
husbandry such as wool and leather, which they sold on the market to urban
consumers and producers for cash. They used this cash to buy industrial com-
modities: salt, refined sugar, matches, fabrics, metal goods, and farm imple-
ments. Firms located in the towns and cities, often state-owned, supplied these
goods for cash; in turn, they and their workers were able to purchase the unpro-
cessed foods and materials they required of agriculture. This classical process of
Smithian specialization and exchange returned the Soviet economy to some-
thing close to prewar levels of output and employment by the later 1920s.∂

The recovery process was marked by two crises in the urban-rural market,
the ‘‘scissors’’ crisis of 1922–23 and the grain procurement crisis that began at
the end of 1927. How the scissors crisis got its name is shown in Figure 12.1: in
the second half of 1922 there was a rapid divergence of relative prices of
immense proportions that, when illustrated on a graph, looked like a pair of
scissors with the blades opening. Ever after, commentators referred to the real
price of industrial goods as the ‘‘scissors.’’ When the price rose, the scissors
opened; when it fell, they closed. Participants in the Politburo meeting also
extended the metaphor to other contexts: the ‘‘wholesale-retail scissors,’’
for example, meant the gap between wholesale and retail prices of the same
goods; another ‘‘urban-rural’’ scissors involved higher prices for the same
goods in villages compared with urban retail outlets.

The course of the scissors crisis was as follows.∑ The Civil War was over.
Agricultural production was recovering from the famine of 1921, while indus-
try struggled to reorganize and recover. Industrial prices rose and agricultural
prices fell away. By October 1923, the real price of industrial goods, measured
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Figure 12.1. The Opening ‘‘Scissors,’’ 1922–1923
Source: Based on the data underlying a similar figure reproduced by Strumilin, Na plano-
vom fronte, p. 64, from Biulleten’ Gosplana, no. 10 (1923).

in food units, reached more than three times the prewar relativity. (This was
true of both retail and wholesale prices, but the chart reminds us that the retail
and wholesale scissors could and did move independently in some degree.)
Faced with such disadvantageous terms, the peasants failed to return to the
market with their food supplies for the hungry towns. The Soviet state took
action to close the scissors and this brought the peasants back to the market.
But the scissors were not shut completely. For this reason and others, food
marketing never recovered to the levels witnessed before the World War and
revolution.∏ During 1925 and 1926, moreover, the scissors tended to spring
open again. As Figure 12.2 suggests, wholesale prices were not such a source
of concern, at least by the standards of 1922–23, but the divergence of retail
prices became quite marked again in the mid-1920s and this was both a worry
and a puzzle.

When the Politburo met in January 1927 a second crisis, the food marketing
crisis of 1928 and 1929, lay just around the corner. Unlike the first, it would
prove terminal; it provoked suspension of the market followed by the eventual
destruction of the entire system of peasant farming.
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Figure 12.2. The Scissors Open, Close, and Reopen, 1922–23 to 1925–26
Source: Based on the data underlying a similar figure produced for the Central Committee
plenum, October 9, 1925, found in RGASPI Fond 17, op. 2, del. 197, l. 66. Thanks to Simon
Ertz for this reference. The long series are by Gosplan; the short series, July 1925 to January
1926, are by the Ministry of Internal Trade (NKVT).

The food marketing crisis of 1928 and 1929 and the scissors crisis of 1922–
23 bear superficial similarities. In each crisis peasants became unexpectedly
reluctant to bring their products to the market; this threatened the supply of
food and raw materials to industry, urban households, and the armed forces,
as well as exports that were urgently needed to earn scarce foreign currency. In
each crisis the relative price of manufactures on the urban-rural market ap-
peared to be excessively high. The first crisis was apparently resolved when the
authorities intervened to force down the price of industrial commodities; fol-
lowing this intervention, food marketing recovered and economic expansion
was resumed. The authorities concluded that they had succeeded in mastering
the laws of the market.

Yet when the same policies were applied in an apparently similar context a
few years later the results were exactly opposite: industrial prices were pressed
down, but this time food supplies deteriorated. In short, an intervention that
stabilized the economic recovery in 1923 proved destabilizing when attempted
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a second time in 1927, with far-reaching consequences: eventually the lives of
100 million people were turned upside down, and a significant proportion of
them were tragically curtailed. When the Politburo met in January 1927,
however, the consequences lay in the future.

I will focus on three aspects of the discussion that took place in this context:
the motivations behind the policy of price reductions, its feasibility given the
resistance encountered in attempting to implement it, and the range of meth-
ods that were contemplated to enforce the policy.

Motivations

In calling for retail price cuts in 1926–27 the Bolshevik leaders were
intervening against the market. At a general level, the motivation for cutting
industrial prices does not emerge strongly from the Politburo debate. Miko-
yan’s written report mentioned it only briefly before launching into the tech-
nicalities of price measurement. ‘‘The huge significance of the level and trend
of retail prices for the national economy, for determining the purchasing
power of the chervonets [ruble], for determining the real level of the workers’
wages, and for determining economic relations between town and country,’’
he wrote, ‘‘is obvious to all.’’

This neglect of fundamentals was a source of impatience to at least one
participant, Stalin: the wide-open scissors, he insisted in debate, ‘‘are opening
up a rich field for private capital and are establishing favorable conditions for
disruption of the alliance [between the peasants and workers].’’ He quoted
lengthily from the Central Committee resolution of the previous April: ‘‘the
success of the further progress of grain procurements—including fulfilment of
the export plan and the real growth of wages, and accomplishments in the
struggle with private capitalist accumulation—depends completely on the
continued reduction of retail prices for industrial goods and agricultural prod-
ucts. The attention of the trade unions, state industry, state agencies, and
especially cooperatives, should be focused on this struggle in the immediate
future.’’

Although the overarching aims of the policy of price cuts were not strongly
articulated in the Politburo, where they did emerge there was a rough con-
sensus. Cutting industrial prices was intended to draw both the workers and
the peasants into the process of socialist industrialization and economic de-
velopment. The ‘‘alliance’’ of the peasants and workers envisaged urban-rural
trade as a cooperative, positive-sum game: through trade, the peasants could
obtain the industrial commodities that they needed, and supply the state in
return with food and raw materials for the urban workers and soldiers, indus-
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trial production, and exports. Cutting retail prices of industrial commodities
could raise real wages, reduce worker discontent, and offer the peasants more
advantageous terms on which to engage in trade.

Or could it? Outside the Politburo, this policy was criticized from the left
and from the right. Expert advice from the Finance Ministry was to allow
prices to find their equilibrium level.π Some basic economic reasoning (set out
in more detail in the appendix to this chapter) suggests why. If the price of a
good falls, the quantity demanded will increase. The market will remain in
balance only if there is a matching increase in supply. In 1923 the Bolsheviks
had forced down the prices of industrial goods against the resistance of the
newly formed syndicates, or wholesale supply monopolies, in state industry.
The price cuts had promoted the recovery of industry because its spare capac-
ity could support a large increase in supply.

But the same did not happen a second time. What the Bolsheviks had not
fully realized was that in 1923 they had managed to cut prices and preserve
equilibrium because the price cuts were accompanied by a rise in industrial
production that was immediate, not planned hopefully for the distant future.
By 1927, the progress of the industrialization program was already imposing
strains on industrial capacity. State industry generally had much less spare
capacity than four years before. The rapid growth of capital goods production
to meet the needs of the investment program left little capacity to meet the
needs of the retail market. As a result, the output of consumer goods and farm
implements was restrained.

What was to be expected in 1927 if the policy succeeded and prices were cut,
but the supply of manufactures did not respond? Growing shortages were
inevitable; indeed, by 1926–27 there were already widespread shortages of
manufactures, known at the time as the ‘‘goods famine’’—a famine of indus-
trial goods as opposed to a conventional food famine. Particular shortages
could be met to a limited extent by forced substitution: the head of Tsentro-
soiuz, the central union of consumer cooperatives, Isidor Liubimov, told the
Politburo how industrial suppliers were compelling retail networks to sub-
stitute unwanted fish products, soap, and glassware for those ordered. But the
fact is that the policy of price cuts was deliberately focused on those mass
consumption goods that were already least available. The previous decisions of
the Council of Labor and Defense, Mikoyan reported, had singled out for 10
percent price reductions ‘‘the following deficit commodities: fabrics, leather,
nails, iron, and so forth,’’ which he also described as the most widely sold
(emphasis added). They were selected for price cuts, apparently, on the grounds
that trade markups were already higher for deficit goods and gave the most
scope for reduction. This ignored the probability that higher markups reflected
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greater scarcity; price cuts for deficit commodities also offered the greatest
scope for further unbalancing the market.

Given the goods famine, there was more than one possible outcome. One
alternative was simply to accept a policy defeat, abandon the price cuts, and
allow the market to return to equilibrium. There would have been a political
cost, however: the Bolsheviks would be seen to have broken a promise.

Alternative outcomes were arguably as bad or worse. One claimed purpose
of the policy of price cuts was to create advantageous terms for the peasants to
sell food to the state. But there was no advantage to the peasants if, beyond a
point, they could not buy manufactures at any price. Beyond that point, the
only effect of industrial price cuts would be to reduce the sums the farmers
would need to raise to buy the manufactures actually available, and so cut the
quantities of food that the farmers would bring to the market. In a market that
was already out of equilibrium, cutting the prices of industrial goods would be
actually counterproductive in terms of stimulating food supplies.

There could be further unintended consequences. The state could lose con-
trol of the market for industrial goods, and even of industrial production. The
widening shortages of industrial goods would create strong incentives for
private traders and private producers to enter the market. Even if supply
remained unchanged, it would be advantageous for traders to buy up state
goods at low official prices and sell them on to consumers at high equilibrium
prices. Consumers would end up paying the same prices as before. The private
traders would collect some or all of the profits that could have been made by
the state. The Politburo debaters called this ‘‘speculation’’: thus, Mikoyan
declared, ‘‘I am not against accumulation [i.e. profit seeking], I am for ac-
cumulation.’’ Voice: ‘‘Obviously.’’ Mikoyan: ‘‘If it’s on the basis of properly
organized work, not through price inflation and speculation.’’

The gap between low official prices and high market prices could also moti-
vate private producers to enter the market and supply the missing manufac-
tures, aided by the fact that ‘‘the peasant sells his wares at half the factory price
at most’’ (Rykov). Private industry supplying the retail market would grow
while the socialist sector would remain static. This shift in relative proportions
was what Stalin feared when he mentioned the ‘‘struggle with private capitalist
accumulation’’ and the threat to the ‘‘alliance’’ between the peasants and
workers’’: when the peasants were selling to private traders and artisans, not
to the state, they were at risk of becoming detached from the alliance.

It is generally understood that prices play a number of roles in a market
economy: ideally they signal scarcities; attract resources to high-profit uses;
balance supply and demand so that markets are cleared without undesired
excess capacity or frustrated consumers; and they distribute income between
wages, profits, and rents. The Politburo discussion was almost exclusively
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focused on the distributive aspect of prices; participants saw high industrial
commodity prices primarily as redistributing income away from urban and
rural households to profits, and they were not thinking at all about the need to
balance supply and demand. Although nobody in the Politburo quoted Marx,
this emphasis was, perhaps, characteristically Marxian.

The other voice excluded from the Politburo was the defeated Left Opposi-
tion’s. In earlier years both Iury Piatakov (deputy commissar of state industry)
and leftist theoretician Evgeny Preobrazhensky had urged that industrial
prices should be maintained or increased. This was because they favored the
redistribution of income towards industrial profits in order to finance industri-
alization; they were not concerned about market equilibrium. The attitude of
Leon Trotsky, leader of the Left Opposition, was equivocal: he was against an
increase in industrial retail prices on tactical political grounds, but he did favor
an increase in wholesale industrial prices so as to channel profits out of trade
into industry. During 1926 Piatakov also advocated this intermediate posi-
tion. One result of the hedging and fudging was that the opposition came to
appear divided and without a clear alternative to that of the leadership.∫

In terms of market equilibrium, however, the policy of actually reducing retail
prices made sense only if the state sector could respond by rapidly increasing the
supply of products to the market. This was expected to be the result of the
industrialization program—eventually. In fact, however, the discussion reflects
profound disappointment with the immediate results. Rykov complained:

Does industrialization offer anything for price cuts this year? It doesn’t. Not
even in the branches of industry, such as glass, that we have mechanized more
than others. The Council of Labor and Defense was told recently that mecha-
nization has been carried out in such a way that glass prices will rise this year.
Voice: Why?
Rykov: I asked the same question myself, but I got no clear answer. Sergo
[Ordzhonikidze, Politburo member, at the time head of the party control
commission] is currently in correspondence with the glass factories on this
issue. We’ve built factories that are better than ‘‘in Europe’’ but glass prices
have become even more expensive.

Kosior reported that

the workers asked me: ‘‘Why are prices for baked bread not coming down,
when we can buy grain more cheaply?’’ I myself don’t know why bread prices
are unchanged.
Rykov: It’s the ‘‘mechanization’’ of baking.
Kosior: We see this sort of thing everywhere.

Stalin was the only one to suggest an explanation: mechanization of indus-
try, coupled with outdated work norms and piece rates, often ‘‘progressive,’’
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was driving wage earnings upward faster than worker productivity. In other
words, the workers were capturing the gains from industrialization at the
expense of the state.Ω

To summarize, the Bolsheviks had adopted a policy of industrial price cuts
in the belief that it would reconcile the competing interests of workers, peas-
ants, and the state. This belief was ill-founded. It rested, however, on recent
experience: in 1923 the Soviet leaders had implemented a similar policy with
apparent success. In 1927, the same leaders felt they now understood the
market economy and had proved their ability to manipulate it. They did not
see that circumstances had changed: their previous success had depended on
expanding industrial production of consumer goods to keep pace with the
market expansion that price cuts enabled. In 1927 a significant range of con-
sumer goods was already in short supply and these shortages would soon
worsen.

If, in 1927, Mikoyan, Rykov, and Stalin had listened more carefully to those
with a better understanding of market economics, would they have chosen
differently? We cannot know for sure.

Possibly, they did not yet have the full courage of their convictions. In April
1928, for example, Bolshevik policy wavered briefly away from confrontation
with the market and back to accommodation. ‘‘It would be premature,’’ histo-
rians Carr and Davies concluded, ‘‘to assume that at this time a majority of the
leaders, or Stalin in particular, was committed to coercion, or had decided to
abandon the methods of the market for a policy of direct action.’’∞≠

But we do know this: by 1929 they could see the consequences of their
actions in full measure, and they did not draw back. This is because they
attached no importance to market equilibrium. They were looking not for
equilibrium, but for direct control over prices and allocations. In early 1927 it
frustrated them that they were nowhere near achieving this, and in early 1928
they vacillated. In 1929, faced with a naked choice between market equi-
librium and going over to a command system ruled by force, they chose force.

The fact that this crisis was not precipitated even more rapidly can be
ascribed to a simple fact that occupied much time in the Politburo: in January
1927 the policy of industrial retail price cuts was proving extremely difficult to
implement, and was encountering resistance from many sources. Whether or
not price cuts were desirable, it was not clear that they were feasible. The
difficulties evoked two lines of discussion: What were the main obstacles to
implementation of the policy? And by what means should it be enforced?
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Feasibility

If retail prices were so stubbornly high, what was the reason? Simplify-
ing a little, Figure 12.3 shows how the retail prices of state manufactured
goods were formed in the 1920s. There are four preliminaries to note.

First, the government directly determined some costs, for example freight
charges and sales taxes; the government could cut prices by reducing its levies,
but then it lost budgetary revenue as a result. Second, profits were accounted
for, properly, within the markups that producers and sellers claimed at each
stage. The Bolsheviks were not against profits as such, but they generally
wanted profits to be made out of trading at approved prices using approved
markups. Third, the producers and sellers themselves reported production and
distribution costs, so there was scope for inflating costs at each stage. The
inflation of costs could be real, in the sense that resources were used up ineffi-
ciently, the gain to the producer being a quiet life; equally it might take the
form of concealed profit-taking, so that costs were exaggerated and cash flows
diverted into unauthorized institutional accounts or private pockets.

Fourth, it is clear that most participants had little or no confidence in the
quality of the price data they were discussing. They wanted to make a policy
instrument out of a variable that most believed they could observe only poorly,
with a wide error margin. Mikoyan discussed measurement explicitly and
came armed with tables of trends in factory, wholesale, and retail prices, the
accuracy of which Liubimov defended—but no one else did, and even Miko-
yan conceded: ‘‘I don’t know how reliable these figures are but their sources
are all documented and more precise data are not to be found anywhere.’’
There was also understandable concern that the averages neglected significant
variation between town and country and among regions. Whether or not
Mikoyan’s figures were accurate, they were not politically credible. The dis-
cussion was relatively uninformed about trends in productivity, costs, or other
relevant price-forming variables. In addition the concept of markups on costs
proved intractable for nonspecialist discussion; some participants struggled to
understand what was included in this markup or that, while others lacked any
clear way of expressing a change over time in a share of a variable that was
itself changing.

Starting from the top, we have already mentioned one factor in the retail
price level: the persistently high production costs of industry. Russian Re-
public trade official N. B. Eismont (later a member of the Smirnov-Eismont-
Tolmachev conspiracy),∞∞ for example, pointed out that existing retail margins
were simply not large enough to explain more than a small part of the widen-
ing of the scissors compared with the prewar period. Industrial production
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Figure 12.3. Retail Price Formation

costs were the elephant in the room. They were not completely ignored; as we
have seen, both Rykov and Stalin made the point that industrialization was
not cutting production costs as fast as expected. Other speakers focused on
lesser issues, perhaps because they were looking for quicker results. More
common was the standpoint of industry official V. N. Mantsev, who asserted
plainly that ‘‘if industry wholesale prices went up over this period, then they
went up by 1 to 2 percent overall. [Mikoyan’s reply inaudible.] . . . What
influence could this have on the retail price level? Absolutely none. The in-
crease in retail prices has not been caused by the ill will of industry. We have
made some mistakes, of course, but in this respect it is not our fault.’’

Much discussion was devoted to the size of wholesale and retail trade costs
and markups, the ‘‘wholesale-retail’’ scissors, and the scope for pressing them
shut. On this, Mikoyan’s written report is uninteresting; it deals only with
technicalities such as credit costs and freight charges. His speech set a sharper
tone, and his first significant point was that trade markups were higher than
they should be, especially for deficit commodities:

Mikoyan: Just in relation to manufactures, especially in retail trade, we have
extremely high markups compared with both prewar and normal contempo-
rary ones. Private traders in particular have big markups, but that’s fully
understandable. It’s extremely expensive for the private trader to acquire
goods, he has no direct channel for getting goods. If you look in any large
private store you won’t find goods in big batches, just remnants that the
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unemployed, janitors, and others have bought up on commission for the
private trader. In cooperation there are also big markups and in state trade
too, but nonetheless all the evidence I have shows that these are not bad
compared with the prewar years for commodities not in short supply. On the
other hand, insofar as our trade system is structured more rationally than the
private trader’s, and we have centralized trade, large-scale associations, and
so on (the socialist system ought to be rational, and we ought to be establish-
ing a transitional distribution apparatus), we can’t define prewar markups as
our ideal; we ought to squeeze them.

Mikoyan went on to suggest that profit seeking in trade organizations was the
main obstacle to price cuts: ‘‘our [Ministry of] Internal Trade,’’ he complained,
‘‘isn’t able to make people cut prices because they often think price cutting is
good, but accumulation is better. (Laughter.)’’ Stalin labored the same point:

Stalin: Among cooperative workers and our trade workers there have re-
cently formed a dangerous psychology and a dangerous aspiration toward
achieving ‘‘glittering’’ bottom lines (balansy) with ‘‘glittering’’ profits. The
cooperative workers are more and more aiming not to strengthen the alliance
of worker and peasant consumers, but to accumulate more profit and then
glitter with the bottom line. This, comrades, is a dangerous psychology and a
dangerous aspiration that can lead to no good. We need neither glittering
bottom lines nor high profits. This is not our policy. We need an alliance of the
broad mass of consumers of the towns and countryside. Let there be less
profits and let there be no glittering bottom lines, but let us strengthen the
alliance of our industry, through the trading agencies, with the mass con-
sumer. This is our policy. Unfortunately, our cooperatives do not understand
or do not want to understand this. And this is now the main danger.

Others also singled out profit seeking for criticism. The outstanding contri-
bution on this score was Bukharin’s. ‘‘Industry is developing more rapidly than
agriculture,’’ he began,

but the state of affairs . . . in the field of relations between the working class
and the peasantry is standing still. Explain what’s the matter? I know of no
other explanation [but that] we have hidden accumulation that is not being
passed on to us.
Voice: True.
Bukharin: There is accumulation in the field of industry, and in the field of
trade, and cooperation, and they are hiding this accumulation from us. The
business stinks not of tens but of hundreds of millions.

By ‘‘hidden accumulation,’’ Bukharin evidently meant profits that were not
being reported to the government but held in secret.

Then, a verbal auction took place over the hidden profits of Tsentrosoiuz,
the central cooperative trading agency, that Stalin won:
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Bukharin: In my view it must be generally acknowledged that there is hidden
accumulation, but it’s not being reported to us.
Stalin: There is, without doubt, there is.
Bukharin: It’s a question of profits.
Stalin: 120 million.
Mikoyan: 175.
Bukharin: About 200.

But a few minutes later Stalin placed the winning bid:

Stalin: I think if you count the hidden profit too, the profit can go to 250,
maybe to 300 million. Who needs this deception and what are these super-
profits for? Who can be unaware that these superprofits can lead only to the
decay of our commodity supply network and the detachment of the party and
state from the mass of consumers numbered in millions?

Not all of those present were opposed to profit seeking. Valerian Kuibyshev,
the minister for state industry, first complemented Mikoyan’s argument by
suggesting that deficit commodities typically commanded huge markups, es-
pecially in the free market; he went on to point out that cooperatives could
then profit by slightly undercutting free market prices. When challenged, how-
ever, Kuibyshev would not speak out against profit as such. He argued that
trade profits were a problem because they were lost to industry; industrial
profits were needed to finance industrialization. This argument came close to
that of Piatakov and the Left Opposition at the time, but the closeness arose
partly because the Left had deliberately blurred its own line. Ordzhonikidze,
head of the party Control Commission, also spoke up for industrial profits:
‘‘About hidden accumulation . . . Certainly they hide it. Of course not for
themselves, but in order to expand local industry. You can cut wholesale prices
but I believe that if our goods distribution network will absorb the same
amount as now, no matter how much you cut, nothing will come out. I worry
that we will tell Kuibyshev to cut [prices] but the reduction will not reach the
consumer.’’ Going further, the light industry commissar, Liubimov, was will-
ing to stand up for trade profits too: ‘‘If you make us sell 10 or 50 commodities
at a loss, and forbid us to make a profit on the other 10, it’s obvious that our
organization will fly away, carrying a loss overall.’’

Other participants were concerned not about high profits in trade but about
high costs. Politburo member Andrei Andreev noted a rapid growth of total
employment in cooperative trade in 1925 and 1926, despite frequent com-
plaints that the shortage of commodities left the cooperatives underemployed.
Ordzhonikidze gave anecdotal support to this. He described a typical rural
cooperative store staffed by four workers, in place of one before the war; when
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asked the reason, he was told that ‘‘one can steal, whereas these will watch
each other.’’ But ‘‘if all three conspire to steal,’’ he retorted, ‘‘there’ll be nothing
left in the shop. . . . let Comrade Liubimov or someone prove to me that this is
not the case.’’ Liubimov: ‘‘I haven’t proved it.’’ But Liubimov had argued that
commodity shortages themselves were raising the search costs that trading
agencies had to bear, since their procurement agents now had to travel far and
wide to locate supplies.∞≤

Towards the end, Stalin weighed in decisively. It did not really matter
whether the problem was high profits or high costs in the retail sector. ‘‘At the
expense of what must the policy of retail price cuts be implemented? At the
expense of the apparatus of the trading agencies, at the expense of cutting their
staff, at the expense of cutting their overhead costs, at the expense of cutting
their profits. There are no other sources. This we must understand and from
this we must proceed. This is why cutting markups is the immediate task.’’
Stalin concluded with a brutality of expression that was already his charac-
teristic: ‘‘We must, before anything else, implement a serious reduction of
retail prices for industrial commodities of a mass character both in the coun-
tryside and in the towns, beating down the markup, reducing the markup,
breaking the resistance of the cooperatives and other trading agencies at all
costs’’ (emphasis added).

If Stalin felt that he had closed the debate, Kalinin, the final speaker, did not
seem to notice. He was clearly skeptical of the Politburo policy; ‘‘A while ago,’’
he confessed, ‘‘we thought that retail price cuts were literally the panacea that
would save us, but now we see that this is not so.’’ He was for cooperatives’
profit seeking: ‘‘profit is not a dangerous thing in cooperation,’’ he argued on
the grounds that cooperatives pay a dividend to their members, returning the
profit to the consumers. As for high trade costs, Kalinin talked about how the
revolution had improved the position of service sector workers, disproportion-
ately raising trade costs; ‘‘Why do we pay 5 kopecks for bread? Because that’s
what it costs.’’ This dissent did not meet with any rejoinder or rebuke, although
it is reported at one point that Kosior interrupted by coughing ‘‘ironically.’’

Enforcement

Mikoyan appeared to believe that the policy adopted the previous spring
of cutting key commodity prices by 10 percent could not be driven further. He
put this down to the fact that the Bolsheviks were not yet really in control of
the market for manufactures. He suggested this by contrasting the bad state of
the market for manufactures with the good state of the grain market; this also
usefully illustrates what kind of control the Bolsheviks aspired to:
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Mikoyan: ‘‘We have reached a point such that peasant muddle and the peas-
ant grain market are wholly and completely in our hands, we can raise or
lower grain prices at any time, and we have all the levers of influence in our
hands. But in relation to state trade and the cooperatives, we don’t have these
levers for industrial commodities, or, more accurately, we utilize them badly.
At present it is easier to raise or lower grain prices in a short period of time
across the entire Union territory; and more difficult, and it demands un-
believably more effort, to cut prices for industrial commodities in the state-
trading or cooperative sphere, because no one stands up for the peasant
[muzhik] and gets in our way, whereas various organizations stand up for
cooperation and state trade and defend them. Some comrade or other turns
up from cooperation and state trade and says we can’t cut prices just like that,
there has to be a profit, all are good guys—and the result is none of the
necessary pressure and none of the necessary results.

Here we have the situation that state and cooperative organizations, that
are socialist-type organizations, are less subject to the influence of the state
and its leadership than the private market for grain.

. . . It may be that the upper layer of the cooperatives has recently been
supporting us and wants a reduction, but this is not true of the whole coopera-
tive system and all local agencies.

Mikoyan had reached a surprising conclusion: it was easier for the state to
control millions of farmers through the market than to exercise effective au-
thority over a dozen or so ministries and a few hundred industrial trusts.
His words have the sound of reality knocking at the Bolsheviks’ door. They
wanted to socialize the market economy. Now they had a new problem: Who
controls the agencies of socialization?

Given his sense of the limits of state power, Mikoyan was apparently op-
posed to calls for radical price cuts and wanted to pursue a realistic target of a 2
to 3 percent overall reduction. His interventions are pervaded by a sense of
bureaucratic impotence; even if ‘‘state and cooperative organizations . . . are
less subject to the influence of the state and its leadership than the private mar-
ket for grain,’’ he lamented, it was also true that ‘‘we have few means of influence
over private capital.’’ He described his own trade ministry as not only ‘‘weak in
the center’’ but also understaffed locally; each provincial office employed no
more than ‘‘15 to 20 persons including messengers, cleaners, and others.’’ He
believed little could be achieved without the involvement of local party organiza-
tions and the mobilization of mass pressure on trade costs and prices. Later in
discussion Liubimov pointedly criticized party and trade union organizations for
‘‘frosty’’ (prokhladnoe) neglect of the policy of price reductions.

They could only get so far with what an industry representative, Mantsev,
ridiculed as an ‘‘evangelical’’ style of work: ‘‘we recommend, we request, we
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suggest.’’ Stalin suggested adding public pressure through use of the press to
expose pricing abuses. But in closing the debate, Mikoyan made a striking
admission of weakness that Central Committee secretary Kosior immediately
rejected:

Mikoyan: I want to say one thing—whatever measures we adopt, whatever
proposals all the Politburo members agree on for cutting prices by squeezing
trade costs, we cannot achieve the kind of retail price reductions now, or
within two or three months, that can pacify the workers and peasants in the
smallest degree.
Kosior: That’s not proven.

But if not party mobilization and public pressure, then what? The alterna-
tive was police measures and repression. The new RSFSR criminal code that
came into effect on January 1, 1927 made the ‘‘malicious raising of prices of
merchandise by way of buying up, concealing, or withholding from the mar-
ket’’ an offence punishable by imprisonment.∞≥ Several of the papers received
by the Politburo dealt with local party organizations’ involvement in discus-
sion and implementation of price cuts. The last of these is entitled ‘‘Holding to
Account of Organizations and Persons Not Implementing the Directives of
Party Agencies on the Reduction of Retail Prices.’’ It lists a dozen regional
committees that had issued resolutions calling for reprimands, dismissals, and
prosecutions for lack of whole-hearted compliance with the policy.

While it is not clear that these threats specifically had been carried out,
something was going on. Early in the discussion, Mikoyan noted that while
some were ‘‘complaining that repressive measures have not been applied . . .
there are already 600 cases of repressive measures against trading agencies in
the [Russian Republic]. There is no solution,’’ he warned, ‘‘in repressions
alone, since repression is an auxiliary weapon that cannot replace all the forms
of economic positions in the market.’’ Eismont confirmed subsequently that
the six hundred cases of ‘‘repression’’ were indeed prosecutions.

Stalin’s various contributions show three recurrent themes. First, he reso-
lutely defended the role of the party, rejecting all criticisms. Second, it was not
enough for state or party to make decisions; they must also monitor progress
towards implementation. Stalin saw a pattern, wider than the narrow issue of
retail prices, in decisions that disappeared into an administrative vacuum. The
Council of Labor and Defense had adopted a resolution calling for shorter
retail supply chains. ‘‘Is this decree of the Council of Labor and Defense being
implemented?’’ he asked, giving the answer: ‘‘No, it is not being implemented’’;
and another question: ‘‘Why?’’ Again, the Council of Labor and Defense had
adopted a resolution to close state trading outlets where they duplicated coop-
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erative networks. ‘‘Is this decree of the Council of Labor and Defense being
implemented? No, it is not being implemented. Why?’’ He criticized Mikoyan
for not providing evidence of whether a decision of the Council of Labor and
Defense to reconstitute trading agencies that resisted the price cuts had been
carried through.

Stalin’s third preoccupation was with the power of state to force radical
change. This is where his dispute with Mikoyan emerged most clearly. Miko-
yan wanted to set a realistic target of a 2 to 3 percent overall reduction. Stalin
wanted more and did not see why it should not be imposed by force, by an act of
political will. This led to a satirical exchange:

Mikoyan: . . . generally, on average, prices can be cut by 2 to 3 percent.
Stalin: By two kopecks off the ruble?
Mikoyan: Roughly. That’s in the immediate future.
Stalin: It’s not enough.
Mikoyan: I would like it to be more, but I can’t issue instructions that no one
can fulfil. I am a supporter of those instructions for our administration that
have 80 to 90 percent feasibility. If you issue an instruction in which 60
percent is feasible and 40 percent is infeasible, then this will disorganize the
administration. We are currently shouting that they are not implementing the
directive, but they are not arresting us and jailing us for it; Comrade Liubimov
is not in prison and I haven’t been arrested. They aren’t carrying out all
instructions, but no one has been handed over to the courts to answer for it.
But when it comes to grain, and Lobachev [head of grain marketing] doesn’t
comply with an order, they dismiss him and jail him.
Voice: What do you want, for them to jail you, and then everything will be all
right?
Mikoyan: Arrest me, I’ll happily go to prison so as to sleep well.
Voice: How long do you want to go to prison for?
Mikoyan: About six months.

Finally, how did the Bolshevik leaders see the expected consequences of
failure? The Bolshevik leaders clearly expected to pay a political price if they
did not press on with the policy they had previously announced. They also no
doubt feared what the opposition would say if the policy failed. Mikoyan
worried that, with no results in six months, ‘‘the masses will say that we
deceived them and that prices haven’t been cut enough.’’ Kosior warned ex-
plicitly of the likely damage to the party’s credibility: ‘‘Our discussions today
remind me of what’s happening at meetings where we talk about our achieve-
ments and about how prices have come down and so on, and the workers
grumble: ‘The devil take you, you have all those achievements and we don’t
feel a thing.’ A few days ago in Kazan’ I was demonstrating that we have cut
prices but the workers don’t believe it.’’
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Implicitly, Kosior sided with Stalin against Mikoyan on the size of cuts that
were required; the public would simply not notice a deflation of the order of 2
or 3 percent. ‘‘In the Trade Ministry,’’ he mocked, ‘‘you weigh price cuts on a
pharmacist’s scales, and you calibrate them in units of the order of 0.05, but in
life it looks otherwise.’’ He concluded: ‘‘We have talked about price cuts for a
whole year. They are looking to us now for actions, not resolutions.’’

The Politburo meeting was indeed followed by action. Between January and
October 1927 there was a concerted campaign of decrees, propaganda, and
mobilizations in which Mikoyan and his Ministry of Trade played a leading
role. It had the effect of lowering official retail prices of industrial goods by
more than 7 percent—much more than the ‘‘2 to 3 percent’’ that Mikoyan had
modestly urged in January. As a result, shortages multiplied; the peasants
became increasingly unable to buy from the state and increasingly reluctant to
sell to it.∞∂ Mass operations of the OGPU security police and mass arrests in
the countryside formed the core of the ‘‘extraordinary measures’’ adopted at
the end of 1927 to bring in the grain from that year’s harvest.∞∑

In 1926–27 the Bolsheviks were pursuing a policy of downward pressure on
retail prices of industrial commodities. In the Politburo there was broad agree-
ment in support of this policy in principle, but clear differences over how far it
should be pursued and where to accommodate to economic and social re-
sistance. Some special interests were voiced; there was a clear tendency for
those with an interest in industry, such as Ordzhonikidze and Kuibyshev, to
seek to push the burden of adjustment onto trade, and for those with interests
in trade or cooperatives, such as Liubimov and Kalinin, to defend them. A
significant middle ground wished to pursue price cuts only in moderation and
within limits. On one side, Stalin rejected all compromise; on the other side,
only Kalinin expressed reservations that could be construed as reasonable.

The party’s policy of industrial retail price cuts was a significant factor
undermining the market economy and contributing to its eventual replace-
ment by a command system in which resources were allocated by force. It
worked at four different levels. Each can be seen clearly in the minutes of the
Politburo.

First, the policy promoted market disequilibrium. This in itself was not of
concern to the leadership core, which did not set any special value on a balanced
economy. However, the particular form of disequilibrium that the policy pro-
moted was that state-supplied manufactures became increasingly unavailable
at the low prices resulting from downward pressure. Shortages spread, with
predictably adverse effects on the peasants’ willingness to bring their food to
the market. Eventually, the threat to agricultural supplies for urban house-
holds, state industry, the Red Army, and exports led the Bolshevik regime into a
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direct confrontation with the peasantry that ended in collectivization and
famine.

Second, the policy was a step in the process that made price setting a polit-
ical, not economic decision. Once the state took responsibility for setting
prices, it had to accept that industrial managers could no longer be held ac-
countable for profits or losses, and would become indifferent to costs. Thus
the government’s price controls promoted the softening of budget constraints
faced by state-owned enterprises and encouraged them to use up resources in
production and distribution that might otherwise have been available for rais-
ing living standards and developing the economy. It led directly, therefore, to
the inefficiencies of the command system.

Third, the party’s policy evoked resistance; the resistance evoked a search
for the people impeding the policy in the private market, in the cooperative
trading agencies, and in the state retail sector. This search was accompanied by
calls not only for mass pressure to counteract the resistance, but also for direct
repression of the resisters. The politicization of price setting in general led, by
this direct route, to the criminalization of the specific pricing decisions that the
party perceived as undermining its policies.

Fourth and finally, Stalin was able to exploit the issue to promote his claim
to personal leadership. As we watch the Politburo members debate the issues,
Stalin emerges as the chief defender of the party, its policies, and its organiza-
tions. We see Stalin’s rhetoric at work in this role. It is like a bulldozer. Link by
link, its metal tracks crush all obstacles. The party must hold its line at all
costs. The resisters are a source of danger; those who cover for them have
misplaced their loyalties and priorities. The resistance must be broken, by
persuasion if possible, by force if necessary. That is all.

Appendix: Price Cuts and Market Equilibrium

This appendix sets out explicitly the reasoning used in the first section of
this essay to explain the effects of industrial price cuts in the Soviet retail
market. In Figure 12.4 peasant farmers supply food which, measured ver-
tically, is traded against state-manufactured goods, measured horizontally.
The equilibrium is found where two lines or ‘‘offer curves’’ intersect at point A,
and the state exchanges M≠ manufactured goods for F≠ food. The slope of the
line from the origin to A, measured by the angle s, measures the real price of
industrial goods: when the scissors open, s increases and the line becomes
steeper, and conversely when the scissors close.

The analysis takes the nominal price of food as given, as the Politburo had
to, since grain prices were to be considered in a separate report. They assumed
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Figure 12.4. State Industry and Peasant Farmers in Equilibrium
Note: The angle s measures the scissors, or the price of manufactures relative to food.

that a cut in the nominal price of a manufactured item measured in rubles and
kopecks is also a cut in its relative price measured in food units; and in our
model s is therefore the relative price.

The convex OF curve shows the peasants’ offer of food in return for man-
ufactured goods; it is convex because of diminishing marginal utility, which
made the peasants increasingly reluctant to give up food in return for man-
ufactured goods as their consumption basket shifted away from food to man-
ufactures. An increase in agricultural productivity would shift the OF curve
upwards, since cheaper food would make farmers willing to give up more food
for an item of manufactured goods. In equilibrium, the size of the urban-rural
market would grow.

The straight, upward-sloping OM line shows the manufactured goods that
state industry was willing to offer the countryside in return for food. Its slope
measures the price at which manufactures were offered. It is straight because
the price was fixed independently of quantities: state industry had market
power and used this power to preset the price of manufactures before going to
the market. The basis of price-setting was a markup on costs. Real costs were
determined by industrial productivity. The size of the markup on costs then
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Figure 12.5. State Manufactures in Short Supply

depended on the state’s use of its market power. A reduction in the markup
and a reduction in industrial costs would each close the scissors and swing the
urban offer curve to the right; either of these would expand the urban-rural
market. This theoretical proposition, once much debated, has been verified
empirically for the Soviet economy in the 1920s.∞∏

The background to policy discussion in January 1927 is illustrated in Figure
12.5. Starting from point A, the leadership had decided to expand the market
by cutting the price of industrial goods, reducing the slope of the OM curve to
s% and shifting the curve to OM%. At the new price s% the peasants would offer
to exchange F∞ food for M∞ manufactures. Provided the state could increase
the supply of manufactures to match, the market equilibrium would shift from
A to point B. With more food available, real wages could rise and industrial
employment could grow. This is what had happened in 1923, when the Bol-
sheviks had managed to cut prices and preserve equilibrium because the price
cuts were accompanied by a simultaneous rise in industrial production.

In 1927, however, prices were being cut without a simultaneous increase in
the supply of manufactures, which was fixed by the state at M≠. In Figure 12.5
the OM% curve is only the state’s notional offer. Its slope is the price at which
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industry offers manufactures to the countryside, but beyond the quantity M≠

the state offers no more goods at any price. There is a shortage of manufac-
tures: the ‘‘goods famine.’’ In this context there are four possible outcomes,
shown in the figure:

1. Abandon the policy of price cuts and accept the political damage of a
policy defeat. The market returns to equilibrium at A.

2. Hold the price of manufactures to s%. With manufactures available only
up to the quantity M≠, farmers will be forced off their offer curve to point C.
They will sell only the food required to purchase M≠, since M≠ is the maximum
they can buy at any price. In fact, they will sell only F≤ which is not only less
than F∞ but even less than F≠. The party has saved its political capital but the
price cuts have been counterproductive in terms of the supply of food.

3. The gap between the state price and the equilibrium price may now en-
courage the reselling of manufactures, allowing private individuals to collect
the gap in the form of rents or bribes. The market returns to equilibrium at A,
but the state, buying and selling at C, has lost revenue to the private resellers,
who collect part of the food that might otherwise have gone to the state.

4. The gap between the state price and the equilibrium price may also
encourage private producers to enter the market and supply the unsatisfied
consumers. The state is no worse off absolutely, since it continues to buy and
sell at A. But the private sector will grow, so the state sector’s share will shrink
proportionally.

Notes

I thank the Hoover Institution and Archive for their hospitality in July 2006 when this
paper was written, the University of Warwick North America Travel Fund for financial
support, and R. W. Davies, Michael Ellman, Simon Ertz, Paul Gregory, and Peter Law for
advice and comments.

1. RGASPI Fond 17, op. 163, del. 703. Files 701 and 702 contain the transcript in the
original and showing the editorial and authors’ corrections.

2. The background to the policy of price reductions in 1926 and 1927 is covered in
more detail by Carr and Davies, A History of Soviet Russia: Foundations of a Planned
Economy, 1926–1929, vol. 1, pp. 715–37.

3. Davies and Wheatcroft, ‘‘Population,’’ p. 64.
4. Gregory, ‘‘National Income,’’ p. 247; Harrison, ‘‘National Income,’’ pp. 41–42.
5. The classic account is by Carr, A History of Soviet Russia: The Interregnum, 1923–

1924.
6. Harrison, ‘‘The Peasantry and Industrialisation.’’
7. Carr and Davies, A History of Soviet Russia: Foundations of a Planned Economy,

1926–1929, vol. 1, p. 716.
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8. Ibid., pp. 717–23.
9. Work norm revision would remain a critical issue for Soviet industrial policy and

labor relations through the following decades; see e.g. Arnot, Controlling Soviet Labour:
Experimental Change from Brezhnev to Gorbachev, pp. 84–87; Davies and Khlevnyuk,
‘‘Stakhanovism and the Soviet Economy.’’

10. Carr and Davies, A History of Soviet Russia: Foundations of a Planned Economy,
1926–1929, vol. 1, pp. 65–66; for a fuller account of this episode based on the archives
see Manning, ‘‘The Rise and Fall of ‘the Extraordinary Measures,’ January–June, 1928:
Towards a Reexamination of the Onset of the Stalin Revolution.’’

11. See the essay by Charters Wynn in this volume.
12. This seems to be an early reference to the role of the tolkach in the Soviet economy

later described by Joseph Berliner, Factory and Manager in the USSR, and others.
13. Carr and Davies, A History of Soviet Russia: Foundations of a Planned Economy,

1926–1929, vol. 1, p. 724.
14. Ibid., pp. 724–30.
15. Manning, ‘‘The Rise and Fall of ‘the Extraordinary Measures,’ January–June,

1928: Towards a Reexamination of the Onset of the Stalin Revolution.’’
16. Gregory and Mokhtari, ‘‘State Grain Purchases, Relative Prices, and the Soviet

Grain Procurement Crisis.’’
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